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Abstract

Hydrocarbons, currently derived from crude oil, represent a vital source of fuel as well as an important feedstock in many chemical processes. As a result the dwindling crude oil supply is likely to have a significant impact on society. When combined with the long timescale and large cost associated with their substitution it becomes obvious that a new route for hydrocarbon production is essential. CO₂ has been gaining significant attention as a possible feedstock due, in part, to its low cost and renewable nature. The work reported within this thesis focuses on the development of catalysts that are active for both the reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction and the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process simultaneously allowing the direct conversion of CO₂ to hydrocarbons.

Chapter 1 outlines the research carried out to date on the conversion of CO₂ to hydrocarbon products as reported in the literature. A more detailed discussion on the motivation behind this work is given along with an introduction to both the reverse water-gas shift reaction and the Fischer-Tropsch process with a review of the literature associated with both processes. The aims of the work conducted within this thesis are contained at the end of this chapter.

Chapter 2 details the experimental procedures used for the reported catalyst studies. The construction of each of the reactors used is given along with information on the components used. The characterisation methods utilised are introduced and the equipment and conditions used are detailed. Full information on the product analysis is also reported within this chapter.

Chapter 3 reports the results obtained from an investigation into the utilisation of magnesium oxide as a possible catalyst support for iron, cobalt and nickel based catalysts for CO₂ hydrogenation. The use of both palladium and potassium as potential promoters for Fe-MgO and Co-MgO catalysts was also investigated and reported along with the use of mixed MgO-SiO₂ supports for a potassium and palladium promoted iron system.

Chapter 4 investigates in the use of palladium as a potential promoter for use in conjunction with an iron-silica catalyst. This three component system was further optimised for the production of heavier hydrocarbons and a higher CO₂ conversion by the variation of both iron and palladium loading. The environmental impact associated with the preparation of each catalyst was assessed and compared relative to the improved performance through the use of life cycle assessment.

Chapter 5 looks at the use of copper, zinc and gallium as possible promoters for the formation of hydrocarbons from CO₂ over an iron-silica catalyst system. The study was extended to include further metals from Group 11 and Group 13 in order to determine how their promotional
ability varied as you descend each group. The effect of promoter loading was also studied for the indium and gold containing systems.

Chapter 6 includes further studies into the effects of the silica support properties on the performance of an iron-silica catalyst. Further investigations included the influence of reaction conditions such as WHSV, pressure and temperature. From these studies information on activation energies, mass transfer limitations and reaction mechanisms was derived.

Chapter 7 outlines the investigations into the use of cobalt as the main catalyst component for CO$_2$ hydrogenation. The influence of support properties as well as the effects of introducing a range of different noble, alkali and transition metal promoters was studied. These systematic studies allowed the development and optimisation of a cobalt-based CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalyst that showed a high CO$_2$ conversion combined with a good selectivity towards C$_2+$ hydrocarbons.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASF</td>
<td>Anderson-Schulz-Flory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BET</td>
<td>Brunauer-Emmet-Teller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPR</td>
<td>Back pressure regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMERE</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide hydrogenation to form methanol via the reverse water-gas shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Carbon capture and storage/sequestration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCU</td>
<td>Carbon capture and utilisation/usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Carbon nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ LO</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide to lower olefins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTR</td>
<td>Continuously stirred tank reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME</td>
<td>Dimethyl ether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIFTS</td>
<td>Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS/EDX</td>
<td>Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIA</td>
<td>Energy Information Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-SEM</td>
<td>Field emission Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>Fossil fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FID</td>
<td>Flame ionisation detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Fischer-Tropsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO</td>
<td>Fischer-Tropsch to olefins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FU</td>
<td>Functional unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>Gas chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP</td>
<td>Global warming potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTFT</td>
<td>High temperature Fischer-Tropsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>International Panel for Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Standards Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>Life cycle assessment/analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI</td>
<td>Life cycle inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTFT</td>
<td>Low-temperature Fischer-Tropsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFC</td>
<td>Mass flow controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>Methanol to gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTO</td>
<td>Methanol to olefins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEXAFS</td>
<td>Near edge reflectance infrared Fourier transform structure spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRL</td>
<td>Naval Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>Oxygen storage capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>Platinum group metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pXRD</td>
<td>Powder X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Response factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Retention time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWGS</td>
<td>Reverse water-gas shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCM</td>
<td>Standard cubic centimetres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCD</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Thermogravimetric analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHSV</td>
<td>Weight hourly space velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS</td>
<td>Water-gas shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cobalt catalysts for the conversion of CO₂ to light hydrocarbons at atmospheric pressure

Rhodri E. Owen, Justin P. O’Byrne, Davide Mattia, Paweł Plucinski, Sofia I. Faccu and Matthew D. Jones*†

A series of cobalt heterogeneous catalysts have been developed that are effective for the conversion of CO₂ to hydrocarbons. The effect of the promoter and loadings have been investigated.

One of the “holy grails” for the catalysis community for the 21st century remains the development of robust and cheap systems for the upgrading of CO₂. With the dwindling supply of oil derived chemical feedstocks coupled with uncertainties of supply, now is unequivocally the time to act.1 The “shale gas boom” in the US (and Europe) remains, to date, a temporary life-line rather than a long-term solution. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to find a sustainable alternative. We and several other groups across the world have already taken up this research challenge – mainly utilising iron promoted systems for the conversion of CO₂ to hydrocarbons (HCs).3 Further less attention has been applied to cobalt containing catalysts, this is largely due to their preference to form CH₄.1 One of the first examples of this catalysis was in 1950 by Miller with a series of activated cobalt systems.4 Its more recent years examples of active catalysts include those of Somorjai who have prepared cobalt nanoparticles on MCF-17 mesoporous silica with the major products being CH₄ and CO.5 It is observed that platinum can act as a promoter for such processes. Willauer and co-workers have investigated a Co-Pt/Al₂O₃ system for the conversion of CO₂ to HCs.6 The lowest selectivity to CH₄ being 93.1% [T = 220 °C, P = 275 psig, H₂:CO₂ 1:1] higher selectivities towards CH₄ were observed with H₂:CO₂ ratios of 2:1 and 3:1. It was hypothesised that changing this ratio lowered the methanation ability of the catalysts and conversely favoured chain growth.

In this paper we report the utilisation of a new series of cobalt containing heterogeneous catalysts for the conversion of CO₂ to HCs at atmospheric pressure. The catalysts were prepared by the wet impregnation of the appropriate metal salts on the silica support.7 The catalysts were characterised by TEM, SEM, XPS and pXRD.†

From XPS and pXRD the cobalt is present as Co₃O₄. Initial catalytic results are shown in Table 1, the cobalt only system (entry 1) gave good conversion but to predominately CH₄, analogous to literature precedent.5,6 It has been shown that the addition of a noble metal has a beneficial effect upon the catalysis.7 It has also previously been shown that adding alkali metals with cobalt increases selectivity to heavier HCs (for traditional FT reaction). Furthermore, in traditional FT catalysis the olefin-paraffin ratio increases with addition of alkali metals.8 Thus, we treated a range of Co-Pt/Al₂O₃ systems Table 1 entries 2-9 with palladium present to aid CO production and potassium to increase selectivity to heavier HCs. A cobalt loading of 30 wt% was found to be optimal in terms of conversion but with higher loadings producing lower quantities of CH₄. Increasing potassium loading was found to reduce selectivity towards CH₄ and led to an increased yield of heavier HCs, this occurs at the cost of conversion with high potassium loadings leading to lower CO₂ conversion. Comparing entries 1 vs 4 vs 9 it is clear that for this system there is no advantage, in terms of selectivity, adding palladium to the catalyst. Comparing entries 1 and 9 there is a dramatic reduction in conversion, with a concurrent increase in selectivity to heavier HCs. As expected the palladium containing systems produced higher level of olefins, entry 4 vs 9, compared to the potassium promoted systems.

The pore diameter of the SiO₂ was varied (60, 250, 500 Å) Table 1 entry 4 (60 Å) vs. Table 2 entries 1 and 2. Generally as the pore diameter increased the HC yield decreases, however a noticeable increase in selectivity away from CH₄ is observed. However, the same trend is not observed for the 20 wt%Co/1 wt%K/SiO₂ system. Noteworthy, is that the large pore diameter silica appears to facilitate the formation of slightly larger crystalline phases, which maybe related to the enhanced selectivity.10 To assess the potential to scale-up this catalyst system a larger particle size support was utilised, Table 2 entry 3. There was a reduction in conversion compared to the 35-70 μm material (Table 1, entry 4) potentially due to diffusion effects; HC distribution was however observed to remain similar. The removal of all promoters, giving a 20 wt%Co/ SiO₂ 500 catalyst (Table 2 entry 6) resulted in almost exclusively CH₄ formation as observed with the use of 60 Å pore size silica (Table 1, entry 1) showing the use of larger pore size silica alone.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Synthesis, characterisation details and tentative mechanism. See DOI: 10.1039/c4cc08791k

(Paper removed for copyright reasons.)
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1 Introduction

Atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) levels have continued to increase annually according to the International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC)\cite{1}. This continuous rise in CO$_2$ emissions can largely be attributed to anthropogenic factors originating from the increased consumption of fossil fuels since the industrial revolution in the mid 1700’s. CO$_2$ levels increased 80% between 1970 and 2004\cite{1} with the atmospheric concentration recently passing the symbolic 400 ppm mark (40% higher than the pre-industrial level\cite{2}). CO$_2$, a greenhouse gas (GHG), is an established cause for these rising global temperatures. This can lead to a number of negative environmental effects such as the melting of the polar ice sheets\cite{3}, increased desertification of the tropics\cite{4}, rising sea levels\cite{5} and ocean acidification to name but a few. Baseline CO$_2$ emissions are predicted to continue this increase from current levels (approximately 30 GtCO$_2$) up to 57 GtCO$_2$ by 2050 if no measures to reduce release are implemented\cite{6}.

Global warming is a recognised worldwide problem and as a result many governments have pledged to reduce the long-term emissions of GHGs in an attempt to combat the problem. The majority of current CO$_2$ emissions are however from developed and societally dependent technologies. With carbon emitters intrinsic in their usage the emissions from these sources are unlikely to see any large decrease in the foreseeable future.

Several possibilities are currently being considered and investigated to reduce CO$_2$ emissions. The first and most obvious suggestion is the replacement of fossil fuels by carbon neutral energy sources such as renewable energy (solar, wind and hydro) and nuclear power. Nuclear power possesses large capital costs and when combined with its unpopular reputation in public opinion it seems an unlikely alternative. With the insatiably high demand for energy in some developing countries, such as India and China, CO$_2$ emissions from fossil fuel based power is set to continue to increase.

Another possibility is carbon capture and storage/sequestration (CCS) where waste CO$_2$ from power plants or other large point sources is captured and its release into the atmosphere prevented. The storage generally involves the transportation of the captured CO$_2$ to a suitable location where it is injected into geological formations. While CSS is one of the more developed processes for reducing emission of CO$_2$ with many plants planned and already in operation\cite{7} it does possess several problems. For one, it is not suitable for all types of carbon emissions, sites must be close to safe sequestration sites, CO$_2$ concentrations must be high and it is not suited to small to medium sized sources. Many risks are also associated with CCS such as the possibility of leakage of storage reservoirs and unknown effects on the environment.\cite{2} High cost and high energy demands also decrease the appeal of CSS as a solution to rising CO$_2$ levels. It is estimated that an extra 30% of fuel is required to capture the CO$_2$ (transportation and
sequestration requires further energy)\(^2\) resulting in significantly reduced efficiency in reduction of CO\(_2\) emissions.

The most promising possibility is carbon capture and utilisation/usage (CCU). This is where the captured CO\(_2\) is used either directly or utilised as a carbon feedstock for the production of chemicals and fuels. CO\(_2\) has for a long period been thought of as an unwanted waste product but with its low cost and availability in large quantities at point sources combined with the socio-political pressure for companies to reduce the amount released there are increasing attempts to consider it as a resource and a business opportunity.

The low (or even negative) cost of CO\(_2\) has already seen it used as a refrigerant, in the food industry and as a feedstock in a limited number of processes such as the synthesis of urea for nitrogen fertilizer and plastic production, synthesis of salicylic acid for the pharmaceutical industry and for polycarbonate production. These uses are, however well established and unlikely to grow much further. Polycarbonate, for example is most important large volume CO\(_2\) based polymer (2.9 million tonnes in 2009) and is expected to grow at a rate of 3-5\% over the next few years which will lead to a use of 0.1-0.2 Mt a\(^{-1}\) by 2020 which equates to 0.005\% of the estimated amount of CO\(_2\) available.\(^6\) This value is not significant enough to have an impact on the reduction in CO\(_2\) emissions. As a result new target products are needed.

Fossil fuels (FF) provide 81 \% of the global primary energy supply.\(^8\) Studies by the International Energy Agency estimate that they will remain the main energy source up to 2050 and beyond.\(^6\) Table 1.1 shows the percentage share of global energy consumption for 2011.\(^2\) Crude oil was found to be the most important primary energy resource and largest contributor with a share of approximately 31 \%. The remaining share is dominated by two other FF sources, coal and natural gas with 28 \% and 22 \% contributions respectively.

### Table 1.1 – The fuel shares of global consumption in 2011\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Percentage share of global energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crude Oil</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydro-electrical</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Biomass</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (renewables)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fossil fuels are a finite resource, Table 1.2 summarises the estimated reserves in 2010.\(^2\)

The International Energy Agency research suggests that conventional oil (non-conventional oil
consists of heavy crude oil with a density > 1000 kg m⁻³, oil sand and oil shale) may have already reached its peak in 2006. The dwindling supplies of conventional oil combined with the limited availability of non-conventional oil are predicted to have a significant influence on oil prices. The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicts that it is likely that price of oil will double over the next few decades with a 2035 price of $210 per barrel likely. Combined with its heavy usage as a fuel, crude oil also provides a range of hydrocarbons that are essential raw materials for a variety of chemical industries.

Table 1.2 - The fuel reserves and consumption in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Consumption (10⁹ toe a⁻¹)</th>
<th>Reserves (10⁹ toe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Crude Oil</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Conventional Crude Oil[a]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Natural Gas</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Conventional Natural Gas[b]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Oil sand, oil shale and high density oil (>1000 kg m⁻³) [b] – Shale gas.

For all the reasons above hydrocarbons traditionally derived from crude oil are the ideal targets for synthesis from CO₂. The use of crude oil based fuel is approximately 3 billion tons per year which is theoretically equivalent to almost all of the CO₂ emitted by FF power plants. When combined with the crude oil consumed as feedstocks for the chemical industry this gives a value large enough to have an impact on total CO₂ emissions. While CO₂ will be produced from the combustion of the synthesised FF since they are prepared from CO₂ the overall influence on the environment in terms of CO₂ emissions will be greatly reduced provided energy for the process is also derived from renewable sources.

CO₂ is the end product of the combustion of any carbon source and as a result is relatively stable lying in a potential energy well with a standard enthalpy of formation of -393.51 kJmol⁻¹. The oxygen moieties in CO₂ demonstrate a weak Lewis basicity while the carbon atom is electrophilic. This has resulted in the majority of CO₂ activation reactions relying on the nucleophilic attack of this central carbon. CO₂ can also be activated by adsorption on solid surfaces. While there are several possibilities for the activation of CO₂ all require the thermodynamic energy barrier that exists to be overcome and as such require the input of energy. If a more environmentally friendly process with a net reduction in CO₂ emissions relative to current processes for hydrocarbon production is to be achieved energy cannot be derived from FF sources. To obtain a sustainable process the energy must be obtained from renewable sources.
Renewable energy sources have long been termed ‘alternative energy’ however their use has increased so much recently that the Economist\textsuperscript{[11]} has called for this term to be dropped as renewable power becomes the norm. Hydroelectric plants provide 16\% of the world’s power, wind farms currently provide 2\% of the world’s power and their capacity is expected to double over the next few years. The real potential in the renewable energy sector, however, lies in photovoltaics. While currently only contributing 0.25\% of the world’s energy supply it showed a growth of 86\% in the last year alone due to large reductions in cost as the technology develops. The price per watt has dropped from $77 in 1977 down to $0.74 in 2013. Conventional, FF fuelled power station construction costs currently come in at approximately $5 per watt.

The main problem stunting the growth of renewable energies such as wind and solar has the potential to actually be solved when they are used as the energy source for CO\textsubscript{2} conversion. When relying on wind or the sun as your source of energy the reliability of supply is a crucial factor and as a result energy must be stored during times of low demand and high production to be used at peak times or when only low electricity production is possible in order to be able to give a constant energy supply. A range of different techniques are currently being studied as possibilities to store this power. Storage of compressed air in the ground, pumping of water into reservoirs are two techniques being considered but are generally considered too inefficient. The direct conversion to chemical energy is the most attractive process.

While hydrogen may appear an obvious choice as target chemical for production problems with storage (compression or liquefaction require energy) and transport reduce its attractiveness. It also has a low volumetric energy density even when liquefied relative to other possible targets (Table 1.3).\textsuperscript{[12]} Liquid hydrocarbons on the other hand exhibit a high volumetric energy density, can be stored and transported easily and with the existing demand, infrastructure and distribution make an excellent chemical store for excess electricity. As such the synthesis of hydrocarbons from CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2} has begun to attract increasing attention.
Table 1.3 - The volumetric energy densities of different possible chemical energy carriers. Adapted from [9, 12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical energy Carrier</th>
<th>Volumetric energy density (GJ m⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Natural Gas[^a]</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied Natural Gas[^b]</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressed Hydrogen[^c]</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied Hydrogen[^d]</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^a]: 273.15 K, 2 MPa.  
[^b]: 113.15 K, 0.1 MPa.  
[^c]: 273.15 K, 70 MPa.  
[^d]: 20.15 K, 0.1 MPa.

The hydrogenation of CO₂ to hydrocarbons can be achieved via a number of different direct or indirect routes. Direct routes generally form lower value products such as the Sabatier reaction, which involves the direct hydrogenation of CO₂ to form methane.[7] Methanation reactions however, have a large hydrogen consumption and provide the same storage problems as hydrogen. Indirect routes can either be achieved using multistep processes or through the use of hybrid catalysts that are active for both steps.[7] Indirect pathways first convert CO₂ to a more reactive intermediate such as methanol or carbon monoxide (CO), this intermediate can then be converted to the end products via the Methanol to Gasoline (MTG) process or Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis. While the methanol mediated route is possible, the Fischer-Tropsch route is preferable with a vast amount of information available on FT catalysts with several plants currently running based on a CO feedstock.[13] The first step involves another well-known reaction, the conversion of CO₂ to CO through the reverse water-gas shift (RWGS) reaction. It is this CO mediated method that is currently attracting the majority of the attention with the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), one of the most advanced CO₂ to hydrocarbon processes, preferring this route.[14]

The CO₂ source used as a feedstock for the hydrogenation reactions must be as pure as possible in order to obtain maximum efficiencies from the overall process as any contaminants in the stream may negatively affect catalyst performance. Flue gas presents itself as a mostly untapped carbon source; the separation of CO₂ from other components, such as water which has been shown to have a negative effect on both RWGS and FT processes, has posed a challenge.[15] Recent work by Jess et al.[16] has shown that this CO₂ can be separated from the flue gas with reasonable energy consumption. Other options include capture directly from the atmosphere, again work by Jess et al.[16] showed this to be possible with reasonable energy consumption. Not all of the CO₂ emitted from fossil fuel combustion is released into the atmosphere. Vast quantities are dissolved into the ocean causing rising acidity resulting in many
negative environmental effects. This has caused the ocean to have concentrations of CO₂ approximately 140 times greater than that available from the atmosphere. As a result there is currently a great deal of interest in obtaining CO₂ from seawater. The US NRL has based their program for the development of a technology for converting CO₂ to jet fuel on obtaining CO₂ from seawater.\[^{14}\]

In order to optimise the process both in terms of economic factors and sustainability the hydrogen used must be obtained from renewable sources. There are a range of different techniques currently being investigated for the renewable production of hydrogen. These processes include bio-routes involving cyanobacteria and green algae,\[^{17}\] electrolysis of water\[^{18}\] powered by either wind or solar energy and even the use of ‘Stranded hydrogen’, H₂ formed as a by-product of industrial processes that currently has no use (for example in Japan it is currently estimated\[^{6}\] that oil refineries are producing 4.7 billion cubic meters of ‘waste’ H₂).

One technology for renewable hydrogen production that is of particular interest the application of CO₂ hydrogenation is the process currently under development by Rau et al.\[^{19}\] The group has developed and demonstrated on a lab scale a process which removes and stores CO₂ whilst also generating carbon negative renewable H₂. The technology relies on the acidity produced from the electrolysis of seawater to accelerate the dissolution of abundant silicate minerals producing renewable H₂. The remaining electrolyte solution containing a high concentration of OH⁻ anions can then be used to capture CO₂, either from waste gases or the atmosphere in the form of carbonates. Although so far only performed at lab scale the simplicity of the process combined by its use of widely available starting materials mean scale up to an efficient capacity is entirely possible with work currently continuing to this end.

In summary CO₂ levels are rising rapidly with many negative environmental consequences. New technologies are desperately needed to reduce the amount released into the atmosphere. Although CCS is attracting a lot of attention its high costs and relatively small effect on CO₂ concentrations means other techniques need to be developed further. CDU is one of the most promising techniques currently being studied as it has the ability to have a significant effect on CO₂ levels. The formation of hydrocarbons is the most ideal target due to their high demand and ability to fit right into current infrastructure. When developing such a process the sources of energy and other reactants must be considered carefully in order for the process to be as sustainable and environmentally friendly as possible.
1.1 The Forward and Reverse Water-Gas Shift Reactions

The water-gas shift (WGS) reaction was first reported in 1888.\textsuperscript{20} It is the combination of carbon monoxide and water to give carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The mildly exothermic reaction is shown in Equation 1.1.

\begin{equation}
\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CO} \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2
\end{equation}

Equation 1.1 – The water-gas shift reaction

Since its initial discovery the WGS reaction has become increasingly important in industrial applications. Its current primary use is in the production of high purity hydrogen for hydrogen fed industrial processes. The Haber process, for example, requires a source of hydrogen and a low concentration of CO (a common contaminant in H\textsubscript{2} production). As such the WGS reaction is employed as it reduces the CO concentration whilst also producing hydrogen.\textsuperscript{20} Recently there has been a renewed interest in the reaction for use in conjunction with fuel cell power generation.\textsuperscript{21} The WGS reaction provides the ideal means for CO removal from the hydrogen required as a fuel, which can be harmful to the platinum electrode.\textsuperscript{22} With the envisioned use of small-scale fuel cells in transportation, more efficient catalysts are required.

The WGS reaction is also an important process in Fischer-Tropsch chemistry. Iron based catalysts, one of the most common metals used for the FT, have phases that are also WGS active resulting in process becoming one of the most important side reactions.\textsuperscript{23} This WGS activity can be either beneficial or detrimental to the FT process depending on the reaction feed-gas. Water is produced as one of the main products in FT synthesis; this can then react with CO from the CO/H\textsubscript{2} feed-gas to produce further H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}. If the CO/H\textsubscript{2} ratio of the feed-gas is high this is beneficial to the process as the produced hydrogen helps to develop the optimal ratio. Cobalt catalysts, another of the most commonly used metals for the FT process is not WGS active.\textsuperscript{24} As a result many attempts to impart WGS activity have been attempted using promoters known to be WGS active to try and recreate the \textit{in situ} H\textsubscript{2} formation observed in the analogues iron systems.\textsuperscript{25} The presence of such promoters has, however, been shown to undesirably affect the product selectivity of the cobalt based catalysts.

Although the WGS reaction can be useful under certain conditions, such as a hydrogen lean synthesis gas, work has shown that it can also begin to compete with the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. Work by Pirola \textit{et al}.\textsuperscript{26} showed that at higher temperatures, on catalysts with high iron loading, the formation of CO\textsubscript{2} \textit{via} WGS becomes the predominant reaction and greatly reduces conversion to hydrocarbons.

The WGS reaction is an equilibrium reaction and at higher temperatures the slightly endothermic reverse water-gas shift (RWGS) reaction, shown in Equation 1.2, begins to become favorable.
\[ \text{H}_2 + \text{CO}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta H = +41.2\text{kJmol}^{-1} \]

Equation 1.2 – The reverse water-gas shift reaction

Generally, the RWGS reaction has been seen as an unfavourable reaction, producing CO that can be highly detrimental to some systems. As a result the majority of WGS catalysts are designed to work at as low a temperature as possible to direct the reaction towards the formation of \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \). The RWGS reaction has however begun to attract increasing attention recently. It is seen as a key reaction in carbon dioxide utilisation. The hydrogenation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) is the first step in a range of different processes for the formation of many commercially important chemicals. For example the CAMERE (CArbon dioxide hydrogenation to form MEthanol via the REverse water-gas shift reaction) process currently generating interest\(^{[27]}\) uses the RWGS reaction to produce methanol via the conversion of \( \text{CO}_2 \) to \( \text{CO} \). The formation of syngas (CO/\( \text{H}_2 \)) from \( \text{CO}_2 \) via RWGS reaction also opens the door to a whole range of hydrocarbons with many syngas fed processes already well know and industrially used.\(^{[28]}\)

Given the high stability of \( \text{CO}_2 \), a large amount of energy is needed for its hydrogenation to \( \text{CO} \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). The reaction is thermodynamically favoured at higher temperatures. The equilibrium for the process can also be forced to the right and towards the formation of \( \text{CO} \) by increasing the concentration of either reactant. Increasing the \( \text{CO}_2 \) concentration forces the complete consumption of \( \text{H}_2 \), while high amounts of \( \text{H}_2 \) will increase the consumption of \( \text{CO}_2 \). It is the latter of these two options that will be most useful for \( \text{CO}_2 \) utilisation as it encourages \( \text{CO}_2 \) consumption while ensuring that \( \text{H}_2 \) is still present to give a syngas (CO/\( \text{H}_2 \)) product stream ready for use in the consecutive process.

The removal of products upon formation should also help force the equilibrium to the right. A catalyst active for both the RWGS reaction and the following consumption of \( \text{CO}/\text{H}_2 \) to the final product would be beneficial for this reason. As soon as \( \text{CO} \) is formed it could be consumed forcing the further conversion of \( \text{CO}_2 \) to \( \text{CO} \). An alternative or possibly complimentary process would be the removal of water, also formed during the RWGS, with its removal having a similar effect to the consumption of \( \text{CO} \). Water removal could be achieved using a number of different processes such as a desiccant bed or a membrane permselective to water.\(^{[7]}\)

1.1.1 Catalysts for the Forward and Reverse Water-Gas Shift Reaction

In general, for reversible reactions, heterogeneous catalyst that produce good rates of reaction in the forward process also show a high rate of reaction in the reverse process.\(^{[29]}\) This proves to be true for the WGS reaction with the majority of catalysts active in the direct WGS process also effective for the reverse reaction.
Copper based catalysts are one of the most commonly used systems industrially for the WGS reaction. In these commercial catalysts zinc oxide is generally used as a structural stabiliser and promoter.\textsuperscript{30} The Cu/ZnO catalysts are often supported on Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} as despite alumina’s inactivity it has been found to improve catalyst dispersion and prevent sintering.\textsuperscript{31} Cu/ZnO/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} systems have been employed industrially since the 1960s and are used effectively in both low (180-250 °C) and mid (220-350 °C) temperature processes.\textsuperscript{32} They have shown activity at temperatures as low as 200 °C.\textsuperscript{33} The systems have been the subject of extensive studies with much emphasis based on catalyst preparation techniques\textsuperscript{22} kinetics\textsuperscript{34} and reaction mechanisms.\textsuperscript{35} Improved catalyst activity has also been reported upon the addition of alkali metals\textsuperscript{36} and manganese.\textsuperscript{32} The Cu/ZnO/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} systems do possess some drawbacks. They are highly susceptible to poisoning\textsuperscript{31} and are also pyrophoric.\textsuperscript{7}

Iron oxide catalysts are another of the most widely studied and used WGS catalysts.\textsuperscript{20} Iron oxide-chromium oxide catalysts have been used extensively in industry. They were employed prior to the discovery of copper based systems and are typically used at higher temperatures in the 310-450 °C range. The systems are based on magnetite (Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}), the main iron phase along with hematite (Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) thought to be responsible for the WGS activity observed in FT synthesis. When used alone the rapid thermal sintering of the iron oxide species can greatly reduce the catalyst’s lifetime. Chromium oxide (Cr\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) is regularly employed as a structural promoter for the system helping to prevent the sintering of the magnetite. The ratio of iron oxide to chromium oxide varies but generally a 12:1 Fe:Cr ratio is utilised.\textsuperscript{31} While the iron-chromium oxide systems show a lower activity than the copper based catalysts they are far more tolerant to poisoning.\textsuperscript{31}

Many attempts have been made to improve the performance of the standard iron oxide–chromium oxide catalysts. Work by Rhodes \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{37} focused on the effects of adding a range of different promoters in addition to the iron and chromium oxides. Their studies showed that the addition of 2 wt% of Hg, Ag, Cu and Ba can improve catalyst performance. While Cr\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} is used industrially, low activity and the environmental concerns associated with its use has led to several studies investigating the use of a range of replacement dopants that can be more environmentally friendly while also improving catalyst performance. Natesakwawat \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{38} found after testing a range of different metals, that aluminium in the form of its oxide, Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} proved effective for the stabilisation of the active iron species. Although activity was not as high as the analogous iron-chromium system the addition of small amounts of copper to the system could improve catalyst activity further. Work by Júnior \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} has also shown that the replacement of Cr\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} with vanadium oxide leads to a catalyst system with an activity much higher than that observed for a commercially available iron and chromium oxide sample.

Iron oxide, specifically Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, has also begun to attract attention as a possible support for WGS catalysis. Basińska \textit{et al.} reported that ruthenium supported on iron oxide gave a good CO conversion with a very low methane selectivity.\textsuperscript{40} The main focus of iron oxide supported
catalysts has been on the use of gold. Gold has been gaining significant attention in the field of heterogeneous catalysis since the discovery of the catalytic activity of gold nano-particles by Haruta et al.\textsuperscript{[41]} The ability of these systems to oxidise carbon monoxide at very low temperatures has resulted in gold-based catalysts being studied with increasing interest for the WGS reaction. A range of different supports have been investigated such as Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, TiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{[42]} and CeO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{[43]} It is thought that the success of these supports can be attributed to their reducibility with non-reducible supports such as Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} proving far less successful.\textsuperscript{[42]} Au/Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} systems have shown conversions of over 80 % to CO at 200 °C even at high hourly space velocities.\textsuperscript{[44]} These systems have also been reported active at temperatures below 150 °C.\textsuperscript{[45]}

Another catalytic support generating a great deal of interest currently is cerium dioxide. The high oxygen storage capacity (OSC) is thought to play an important role in the support’s suitability for the WGS shift reaction. The majority of work has focused on the use of platinum group metals (PGMs).\textsuperscript{[46]} Studies have shown that platinum supported on CeO\textsubscript{2} outperforms both palladium and rhodium\textsuperscript{[47]} and as a result Pt/CeO\textsubscript{2} catalysts have been the focus of the majority of studies.\textsuperscript{[48]} These investigation have led to the development of a 2wt%Pt/CeO\textsubscript{2} catalyst by NexTech materials\textsuperscript{[49]} that is reported to have a higher activity than conventional copper based WGS catalysts in the medium temperature range with high stability while also being non-pyrophoric. While PGMs have been the focus of the research, a range of other metals have also been studied such as iron, cobalt,\textsuperscript{[50]} nickel and copper.\textsuperscript{[52]} Nickel and copper catalysts showed an increased activity over CeO\textsubscript{2} alone and exhibited a higher thermal stability relative to the more traditional Cu/ZnO based catalyst systems allowing for a wider range of operating temperatures.\textsuperscript{[32]} The nickel systems were shown to possess a similar catalytic activity to Pd/CeO\textsubscript{2}. While cobalt and iron catalysts supported on ceria have been shown to be effective for WGS catalysis their activity was lower than that observed for the copper and nickel systems.\textsuperscript{[50]}

Although copper, iron oxide and ceria catalysts represent the main focus of research into WGS catalysis other more novel catalyst systems are still receiving attention. In particular NiMo-sulfide\textsuperscript{[51]} and CoMo-sulfide\textsuperscript{[52]} catalysts are promising systems for industrial use as both show a high catalytic activity and possess a high sulfur tolerance. Catalyst performance can be improved further by the addition of alkali metals such as potassium to the NiMo-S\textsuperscript{[53]} and CoMo-S\textsuperscript{[54]} systems. The potassium addition can modify the properties of the support (typically Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) affecting the reducibility of the molybdenum species present.\textsuperscript{[53-54]} Mo\textsuperscript{IV} and Mo\textsuperscript{V} are thought to play an important role in catalytic activity and as such this change in reducibility can be advantageous. Alkali metal addition can adversely affect the catalyst stability. Cobalt based catalyst systems have also been successful when used in conjunction with V, W,\textsuperscript{[21]} Cl\textsuperscript{[55]} and Mn\textsuperscript{[56]} oxides.

Investigations into the RWGS reaction have generally focused on the same catalyst systems as those studied for the direct WGS process. Copper based catalyst systems have been shown to be effective for the process\textsuperscript{[57]} with mixed Cu/ZnO systems again the focus of
research. More extensive research has also been conducted on the use of ZnO/Al₂O₃ systems not containing copper. Iron oxide systems have also been studied in conjunction with Cr₂O₃ with other oxides such as V₂O₅ and SiO₂ also proving successful replacements for Cr₂O₃. PGMs such as platinum and palladium have proved particularly successful as catalysts especially when supported on reducible supports such as TiO₂ and CeO₂. The performance of platinum systems has also been improved with promotion using the alkaline earth metals Mg and Ca.

1.1.2 Mechanisms of the Forward and Reverse Water-Gas Shift Reactions

As vast number of reports have focused on the mechanism of the forward and reverse water gas shift reactions but it still remains a controversial area. Most groups agree that the reaction proceeds via one of two mechanisms. These are the surface redox/oxygen adatom and the associative/formate decomposition mechanism.

The surface redox mechanism begins with the dissociative adsorption of a CO₂ molecule to give a surface bound CO and O. Hydrogen present in the reaction mixture is also dissociatively adsorbed to give surface hydrogen species. The carbon monoxide then desorbs from the surface to give gaseous carbon monoxide and the oxygen reacts with hydrogen species present to give water. The reactions involved in the mechanism are summarised in Equation 1.3 where a represents an adsorbed species.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO}_2(g) & \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_a + \text{O}_a \\
\text{CO}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}(g) \\
\text{H}_2(g) & \rightleftharpoons 2\text{H}_a \\
\text{H}_a + \text{O}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{OH}_a \\
\text{H}_a + \text{OH}_a & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_a \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{O}(g)
\end{align*}
\]

Equation 1.3 – The redox mechanism for the WGS reaction

Despite much research it still remains unclear as to the precise mechanism of OHₐ formation. It is either the elementary step shown above in Equation 1.3 or the water catalysed process shown in Equation 1.4.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O}_a + \text{O}_a & \rightleftharpoons 2\text{OH}_a \\
\text{H}_a + \text{OH}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

Net: \( \text{H}_a + \text{O}_a \rightleftharpoons \text{OH}_a \)

Equation 1.4 – Water catalysed formation of OHₐ
Mechanistic studies by Fujita et al.\[58\] over Cu/ZnO catalysts strongly suggested that the RWGS reaction proceeds via the redox mechanism. They concluded that the CO\(_2\) oxidised the Cu(0) surface to form Cu(I) with a surface bound oxygen and CO. This oxidation of the surface with CO\(_2\) was determined to be the rate-determining step. Hadden et al.\[69\] showed that carbon monoxide can be formed from CO\(_2\) on the surface of copper without the addition of any hydrogen to the reactant gas mixture. This strongly supports the redox mechanism as the formate mechanism cannot account for the formation of CO in absence of hydrogen. Further work has shown that the rate of dissociation of CO\(_2\) is nearly equal to the rate of the RWGS reaction. Kinetic studies based on the redox mechanism by Ernst et al. match well with their experimental work providing further support for this mechanism.\[68\]

Some authors favour the formate decomposition mechanism whereby carbon monoxide is formed through a formate intermediate. Hydrogen dissociatively adsorbs to the catalysts surface and reacts with gaseous carbon dioxide to give a formate. This intermediate then decomposes to form a surface bound CO and OH. The CO desorbs and the OH forms water through the addition of another surface bound hydrogen. This mechanism is summarised in Equation 1.5\[67c\]

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2(g) &\rightleftharpoons 2H_a \\
CO_2(g) + H_a &\rightleftharpoons HCOO_a \\
HCOO_a &\rightleftharpoons CO_a + OH_a \\
OH_a + H_a &\rightleftharpoons H_2O_a \\
H_2O_a &\rightleftharpoons H_2O(g)
\end{align*}
\]

*Equation 1.5 – The formate decomposition mechanism*\[67c\]

Mechanistic studies conducted on a Cu/SiO\(_2\) catalyst have shown that rate of production of carbon monoxide increased with concentration of the formate species on the catalyst surface.\[70\] This strongly suggests that the formate plays an important role in CO formation. When rate expressions based on the formate mechanism have been employed to explain experimental results they tend to fit results relatively well\[71\] whereas, in the majority of cases, redox-based kinetics cannot be used to explain the observed behaviour.\[70\]

It has been suggested, in an attempt to explain both mechanisms shortfalls, that both are in fact occurring at the same time.\[67c\] However, as yet, no strong evidence has been reported to support this hypothesis.

While the redox and formate mechanisms have attracted the vast majority of attention in this field a third possible mechanism has also been suggested.\[72\] The mechanism is an associative mechanism similar to the formate pathway discussed previously except the key
intermediate is a carbonate species. It is suggested that gaseous CO$_2$ reacts with a surface oxygen species forming a surface carbonate. This surface carbonate can then react with gaseous hydrogen to form CO and a surface hydroxide species.$^{[73]}$ This mechanism is summarised in Equation 1.6. Recent work by Goguet et al. supports this mechanism, studies over a Pt/CeO$_2$ catalyst revealed that the rate determining step is the formation of a reaction intermediate that does not require the presence of hydrogen, most likely a carbonate.$^{[74]}$

\[
\begin{align*}
2\text{OH}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{O}(g) + \text{O}^{2-}_a \\
\text{CO}_2(g) + \text{O}^{2-}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_3^{2-}_a \\
\text{CO}_3^{2-}_a + \text{H}_2(g) & \rightleftharpoons \text{CO}_a + 2\text{OH}^-_a \\
\text{H}_2(g) & \rightleftharpoons 2\text{H}_a \\
2\text{H}_a + \text{O}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{O}_a \\
\text{H}_2\text{O}_a & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{O}(g)
\end{align*}
\]

Equation 1.6 – The carbonate mechanism$^{[73]}$
1.2 The Fischer-Tropsch Process

Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis was developed more than 85 years ago, signalled by the application for a patent entitled ‘Production of liquid hydrocarbons via hydrogenation of carbon monoxide over metal catalysts’\[^{75}\] by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch. Since then it has developed into a commercial process being employed in many plants across the world.\[^{76}\] With oil prices at an all-time high research into FT synthesis is still of great importance. Problems with catalyst activity and selectivity mean there is still much to be done before it becomes more viable than traditional methods for production of petrochemicals.

As implied by the patent title, FT synthesis involves the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide into hydrocarbons over metal catalysts. The process mainly produces linear paraffins and \(\alpha\)-olefins with a wide distribution of carbon chain lengths. Equation 1.7 and Equation 1.8 show the two main reactions responsible for the production of the primary reaction products from the process.

\[
(2n+1)\text{H}_2 + n\text{CO} \rightarrow C_n\text{H}_{(2n+2)} + n\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

\textit{Equation 1.7 – Formation of paraffins via the Fischer-Tropsch process}

\[
2n\text{H}_2 + n\text{CO} \rightarrow C_n\text{H}_{2n} + n\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

\textit{Equation 1.8 – Formation of olefins via the Fischer-Tropsch process}

Although linear hydrocarbons represent the majority of the products, depending on the catalyst used and the reaction conditions employed, various other products are possible.\[^{77}\] Highly branched hydrocarbons only represent a small proportion of the products due to steric restrictions during their formation.\[^{23}\] Under appropriate conditions oxygenated by-products such as aldehydes, ketones and alcohols are obtainable. Equation 1.9 shows the side reaction responsible for the production of the main oxygenated species, alcohols.\[^{78}\]

\[
2n\text{H}_2 + n\text{CO} \rightarrow C_n\text{H}_{(2n+2)}\text{O} + (n - 1)\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

\textit{Equation 1.9 – Formation of alcohols via the Fischer-Tropsch process}

The Fischer-Tropsch process can be separated into two modes of operation depending on the reaction temperature. These two modes are defined as high temperature Fischer-Tropsch (HTFT) and low temperature Fischer-Tropsch (LTFT). The process used depends greatly on the desired product as well as the catalyst being employed. Generally the LTFT is used in a temperature range of 200-300 °C and produces high molecular weight hydrocarbon waxes as well as the main components of diesel.\[^{79}\] HTFT on the other hand operates at temperatures greater than 300 °C and the majority of products can be accounted for by linear low weight olefins and gasoline.\[^{80}\]
A large proportion of the attention on the Fischer-Tropsch process is focused on the formation of fuel. This can be attributed to a few key reasons. Oil and gas reverses are dwindling and combined with political troubles this is leading to large increases in price. An alternative source of fuel is needed and Fischer-Tropsch chemistry is one of the most promising sources from non-petroleum based supplies. Even with current industrial processes FT synthesis becomes economically viable when oil prices rise above US $30 per barrel\textsuperscript{[81]} (price at time of writing is over $95 and set to rise).\textsuperscript{[82]}

The levels of harmful chemicals such as sulfur and aromatic hydrocarbons in fuel is strictly controlled\textsuperscript{[78]} and whereas fuel formed by traditional crude oil based methods tend to have high levels of these undesired compounds fuel produced by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is much cleaner and possesses no sulfur or aromatic hydrocarbons. As such it can not only be used as a standalone fuel but can be added to petrol and diesel obtained through traditional methods in order to reduce these levels to within the acceptable limits.\textsuperscript{[83]}

1.2.1 Catalysts
The catalysts most suited towards the Fischer-Tropsch process have been found to share a few similar characteristics.\textsuperscript{[84]} These can be condensed into two main requirements.

1. They must be active for hydrogenation reactions
2. The conditions that thermodynamically favour metal carbonyl formation are similar to the pressures and temperatures needed for Fischer-Tropsch chemistry.

The Group 8, 9 and 10 metals iron, ruthenium, cobalt, rhodium, iridium, nickel, palladium and platinum are found to match these characteristics best and are consequently used most often.\textsuperscript{[24]} Although all show some activity it varies greatly between each metal. A study conducted by Vannice et al. showed that on an alumina support activity decreased in the order: Ru > Fe > Co > Rh > Ni > Pd > Pt > Ir.\textsuperscript{[81]} Other metals such as chromium and molybdenum have also been tested by Sasol but show much lower activity.\textsuperscript{[78]}

The metal employed also has a significant influence on the product distribution with Vannice’s work also showing the average molecular weight of the hydrocarbon decreases in the order Ru > Fe > Co > Rh > Ni > Ir > Pt > Pd.\textsuperscript{[86]} From these results it is possible to conclude that although palladium may be active enough for the Fischer-Tropsch process the average molecular weight of products may be too low with the opposite true for iridium. This leaves ruthenium, iron, cobalt, rhodium and nickel as the only truly viable catalysts as they show both sufficient activity and a suitable product distribution.

Ruthenium presents itself as the obvious choice for use as a catalyst in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis as it shows the highest activity and best product distribution. It works at low temperatures (100 °C) and, at high pressures (1000-2000 bar), can produce hydrocarbons with exceptionally high molecular weights.\textsuperscript{[87]} It does, however, possess a few major drawbacks, at
lower pressures (< 100 bar) product selectivity can shift mainly to methane.\[^{88}\] Its main drawback is its availability, its very rare nature has resulted in prices approximately 31,000 times higher than that of iron as is shown in Table 1.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Price Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruthenium</td>
<td>31,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodium</td>
<td>570,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although nickel is far cheaper than ruthenium and rhodium and within acceptable costs it does possess a few characteristics, which make it unsuitable for Fischer-Tropsch catalysis. At practical temperatures the product distribution shifts almost entirely to methane with little to no heavier hydrocarbons being produced.\[^{89}\] At higher temperatures the production of volatile nickel compounds can also occur leading to a loss of active metal and eventual deactivation of catalyst.\[^{23}\]

Although much research has focused on ruthenium and nickel and continues to do so, it is iron and cobalt that have been used most widely, this is due to an acceptable compromise between price, activity and product distribution. Cobalt and iron where the first two metals originally suggested by Fischer and Tropsch\[^{75}\] and to this day remain the only catalysts used on an industrial scale.\[^{28}\]

Both cobalt and iron have their advantages and disadvantages, which should be used depends greatly on what products are desired, what temperature and pressure you are able to operate at and costs. Cobalt is 230 times more expensive than iron (see Table 1.4) but this is partially counteracted by its higher resistance to catalyst deactivation than the equivalent iron catalyst and so needs replacing less often.\[^{24}\]

Generally cobalt based catalysts give higher yields as at higher conversions more water is produced by the Fischer-Tropsch process which has a much greater negative affect on iron than cobalt due to iron’s higher water gas shift activity\[^{90}\] (see Section 1.1 for further details). At low temperatures the maximum chain growth probability for each metal is approximately equivalent.\[^{79}\] However, when the temperature is increased cobalt’s selectivity shifts towards methane whereas iron gives good product selectivity over a wider range of temperatures and pressures.\[^{23}\]
The narrow operating conditions for cobalt based catalysts mean they are generally employed only in LTFT. Iron on the other hand is used industrially in both the HTFT and LTFT processes.\[28\]

1.2.1.1 Cobalt-based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts

During Fischer-Tropsch synthesis a range of different cobalt species can be present on the catalyst surface. These vary from cobalt carbides, cobalt oxides and cobalt-support mixed oxides to metallic cobalt.\[24\] It is currently believed that metallic cobalt is the active species in Fischer-Tropsch catalysis. This is based on several pieces of experimental evidence; metallic cobalt phases have been detected in all investigated FT active cobalt catalysts. The carbdisation of this metallic cobalt to cobalt carbide results in a reduced catalytic activity and a higher selectivity to methane.\[91\] Unsupported cobalt has been shown to be active under reaction conditions\[92\] whereas the other main species detected such as oxides are not. The other species present may, however, affect the rates of side reactions such as olefins isomerisation, the WGS reaction and hydrogenolysis.

The cobalt-based catalysts employed for the FT process generally tend to consist of an active cobalt phase dispersed over an inorganic oxide support. The active metallic cobalt species are usually formed by in situ reduction of cobalt oxides already deposited on the catalyst support under a hydrogen atmosphere. The reduction proceeds via a two-step process as shown in Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.11 with the overall process shown in Equation 1.12.\[93\]

$$\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4 + \text{H}_2 \rightarrow 3\text{CoO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$

**Equation 1.10** – Reduction of Co$_3$O$_4$ to CoO in the presence of hydrogen.

$$3\text{CoO} + 3\text{H}_2 \rightarrow 3\text{Co}^0 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

**Equation 1.11** – Reduction of CoO to metallic cobalt in the presence of hydrogen.

$$\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4 + 4\text{H}_2 \rightarrow 3\text{Co}^0 + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

**Equation 1.12** – The overall reduction of Co$_3$O$_4$ to Co$^0$ in the presence of hydrogen.

The activity and selectivity of supported metallic cobalt is dependent on a range of different factors such as particle size the nature of the metallic cobalt formed during the reduction phase. Depending on the temperature of reduction and composition of the reducing gas different phases of metallic cobalt may be formed with both Co (fcc) and Co (hcp) appearing to perform differently under reaction conditions.\[94\]

The size of the formed metallic cobalt nano-particles has been found to have a large influence on the performance of catalyst systems both in terms of activity\[95\] and product
selectivity. Recent studies by Park et al. have shown that generally as the particle size of the cobalt oxide precursor is increased the ease and degree of reducibility to metallic cobalt is increased. When a range of cobalt particle sizes were investigated (2.6 nm - 27 nm) selectivity towards heavier (C₅+) hydrocarbons was found to generally increase with larger cobalt particle sizes. Activity proceeds via a maximum at ca. 6 nm. The turnover frequency shows little variation above this 6 nm size. Larger sized nano-particles tend to show a more stable behaviour with increasing time on stream this can likely be attributed to the increased ease of oxidation of small particles to inactive oxides in the presence of water.

The main function of the inorganic support is to disperse the cobalt and stabilise the active metallic cobalt metal particles. The Fischer-Tropsch process is highly exothermic and so the catalyst support also plays an important role in dissipating the heat released during reaction which can cause catalysy deactivation. The use of supports also helps to prevent temperature gradients in fixed-bed reactors.

The porous structure of the inorganic supports can also have an impact on the size of the formed cobalt particles, which in turn can effect both the activity and product distribution of the catalyst. It has been suggested that the electronic properties of the support material could also be used to alter activity. Ishihara et al. have shown that a more electron donating support enriches the electron density of the cobalt metal phase which consequently makes it easier to break the C–O bond of the adsorbed carbon monoxide.

Iglesia and co-workers conducted investigations into the effects of several widely used supports on the activity of cobalt based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts. It was found that at pressures of 5 bar, which favour high conversions and high selectivity to liquid (C₅+) hydrocarbons the nature of the metal oxide support used had little effect on either the activity or selectivity of the catalyst system. Work conducted by Reuel et al. however showed that at lower conversion the nature of support can have a large effect on selectivity and activity. It was found that catalytic activity decreased in the order TiO₂ > Al₂O₃ > SiO₂ > unsupported cobalt. Other work has also shown large differences between catalysts prepared on different supports under lower conversions.

Silica is one of the most widely used catalysts supports and its effects on catalyst activity and selectivity have been widely investigated. The interaction between cobalt and the silica support has found to be relatively weak which leads to the oxides generally being easier to reduce. This higher reducibility has a positive effect on catalytic activity as more of the active metallic cobalt can be formed. The main disadvantage of using silica over other supports is the lower cobalt distribution observed, which can negatively affect the overall activity.

The physical properties of the silica support and their effects on the catalyst performance have also been investigated with the majority of studies focusing on the effects of silica pore size. Recent work by Song and Li has shown that pore size has a large effect on both C₅+ selectivity and activity. Both are found to initially increase with increasing pore size.
diameter before finally decreasing. The optimum pore size for a desirable product distribution was found to be between 60 and 100 Å.

Alumina is also widely used in Fischer-Tropsch chemistry as a catalyst support material particularly with cobalt based catalysts. Its properties as a support vary greatly from those of silica with one of the greatest variations being its more acidic nature. It has been shown to interact very strongly with cobalt. This strong interaction can lead to the formation of undesirable cobalt aluminate spinels that are inactive for the Fischer-Tropsch process and so reduce catalyst activity.\(^\text{[105]}\)

Xiong et al. investigated the effects of increasing pore diameter of the \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) support in cobalt-based catalysts.\(^\text{[106]}\) It was found that the increasing pore size led to the formation of larger crystallite \(\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4\). These bigger oxide particles meant fewer active sites this combined with lower reducibility culminated in reduced Fischer-Tropsch activity. Recent work by Liu et al. has shown that the morphology, the size and shape, of the \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) particles used as a support can also lead to a large difference in catalyst performance.\(^\text{[107]}\) Nanostructured \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) was observed to give up to a 20-30% increase in CO conversion over commercial \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) with the alumina nanorods performing best.

Studies by Reuel and co-workers showed the use of titania (\(\text{TiO}_2\)) to be one of the most effective supports when combined with cobalt for use as a Fischer-Tropsch catalyst.\(^\text{[102]}\) As a result of these studies it has been attracting significant attention. Further work has shown that \(\text{TiO}_2\) supported systems tend to combine this higher activity with higher selectivities to \(\text{C}_5+\) hydrocarbons than the analogous \(\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\) and \(\text{SiO}_2\) supported systems.\(^\text{[108]}\) This is possibly due to an increase in \(\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4\) particle size and easier reduction of cobalt oxide phases as reported by de la Osa.\(^\text{[109]}\) It should be noted that due to the reducible nature of the titanium oxide support the catalysts are prone to strong metal support interactions.\(^\text{[110]}\) Recent work has shown that this reducibility can also lead to the formation of \(\text{TiO}_x\) (\(x < 2\)) which can lead to the encapsulation of active metal nanoparticles by titanium oxides.\(^\text{[111]}\)

The use of carbon supported cobalt systems for FT catalysis have been the focus of many studies. While several have reported the use of activated carbon\(^\text{[112]}\) the majority have focused on the use of more well defined carbon species. For example recent studies have shown that the use of mesoporous carbon is more suited and a better performing support for cobalt catalysts than the more traditionally utilised activated carbon.\(^\text{[113]}\) A vast quantity of research has investigated the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as possible supports with results showing an improved performance over activated carbon.\(^\text{[114]}\) Non-promoted cobalt catalysts supported on CNTs have also been shown to give remarkably high selectivities to \(\text{C}_5+\) hydrocarbons.\(^\text{[115]}\) The performance of CNT supported catalysts can be improved further using an acid treatment before cobalt loading.\(^\text{[116]}\) Their low interaction with the metal nano-particles makes them an ideal choice for the investigation of particle size effects.\(^\text{[95]}\)
A range of other catalyst supports have also been investigated with several beneficial properties observed. Recent work by de Jong et al. compared cobalt catalysts supported on Al₂O₃ and niobia (Nb₂O₅) and found several benefits for its use over Al₂O₃.[117] A higher selectivity towards C₅₊ hydrocarbons was observed and a lower cobalt loading was required to obtain the same activity per mass of catalyst. The use of ZrO₂ as a lone support has also been investigated with the low interaction between the ZrO₂ support and cobalt phases playing an important role in high activity and C₅₊ selectivity.[118]

1.2.1.1  Noble metal promotion of cobalt catalysts
The most commonly used promoters for cobalt based Fischer-Tropsch catalysis are noble metals such as ruthenium, rhodium and platinum. Their introduction can influence several properties which are key to increasing the catalyst activity. These properties range from an increase in reducibility of the precursor Co₃O₄ to better cobalt dispersions across the catalyst surface.[24]

With metallic cobalt being the active species in FT catalysis its formation from the reduction of cobalt oxide precursors becomes important in the production of active catalysts. Work done by Tsubaki has shown that the introduction of small amounts of ruthenium greatly increases the reducibility of cobalt oxides and as a result gives a much higher activity without any significant change in the product distribution.[119] Rhenium,[120] rhodium,[121] platinum[122] and iridium[24] have been found to give similar results but with smaller increases in activity.

Although the addition of platinum and palladium have also been shown to increase the reducibility of cobalt oxides its effect on overall activity is almost insignificant relative to the increase in activity due to the increased cobalt dispersion observed.[123] It is believed that the introduction of noble metals leads to a higher number of cobalt oxide nucleation sites which gives a higher dispersion of cobalt.

1.2.1.2  Metal oxide promotion of cobalt catalysts
The introduction of metal oxides as promoters has also been widely investigated. The addition of these oxides can affect catalyst performance in several ways. They can modify the texture, porosity and mechanical strength, reduce the formation of cobalt-support mixed oxides as well as affecting cobalt dispersion and reducibility. Among the most frequently employed are ZrO₂, MnO₂, CeO₂ and La₂O₃.

Zirconia promotion has different effects depending on the main support used, for example when introduced with an alumina support no increase in reducibility or dispersion is observed.[124] On silica based cobalt catalyst zirconia reduces the interaction between the cobalt and silica increasing both the reducibility and dispersion.[125] Zirconia addition has also been shown to increase selectivity towards C₅₊ hydrocarbons.[126] Similar enhancements in activity and selectivity are observed for cobalt systems supported on activated carbon.[112]
The addition of MnO$_2$ has been shown to have a significant effect on the activity and selectivity of cobalt catalysts. Improved dispersion of cobalt phases has been observed upon the introduction of small amounts of MnO$_2$. Although the formation of mixed cobalt-manganese oxides are often observed they, unlike most cobalt-support mixed oxides, can still be reduced to form active species. The inclusion of MnO$_2$ has, however, been shown to have a negative effect on the reducibility of the cobalt oxides present.

Although zirconia and manganese dioxide represent the focus of the majority of studies on the addition of oxide promoters a range of others have also been investigated and shown promising properties. Cerium oxide addition has been shown to increase cobalt dispersion and direct selectivity towards alkenes. Lanthanum oxide addition can shift hydrocarbon selectivity towards heavier liquid hydrocarbons with little effect observed on catalytic activity. The addition of TiO$_2$ in low loadings as a promoter for cobalt catalysts has also been investigated. Addition was found to improve conversion rate and increase selectivity towards heavier, liquid hydrocarbons.

### 1.2.1.2 Iron-based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts

After activation of iron based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts a range of different iron species can be formed; which are produced is heavily dependent on the reaction conditions. The most commonly observed consist of a range of iron oxides, iron carbides and metallic iron. Unlike cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts the actual active phase of the iron-based systems is still a topic of on-going discussion. Mössbauer spectroscopy investigations conducted by Raupp and Delgass showed an almost linear correlation between activity of the catalyst and carburization. Several other groups have also published results that support these observations. This has led to a belief that the iron carbides, Hagg carbide (Fe$_5$C$_2$) more specifically, are mainly responsible for the activity observed. Reports suggesting the activity of other iron phases have also been published with Fe$_3$O$_4$ another species suggested to be the main active component in Fischer-Tropsch catalysis based on experimental observation.

Based on these observations Niemantsverdriet and van der Kraan proposed several models to explain the catalytic activity. Of these the carbide model has become the most widely accepted. For this system it is assumed that metallic iron is inactive for the Fischer-Tropsch process. The active phase is said to consist of active surface carbides located on a bulk iron carbide structure. It is the state of this bulk that controls the number of active sites, and hence catalytic activity.

As with cobalt catalysts the iron based systems tend to consist of an active iron phase deposited on an inorganic support. It is introduced for the same main reasons as in cobalt systems, to disperse the iron phase and stabilise it. Similar supports are used with the two most
popular again being silica and alumina. A range of other oxides have also been investigated such as titania, magnesia and zirconia.\cite{140}

Of these supports silica is the most widely used, this can be attributed to a number of key factors.\cite{81} It has been found to increase catalyst activity by up 40% over unsupported iron and has been shown to be up to 50% more active than an equivalent alumina catalyst.\cite{141} Work by Bukur et al. has shown that introduction of SiO$_2$ can also have a large effect on product distribution as it tends to promote side reactions such as olefin hydrogenation and isomerisation.\cite{142}

Silica can have a large effect on the iron phases formed before and during reaction. Work by Zhang et al. has shown that without a support present only hematite ($\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) is formed, in the presence of silica however a range of oxides are formed including mixed silica-iron-oxides.\cite{143} Although the Fe$_2$SiO$_4$ formed is inactive and so reduces overall activity, the presence of other iron oxide phases appears to have an overall beneficial effect.

Alumina is widely used in cobalt systems but has several features that prevent it being used as extensively in iron systems. Al$_2$O$_3$ has been found to inhibit the reduction of iron species which can prevent the formation of active species and decrease the catalysts affectivity.\cite{141} The use of alumina as a support can also increase selectivity towards the generally undesired low weight hydrocarbons. Work by Wan et al. has shown that when used in conjunction with silica several beneficial results can be observed.\cite{144} The correct ratio of alumina to silica can increase overall activity for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. This is thought to be due to unfavourable SiO$_2$-iron interactions being minimised in the presence of Al$_2$O$_3$.

\textbf{1.2.1.2.1 Noble metal promotion of iron catalysts}

Although not as widely employed as in cobalt-based catalysts research has been conducted into the use of noble metals as promoters in iron Fischer-Tropsch catalysts. The introduction of platinum into iron systems has been shown to increase the catalytic activity.\cite{145} It is believed that this increase in activity is due to an increase in proportion of iron carbide formed in its presence.\cite{145} The use of platinum has received the most attention of the noble metals mainly due to its effect on product distribution. Its introduction decreases the formation of methane and shifts selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons.

Work has also been conducted on the use of palladium on iron based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts. LuO et al. have shown that with palladium an increase in activity is observed although not to the same extent as that shown by platinum.\cite{146} Palladium promotion has little effect on average molecular weight but can direct towards paraffins. Other noble metals such as ruthenium\cite{147} and rhodium\cite{148} have been investigated as promoters and show an increased activity although again, not to the same extent as that observed with platinum.\cite{149}
1.2.1.2.2 Alkali promotion of iron catalysts

One of the most widely reported and successful methods for increasing the effectiveness of iron-based catalysts is the introduction of alkali metals. The effect of alkali metal introduction varies greatly between each metal. Generally, Group I metals lithium, caesium, rubidium can be considered as inhibitors as their introduction leads to a decrease in activity over un-promoted iron.\[^{150}\] The addition of sodium and potassium is highly beneficial and leads to a large increase in overall activity.\[^{151}\] Ngantsoue-hoc \textit{et al.} showed that with the introduction of equal amounts of each metal the percentage conversion of CO increased in the order Cs < Rb < Li < un-promoted iron < Na < K.\[^{150}\]

The promotional effects of Group II metals were also investigated by Luo \textit{et al.}\[^{152}\] It was found that iron based catalysts promoted by alkali earths have a higher activity over un-promoted iron but do not reach the effectiveness of potassium-iron catalysts. It was found that magnesium had the greatest activity enhancement followed by barium, beryllium and finally calcium. The results obtained also showed that calcium and magnesium were capable of suppressing water gas shift activity below that observed for un-promoted iron.

Work by Dry \textit{et al.} on the correlation between the basicity of catalyst surfaces of alkali promoted systems and the activity has led to a belief that the promotional effects are largely due to an increase in basicity.\[^{153}\] Their work showed that basicity increased in the order K > Na > Ca > Li > Ba. This corresponds with the increase in activity observed with the promoted catalysts.

Potassium, due to its higher activity, has led to it becoming the most used of the alkali promoters and is currently employed industrially.\[^{154}\] Although its introduction reduces iron dispersion\[^{155}\] Dry \textit{et al.} showed that its presence greatly increases the strength of CO chemisorption and decreases the strength of H\textsubscript{2} adsorption.\[^{156}\] It is believed that this leads to the higher average molecular weight observed in the products.\[^{157}\]

1.2.1.2.3 Promotion of iron catalyst by other metals

Metals other than alkali and noble metals are often used in iron based catalysts. Of these, copper, manganese and zinc are used most widely. Iron based catalysts employed industrially tend to be based upon these promoters (as well as alkali promoters).\[^{158}\]

Copper is a common promoter in iron Fischer-Tropsch chemistry as it increases catalyst activity and shifts selectivity towards longer/heavier hydrocarbons.\[^{23}\] Its introduction can also help prevent the loss of active surface area, a process known as sintering. Copper has been found to play a direct role in altering the surface chemistry of the catalyst surface.\[^{159}\] This change leads to an increased reducibility of the iron oxide species present. Although the precise active species in iron catalysts is not known its formation is thought to require the reduction of iron oxide and as such an increase in reducibility leads to an increase in activity.
Manganese is industrially used as a promoter as it has been shown to have several important effects on iron based catalysts. It increases the active surface area and improves iron dispersion.\[^{160}\] Although initial activity is slightly hampered by its presence it restrains the reoxidation of iron carbides, which improves catalyst stability.\[^{161}\] Manganese has also been found to suppress the undesired formation of methane and force selectivity towards light olefins and heavy hydrocarbons.\[^{161}\]

1.2.2 Mechanisms
The mechanism for the Fischer-Tropsch process has attracted a lot of attention over its 85-year lifetime. An accurate mechanism is essential in order to develop an understanding into the kinetics of the processes involved and understand how the alteration of reaction conditions could lead to a shift in conversion or selectivity towards desired products.

Fischer conducted the first mechanistic work whilst initial investigations into Fischer-Tropsch catalysis were being undertaken. He developed a range of different mechanisms that could go some way to explaining the product distributions that were being observed.\[^{162}\] It was only once the process was fully established with hydrocarbons as the main reaction product that he came up with the first widely accepted mechanism known as the ‘carbide mechanism’.\[^{163}\]

A version of this mechanism, slightly modified by Craxford and Ridel\[^{164}\] is represented in Equation 1.13 to Equation 1.16. Initially CO from the syn-gas is adsorbed on the surface (Equation 1.13). It then dissociates in the presence of either CO or H\(_2\) to form H\(_2\)O or CO\(_2\) (Equation 1.14 and Equation 1.15). CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O then rapidly desorb and a chemisorbed carbon is formed. This carbon then reacts directly with H\(_2\) to give a chemisorbed methylene (CH\(_2\)) moiety. This then acts as a monomer in a polymerisation\[^{165}\] reaction that forms saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons (Equation 1.16).
$M + \text{CO} \rightarrow M\text{-CO}$

Equation 1.13 – Adsorption of CO onto the catalyst surface

$M\text{-CO} + \text{CO} \rightarrow M\text{-C} + \text{CO}_2$

Equation 1.14 – Dissociation of adsorbed CO in the presence of CO

$M\text{-CO} + \text{H}_2 \rightarrow M\text{-C} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$

Equation 1.15 – Dissociation of adsorbed CO in the presence of H$_2$

$M\text{-C} + \text{H}_2 \rightarrow M\text{-CH}_2 \rightarrow \text{Hydrocarbons}$

Equation 1.16 – Formation of methylene monomer and subsequent polymerisation resulting in the formation of hydrocarbons

This basic mechanism was further adapted based on experimental evidence by Brady and Pettit to give another modified version known as the ‘alkyl mechanism’.[166] This version has become the most widely accepted mechanism for the formation of hydrocarbons from the Fischer-Tropsch process.[78] It is essentially an extended version of that proposed by Craxford and Ridel.

It is suggested that both the CO and H$_2$ components of the syn-gas are chemisorbed to the surface and then dissociated to form carbide, oxy and hydride surface species. The oxo groups are then generally lost by a reaction with either H$_2$ or CO to form water and CO$_2$ respectively. These initial steps are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 – The formation of carbide, oxy and hydride species
The surface carbides are then hydrogenated by the hydride species also present on the surface. The addition of one hydride forms a methyne which when hydrogenated again forms a methylene group.\[^{167}\] This hydrogenation can continue to form a methyl group that can then be hydrogenated one final time to form methane (shown in Figure 1.2). It is these methyne, methylene and methyl groups that play the main role in the formation of heavier hydrocarbons with their formation generally accepted as the rate limiting step of the reaction.\[^{168}\]

![Figure 1.2 – Hydrogenation of carbide species as proposed in the ‘alkyl mechanism’](image)

The process of hydrocarbon growth is again based on the polymerisation of the methylene species. The alkyl mechanism suggests that this chain growth is initiated by the reaction of a methylene group with either a hydride or methyl species as shown in Figure 1.3.\[^{162}\] The chain growth then continues by the coupling of the growing chain with another neighbouring methylene group. This then continues until β-hydride elimination gives linear olefins or until it is hydrogenated by a hydride species to give linear paraffins.

![Figure 1.3 – Chain growth in the alkyl mechanism](image)

Although the alkyl mechanism is the most widely accepted several others have been developed based on similar principles. The two most highly rated of these are the alkenyl/vinyl\[^{169}\] and the Dry\[^{81}\] mechanisms. Both rely on the formation of carbides and a methylene monomer but the method of chain growth varies in both.

The alkenyl/vinyl mechanism proposes the formation of vinyl species by the coupling of a methylidene and methyne groups present on the catalysts surface\[^{167}\] as shown in Figure 1.4. Chain growth then proceeds by the insertion of a methylene group followed by an isomerisation step to reform a metal bound vinyl (also shown in Figure 1.4). Termination then occurs by the addition of a surface hydride to the methyne group of the growing hydrocarbon.
One of the more recent carbide based mechanisms is that proposed by Dry.\[170\] He suggested that in order for a mechanism to be accepted it should be capable of explaining all the unique characteristics possessed by the hydrocarbons produced by the Fischer-Tropsch process. While most previously proposed mechanisms satisfactorily explain most features such as why the majority of formed hydrocarbons are linear and with a lower ratio of paraffins to olefins than predicted by thermodynamics there are features that are not explained.

**Figure 1.4 – Hydrocarbon formation via the vinyl mechanism**

![Diagram of hydrocarbon formation via the vinyl mechanism](image-url)
One aspect that could not be mechanistically explained is why branching is found to be predominantly monomethyl and less likely to occur as the chain length increases. Several other mechanisms had attempted to explain this phenomenon and although monomethyl branching could be explained the reason behind why branching decreases for longer hydrocarbons could not be found. In an attempt to explain this characteristic a new mechanism was suggested with one key difference. It was assumed that there is a two-point attachment to the catalyst surface at the end of the growing hydrocarbon chain as opposed to the normal single-point attachment.

The formation of methylene groups on the catalyst surface proceeds by the same process shown in Figure 1.2. The first part of chain growth then begins through the combination of two methylene species to form a metallocyclopropane. Growth then proceeds by the insertion of a methylene group to form a metallocyclobutane that rearranges to form the metallocyclopropane (shown in Figure 1.5).\(^{[171]}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_2 + \text{CH}_2 & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{C} \cdash \text{CH}_2 \\
\text{H}_2\text{C} \cdash \text{CH}_2 + \text{CH}_2 & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{C} \cdash \text{CH}_2 \cdash \text{CH}_2 \\
\text{H}_2\text{C} \cdash \text{CH}_2 \cdash \text{CH}_2 + \text{CH}_2 & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{C} \cdash \text{CHCH}_3
\end{align*}
\]

*Figure 1.5 – Formation of metallocpropane followed by CH\(_2\) insertion*

After the insertion of an initial methylene species into the metallocyclopropane bonds a and b (see Figure 1.6) are no longer equivalent. Due to steric reasons the next methylene unit is more likely to insert into bond a rather than bond b. As chain length increases the steric bulk at a increases, reducing the probability of insertion into bond b accounting for why monomethyl branching is found less frequently in longer hydrocarbons. Figure 1.6 shows the products formed when a methylene group inserts into bonds a and b.
The insertion process shown in Figure 1.6 can repeat and chain growth can continue or desorption of products can occur to give a linear terminal olefin (product of insertion at a) or a monomethyl branched olefin (product of insertion at b). Termination can also occur by hydrogenation to give paraffins.

While these carbide mechanisms are the most widely accepted processes for the formation of hydrocarbons through the Fischer-Tropsch process\cite{78} they do possess a few problems. One of the more significant of these problems is the lack of an explanation for the formation of oxygenated products such as alcohols, ketones and aldehydes. In an attempt to explain their formation several oxygen containing mechanisms have been proposed.\cite{172} Of these the two most widely accepted are the enol\cite{171} and carbonyl insertion mechanisms.\cite{137}

The carbonyl insertion mechanism (also called the Pichler-Schulz\cite{173} mechanism) is based on the insertion of a CO molecule into a growing alkyl chain. The formation of a methylene group occurs by the insertion of carbon monoxide into a metal hydride followed by hydrogenation as shown in the first step\cite{162} of Figure 1.7. Chain growth then proceeds by the hydrogenation of this methylene group to form a methyl species as shown in the second step of Figure 1.7. It is this species that CO initially inserts into. The intermediate is then hydrogenated to form the beginnings of an alkyl chain. The alkyl chain then grows in length as process repeats until termination.

Termination can occur through several pathways as shown in the third step of Figure 1.7. The carbonyl containing alkyl chain can react with a single metal hydride to form an aldehyde that can then be further hydrogenated to form an alcohol. Alternatively the alkyl chain can dissociate and form olefins that can be further hydrogenated to give paraffins.\cite{162}
The enol mechanism was first suggested by Storch and Anderson in 1951\textsuperscript{174} and further backed up by experimental work utilising radioactive tracers by Emmett et al. in 1953.\textsuperscript{175} It proposes that CO chemisorbed to the surface of a catalyst is hydrogenated to form surface bound hydroxyl-carbenes. Chain growth then begins by a condensation reaction between two adjacent hydroxyl-carbenes to form the intermediate seen in Figure 1.8.\textsuperscript{171} Hydrogenation of one of the carbene groups in this intermediate then forms a methyl group to complete the step. This process of condensation followed by hydrogenation repeats to form hydrocarbons of increasing length. Termination then occurs to give oxygenated products.
All mechanisms discussed previously possess problems, either not relating well enough to the experimental product distributions\(^{[176]}\) or kinetics\(^{[177]}\) or not matching some thermodynamic information\(^{[178]}\) and as a result the exact mechanism is still highly debated. Experimental findings have led to the polymerisation of adjacent surface bound methylene groups becoming widely accepted\(^{[179]}\), it is however, the exact formation of these groups and their insertion into growing chains that divides opinion. Generally speaking, the majority accept that the alkyl mechanism accounts for the formation of hydrocarbons\(^{[78]}\) and that the CO insertion mechanism accounts for the formation of oxygenated products\(^{[180]}\).

1.2.3 Selectivity and Product Distribution of the Fischer-Tropsch Process

Hydrocarbons formed through the Fischer-Tropsch process have been found to share a range of characteristics\(^{[170]}\). Irrespective of type the formed, products are generally linear. The olefin to paraffin ratio is lower than predicted by thermodynamics with selectivity towards olefins greatly exceeding 50\%. Of the olefins formed the vast majority are terminal (α) and their proportion
decreases with increasing carbon chain length. A large amount of branched products are also formed but most are monomethyl in nature and while dimethyl products are produced the quantity is much lower.\cite{78}

The conditions employed in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis can have a significant influence on the distribution of products. Although one of the largest influences on products formation is the composition of the catalyst (as discussed in Section 1.2.1) other factors such as reaction conditions can also play a large role. Of these reaction conditions the effects of temperature, pressure, space velocity and $\text{H}_2/\text{CO}$ ratios have the largest influence.

Work on the effects of temperature on Fischer-Tropsch synthesis has shown that for both iron\cite{181} and cobalt\cite{24} based catalysts increased temperature results in a shift of product selectivity towards the lighter hydrocarbons with methane formation greatly increased. An increase in the olefin to paraffin ratio has also been associated with higher temperatures although the relationship is somewhat complex.\cite{78}

The effect of pressure has also been shown to have a large influence on the product distribution of the Fischer-Tropsch process. Most studies have shown that an increase in reaction pressure leads to the formation of heavier hydrocarbons.\cite{182} Oxygenated species that account for only a small fraction of products in reactions conducted at lower pressures over most fractions become increasingly more common as pressure increases.

Many experiments have been conducted investigating the alteration of $\text{H}_2/\text{CO}$ ratios of the feed-gas. Increasing the content of $\text{H}_2$, i.e. increasing the ratio, has been found to give much lighter hydrocarbons. Unsurprisingly, in this more reductive environment the olefin to paraffin ratio is greatly reduced. Bukur \textit{et al.}\cite{181} found that an increase in $\text{H}_2/\text{CO}$ ratio of 0.3 to 4 gave a drop in olefin to paraffin ratio of 6 to 1.

The space velocity of the reactant gases, which is directly related to residence time, has been shown to effect the product distribution.\cite{24, 78} It has been observed that by decreasing the space velocity, and so increasing residence time, the average molecular weight of hydrocarbons increases while the olefin to paraffin ratio decreases.

The effects above give a brief introduction into the factors affecting the selectivity of Fischer-Tropsch products, the influences of each parameter can be greatly influenced by the catalyst used and its composition. Table 1.5 (adapted from work by Van Der Laan\cite{78}) summarises these influences.
Table 1.5[^78] – The influence of reaction conditions on product distribution and selectivity in the Fischer-Tropsch process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Chain Length</th>
<th>Chain Branching</th>
<th>Olefin Selectivity</th>
<th>Alcohol Selectivity</th>
<th>Methane Selectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂/CO Ratio</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Velocity</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ↑ indicates an increase with increasing parameter, ↓ denotes a decrease with increasing parameter and * indicates a complex relationship.

Although, as shown in Section 1.2.2, the mechanism of the Fischer-Tropsch process is not fully understood it is widely agreed that chain growth proceeds in a stepwise fashion as proposed in all mechanisms discussed. If, as suspected, the hydrocarbon proceeds via the insertion of CH₂ monomers then the distribution of the products chain lengths can be predicted based on the simplified reaction growth scheme shown in Figure 1.9.[^183]

Using this simplified reaction growth scheme the product distribution can be described by the Anderson-Schulz-Flory (ASF) distribution,[^184] Equation 1.17. where \( m_n \) is the mole fraction of a hydrocarbon with carbon chain length \( n \). This distribution describes the product range based on a single parameter, the chain growth probability, \( \alpha \).

\[
m_n = (1 - \alpha)\alpha^{(n-1)}
\]

Equation 1.17 – The Anderson Schulz Flory distribution

\( \alpha \) is defined in Equation 1.18 where \( R_p \) is the rate of propagation and \( R_t \) the rate of termination.
\[
\alpha = \frac{R_p}{R_p + R_t}
\]

**Equation 1.18 – Equation showing the relationship between \( \alpha \) and rates of termination and propagation**

The distribution of products using the ASF distribution is entirely dependent on the relationship between the rate of propagation and termination. This dependence on the value of \( \alpha \) is shown in Figure 1.10.

![Figure 1.10 – A plot showing the relationship between \( \alpha \) and product distribution.](image)

The chain growth probability value is influenced by several different factors. Dry *et al.*\(^{[185]}\) found that generally \( \alpha \) is 0.7-0.8 for cobalt based catalysts and 0.5-0.7 for iron systems. Temperature, pressure and synthesis gas composition have also been shown to influence the chain growth probability.

Although the ASF distribution is widely used to explain product distributions it has been reported to show deviations from experimental results. This is presumed to be due the fact that in practice a range of different products, such as paraffins, olefins, alcohols, aldehydes etc. are formed, the ASF however assumes the formation of a single type of product and as a result a single termination mechanism.\(^{[78]}\)

Glebov and Kliger modified the original ASF distributions to take into account the formation of multiple species.\(^{[183]}\) Figure 1.11 shows the reaction scheme the new model was based upon. It still assumes that chain growth occurs from the same stepwise mechanism shown in Figure 1.9 but gives multiple termination routes for different products.
As shown in Figure 1.11 the formation of each type of hydrocarbon (paraffin, olefin, alcohols etc.) is given a different termination rate constant from \( k_t^1 \) to \( k_t^i \). Based on this Glebov and Kliger\(^{183} \) modified the ASF equation to give Equation 1.19 where \( \alpha \) is defined as the rate constant of propagation over the rate constant of propagation plus the sum of all rate constants of termination as shown in Equation 1.20.

\[
\sum_{i} m_n^i = (1 - \alpha) \alpha^{(n-1)}
\]

Equation 1.19 – Glebov and Kliger’s modified ASF distribution.

\[
\alpha = \frac{k_p}{k_p + \sum_{i} k_t^i}
\]

Equation 1.20 – The relationship between \( \alpha \) and the rate constants.

With the use of Glebov and Kliger’s modified ASF distribution values much closer to experimental results can be obtained. Deviations have been reported, these could be due to analytical difficulties\(^{88} \) or non-steady state conditions\(^{186} \) found in the reactor systems. More advanced models are still being developed in an attempt to eliminate these deviations\(^{187} \).

1.2.4 Catalyst Deactivation

Over an extended period of time the activity of both iron and cobalt catalysts tend to degrade due to deactivation of the catalyst. What causes this loss in activity is widely debated but can be split into four main mechanisms.

A mechanism often reported for both iron and cobalt Fischer-Tropsch catalysts is based on the oxidation of active species. Water is formed in high quantities in Fischer-Tropsch reactions and it is widely believed that this water can then oxidise active species into inactive oxides. Work has been conducted on the effects of water on both cobalt\(^{188} \) and iron\(^{189} \) catalysts and has been shown to have a significant effect. In the case of iron an increase in the water
content led to the formation of more $\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$ indicating that under typical Fischer-Tropsch conditions water can oxidise active iron species into inactive oxides.$^{[190]}$ Work conducted by Jacobs et al.$^{[188]}$ suggested that water oxidised the metallic cobalt into inactive cobalt and cobalt-support oxides. It has also been suggested that in iron systems$^{[137]}$ active carbide species could also be converted into inactive carbide species which would also lead to a reduction in catalyst activity. Recent research has suggested that the oxidation of metallic cobalt by water only plays a small role under commercially relevant conditions.$^{[191]}

Another mechanism thought to play an important role in catalyst deactivation is surface reconstruction.$^{[192]}$ This most commonly occurs through the combination of active metal particles through a process known as sintering, conglomeration of larger catalyst particles has however also been observed in certain systems.$^{[193]}$ In order for the sintering of active nanoparticles to occur the catalyst must reach a temperature equal to half of the nanoparticles bulk melting point, a value defined as the Tamann temperature. At temperatures above this value surface atoms become mobile, which can result in catalyst sintering. Although general Fischer-Tropsch operating conditions are below this local temperatures can reach much higher values due to the exothermic nature of the reactions occurring.$^{[137]}

Recent work by Bezemer and co-workers$^{[194]}$ has shown a direct correlation between water content and the sintering of a Fischer-Tropsch catalyst suggesting that the sintering of active nanoparticles could be playing an important role in the deactivation of catalyst systems observed in the presence of water, in combination with the oxidation of active species as discussed earlier. Deactivation models incorporating water assisted sintering correlate well with experimental studies providing further evidence to support this theory.$^{[195]}$ Catalyst sintering has been suggested as the main source of catalyst deactivation in several studies$^{[195-196]}$ it can be reduced by the introduction of support materials such as silica and alumina as they stabilise the active species preventing sintering of the active nanoparticles.

Research into the deactivation of catalysts has also shown that in iron$^{[197]}$ and cobalt$^{[198]}$ systems carbonaceous species can become deposited on the catalyst surface. Graphitic carbon, coke and amorphous carbon have all been found deposited on the surface of used catalysts.$^{[137]}$ The formation of this bulk carbon is thought to occur mainly via the Boudouard reaction, Equation 1.21.$^{[78]}$ These inactive carbon species can prevent the interaction between reactant gases and the active catalyst surface and so reduce activity. It has been shown in cobalt catalysts that this mechanism is unlikely to be solely responsible for the decrease in catalytic activity observed.$^{[199]}

\[ 2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{C} + \text{CO}_2 \]

Equation 1.21 - The formation of bulk carbon via the Boudouard reaction.
Many studies have been conducted on regeneration procedures for catalyst systems affected by carbon deposition. Hydrogenation studies have been shown to reduce the amount of carbon deposited on the catalyst surface\textsuperscript{[200]} but with little effect on catalyst activity. Oxygen-reduction treatments have proven quite effective in restoring catalyst activity with commercially used cobalt-based catalyst systems able to obtain lifetimes in the order of years when oxidative-reduction treatments are used.\textsuperscript{[201]} These oxidative treatments can sometimes influence catalyst morphology resulting in catalyst systems that behave differently before and after regeneration. Some have reported improved catalyst performance with improved product selectivity\textsuperscript{[71]} whereas others have reported significant decreases in catalytic activity\textsuperscript{[200]} suggesting that the catalyst and conditions of the oxidative-reductive treatments play an important role in the regeneration procedure’s success and effectiveness.

The extent of carbon deposition on a catalyst’s surface can be reduced by the addition of other components to the catalyst system. DFT studies\textsuperscript{[202]} have shown that the addition of noble metals such as platinum and ruthenium can reduce the formation of carbonaceous species. Less traditional (not cobalt or iron based) catalysts more tolerant to carbon such as molybdenum carbide based systems are also being investigated as a method to combat deactivation problems caused by catalyst coking.\textsuperscript{[203]}

The final mechanism for catalyst deactivation is catalyst poisoning. Most industrial feed gases contain traces of sulfur and nitrogen based compounds that can cause poisoning and result in a reduced catalytic activity.\textsuperscript{[204]} Poisoning by nitrogen containing poisons are less severe than that caused by sulfur containing poisons and can generally be removed by catalyst hydrogenation.\textsuperscript{[201]} Sulfur based poisons when present above a certain threshold level can, however, irreversibly poison catalyst systems.\textsuperscript{[205]}

The majority of papers covering the deactivation of catalysts in the Fischer-Tropsch process have found that one single mechanism is unlikely to be responsible for the observed deactivation. It is generally believed that several of the mechanisms are occurring simultaneously, dependent on the catalyst composition and reaction conditions.
1.3 Hydrogenation of CO₂

A range of methods are currently being investigated for the conversion of CO₂ to value added hydrocarbons. While both photocatalystic and electrocatalytic methods have gained a great deal of interest, generating promising results, the field is still in its infancy and they do not currently give sufficient selectivity towards heavier, higher valued hydrocarbons and yields tend to be relatively low. Thermochimical conversion of CO₂ has been known for several decades and at the moment is the most successful method used for production of heavier hydrocarbons.

Relative to the thermochemical hydrogenation of carbon monoxide, CO₂ has received very little attention, this is mainly due to its perceived high chemical stability. Of the papers published the mechanism employed for CO₂ conversion can generally be split into three main categories; direct hydrogenation, the methanol mediated and the non-methanol mediated approach. Other than the direct hydrogenation process, which tends to form only short low value products, both involve two steps; first the conversion of CO₂ into a more reactive intermediate followed by the reaction of this intermediate to form hydrocarbons.

1.3.1 Conversion of CO₂ to Methanol and the Methanol Mediated Mechanism for the Formation of Hydrocarbons

Carbon dioxide can be converted to methanol via Equation 1.22. The replacement of CO with CO₂ for methanol formation has been gaining increasing attention over the last few decades. Higher pressures favour the formation of methanol. The exothermic nature of the reaction means a lower reaction temperature should also favour the formation of methanol. At higher temperatures the endothermic RWGS reaction (see Section 1.1) can compete with methanol formation producing carbon monoxide. In fact a range of further reaction products are observed such as CO, hydrocarbons and higher alcohols and as a result a selective catalyst is needed if methanol is desired as the sole product.

\[
\text{Equation } 1.22 - \text{Hydrogenation of CO}_2 \text{ for the formation of methanol}
\]

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{\text{R}}H_{298}^0 = -90.7 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

The majority of studies for methanol formation have focused on the use of catalysts already known to work for the CO to methanol process. The bulk of the investigated systems contain copper and zinc as the main components together with a range of promoters modifiers such as silica gallium, zirconia, alumina and chromium. The addition of Ga₂O₃ improves specific activity while ZrO₂, Al₂O₃ and SiO₂ improve the copper dispersion. The formation of water can however inhibit the formation of methanol and as such in order to obtain better performing catalysts water must either be removed or new catalysts, not sensitive to water, specific for methanol formation must be developed.
To this end several new catalysts are currently being investigated. Liang and co-workers have recently reported the use of a Pd-ZnO catalyst supported on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as an effective catalyst for the formation of methanol from carbon dioxide.\textsuperscript{[215]} They found that the use of CNTs as a catalyst support over the more traditional Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} aided an increased dispersion of palladium and increased adsorption of hydrogen. Mixed Pd-Ga\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} have also proved successful for methanol production.\textsuperscript{[216]}

1.3.1.1 Formation of hydrocarbons from methanol

The conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons has been known since the early 1980s when it was discovered that methanol could be converted to hydrocarbons over a ZSM-5 zeolite catalyst.\textsuperscript{[217]} Investigations into the reaction steps indicated that methanol was first being converted into dimethyl ether (DME) which is then dehydrogenated to form alkenes. An interruption of the reaction at this point leads to the production of light olefins, the so called methanol to olefins (MTO) process developed by Mobil. If the reaction is allowed to continue however these lower olefins can react further to form a mixture of higher olefins, paraffins aromatics and naphthenes so called the methanol to gasoline (MTG) process.\textsuperscript{[218]} Both the MTO and MTG processes have been shown to be industrially viable.\textsuperscript{[218]}

A range of further zeolites have since been shown to be active for the process with the range of catalysts investigated summarised in a review by Stöcker.\textsuperscript{[219]} While the significant majority of studies have focused on the use of various zeolites a range of non-zeolytic materials have also proved successful.

1.3.1.2 Catalyst systems for the methanol mediated formation of hydrocarbons from CO\textsubscript{2}

Several studies have investigated the combination of typical methanol producing catalysts, usually based on zinc or copper, with zeolite supports in an attempt to combine both the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} to methanol and the MTG/MTO process in order to produce a catalyst capable of converting CO\textsubscript{2} directly to hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{[220]}

Fujiwara and co-workers investigated the use of a Cu-Zn-Cr catalyst on a zeolite support.\textsuperscript{[221]} They found that the catalyst was active for the formation of hydrocarbons from CO\textsubscript{2}. Their work suggested that the Cu-Zn-Cr oxide component was active for the formation of CO and methanol and the zeolite active for the formation of hydrocarbons from the formed methanol via DME.\textsuperscript{[221]}

Rongxian et al. investigated the effect of metal promoters and the influence of the zeolite support on a Fe-Zn-M/zeolite (where M = Cr, Mn, Zr, Al and La) catalyst and its ability for the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide for the formation of iso-alkanes.\textsuperscript{[222]} Of the promotional metals investigated zirconia was found to be most effective for the formation of the desired iso-alkanes. The zeolite employed as a catalyst support also greatly influenced product selectivity.
with the medium to strong nature of the HY zeolite’s acidity playing an important role in its performance as the best support for iso-alkane synthesis.\textsuperscript{[222]}

Studies by Ni and co-workers on the resulting optimised Fe-Zn-Zr/HY catalyst investigated the reaction mechanism.\textsuperscript{[223]} They found that while the RWGS reaction is involved in the formation of CO it is not part of the overall reaction mechanism and is instead simply an undesired side reaction. Their investigations showed that the first step is the formation of methanol directly from CO$_2$ with the Fe-Zn-Zr being the active component of the catalyst for this process. The zeolite component of the catalyst is then responsible for the formation of C$_1$ to C$_5$ hydrocarbons through the MTG process. The zeolite is also active as a catalyst for the formation of $i$-C$_5$ through the dimerization of C$_2$ and C$_3$ hydrocarbons. The formation of C$_1$-C$_4$ hydrocarbons, albeit in small quantities, upon the removal of the zeolite support also indicates that the Fe-Zn-Zr component also shows limited activity for the MTG process.\textsuperscript{[223]} The processes involved are summarised in Figure 1.12

![Figure 1.12](image)

Figure 1.12 – The reaction mechanism for CO$_2$ hydrogenation to hydrocarbons over the Fe-Zn-Zr/zeolite catalyst as proposed by \textsuperscript{[223]}

Despite the extensive research into composite catalysts such as those discussed above this approach currently still yields mainly short chained alkanes.

1.3.2 Methanation of CO$_2$ and the Direct Hydrogenation Mechanism for the Formation of Hydrocarbons

1.3.2.1 Methanation of CO$_2$

The catalytic hydrogenation of CO$_2$ to methane is often called the Sabatier reaction after its discoverer Paul Sabatier. Equation 1.23 shows the overall process. The methanation of CO$_2$ has several important uses namely the formation of compressed natural gas as well as being used as a feedstock for the formation of syngas. With the renewed interest in “fracking” there is now also a significant amount of attention going into developing uses of the large quantities of methane being formed through this process. For example, Audi are currently investigating
running cars utilising methane as a fuel.\textsuperscript{[224]} One of the most interesting uses of the conversion of the Sabatier reaction is for the storage of excess energy formed from renewable sources (wind, solar and hydro).\textsuperscript{[214a]} The reaction is also being studied by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as a possible source of water (which can also be split to give oxygen and hydrogen) and fuel from the carbon dioxide atmosphere on Mars as well as a possibility for the recycling of CO\textsubscript{2} given off in respiration by humans aboard the international space station.\textsuperscript{[225]}

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{\text{R}}^0 H_{298} = -252.9 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

\textbf{Equation 1.23 – The Sabatier reaction}

The methanation of CO\textsubscript{2} is thermodynamically favourable although significant kinetic limitations mean that a catalyst is required in order to achieve acceptable conversions and selectivities.\textsuperscript{[226]} Extensive investigations have been conducted on heterogeneous catalysts for the thermochemical hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} to methane.

Catalysts based on nickel supported on inorganic oxides have been the most widely investigated systems for the Sabatier reaction. While all Group 8 metals show activity for CO\textsubscript{2} methanation economic factors have resulted in nickel receiving the majority of attention.\textsuperscript{[227]} The nature of the support and the extent of interaction with the nickel has been shown to have a significant impact on catalyst performance and as such extensive research has been conducted on the effects of support on catalysis.\textsuperscript{[206]}

Amorphous silica supported nickel catalysts have been shown to be active for methane production form CO\textsubscript{2} with a range of studies conducted.\textsuperscript{[227-228]} The nature of the silica used can influence performance with Du \textit{et al.} showing that a MCM-41 supported system shows greatly enhanced catalyst performance over amorphous silica.\textsuperscript{[225]} The method used for catalyst preparation also influences the performance of Ni-SiO\textsubscript{2} catalysts, this is likely due to the effects on dispersion\textsuperscript{[229]} with the nickel particle size appearing to have little to no effect on the intrinsic catalyst activity.\textsuperscript{[230]}

The use of alumina as a catalyst support has also proven a successful for nickel based catalysts.\textsuperscript{[231]} The strong interaction between Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and nickel can result in the formation of mixed oxides such as NiAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} which can affect nickel reducibility and hence catalyst performance. Studies on the effect of nickel loading by Kester \textit{et al.} showed that the interaction between nickel and Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} is sufficiently strong as to form two distinct sites for methanation, one consisting of nickel crystallites the other a less reactive mixed alumina-nickel oxide.\textsuperscript{[232]} As loading is increased the proportion of the less reactive sites is reduced.

A series of silica-alumina composites supports were synthesised and tested by Chang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[233]} They found that while effective for CO\textsubscript{2} methanation the effectiveness of the catalysts
prepared varied greatly depending on the calcination and reduction temperatures used before catalyst tests. Generally hydrogenation activity decreased with increasing alumina content.

Two other oxides attracting interest as nickel supports are ZrO$_2$ and CeO$_2$. ZrO$_2$ has been shown to significantly promote the methanation of CO through an increased ability to adsorb CO and a hydrogen spillover phenomenon, the effect of ZrO$_2$ is however not as significant for CO$_2$ methanation.$^{[234]}$ The combination of ceria and zirconia as a mixed oxide catalyst support (Ce$_{0.75}$Zr$_{0.25}$O$_2$) has however proved very successful with high conversions and a 99.1% selectivity to methane.$^{[235]}$ This improved catalyst performance can be attributed to the high oxygen storage capacity of the mixed oxide as well as the enhanced nickel dispersion.

The inclusion of addition metals (Fe, Zr, Y and Mg) to mesoporous nickel alumina xerogels have been investigated.$^{[236]}$ Methane yield was observed to decrease in the order Fe > Zr > Ni > Y > Mg.

Nickel-based catalysts can suffer from major drawbacks. One of the most troublesome is the formation of volatile nickel carbonyls due to the interaction of nickel nano-particles and CO at low temperatures.$^{[237]}$ This can result in the loss of the active component and deactivation of the catalyst. Another option for CO$_2$ methanation is the use of the more expensive noble metals ruthenium, rhodium,$^{[238]}$ palladium$^{[226]}$ and platinum.$^{[239]}$

Of the noble metals studied the use of ruthenium has proved most effective with catalyst supported on Al$_2$O$_3$,$^{[240]}$ SiO$_2$,$^{[241]}$ and CeO$_2$,$^{[242]}$ successful. Recent studies have shown that ruthenium nano-particles supported on TiO$_2$ are capable of 100% CH$_4$ selectivity at 160 °C when the particle size distribution is carefully controlled at ca. 2.5 nm.$^{[243]}$ This occurs at 200 °C lower than the same system if nano-particle size distribution is allowed to broaden.

Despite the relative simplicity of the Sabatier reaction some controversy still exists over the exact reaction mechanism. Several studies have reported that the process first involves the conversion CO$_2$ to CO followed by the hydrogenation of CO to methane. Kinetic studies on Ru/TiO$_2$ catalysts have indicated that CO is a key intermediate in the formation of methane which would support the CO mediated mechanism.$^{[244]}$ Formate species were also observed in these studies.

The second mechanism reported for CO$_2$ methanation involves the direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$ to methane without passing through a CO intermediate. FTIR studies conducted by Schild et al. indicated that CO$_2$ is rapidly adsorbed to the catalyst surface and a formate species formed.$^{[245]}$ This is formate is then hydrogenated to methane without further observable intermediates.

1.3.2.2 Direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$ to C$_2+$ hydrocarbons

Some literature suggests that the Sabatier reaction proceeds via a direct hydrogenation process and while the formation of methane in this manner accounts for the great majority of literature published on the direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$ for the formation of hydrocarbons the formation
of C$_2$+ hydrocarbons via the direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$ has also been reported although these instances are rare.\textsuperscript{[208, 246]} Kinetic studies by Fiato et al. indicated that C$_2$+ hydrocarbons are formed through a direct hydrogenation mechanism over laser generated iron-carbide catalysts.\textsuperscript{[247]} Further kinetic studies over a potassium promoted iron catalyst also showed that C$_2$+ hydrocarbons are formed via a direct hydrogenation mechanism although this work indicated that only a small portion of HCs are actually formed through this mechanism with the vast majority formed by the RWGS and FT reactions as discussed in detail in the next section.\textsuperscript{[208]}

1.3.3 Conversion of CO$_2$ to Hydrocarbons Based on the RWGS Reaction and FT Synthesis
Carbon dioxide can be converted to hydrocarbons through a process involving two reaction steps. The first step is the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide via the reverse water-gas shift reaction (discussed in detail in Section 1.1). The formed carbon monoxide can then be converted to hydrocarbons through the Fischer-Tropsch process (discussed in detail in Section 1.2). The processes involved are shown in Equation 1.24 and Equation 1.25.

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{\text{R}}H^0_{298} = 41 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

\textbf{Equation 1.24 – The reverse water-gas shift reaction}

\[
\text{CO} + 2\text{H}_2 \rightarrow (-\text{CH}_2-) + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{\text{R}}H^0_{298} = -152 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

\textbf{Equation 1.25 – The Fischer-Tropsch process}

Due to the fact that the CO$_2$ must first be reduced to CO the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ consumes 50 % more hydrogen relative to the Fischer-Tropsch process. As a result twice as much water is also formed as a by-product which can negatively affect the performance of catalysts.\textsuperscript{[15]} The endothermic nature of the RWGS reaction means that in order to get acceptable CO$_2$ conversion values higher temperatures than generally employed in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis are required. These high temperatures can, however, affect the product selectivity of FT catalysts. The formation of methane is thermodynamically favoured and as such catalysts must be developed that catalyse both the RWGS reaction and FT process but show a limited activity for the undesired direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$ to methane. In order to obtain optimal CO$_2$ conversion values the rate of the FT process should also be higher than that of the RWGS reaction meaning that any CO formed is rapidly consumed further aiding the formation of more CO.

This combined RWGS-FT process has been attracting the most attention of all the possible CO$_2$ to HCs routes and is the favoured method of the U.S. Navy who have been investigating the formation of jet fuel through this process.\textsuperscript{[207, 248]} The widely available
literature on both FT and WGS catalysts mean that a range of already available research can be applied in order to aid catalyst development.

The desired product selectivity can generally be separated into two groups; short chained olefins and longer chained, liquid hydrocarbons. Long chained hydrocarbons are a desired target as they can act as a direct replacement for transport fuels with all the infrastructure for their distribution and use already in place. The second group, the lower (C$_2$-C$_4$) olefins, represent an important building block for many industrial processes such as the production of polymers, solvents, drugs, cosmetics and detergents.[249] They can also be used to form jet fuel and other liquid hydrocarbons using an acid catalysed oligomeration process.[158]

As the production of hydrocarbons is essentially a modification of the FT process generally research has focused on the same type of catalysts that have been used successfully for the CO fed version. The vast majority of research has focused on the use of iron and cobalt based system, the only two metals used industrially for FT synthesis. Research has focused on the optimisation of these catalysts in order to increase conversion and direct selectivity away from methane and towards more valuable products.

1.3.3.1 Initial studies into the use of FT catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation
Most of the initial studies into the use of Fischer-Tropsch based catalysts for the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ focused on the use of supported nickel catalysts.[250] These studies generally found that while it was possible to convert CO$_2$ to hydrocarbons using these systems[251] the product distribution showed a very high selectivity to methane.[252] Syn-gas fed Fischer-Tropsch studies on nickel based catalysts have shown that the temperatures normally employed in FT synthesis tend to shift product selectivity to almost entirely methane.[89] It is likely that under the relatively high temperatures required to form CO via the RWGS reaction nickel simply acts as a methanation catalysts and does not promote the growth of longer hydrocarbon chains normally seen in FT chemistry. The other possibility is that methane formation is occurring through the direct hydrogenation of CO$_2$, the detection of CO in the product stream makes this unlikely.

Studies by Vance et al. found that through the variation of support and reaction conditions the product selectivity could be somewhat shifted away from methane to CO but no C$_2$+ hydrocarbons were formed.[253] The large quantities of carbon monoxide being formed during reaction prompted an investigation into reaction mechanism by Weatherbee et al.[252] The mechanism proposed consisted of a combination of the redox mechanism of the RWGS reaction (see Section 1.1.2) for the formation of CO followed by the carbide mechanism of the FT process (see Section 1.2.2) for the conversion of CO into hydrocarbons. Kinetic studies based on this model were found to match observations well.

An extended study by Weatherbee and Bartholomew investigated the use of cobalt, iron and ruthenium catalysts supported on SiO$_2$ as well as nickel.[250] They found that while the
ruthenium-based system also formed only methane and carbon monoxide as products both iron and cobalt based systems showed the formation of C$_2$+ hydrocarbons.

1.3.3.2 Iron-based catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation

Iron and cobalt catalysts are the only two metals utilised industrially for the FT process$^{[28]}$ and of these two metals iron has so far showed the most promise in the field of CO$_2$ hydrogenation. It is well known as an active component in FT catalysis (See Section 1.2) and, unlike cobalt based catalysts, is also widely used as a catalyst in both the WGS and RWGS reactions (See Section 1.1). While this WGS activity is sometimes seen as a disadvantage in FT catalysis as it competes with the FT reaction for the consumption of CO, under CO$_2$ hydrogenation conditions it is advantageous as it aids the conversion of CO$_2$ to CO via the RWGS reaction.

Whereas cobalt catalysts tend to only be utilised at lower temperatures (200-240 °C) iron catalysts are also used in the high temperature Fischer-Tropsch process (HTFT)$^{[254]}$. At these higher temperatures (300-350 °C) the iron catalysts are still capable of good product selectivity whereas cobalt mainly produces methane.$^{[255]}$ This better tolerance to higher temperatures is significant when catalysts are being employed in CO$_2$ hydrogenation as the endothermic nature of the first step (the RWGS reaction) means higher temperatures lead to higher equilibrium CO$_2$ conversion values.

Because of these facts iron-based catalyst have attracted the majority of attention in the field of CO$_2$ hydrogenation for the formation of hydrocarbons.$^{[209]}$ The majority of research conducted thus far has focused on the use of FT-type catalysts. Several studies have been conducted investigating the influence of CO$_2$ introduction into a traditional CO/H$_2$ fed FT reactions over iron-based catalysts as well as investigations on the effect of catalyst performance when switching the CO/H$_2$ to a CO$_2$/H$_2$ only stream.$^{[256]}$

Increasing the concentration of CO$_2$ in a CO/H$_2$ feed has been shown to have a negative influence on the performance of an iron-based FT catalyst with a decreased rate of CO$_2$ conversion observed.$^{[257]}$ This decrease in rate has been attributed to a competition between the adsorption of CO and CO$_2$ over the active catalyst sites as demonstrated by temperature-programmed desorption studies.$^{[257]}$ Despite the low CO partial pressures when the feed is switched from CO/H$_2$ to CO$_2$/H$_2$, due to the equilibrium constraints of the RWGS reaction, iron-based catalyst are still observed to maintain a very similar product distribution for both feeds.$^{[258]}$ This provides good experimental evidence that HCs are being formed through the same process (FT synthesis) with both reaction feeds.

Early publications by Weatherbee and Bartholomew have shown that SiO$_2$ supported iron catalysts are active for the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ for the formation of hydrocarbons.$^{[250]}$ Despite its activity under the reaction conditions studied the Fe/SiO$_2$ system only produced HCs with a chain length of up to C$_5$ with a high preference (> 77 %) for the formation of the undesired product methane.$^{[250]}$ A similarly poor selectivity was observed by Dorner and co-
workers for iron supported on Al₂O₃. While increasing iron loading did increase CO₂ conversion no effect was observed on product selectivity. Both systems also showed a low selectivity to olefin products with the majority of HCs formed being alkanes.

Iron-based catalysts utilised in FT synthesis frequently contain additives to promote structural and chemical properties while also stabilising the active components. In an attempt to combat the problems encountered when supported iron is used alone as a catalyst for CO₂ hydrogenation a range of different dopants have been investigated in an attempt to direct selectivity towards the desired products and increase CO₂ conversion.

The addition of potassium to iron-based catalyst systems for CO₂ hydrogenation has one of the most significant effects on the catalyst performance. Since initial work conducted by Lee and co-workers in 1988 showed that its incorporation into an unsupported iron system could both increase conversion and increase selectivity to hydrocarbon products over CO it has attracted a significant amount of attention in the literature. In combination with the increased HC yield the potassium promoted catalyst systems also show a much higher selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons with the relative amount of methane formed dropping drastically. The amount of unsaturated HCs produced was also significantly boosted with the olefin/paraffin ratio increasing from 0.9 to 6.4 with the addition of 3 at % potassium. Further studies have shown that the same effect can be obtained by the addition of potassium to supported Fe/Al₂O₃ systems. Ho Choi et al. showed that increasing potassium loading could also lead to a further improvement in catalyst performance both in terms of CO₂ conversion and product selectivity. However, when the K/Fe molar ratio was increased above 0.5 to 1 little further improvement was observed suggesting this value is close to the optimal loading under the reaction conditions studied.

While the potassium promoted catalysts do show a high conversion and good selectivity little attention has been shown to the catalyst stability. Studies conducted by Hwang and co-workers has shown that a significant reduction (ca. 37 %) is observed over a 850 h period. They found that the catalyst deactivation was mainly due to carbonaceous deposits, the catalyst performance could, however, be restored using a simple oxidative-reduction treatment. Lee et al. conducted a similar study again on a Fe-K/Al₂O₃, and found the catalyst deactivated significantly with time on stream. While they also found that one of the main causes for catalyst deactivation was coke deposition they observed that a phase change of the active component of the catalyst to the inactive carbide Fe₃C also played an important role.

While the role of potassium as a promoter for iron catalyst both in the FT process and the hydrogenation of CO₂ is not fully understood Dry et al. suggested that potassium acts as an electronic promoter. They proposed that the potassium present donates electron density to the vacant d orbital of the iron enhancing the strength of binding and dissociative adsorption of CO while also lowering the H₂ adsorption ability. The reduced H₂ binding strength results in a reduced concentration of H₂ at the catalyst’s surface leading to a less reductive environment and
as such an increase in alkene formation and a reduction in methane formation is observed. It is likely that a similar process is also responsible for the improved performance observed for CO₂ hydrogenation.[207] Chio et al. also demonstrated that potassium’s introduction increased the chemisorption strength of CO₂ which would also aid the formation of CO, further improving the CO₂ conversion.[262]

The majority of Fe-K catalysts have been studied on an alumina support as it performs best both in terms of conversion and product selectivity. Dorner and co-workers reported that the improvement in certain catalysts containing both K and Al₂O₃ may be due to the formation of a potassium-aluminium mixed oxide which is either catalytically active or plays an important role in catalysis.[259] The presence of a potassium alanate (KAlH₄) phase was detected with a Fe-K/Al₂O₃ catalyst. This KAlH₄ phase can act as a hydrogen reservoir and a centre of H₂ activation which can improve catalyst performance.[259] This potassium alanate model is suggested to aid catalyst performance in conjunction with the electronic benefits and does not compete with that model.

The addition of a range of other alkali metals (lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium and caesium) has also been investigated.[265] While lithium and sodium were shown to enhance catalyst performance both in terms of CO₂ conversion and selectivity to C₂⁺ hydrocarbons it was not to the same extent as that observed upon the addition of an equal amount of potassium. The addition of rubidium and caesium resulted in a slightly larger increase in CO₂ conversion relative to potassium inclusion this, however, occurred at the cost of HC selectivity with both metals increasing selectivity to methane compared to potassium addition.

Manganese is another dopant that has received significant attention in the field of Fischer-Tropsch catalysis with its promotional abilities in combination with iron known for some time.[266] Studies have shown that the addition of manganese to iron-based catalysts utilised in CO₂ hydrogenation can also be beneficial.[209] Lee et al. were one of the first groups to study the effects of manganese addition to iron catalysts with their studies focusing on its introduction into an unsupported iron-based CO₂ hydrogenation catalyst.[267] They found that, at high pressure (1013 kPa), the inclusion of manganese led to a slight increase in CO₂ conversion combined with a suppression of methane formation and a subsequent increase in chain growth probability. The same effect was observed for a co-precipitated Fe-Mn system investigated by Nam et al. with their work also showing a significant increase in selectivity to alkenes when manganese was also present in the system.[268]

Manganese’s addition to a supported iron-based catalyst (Fe/Al₂O₃) has also been shown to result in the same promotional effect.[259] While increasing the manganese loading initially leads to a further improvement in performance over doping can result in a reversal of the promotional effect with selectivity shifting back towards undesirable products. This reduction in promotional ability at higher loadings has been attributed to the blocking of active sites with higher manganese content.[259]
The effect of manganese addition to iron-based catalysts has been reported to be two-fold with it acting both as a structural promoter and influencing the system through electronic effects.\textsuperscript{[207]} Manganese has been shown to increase the surface basicity\textsuperscript{[269]} and both aid the reduction of the iron species and their carburization.\textsuperscript{[267]}

One of the most effective catalysts reported thus far for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation is an Fe/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} catalyst promoted with a combination of both manganese and potassium.\textsuperscript{[259]} The addition of both potassium and manganese simultaneously was initially shown to be successful for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation over a silicalite-2 support with increasing potassium and manganese loadings resulting in improved catalyst performance.\textsuperscript{[270]} Dorner and co-workers investigated the addition of the same promoters over an alumina support.\textsuperscript{[259]} Similar effects were observed with the introduction of both potassium and manganese resulting in a significant increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion, HC yield and olefin/paraffin ratio whilst also reducing selectivity to methane. An optimal catalyst composition was found to be 17wt\%Fe/12wt\%Mn/8wt\%K/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, which gave a CO\textsubscript{2} conversion of over 40\% and a methane selectivity of 26\% that remains one of the lowest values reported (290 °C, 13.6 atm, H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} 3:1). The chain growth reported for this catalyst composition was found to be only slightly below that reported for comparable iron-based catalysts used in the FT process.\textsuperscript{[207]}

The addition of copper to an iron-based CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation catalyst has also been shown to significantly improve the catalyst performance in a similar manner to that observed upon manganese addition.\textsuperscript{[206]} Ando \textit{et al.} showed that its introduction to an unsupported iron system resulted in a significant increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and shifted HC selectivity away from methane and towards heavier HC products.\textsuperscript{[271]} An increase in olefin content of the HC products is also reported.

The improved catalyst performance can likely be attributed to the increased reducibility of the iron species of the catalyst when copper is present.\textsuperscript{[272]} An increased dispersion and ease of carburization are also likely to play a role.\textsuperscript{[273]} Copper is active for the RWGS reaction and as such may also act as an active site for the initial reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to CO which could also partially account for the improved catalyst performance.\textsuperscript{[274]} When copper is reduced to its metallic form, as observed under reaction conditions,\textsuperscript{[271]} it also provides active sites for the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen.\textsuperscript{[272]}

As with the analogous manganese promoted systems the combination of copper with potassium as a second promoter has also been investigated. Studies by Yan \textit{et al.} showed that the addition of potassium to an unsupported Fe-Cu catalyst system could further reduce selectivity towards methane and increase the selectivity towards heavier, more desirable hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{[275]} The effect of support addition was found to vary depending on the inorganic oxide used. Silica addition increased selectivity towards methane whereas alumina addition was found to enhance the catalyst performance.\textsuperscript{[275]}
Catalyst optimisation studies have shown that increasing potassium loading can further increase the chain growth probability while also increasing selectivity to unsaturated hydrocarbon products.\[^{275}\] A Fe-Cu-Al-K composition of 100:6.6:15.7:6 by weight ratio was found to perform best with a methane selectivity of 15 % reported for this catalyst system with a CO\(_2\) conversion of ca. 40 % (300 °C, 10 atm, H\(_2\):CO\(_2\) 3:1) making it one of the best performing CO\(_2\) hydrogenation catalysts reported.\[^{276}\]

Long-term tests on the Fe-Cu-K/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) catalyst over a period of 2000 h showed that after 1500 h on stream both CO\(_2\) conversion and selectivity began to decrease.\[^{276}\] XRD, XPS and Mössbauer spectroscopy techniques suggested that although carbon deposition was present is was not the main contributing factor in catalyst deactivation and it was in fact the growth of crystallite size resulting from component separation that was mainly responsible.\[^{276}\] As a result the catalytic activity of the deactivated Fe-Cu-K-Al catalyst could not be regained by reduction or oxidative-reduction treatments.

The addition of zinc to an unsupported iron catalyst has been shown to improve its CO\(_2\) hydrogenation ability.\[^{268}\] The inclusion of zinc results in an increased CO\(_2\) conversion and HC yield while also improving the product selectivity. Methane selectivity is greatly reduced and the percentage of unsaturated products can be increased from 6 % up to 70 %. While zinc’s introduction is beneficial to catalyst performance its content should be kept low as if the Fe:Zn ratio is decreased below 9:1 the promotional effect begins to be reduced.\[^{268}\]

Ceria is a highly active catalyst for both the low temperature WGS and RWGS reactions and as such has been generating a great deal of interest in this area (See Section 1.1.1). As the CO\(_2\) present in the reaction stream must first be converted to CO via the RWGS reaction the use of ceria as a dopant for iron-based CO\(_2\) hydrogenation catalysts has gained attention. Pérez-Alonso and co-workers studied the effects of ceria addition to an unsupported iron catalyst used for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation they found that while the addition of ceria did not significantly change the overall performance of the catalyst system it did reduce the time needed for the system to reach stationary-state conditions.\[^{277}\]

Dorner et al. studied what effect the addition of ceria had on a co-precipitated Fe-Mn/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) catalyst when used for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation.\[^{278}\] They found that the introduction of low loadings of ceria (2 wt%) led to a small improvement in CO\(_2\) conversion with a slight reduction in methane selectivity. If the ceria loading was increased above this point, however, the promotional ability was reversed with lower CO\(_2\) conversion and higher selectivity for methane observed.\[^{278}\] It was found that the addition of ceria resulted in the formation of ceria particles on the surface of the iron catalysts and as such when ceria loading was increased it reduced the availability of chain growth sites.\[^{278}\]

In an attempt to prevent the blocking of active sites by ceria particles the addition of ceria to an alumina support followed by a calcination step prior to the addition of the active catalyst components was tested with a Fe-Mn-K/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) catalyst.\[^{279}\] It was found that if added in
this manner, thus preventing the ability of ceria to block active sites, an improvement in catalyst performance could be obtained with a 22 % increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion combined with a reduction in selectivity to methane and an increase in unsaturated hydrocarbons.\textsuperscript{279}

A range of other metals have also been investigated as potential promoters for the iron-based CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation catalysts. They have not, however, received as much attention as those discussed thus far. Nam and co-workers studied the use of chromium and vanadium as dopants for unsupported iron catalysts.\textsuperscript{268} Chromium addition was found to result in an increased CO\textsubscript{2} conversion but this occurred in conjunction with an increase in methane selectivity. Vanadium addition gave a reduced CO\textsubscript{2} conversion relative to the non-promoted iron system, there was however, an increase in selectivity to C\textsubscript{2+} HCs and unsaturated products.\textsuperscript{268}

The addition of various loadings of lanthanum to alumina for use as a catalyst support for a potassium promoted iron catalyst has shown that it can be successfully used to enhance catalyst performance.\textsuperscript{280} The modification of Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} with lanthanum resulted in an increased CO\textsubscript{2} conversion, HC yield and selectivity to lower olefins. Methane selectivity was also found to be reduced. The effects could be increased further with increasing lanthanum loading until 4 wt%. Above this point the promotional ability begins to be reversed.\textsuperscript{280}

The use of zirconium has also attracted some attention both as a support (discussed in more detail later) and as a dopant.\textsuperscript{282} The addition of zirconium to an Fe-Cu-Zn catalyst was found to result in enhanced CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption and higher hydrocarbon yields. Little effect was however observed in terms of hydrocarbon distribution.\textsuperscript{282}

Nobel metals have been investigated extensively for iron-based FT catalysts\textsuperscript{145-148} but have only received limited attention in the field of CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation. The addition of ruthenium to an Fe-K/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} catalyst was investigated by Lee and co-workers.\textsuperscript{283} They found that the inclusion of ruthenium resulted in an increased CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and lower methane selectivity. A reduction in C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} hydrocarbons was also observed with a much higher selectivity to heavier, longer chained hydrocarbon. This has been explained by the ruthenium component promoting the readsorption of olefin products which results in an increase in the length of the product hydrocarbon chain. As a result of this readsorption of products a slight deviation in ASF distribution is observed.\textsuperscript{283} When the addition of ruthenium was investigated on a Fe-Cu-K/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} by Niemelä \textit{et al}. they found no benefit in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion or selectivity.\textsuperscript{282} To this author’s knowledge no further investigations using noble metal promoters have been conducted with iron-based CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation catalysts.

As already discussed iron-based catalysts are often supported on inorganic oxides as this tends to increase dispersion and aid catalyst stability. The catalyst performance both in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and product selectivity is greatly dependent on the supporting material used. Riedel and co-workers studied the influence of different supports on the performance of a
non-promoted iron catalyst and found that CO\textsubscript{2} conversion increased in the order SiO\textsubscript{2} < TiO\textsubscript{2} < Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} with the selectivity towards methane found to decrease in the same order.\textsuperscript{[258]}

The same order was also observed by Wang et al. for potassium promoted iron catalyst only their study was extended to also included the use of mesoporous carbon (meso-C), carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and ZrO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{[281b]} They found all three of the new supports gave a CO\textsubscript{2} conversion value similar to or greater than that of the alumina with the recorded CO\textsubscript{2} conversion values increasing in the order; SiO\textsubscript{2} < TiO\textsubscript{2} < Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ~ Meso-C < CNT < ZrO\textsubscript{2}. Despite this increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion the product selectivity was not observed to follow the same trend with the Mes-C, CNT and ZrO\textsubscript{2} all giving a higher methane selectivity than the alumina supported system. The methane selectivity was observed to decrease in the order; SiO\textsubscript{2} > Meso-C > CNT > TiO\textsubscript{2} > ZrO\textsubscript{2} > Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}.\textsuperscript{[281b]}

A similar trend was also observed for Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, TiO\textsubscript{2} and ZrO\textsubscript{2} using non-promoted iron catalysts by Suo and co-workers.\textsuperscript{[281a]} Investigations into the use of CNTs as a support for a Fe-K-Mn catalyst showed that the replacement of the more traditional Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} support resulted in an increased CO\textsubscript{2} conversion, this however occurred at the cost of methane selectivity which was seen to increase when CNTs were utilised.\textsuperscript{[248]} This matches the results observed by Wang et al. for an Fe-K catalyst.\textsuperscript{[281b]}

A limited number of studies have also been conducted on the utilisation of mixed oxide supports for iron-based systems. The introduction of MgO in addition to Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} as a support for an Fe-K catalyst showed both an increased conversion and an improved selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons and unsaturated products.\textsuperscript{[284]} This is believed to be due to the increased basicity of the catalyst when MgO is used combined with the higher iron dispersion when Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} is used. An Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}:MgO ratio of 80:20 was found to be optimal both in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and methane selectivity.\textsuperscript{[284]}

Zeolites have also successfully been used as supports for iron-based CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation catalysts although these systems tend to form hydrocarbons through the methanol mediated mechanism discussed in Section 1.3.1.1 rather that the RWGS-FT process.

1.3.3.3 Cobalt-based catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation

Cobalt catalysts are widely employed for CO fed FT processes, see Section 1.2.1.1. Despite their higher relative cost compared to iron-based systems their higher activity, greater selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons and increased stability make them the best performing in terms of performance-to-cost ratio. Properties seen as advantageous in the CO fed FT process such as low water-gas shift activity can however hinder their ability as catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation. When utilised for FT synthesis cobalt catalysts are generally used at lower temperatures than iron-based systems in order to direct selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons,\textsuperscript{[285]} these low temperatures are, however, not well suited to the formation of CO via the RWGS reaction which generally requires higher temperatures.
Despite these shortcomings cobalt-based systems are the second most studied catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation after iron-based systems. Most studies have focused on the use of traditional FT based catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation. A wide range of investigations into the effects of CO$_2$ introduction into CO/H$_2$ feeds have been completed in an attempt to gain a better understanding of how CO$_2$ effects the performance of the catalyst relative to a CO/H$_2$ only feed gas.

1.3.3.3.1 Effects of CO$_2$ introduction into a CO/H$_2$ feed over Co-based catalysts

When cobalt catalyst are tested under regular FT conditions with an CO/H$_2$ feed gas they generally perform well showing high CO conversions/activities as well as selectivity to heavy hydrocarbons with a good chain growth probability as determined from ASF plots. When the CO present in these reaction streams begins to be replaced with CO$_2$ the catalyst performance alters with significantly different results obtained from CO$_2$/H$_2$ streams compared with CO/H$_2$ feed gas.

Yao and co-workers investigated the influence of introducing increasing amounts of CO$_2$ to a CO/H$_2$ stream over a typical FT based cobalt catalyst; Co/TiO$_2$.[286] They found that both CO and CO$_2$ are readily hydrogenated over the Co/TiO$_2$ catalyst under standard FT reaction conditions. They in-fact observed higher conversions for systems containing more CO$_2$ perhaps indicating a higher reactivity for CO$_2$ over the catalyst being studied. The product selectivity was found to be strongly dependent on the amount of CO$_2$ present within the feed gas. For a purely CO/H$_2$ feed a high selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons was observed however with increasing CO$_2$ content the product distribution shifted towards methane with the pure CO$_2$/H$_2$ stream resulting in a CH$_4$ selectivity of approximately 90 %. Both the CO/H$_2$ and CO$_2$/H$_2$ only systems were found to follow the ASF distribution with only an exception for the C$_1$ point indicating that CO$_2$ hydrogenation was occurring through the combination of RWGS and FT reactions.

When a similar study was conducted over a Co/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst by Visconti et al they also found both CO and CO$_2$ were readily hydrogenated over the cobalt based catalyst with the CO$_2$ containing feed showing a higher reactivity than CO.[287] The selectivities observed for the CO/H$_2$ and CO$_2$/H$_2$ fed reactions were also drastically different with a regular FT distribution for CO but over a 90 % selectivity to methane for the CO$_2$ fed reaction. FTIR spectroscopy studies were conducted under both feeds with no evidence for the involvement of any different surface species in CO and CO$_2$ hydrogenation observed with the CO$_2$ hydrogenation appearing to hydrogenate through the same mechanism with a CO intermediate. They speculated that the drastically different product distributions could be attributed to the low strength of adsorption of CO$_2$ relative to CO with this resulting in a different atomic H/C ratio on the catalyst surface. The higher H/C ratio with the CO$_2$/H$_2$ feed inhibits chain growth due to the relatively high hydrogen concentration favouring the formation of methane.
The results obtained from mixed CO/CO$_2$/H$_2$ vary greatly from those observed by Yao et al.,\textsuperscript{286} Visconti et al. found that in the presence of CO, CO$_2$ simply acted as an inert diluting gas. No significant change in product selectivity was observed when the CO$_2$ in the CO/CO$_2$/H$_2$ system was replaced by N$_2$.\textsuperscript{287} This behaviour has been attributed to a competition between CO and CO$_2$ for adsorption on the catalyst surface. Gnanamani and co-worker’s study of the effects of CO$_2$ over a Co-Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst revealed the same trend with CO$_2$ acting as an inert gas in the presence of CO.\textsuperscript{288} This was again attributed to the competition between CO and CO$_2$ for adsorption sites on the catalyst surface.

Riedel and Schaub investigated the effect of CO$_2$ addition to the CO/H$_2$ stream over several different cobalt catalysts containing several promoters such as ruthenium, platinum, lanthanum oxide and zirconia oxide supported on alumina and silica.\textsuperscript{289} They found that the effect of CO$_2$ addition can depend on catalyst composition. For the majority of the catalysts studied CO$_2$ simply acted as a diluent as observed by Visconti\textsuperscript{287} and Gnanamani.\textsuperscript{288} However, for one of the catalyst systems studied the addition of CO$_2$ had a negative effect on the Fischer-Tropsch performance. This indicates that the composition of the catalyst can affect how the inclusion of CO$_2$ in the feed stream can affect the performance. This could be the reason behind the drastically different results obtained for the Co/TiO$_2$ system studied by Yao and co-workers.\textsuperscript{286} Unfortunately Riedel and Schaub conducted no reactions using a CO$_2$/H$_2$ only feed without CO present and as such the effects of the promoters studied on the performance of the cobalt catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation cannot be determined.

Zhang et al. studied the effect of CO$_2$ addition to the CO/H$_2$ stream over Co-Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ and Co/SiO$_2$ catalysts and again noticed a significant difference between the products formed depending on whether the feed contained CO or CO$_2$ as the carbon source.\textsuperscript{290} For all studies conducted with a CO$_2$/H$_2$ feed products consisted of greater than 70 % methane and although this is one of the lowest methane selectivity values reported for CO$_2$ hydrogenation over cobalt catalysts it is still significantly higher than that observed for the CO/H$_2$ fed reaction. Based on their results Zhang and co-workers concluded that in order to explain the exceptionally high methane selectivity for CO$_2$ fed reactions there must be a second reaction pathway for the conversion of CO$_2$, but not CO, to methane.

It was assumed that the hydrogenation and breaking of the two C-O bonds present in CO$_2$ rather than the one present in CO provides the source of the different reaction pathways. CO hydrogenation is proposed to proceed via the addition of an adsorbed H as shown in Equation 1.26.

\[
\text{C-O}_4 + 2\text{H}_n \rightarrow [\text{H}-\text{C} \cdots \text{O}-\text{H}]_n \rightarrow \text{H-C}_a + \text{O-H}_n
\]

Equation 1.26 – Mechanism for breaking C-O bond in CO as proposed by Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{290}
In the case of CO$_2$ hydrogenation the process is presumed to be more complex as there are two C-O bonds that must be broken. The first step (shown in Equation 1.27) involves the addition of an adsorbed H as with CO, there however still remains a second C-O bond.

$$\text{O-C-O}_a + 2\text{H}_a \rightarrow [\text{H} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{C} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{O-H}]_a \rightarrow [\text{H} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{C}]_a + \text{O-H}_a$$

\textbf{Equation 1.27 – Mechanism for breaking of first C-O bind in CO$_2$ as proposed by Zhang et al.}$^{[290]}$

From Equation 1.27 the next step is the hydrogenation of the above intermediate via Equation 1.28 to produce methane through a surface bond methanol intermediate.

$$[\text{H} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{C} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{O}]_a + 3\text{H}_a \rightarrow [\text{H}_3 \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{C} \cdot \cdot \cdot \text{O-H}]_a + 2\text{H}_a \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$

\textbf{Equation 1.28 – Formation of methane from the surface bond [H-C-O]$_a$ species}$^{[290]}

Based on their experimental results they reported that ca. 75% of CO$_2$ hydrogenation occurs through the mechanism reported in Equation 1.27 and Equation 1.28 with the remainder proceeding via the formation of CO followed by the regular FT process. It is this remaining 25% that accounts for the formation of the C$_2$+ hydrocarbons observed in the product stream.

1.3.3.3.2 \textit{Hydrogenation of CO$_2$ over Co-based catalysts}

Although the effect of CO$_2$ addition to CO/H$_2$ fed reactions represents the majority of studies conducted over cobalt-based catalysts a range of studies have also been conducted using exclusively CO$_2$/H$_2$ feed gases. These studies generally focus on the use of FT type catalysts in an attempt to produce HCs from just CO$_2$ and H$_2$ with no additional reactants.

Akin \textit{et al.} studied a co-precipitated Co/Al$_2$O$_3$ system as a possible catalyst for hydrocarbon formation.$^{[291]}$ Initial catalyst studies revealed that the catalyst was effective for CO$_2$ hydrogenation forming CO, CH$_4$ and a limited amount of C$_2$+ HCs. Increasing the temperature up to 540 K was found to lead to a higher CO$_2$ conversion with larger quantities of all products being formed. This is most likely due to the increased rate of CO formation via the RWGS reaction at higher temperatures.$^{[291]}$ Increasing the quantity of H$_2$ relative to CO$_2$ in the reaction feed led to a higher CO$_2$ conversion, although under the reaction conditions chosen for these studies it was not possible to determine the effect on HC distribution. The kinetic studies based on this data suggested that the reaction proceeded via the RWGS reaction followed by the FT process with the carbide mechanism for the later matching best with the experimental data more extensive studies are, however, required.$^{[291]}$

Das and co-workers studied what effect the calcination temperature had on a Co/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst when utilised for the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ and compared it to an unsupported cobalt system also calcined at a range of temperatures.$^{[292]}$ They found that the use of Al$_2$O$_3$ inhibited
the reducibility of the cobalt oxide species; this can most likely be attributed to the interaction between the cobalt oxide and alumina support. This is further confirmed by the fact that higher calcination temperatures which would lead to stronger cobalt oxide-support interactions resulted in an increased reduction temperature. When the calcination temperature of the Co/Al₂O₃ catalyst is increased above 473 K a reduction in CO₂ conversion is observed with a concurrent decrease in selectivity towards methane. While this is likely partially attributable to the increased cobalt oxide-support interactions the same trend is also observed for the unsupported cobalt catalysts suggesting there is also a contribution from the larger nano-particles formed at higher calcination temperatures.⁹² The Al₂O₃ supported cobalt systems showed a higher CO₂ conversion relative to the unsupported system.

One of the most comprehensive studies on CO₂ hydrogenation over cobalt-based catalysts has been conducted by Dorner et al. using a platinum promoted Co/Al₂O₃ catalyst.⁹³ They found the system to be active for CO₂ hydrogenation with only a slight (5 %) drop in conversion observed relative to a CO/H₂ fed catalyst system. The CO₂/H₂ fed system did however produce large quantities of methane (98 %). In order to determine if the alteration of the CO₂/H₂ feed ratio could shift this selectivity towards the more valuable C₂⁺ hydrocarbons a range of ratios (1:3, 1:2 and 1:1) were tested. They found that the selectivity to C₂-C₄ products could be increased up to 7 % as the relative content of CO₂ in the system was increased from 1:3 to 1:1. This did, however, occur at the cost of CO₂ conversion which drops significantly as the hydrogen content of the feed gas is decreased. There is also a slight increase in olefin content in the 1:1 fed system relative to the 1:3 test. This can most likely be attributed to the reduced quantity of H₂ present, which results in the formation of olefins becoming more favoured.

In addition to investigations into the effect of feed gas composition they also studied the effect of reaction pressure on the system. They found that as the reaction pressure was decreased from 450 psi to 150 psi the CO₂ conversion value decreased dramatically. This lowering of pressure did result in an increased selectivity towards longer chained hydrocarbons. Little to no selectivity towards olefins was observed.⁹³

An increasing time on stream (TOS) was observed to lead to a reduction in selectivity towards methane. Doner et al. hypothesised that this could either be due a change in catalyst morphology or the deactivation of a particular site.⁹³ It is suggested, based on their results, that methane and C₂⁺ HCs are being formed over two separate active sites with the one responsible for methane formation more susceptible to deactivation by carbon deposition. This means that with increasing time on stream the amount of methane produced is gradually being reduced by deactivation of the methanation site and as such a shift in selectivity to C₂⁺ HCs is observed. Dorner and co-workers do, however, acknowledge that further in situ studies are required to fully confirm this.
The two active site hypothesis is backed up by the break between \( C_1 \) and longer hydrocarbon in the ASF plot of product distribution. Breaks in ASF plots such as this, known as the double alpha phenomenon, are typical for systems containing two active sites. The break observed between \( C_1 \) and higher hydrocarbons is not typical for HCs produced by the FT process and as such suggests that HC formation is not occurring via the FT process and instead via the direct hydrogenation of \( \text{CO}_2 \). This is further supported by the lack of CO observed in the product stream, something that would be expected if HC formation was occurring through the RWGS reaction followed by FT synthesis.

The hydrogenation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) over \( \text{SiO}_2 \) supported cobalt systems has also been investigated recently by Somorjai et al. They prepared \( \text{Co/SiO}_2 \) catalysts that showed cobalt nanoparticles with a narrow particle size distribution using colloidal techniques. These catalysts were used to investigate the effect of cobalt particle size on \( \text{CO}_2 \) hydrogenation. They found the \( \text{Co/SiO}_2 \) systems to be active for the hydrogenation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) for the production \( \text{CO} \) and methane only with a strong preference for methane. The turn over frequency was observed to steadily increase as the average nanoparticle size increased. Cobalt particle diameter was however shown to have little effect on product selectivity.

Somorjai and co-workers also studied the use of bimetallic Co-Pt nanoparticles supported on MCF-17. The bimetallic Co-Pt catalysts were compared to analogous Co and Pt only catalysts and studied under reaction conditions using a range of techniques such as TEM, XPS and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy. They found that the addition of platinum to the system aided the reduction of the cobalt oxide species as has been observed previously. When tested for \( \text{CO}_2 \) hydrogenation all catalyst proved successful for \( \text{CO}_2 \) hydrogenation producing \( \text{CO} \), \( \text{CH}_4 \) and trace amounts of \( \text{C}_2+ \) HCs. The Co-Pt system, despite showing a similar conversion to the Co-only system showed a significantly different product distribution. The HC selectivity was significantly reduced with CO formed almost exclusively. This is similar to the selectivity observed for the Pt only catalyst system. In situ studies indicated that under reduction conditions the platinum present in the bimetallic Co-Pt nanoparticles segregates to the surface, this would explain the ‘Pt-like’ performance of the catalyst as access to cobalt is limited.

Das et al. studied the hydrogenation of \( \text{CO}_2 \) over cobalt supported on \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \), \( \text{SiO}_2 \) and \( \text{MgO} \). All catalysts showed activity for the formation of \( \text{CO} \) and methane with a strong preference for \( \text{CH}_4 \). Activity was found to decrease in the order \( \text{Co/Al}_2\text{O}_3 > \text{Co/MgO} > \text{Co/SiO}_2 \) showing that the support has a significant influence on catalyst performance. In situ DRIFTS on both the \( \text{Co/Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) and \( \text{Co/MgO} \) systems indicated the presence of adsorbed formate species and chemisorbed CO whereas the \( \text{Co/SiO}_2 \) catalyst only showed the presence of chemisorbed CO and no formate species. This indicates that the support plays an important role in the formation of formate species on the catalyst surface. The formate formation does however appear to be independent of \( \text{CO}_2 \) conversion and \( \text{CH}_4 \) selectivity.
It has been suggested that the high selectivity towards methane and limited formation of C$_2$+ hydrocarbon over cobalt-based catalysts is likely due to the limited RWGS activity of cobalt-based catalysts.\cite{208} Studies by Keyser and co-workers showed that the addition of MnO as promoter with cobalt-based catalysts using in FT synthesis resulted in an increased WGS activity.\cite{298} In an attempt to increase the RWGS activity of cobalt catalysts Riedel \textit{et al.} studied the use of a Co-MnO-Pt/SiO$_2$ catalyst for CO$_2$ hydrogenation.\cite{258} They envisioned that the increased RWGS activity of the catalyst would allow the formation of CO which could then in turn be converted to heavier hydrocarbons by the FT process.

While the studied Co-MnO-Pt/SiO$_2$ showed activity for CO$_2$ hydrogenation the selectivity to methane was still high at 95\%. This is likely due to the fact that even with CO formation the partial pressures formed would remain low and as such would be insufficient to establish a FT regime rather than CO$_2$ methanation.\cite{258}

1.3.3.4 Mixed iron-cobalt catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation

In order to determine if the known RWGS activity of iron based catalysts\cite{209} could be combined with the high chain growth properties of the cobalt based catalyst systems observed under FT conditions bimetallic iron and cobalt catalysts have begun to attract attention. Although several studies have been conducted on mixed Co-Fe catalyst systems for CO hydrogenation via the FT process\cite{299} the number of studies on these mixed systems in the field of CO$_2$ hydrogenation is so far limited.

Park and co-workers were the first to study mixed Fe-Co catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation in an attempt to develop a catalyst with a high CO$_2$ conversion and good selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons.\cite{300} They studied an Fe-Co/Al$_2$O$_3$ system with a 2:1 Fe:Co ratio and found that the combination of Fe and Co gave a slightly higher CO$_2$ conversion than the analogous Fe-Ni/Al$_2$O$_3$ and Fe/Al$_2$O$_3$ systems. Despite the selectivity towards C$_2$+ being slightly higher than Fe-Ni/Al$_2$O$_3$ it did not outperform the Fe/Al$_2$O$_3$ system indicating there is no advantage in terms of hydrocarbon selectivity for the addition of cobalt.

Tihay \textit{et al.} prepared a range of unsupported Co-Fe mixed catalysts with differing Co/Fe ratios and tested their ability for CO$_2$ hydrogenation.\cite{301} XRD studies showed that the catalysts consisted of both a Co-Fe alloy and a cobalt magnetite mixed oxide spinel phase. The catalyst containing the highest iron content (Fe:Co ratio; 4:1) showed the highest CO$_2$ conversion and lowest selectivity to methane. When cobalt content was increased beyond this point a large drop in conversion and selectivity to C$_2$+ HCs is observed.

After reaction under a CO$_2$/H$_2$ feed XRD studies show that a large proportion of the spinel phase was converted to iron carbide. The extent of the conversion of the spinel phase appears to affect the catalyst performance with the catalyst containing the highest amount of iron showing the least attacked spinel phase resulting in the highest CO$_2$ conversion and best selectivity.\cite{301}
While these studies showed limited success only catalysts with high Co/Fe ratios (1-4) were investigated. A more systematic study was recently conducted by Satthawong and co-workers. They investigated the effect of Fe:Co ratios on a Fe-Co/Al₂O₃ catalyst system including Co/Fe ratios significantly lower than studied previously (0.17 and 0.1). They found under CO₂ hydrogenation conditions the introduction of any cobalt loading to the Fe/Al₂O₃ system increased CO₂ conversion as previously observed by Park et al. For catalyst containing a Co/Fe ratio of 0.17 and above cobalt’s inclusion also resulted in an increased methane selectivity, however the bimetallic system containing the lowest content of cobalt (Co/Fe ratio; 0.1) a reduction in methane selectivity in conjunction with the higher CO₂ conversion was observed.

The addition of a small quantity of potassium to each bimetallic Fe-Co/Al₂O₃ system resulted in a further increase in CO₂ conversion as has been previously witnessed with iron only catalysts utilised for CO₂ hydrogenation. Methane selectivity showed a further drop upon its inclusion. The Fe-Co-K/Al₂O₃ catalyst (Co/Fe ratio; 0.1) showed a methane selectivity of 18 %, significantly lower than that observed for the analogous Fe/Al₂O₃ system (80 %) and one of the lowest methane selectivity values reported for CO₂ hydrogenation catalysts.

1.4 Aim of Thesis
The primary aim of this thesis was the experimental investigation of heterogeneous iron and cobalt based catalysts for the hydrogenation of CO₂ into hydrocarbons. As discussed in the previous sections while both metals have been utilised for this purpose previously each show potential for further improvement. The iron-based catalysts, when used alone, tend to show a poor product selectivity and relatively low conversion, cobalt based systems on the other hand can show high conversion but selectivity tends to be almost exclusively towards methane. This aim was to be achieved through the following objectives.

1) The design and construction of purpose-built fixed-bed reactors capable of testing heterogeneous catalysts under a range of conditions

2) The preparation of a range of different catalyst systems utilising a range of different supports and co-catalysts/promoters.

3) The characterisation of these catalyst systems to determine the composition and species present as well as the effects of changing supports and the introduction of promoters.

4) The testing and optimisation of the prepared catalyst systems for CO₂ hydrogenation.
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2 Materials and Methods

The heterogeneous catalysts studied within this thesis were prepared using several preparation techniques. The method used for the preparation of each catalyst is discussed briefly in each chapter with full details given Section 2.7. Catalysts were analysed using a range of different characterisation techniques, the details of equipment used and conditions are given in Section 2.1.

Information on the all reactors used for catalyst testing along with the general testing procedures is given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Product analysis was conducted using gas chromatography. The full details of the equipment and procedures used are given in Section 2.4. Details of any other calculations reported within this thesis are given in Section 2.5.

2.1 Characterisation Methods

2.1.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy, often abbreviated to SEM, is a method of electron microscopy that scans a sample with a focused beam of electrons allowing for analysis of the catalyst morphology on a nm scale.

Powdered catalyst samples were prepared by supporting on carbon tape. SEM analysis was carried out on a JEOL 6480LV at 5-25 kV acceleration voltage.

2.1.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Transmission electron microscopy, often abbreviated to TEM, is another method of electron microscopy. A beam of electrons is transmitted through a thin piece of sample with an image formed from the interaction with the sample as it passes through and allows analysis of catalyst morphology.

Powdered catalysts samples for TEM analysis were prepared by dispersion in ethanol before being deposited on a copper or nickel grid. TEM analysis was conducted on a JEOL 1200 operated at 120 kV. Particle sizes were measured and the distributions calculated using ImageJ software.

2.1.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX/EDS)
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, often abbreviated to EDX or EDS, is a technique used to analyse the X-rays given off by a sample when excited, normally by a high-energy beam of electrons. The X-rays given off when stimulated by a beam of electrons are characteristic for each element and allows the analysis of the composition of the sample under investigation.

EDX studies were conducted in situ during SEM analysis on a JEOL 6480LV. Sample preparation was the same as that used for SEM as detailed in Section 2.1.1.
2.1.4 Powder X-ray Diffraction (pXRD/XRD)

Powder X-ray diffraction, abbreviated to pXRD or just XRD, is a method of determining the crystalline phases present in the bulk material. X-rays are fired at a powdered samples and the diffraction pattern recorded. From the position of the peaks present the crystalline compounds present can be identified using a database of known materials. The crystalline particle size may also be determined using XRD based on the broadening of the diffraction peaks. Full details of this procedure are given in Section 2.5.1.

Generally XRD samples were run on a BRUKER D8-Advance diffractometer set up in capillary mode in the 2θ range of 4 – 60 ° with a step size of 0.0164 ° and a time per step of 0.6 s. Cu Kα (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation was used for all samples.

For analysis of crystalline size the method of diffraction pattern acquisition was changed slightly. The BRUKER D8 was set in flat-plate mode with a step size of 0.0164 ° and a time per step of 0.6 s.

2.1.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis, abbreviated to TGA, is a method of thermal analysis in which the change in mass of a sample may be monitored over a range of temperatures allowing the investigation of sample decomposition or oxidation.

The TGA results reported within this thesis were recorded on two different instruments. The first was a Perkin Elmer TGA 7 instrument over a temperature range of 45 to 600 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ under static air. The second instrument used was a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 analysed over a 50 to 600 °C temperature range at a heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ under an air flow of ca. 25 ml min⁻¹.

2.1.6 \( \text{N}_2 \) Physisorption Analysis

\( \text{N}_2 \) physisorption experiments were conducted in order to determine the surface area of the catalysts used. This was done through the use of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory, Equation 2.1.

\[
\frac{P}{V(P_0 - P)} = \left( \frac{c - 1}{V_{\text{mon}} c} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{P}{P_0} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{V_{\text{mon}} c} \right)
\]

Equation 2.1 – The BET equation

All \( \text{N}_2 \) physisorption experiments were carried out using a BELSORP mini-II gas adsorption instrument. All samples were first pre-treated under vacuum for 420 minutes at 300 °C before measurements. All data were collected at 77 K and analysed in the \( P/P_0 \) range of 0.05-0.3.
2.1.7 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, abbreviated to XPS, is a quantitative, surface sensitive, spectroscopic technique used to analyse the surface composition of a sample. From the data obtained it is also possible to determine the chemical and electronic state of each element present.

The XPS data reported within this thesis were recorded on three different spectrometers; (1) A Kratos AXIS Ultra-DLD photoelectron spectrometer housed at Cardiff University with monochromatic Al-Kα radiation, samples run by Dr. David Morgan. (2) A VG Escalab 250 with monochromatic Al-Kα radiation located at Leeds University, samples run by Dr. Benjamin Johnson (3) A Kratos AXIS 165 spectrometer with a monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray gun, located at the Materials & Surface Science Institute, University of Limerick. Samples run by Dr. Fathima Laffir.

All survey scans were conducted from 0-1200 eV (binding energy) with a 1 eV step size and a dwell of 50 ms. More detailed spectra were collected with a step size of 0.05 eV with a dwell of 100 ms with exception of the results recorded in the University of Leeds where a step size of 0.25 eV and a dwell of 100 ms was used. All spectra were calibrated to the C 1s line at 284.8 eV. The XPS detection limit was estimated to be ca. 0.1 at%.

2.1.8 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique which can yield information on the species present in the sample providing they are Raman active. Raman spectra reported within this thesis were all collected on a Renishaw InVia Raman microscope with a laser beam emitting at 530 nm. The collection optic was set at 50X objective.

2.2 Catalyst Testing Rigs

The choice of reactor for catalyst testing is important for the process being studied.\textsuperscript{[1]} The chosen design must be simple and cost effective whilst also providing reliable results that are representative of what may be achieved when scaled up. Although many types of reactor are used in the commercial Fischer-Tropsch process the majority of catalyst tests reported are conducted in two forms of reactor, the tubular fixed bed reactor and the stirred tank reactor.\textsuperscript{[2]}

Each reactor possesses advantages and disadvantages and as such the choice of which to use must be carefully considered. The main problem with using a stirred tank reactor is the separation of reaction products and changing of exhausted catalyst.\textsuperscript{[3]} A stirred tank reactor consists of a tank of fine catalyst powder suspended in a liquid that is continuously agitated. Heavier hydrocarbons formed though the Fischer-Tropsch process can build up and cause clogging as well as causing large problems with separation. Due to the generally larger nature of the tank-based reactors a relatively large amount of catalyst is required for each test.

Fixed bed reactors generally consist of a sample tube packed with catalyst that is heated while reactant gases are flowed through the sample bed. Fixed bed reactors when employed on a
large scale can suffer from insufficient heat removal,\cite{1} especially when used with reactions as exothermic as the Fischer Tropsch process. This problem is however greatly reduced when working on a smaller scale. They possess many advantages over stirred tank reactors such as the simplicity of operation and maintenance as well as the easy exchange of used catalyst.

As this thesis focused on the screening of a large range of catalysts the ease of catalyst exchange was of vital importance and as such a fixed bed tubular reactor was chosen for all catalyst tests. As the reactors were constructed specifically for this project the simplicity of construction and maintenance also played a large part in the decision for its use over a stirred tank reactor based system.

As screening was carried out on a small scale it was envisaged that problems due to heat removal would be minimal. For the reduction of carbon dioxide the endothermic reverse water-gas shift reaction should also help in limiting the influence of this problem.

Bukur et al.\cite{2} conducted a study on the effects of reactor type on the performance of an industrially employed catalyst. They found that there was no significant difference in product distribution between tests carried out in a fixed bed reactor and a stirred tank reactor. Their work suggested that a fixed bed reactor is ideal for screening catalysts intended for use in both reactor types when used on much larger scales.

For the work reported in this thesis three reactors were constructed, one designed for low pressure testing of catalysts for direct hydrogenation of carbon dioxide, a second for testing the Fischer-Tropsch activity of catalysts with a CO/H\textsubscript{2} feed-gas and a third reactor capable of both CO/H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} fed reactions at elevated pressures. All three reactors were purpose built for this project in collaboration with Dr. Justin O’Byrne and Mr. Daniel Minett.

2.2.1 Reactor 1

Reactor 1 was designed for the atmospheric pressure testing of catalysts for the direct hydrogenation of carbon dioxide. The tubular fixed bed reactor is constructed mainly of Swagelok stainless steel consisting of several sections which will be described in more detail below.

The gas supply system consists of three gas lines permanently connected to cylinders of argon (BOC – Pureshield, 99.998% purity), hydrogen (BOC – High Purity, 99.995% purity) and carbon dioxide (99.9% purity). The pressure of each gas was individually controlled using the two-stage regulator attached to the neck of each bottle. Each cylinder was connected to an Omega FMA-2600A series mass flow controller (MFC) (max working pressure 10 bar) by ¼ inch external diameter Swagelok stainless steel tubing. A connected PC controlled each MFC through the use of LabView software. After flow is regulated individually all gas lines are connected and merged into a single line. After each MFC all gas lines were equipped with a Swagelok ball valve to prevent back flow of gases through closed mass flow controllers.
The single gas line was directly connected to the sample cell of tubular fixed bed reactor, shown in more detail in Figure 2.1. It consists of a stainless steel tube 130 mm long with a 4.6 mm internal diameter, packed with catalyst. Quartz wool was employed to keep the powdered catalyst sample in place under gas flow. The sample cell is encapsulated in a 3-zone Carbolite furnace (1200 °C max operating temperature); the temperature of each zone can be controlled individually by a two Eurotherm 213 control panels and a Eurotherm 3216 temperature controller for the central stage. For the reactions reported within this thesis all stages were set to the same temperature, this functionally does, however, provide the possibility in future tests to either have a range of temperatures across a single sample cell or test a two catalyst system with each at a different temperature.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 2.1 – Schematic showing the sample cell of Reactor 1**

An in-line, 0.5 micron pore size, particulate filter was positioned at the end of the reactor in order to ensure no catalyst particles are collected when sampling. The filter was then connected to a water-cooled condenser and collection flask via two Swagelok three-way ball values to allow for product analysis via either an in situ gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with a flame ionisation detector (FID) or an isolated GC-MS system. Exhaust gases then pass through a silicon oil bubbler before being connected to the labs extraction system. A schematic representation of Reactor 1 is shown in Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2 – Schematic showing the construction of Reactor 1
2.2.2 Reactor 2

The second reactor was constructed for testing catalysts with the ability to introduce a feed-gas of CO/H$_2$, CO$_2$/H$_2$ or various mixtures/ratios of CO/CO$_2$/H$_2$. As with Reactor 1 it was constructed mainly of ¼ inch Swagelok stainless steel tubing, a schematic is shown in Figure 2.3.

The same cylinders used with Reactor 1, all fitted with high-pressure regulators provide argon, hydrogen and carbon dioxide. Carbon monoxide was provided by a 20 L Research grade (99.9% purity) cylinder placed on the bench top next to the reactor for ease of access. A small cylinder was used to limit the amount of CO released and the time taken to reduce levels to a safe limit should a leak occur. CO detectors were placed both by the CO cylinder and by the entrance to the lab.

Four Omega FMA 5400/5500 MFCs again operated via the LabVeiw computer program provide individual control over each gas stream and allow a range of different feed gas compositions to be used. Each mass flow controller used in this system is rated to 35 bar pressure with a flow range of 10 – 500 sccm. A Swagelok ball valve is placed after each MFC to prevent back diffusion through closed MFCs. All gas lines are then connected into a single pipe that is connected to the reactor via a flexible braided hose.

The reactor sample cell consisted of a 130 mm long, 4.6 mm internal diameter stainless steel tube of the same construction as that used in Reactor 1 and illustrated in Figure 2.1. This sample cell was contained within a single stage Carbolite vertical furnace (1200 °C max temp). Another braided hose connected the reactor to a 0.5-micron pore size particulate filter which then connected the reactor to two three-way Swagelok ball valves. These valves allowed for either sample collection by a gas syringe for analysis by GC/MS or diverting the gas stream to the on-line FID-GC. All exhaust gases pass through a silicone oil bubbler before being extracted by the lab extraction system.
Figure 2.3 – Schematic illustrating the construction of Reactor 2
2.2.3 Reactor 3

Reactor 3 was designed and constructed for the high pressure testing of catalyst both for CO\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} fed direct hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} and CO/H\textsubscript{2} fed FT type reactions. The tubular fixed bed reactor is constructed mainly of Swagelok stainless steel tubing and Swagelok braided hosing. The reactor was capable of running at pressures up to 20 bar. The entire reactor system was constructed within a ‘walk-in’ fume-hood in order to minimise risk and aid containment should a leaks or any failures occur.

The gas supply system consisted of three cylinders, namely hydrogen (BOC – High Purity, 99.995 % purity), CO\textsubscript{2} (99.9 % purity) and carbon monoxide (20 L, Research grade, 99.9% purity). The pressure of each gas was controlled individually by high pressure two-stage regulators at the neck of each cylinder. Flash back arrestors were fitted to both hydrogen and carbon monoxide cylinders. The CO\textsubscript{2} and CO cylinders were connected to a three-way valve so that either CO or CO\textsubscript{2} could be chosen as a carbon source. The hydrogen and carbon source lines were both controlled through the use of two MFCs, one for a high flow rate (0-500 sccm, Omega FMA 5400/5500) mainly used to rapidly pressurise the system and another for a low flow rate (0-20 sccm Bronkhurst EL-FLOW) these are generally used maintain lower flow rates during reaction. Which MFCs is used can be selected via a three way valve.

After flow control using the MFCs both the hydrogen and carbon source lines were connected into a single gas line. This is then connected to the reactor sample cell within which the catalyst sample is contained. In order to ensure that no connections were contained within the 40 cm furnace a 60 cm stainless steel tube was used. This prevents the repeated heating and cooling of Swagelok joints which may result in leaks particularly at higher reaction pressures. Figure 2.4 shows an illustration of the sample cell used in Reactor 3. In order to have a catalyst bed length of \textit{ca.} 130 mm (as with Reactors 1 and 2) yet still keep all joints outside of the furnace the majority of the tube must be packed with an inert substance. The second half of the sample cell is packed with quartz wool which keeps the bed in place. The contamination of this quartz wool by the catalyst powder is prevented by 1 cm of inert SiC which was replaced every time the catalyst is replaced. To keep the catalyst bed in place the first half of the reactor is packed with SiC, this allows for easy removal so that the catalyst can easily be replaced.
The sample cell was contained within a 40 cm PyroTherm furnace (1200 °C max temperature). After passing through the furnace the system is connected to an EL-PRESS Bronkhurst back pressure regulator (pressure 1-40 bar, max flow 40 sccm) which can be used to regulate and measure the pressure of the reactor system. A pressure transducer is also placed before the sample cell so that the pressure drop across the catalyst bed can be monitored. The backpressure regulator was connected to a three way valve with one connection used as a sampling point and the other passing through a silicone oil bubbler before feeding through to the labs extraction system.

The two high flow Omega MFCs and pressure transducer are monitored and controlled by the connected PC through the use of LabView software. All Bronkhurst components (the two low flow MFCs and back pressure regulator) are also controlled using the attached PC only through the use of Bronkhurst’s ‘Flow DDE’ software rather than LabView.

In the interests of safety a burst valve (rated to 30 bar) was located prior to the sample cell to enable release of any unintentional pressure build up. An emergency release needle valve connected directly to the extraction system was also included so that the pressure in the reactor could be safely and rapidly released (pressure release through back pressure regulator is relatively slow and requires electrical power to operate so is not suitable for use in an emergency). A schematic representation of Reactor 3 is shown in Figure 2.5 and a photograph of the rig as set up is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.5 - Schematic showing the construction of Reactor 3
2.3 Catalyst Testing Procedure

2.3.1 General Catalyst Testing Procedure: Reactor 1.
The same general catalyst testing procedure was repeated for all catalyst tests conducted in Reactor 1, this is detailed below.

- 0.7 g of the chosen catalyst was packed into the reactor sample cell, Quartz wool is used to hold the sample in place under flow conditions.
- The sample cell is placed in the centre of a tubular furnace and connected to the rest of the reactor.
- The furnace was heated to the pre-treatment temperature of 300 °C under a flow of argon at a ramp rate of 30 °C min⁻¹.
- Once at temperature the argon flow is replaced with a flow of hydrogen and left to reduce for 2 hours.
- With pre-treatment completed the hydrogen flow is replaced with argon and the furnace is heated or cooled to the reaction temperature.
- With the reaction temperature reached hydrogen and carbon dioxide are introduced in a 3:1, H₂:CO₂ ratio with a total flow of 8 sccm.
- After one hour on stream a gas sample is collected from the sampling point with a gas tight syringe.
- The sample is then analysed with an off line GC-MS system (details given in Section 2.4).
- Sample collection is repeated every hour until the catalyst test is completed.
- Once testing is complete hydrogen and carbon dioxide flow is stopped and replaced with a flow of argon which remains on until the furnace has cooled to a safe temperature.

Any deviations from this experimental procedure are given in the appropriate results chapter.

2.3.2 General Catalyst Testing Procedure: Reactor 2.
The same general testing procedure was used for the majority of catalyst tests conducted in Reactor 2. This is detailed below.

- 0.7 g of the chosen catalyst is packed into the reactor sample cell, Quartz wool is used to hold the sample in place under flow conditions.
- The sample cell is placed in the centre of a tubular furnace, connected to the rest of the reactor and clamped in place.
- Argon is introduced at a flow rate of 50 sccm. The reactor is then heated to 300 ºC for pre-treatment at a rate of 30 ºC min⁻¹.
- Once at pre-treatment temperature argon flow is stopped and replaced with 50 sccm hydrogen and reduced for 2 hours.
- With the reduction stage completed the hydrogen flow is replaced with 50 sccm argon and the reactor heated or cooled to reaction temperature.
- Once reaction temperature is achieved the flow of argon is replaced with 10 sccm CO and 30 sccm H₂.
- After one hour under reaction conditions a sample is collected using a gas tight syringe and analysed using an ex-situ GC-MS. Full details of product analysis are given in Section 2.4.
- Sample collection is then repeated every hour until the catalyst testing is completed.
- After the final sample has been taken CO and H₂ flow is stopped and argon is flowed through the reactor at 50 sccm until the furnace has reached a safe temperature.

Any deviation from the above procedure is detailed in the appropriate chapter.

2.3.3 General Catalyst Testing Procedure: Reactor 3.
The same general catalyst test procedure was used for all catalyst tests conducted using Reactor 3. This procedure is detailed below.
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- First enough SiC (200-450 mesh, Sigma Aldrich) was added to give a packed bed approximately 1 cm in length (0.3 g). This was done to prevent the contamination of quartz wool used to pack half of the 60 cm sample cell.
- 0.7 g of the chosen catalyst was packed into the sample cell giving a catalyst bed approximately 130 mm in length.
- The remainder of the sample cell was then packed with SiC to hold the catalyst bed in place.
- The filled sample cell was loaded into the reactor and the reactor pressurised to 2 bar greater than the desired reaction pressure.
- The system was then tested for leaks. If any were found the pressure was released, the leak sealed and the reactor re-pressurised and tested again for leaks. This process was repeated until no further leaks were found. The reactor was then de-pressurised.
- The reactor was then heated to the pre-treatment temperature of 300 °C under a flow of hydrogen. Once at temperature the system was pressurised to the desired reduction pressure.
- After two hours under pre-treatment conditions the reactor pressure was reduced to atmospheric pressure and heated/cooled to the desired reaction temperature.
- Once the reaction temperature was reached the system was then re-pressurised to the required reaction pressure under a high flow of 3:1 H₂:CO₂ feed gas mix.
- With the pressure reached the flow of H₂ and CO₂ was reduced to reaction flow and maintained using the low-flow MFCs.
- A sample was collected using a gas tight syringe after an hour under reaction conditions and analysed using on off-line GC-MS system (detailed in Section 2.4).
- Samples were taken every hour until the catalyst test was completed. At this point the pressure is slowly released, all flow is stopped and the furnace cooled.

Any deviation from the above procedure is detailed in the appropriate results Chapter.

2.4 Product Analysis Utilising Gas Chromatography
Product analysis was conducted using an Agilent 7890A gas chromatography mass spectrometer (GC-MS) equipped with a HP-PLOT/Q, 30 m long 0.530 mm diameter column. Typically a 50 cm³ sample of gas was collected from the reactor’s sampling point and injected into the GC-MS. A large volume was used in order to flush out the system and ensure that the 0.25 cm³ sample loop was not contaminated from the previous samples.

The Agilent 7890A is equipped with three detectors, a flame ionisation detector (FID), a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a mass spectrometer. For the purposes of this report calculations were based on the results from the FID and MS detectors. FIDs are highly sensitive
to hydrocarbons and as such are the detectors of choice for hydrocarbon identification but do possess drawbacks. Due to their nature of operation, non-combustible gases such as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide are not detectible and so the traces obtained from the MS are used to calculate conversions and other values that require knowledge of amount of CO and CO\(_2\) present.

With water as one of the main reaction products for both the reverse water gas shift reaction and the Fischer Tropsch process the results from the TCD were not used as the presence of H\(_2\)O and O\(_2\) tend to cause a noisy baseline and as such can reduce the sensitivity of the detector. Despite the decrease in sensitivity the TCD was used as a ‘back-up’ detector confirming what was seen in both the FID and MS traces.

2.4.1 GC Method
A helium carrier gas was used with a flow of 1.2 ml min\(^{-1}\). The sample contained within a 0.25 cm\(^3\) sample loop was injected with a split ratio of 10:1 and an injector temperature of 250 °C. The temperature program for the GC oven is illustrated in Figure 2.7. An initial temperature of 40 °C was held for 5 minutes before being heated to 250 °C at a ramp rate of 15 °C min\(^{-1}\). Once at 250 °C it was held for a further 5 minutes.

![Figure 2.7 – Oven temperature variation with time for the GC method used for product analysis](image)

2.4.2 GC Calibration
The GCMS system was calibrated using an 8-gas mix obtained from BOC. It consisted of, by volume, 1% carbon dioxide, 1% carbon monoxide, 1% methane, 1% ethane, 1% propene, 1% propane and 1% n-butane with nitrogen as a balance. Typical chromatogram traces obtained for the calibration gas recorded using the MS and FID detectors are shown in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8 – Typical chromatograms recorded for the calibration gas using (a) the MS detector and (b) the FID.

As illustrated in Figure 2.8 the retention time (RT) for both carbon monoxide and nitrogen is too close to distinguish between peaks. This means that the gas obtained from BOC cannot be used to calibrate to CO using the HP-PLOT/Q column. Typical retention times and areas for each component of the calibration gas are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 – Typical Retention times and peaks areas recorded for the calibration gas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calibration Gas Component</th>
<th>Retention Time (mins)</th>
<th>MS Peak Area</th>
<th>FID Peak Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N₂/CO</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.82 × 10⁸</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>7.77 × 10⁶</td>
<td>3.32 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.61 × 10⁷</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂H₆</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.35 × 10⁷</td>
<td>7.04 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃H₆</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>7.74 × 10⁷</td>
<td>9.57 × 10⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃H₈</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>7.02 × 10⁷</td>
<td>1.07 × 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄H₁₀</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>1.01 × 10⁸</td>
<td>1.56 × 10⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.D. Component not detected due to the limitation of the detector

The area of a peak obtained in each trace is proportional to the amount of compound present. As can be seen in the chromatograms in Figure 2.8, although each compound (with the exception of nitrogen) is present in the same amount different peak heights and areas are
observed. This is due to the fact that each molecule responds differently to each detector. To overcome this problem the response factor (RF) must be calculated. The RF compensates for the differing intensities observed upon detection of different molecules. By running a sample of a known concentration and dividing the area obtained by the % volume present in the sample as shown in Equation 2.1 the RF for each component can be calculated.

\[
\text{Response Factor} = \frac{\text{Measured Area of Component Peak}}{\% \text{ Volume of Component Injected}}
\]

Equation 2.2 – Equation for the calculation of response factor

For initial calibration, an average area was taken based on four calibration runs and used to calculate the RF for each component. As the % volume present for each sample was 1 % the measured area is, in this case, equivalent to the RF and as such the areas listed in Table 2.1 were used as the RF values. A calibration sample was run each morning before any samples were run in order to take into account any variations that may occur with time due to, for example, the ageing of the MS filament.

As the response factors calculated for the FID should be approximately proportional to the hydrocarbon chain length a graph of RF against carbon number (Cn) was plotted for all linear saturated hydrocarbons present in the calibration gas mix, Figure 2.9. The plot shows a linear relationship between the carbon chain length and the RF. The response factors for heavier hydrocarbons can be extrapolated based on these plots. The process was repeated for the RFs calculated from the mass spectrometer detector, Figure 2.9 shows the resulting plot. Again a linear relationship is observed allowing for the extrapolation of response factors for the heavier hydrocarbons.
With the retention time of CO and the N\textsubscript{2} nitrogen make-up gas being too close to distinguish between peaks, a common problem with smaller gas molecules, an alternative way to calculate its RF was required. To combat this problem Reactor 1 was assembled without any catalyst loaded and the MFCs were set to so that the exhaust gas consisted of 10 % (by volume) CO and 90 % CO\textsubscript{2}. A high rate of flow of gas was used in order to minimise error. Several samples were collected over a three-hour period and analysed by the GCMS. The process was then repeated to cover a range of differing CO:CO\textsubscript{2} ratios.

As with previous calibration runs the area of the peaks were recorded and through the use of Equation 2.1 the response factor for both carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide was calculated. Both were found to be equal within expected error and as such the response factor calculated for carbon dioxide from the BOC calibration gas was used for carbon monoxide in all calculations.

Using the measured peak area and response factor it is possible to calculate the moles of each component formed per hour using Equation 2.3. By dividing the measured peak area for
each component by its calibrated response factor a % vol may be obtained. This can then be multiplied by the volumetric flow ($\dot{V}$) to give the volume of component formed per hour. This is converted to moles formed per hour by dividing by the molar volume.

$$\text{Moles} = \frac{\text{Measured Peak Area}}{\text{Response Factor}} \times \frac{\dot{V}}{V_m}$$

**Equation 2.3** – Equation for calculation of moles (mol h$^{-1}$) where $\dot{V}$ is the volumetric flow (cm$^3$ h$^{-1}$) and $V_m$ is the molar volume (cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$)

### 2.5 Calculations

#### 2.5.1 Calculation of Crystallite Size from pXRD

The crystallite size, $d$ (nm), was calculated from pXRD based on the broadening of diffraction peaks using the Sherrer equation (Equation 2.4). $K$ is a dimensionless shape factor assumed to be 0.9. $\beta$ is the line broadening (FWHM) and $\theta$ is the Bragg angle. It should be noted that the Sherrer equation is limited to nano-scale particle and is not applicable for crystallite sizes greater than ca. 1 $\mu$m.

$$d = \frac{K\lambda}{\beta \cos\theta}$$

**Equation 2.4** – The Sherrer equation

#### 2.5.2 Calculation of Conversion

Conversion of CO$_2$, $\chi_{CO_2}$, was calculated according to Equation 2.5.

$$\chi_{CO_2} = \frac{\text{Moles of CO}_2\text{ in} - \text{Moles of CO}_2\text{ out}}{\text{Moles of CO}_2\text{ in}} \times 100$$

**Equation 2.5** – Equation for the calculation of CO$_2$ conversion

#### 2.5.3 Calculation of Product Selectivity

The product selectivity, $S_i$, was calculated on a moles of carbon basis as shown in Equation 2.6. Where $[nC]_i$ is the moles of carbon contained in product $i$ and $[nC]_{prod\, tot}$ is the total moles of carbon contained within the products.

$$S_i = \frac{[nC]_i}{[nC]_{prod\, tot}} \times 100$$

**Equation 2.6** – Equation used for the calculation of product selectivity
2.5.4 Calculation of Carbon Balance

The carbon balance, $C_{balance}$, was calculated according to Equation 2.7. All carbon balances for reported data were found to be acceptable.

\[
C_{balance} = \frac{\text{Total Moles of Carbon Out}}{\text{Total Moles of Carbon In}} \times 100
\]

Equation 2.7 – Equation used for the calculation of carbon balance

2.5.5 Calculation of Rate

The rate of CO$_2$ consumption/conversion, $-r_{CO_2}$(mol s$^{-1}$ g$^{-1}$) was calculated according to Equation 2.8 where $V_{CO_2in}$ is the volumetric flow of CO$_2$ into the reactor in cm$^3$ min$^{-1}$, $x_{CO_2}$ is the CO$_2$ conversion value, $m_{cat}$ is the mass of catalyst in g and $V_m$ is the standard molar volume in cm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$.

\[
-r_{CO_2} = \frac{V_{CO_2in} x_{CO_2}}{60 m_{cat} V_m}
\]

Equation 2.8 – Equation for the calculation of rate of CO$_2$ conversion

The rate of CO consumption/conversion $-r_{CO}$(mol s$^{-1}$ g$^{-1}$) was calculated according to Equation 2.9.

\[
-r_{CO} = \frac{V_{CO in} x_{CO}}{60 m_{cat} V_m}
\]

Equation 2.9 – Equation for the calculation of rate of CO conversion

2.5.6 Calculation of Chain Growth Probability

The Anderson-Schulz-Flory (ASF) distribution discussed in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.3 can be employed to calculate the chain growth probability, $\alpha$. Equation 2.10 describes the ASF distribution where the constant $\alpha$ is the ratio between rate of chain propagation and the sum of the rates of propagation and termination. $W_n$ is the weight fraction of a hydrocarbon with carbon chain length $n$.

\[
log \left( \frac{W_n}{n} \right) = n \log \alpha + \text{constant}
\]

Equation 2.10 - The Anderson Schulz Flory distribution
In order to calculate the chain growth probability the moles of each hydrocarbon constituent formed per hour was first calculated using Equation 2.3. The mole fraction, \( x_i \), for each component was then calculated using Equation 2.11 where \( n_i \) in this particular case is moles/hour of hydrocarbon \( i \) in a system containing a total hydrocarbon moles/hour value of \( n_{tot} \).

\[
x_i = \frac{n_i}{n_{tot}}
\]

**Equation 2.11 – Equation for the calculation of mole fraction**

The weight fraction of each hydrocarbon was then calculated using Equation 2.12, where \( W_i \) is the weight fraction of hydrocarbon \( i \) with a molecular weight of \( M_i \). \( \bar{M} \) represents the average molecular mass of the mixture, calculated using Equation 2.13.

\[
w_i = x_i \left( \frac{M_i}{\bar{M}} \right)
\]

**Equation 2.12 – Equation for the calculation of weight fraction**

\[
\bar{M} = \sum x_i M_i
\]

**Equation 2.13 – Equation for the calculation of the average molecular mass**

A plot of carbon number, \( n \), against \( \log(w_n/n) \) should give a linear series with a gradient equivalent to \( \log(\alpha) \) widely known as an Anderson-Schulz Flory plot.

### 2.6 Experimental Error

The experimental error associated with the calculation of quantities of products from the use of gas chromatography in the manner discussed in Section 2.4 was determined through the repeated analysis of samples of calibration gas using the same gas tight syringe technique used for reaction analysis. The standard deviation was found to be equivalent to 4 % error. All repeated reactions showed results within this expected error.

### 2.7 Catalyst and Support Preparation Methods

#### 2.7.1 Preparation of MgO – 2. (Chapter 3)

MgO – 2 was prepared by the calcination of Mg(NO₃)₂·6H₂O (Sigma Aldrich). Typically 3g of Mg(NO₃)₂·6H₂O was placed in a calcination crucible and placed inside the furnace. The sample was heated to 450 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min and left to calcine in air for 16 hours.
2.7.2 Preparation of MgO – 3. (Chapter 3)

MgO – 3 was prepared via a wet precipitation technique similar to that employed by Chen et al. An ammonium carbonate solution was prepared by dissolving ammonium carbonate ((NH₄)₂CO₃, Sigma Aldrich) into distilled water to give a 1.5 M solution with the pH adjusted to 10.5 by the addition of ammonium hydroxide. To 25 cm³ of this solution 50 cm³ of a 0.5 M magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO₃)₂·6H₂O, Sigma Aldrich) solution was added drop-wise under vigorous stirring producing a white precipitate. The precipitate was aged for 24 hours before being filtered, washed with water and ethanol and dried at 80 °C for 12 hours. The resulting powder (Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O) was then placed in a calcination crucible, placed inside a furnace and heated to 450 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. The powder was calcined at this temperature for 16 hours under air giving MgO – 3.

2.7.3 Preparation of MgO – 4. (Chapter 3)

MgO – 4 was prepared by the calcination of magnesium carbonate hydroxide hydrate (Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O), 99% Sigma Aldrich. Typically 10 g of (Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O) was placed in a calcination crucible and placed inside the furnace. The sample was heated to 450 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min and left to calcine in air for 16 hours.

2.7.4 Preparation of 20wt%M/MgO, where M = Fe, Co or Ni. (Chapter 3)

Typically 2 g of MgO was suspended in the minimum amount of deionised water. To this suspension an appropriate volume of an aqueous solution of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O, Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O or Ni(NO₃)₂·6H₂O was added drop-wise. The resulting mixture was left to stir for 10 min after which it was sonicated for 2 hours to ensure thorough mixing. The mixture was then left stirring at room temperature until all solvent had evaporated. The obtained powder was then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours.

2.7.5 Preparation of 20wt%M/1wt%Pd/MgO, where M = Fe and Co. (Chapter 3)

Typically 2 g of MgO was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol. The desired amount of a methanol solution of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O or Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O was added drop-wise. A methanolic solution of Pd(OAc)₂ was then also added slowly. The resulting mixture was left to stir for 10 min after which it was sonicated for 2 hours to ensure thorough mixing. The mixture was then left stirring at room temperature until all solvent had evaporated. The obtained powder was then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours.

2.7.6 Preparation of 20wt%M/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO, where M = Fe and Co. (Chapter 3)

Generally 2 g of MgO was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol. The desired amount of a methanol solution of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O or Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O was added drop-wise. Proceeding this methanolic solutions of Pd(OAc)₂ and K(OAc) were then also added slowly. The resulting mixture was left to stir for 10 min after which it was sonicated for 2 hours to ensure thorough mixing.
mixing. The mixture was then left stirring at room temperature until all solvent had evaporated. The obtained powder was then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours.

2.7.7 Preparation of Mixed MgO:SiO$_2$ Oxide Supported Catalyst Systems. (Chapter 3)

Mixed MgO:SiO$_2$ supports were prepared using a wet kneading technique similar to that used by Kvisle$^5$ and co-workers. The desired molar ratio of MgO (as prepared in Section 2.7.3) and SiO$_2$ (35-70 μm particle size, 60Å pore diameter, Sigma Aldrich) were added together and deionised water added to form a slurry. This mixture was then heated to 50 °C while being stirred and the water left to evaporate. The resulting dry powder was used as a catalyst support.

Catalyst preparation was carried out using the same procedure detailed in Section 2.7.6 only with the MgO support typically used replaced with either silica or a mixed MgO-SiO$_2$ support.

2.7.8 Preparation of Xwt%Fe/Ywt%Pd/SiO$_2$, where X = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 and Y = 1, 2, 3 and 4. (Chapter 4)

The same general catalyst preparation technique was used for all the catalyst systems reported within Chapter 4. The only difference in the method used for each catalyst was the amount of iron and palladium precursors added which varied depending on the desired catalyst composition. For investigations into the effect of catalyst support no change in catalyst preparation were made other than the replacement of the silica support with an equal quantity of the required SiO$_2$.

Each catalyst was prepared using a wet impregnation technique. First 2 g of the silica support was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol. This was then stirred vigorously as a methanol solution of Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O was added drop-wise. Next a solution of Pd(OAc)$_2$, also in methanol was also added drop-wise (note: for systems containing larger quantities of palladium larger volumes of methanol were required). The resulting mixture was left to stir for 10 mins before being sonicated for 2 hours. The methanol solvent was removed at 65 °C under vacuum on a rotary evaporator. The resulting dry powders were then calcined in a furnace under air. Furnace ramp rate: 5 °C/min. Calcination temperature 450 °C. Duration: 16 hours.

2.7.9 The Wet Impregnation Method. (Chapter 5)

The same general procedure was used for all catalysts prepared using the wet impregnation method detailed in Chapter 5. 2 g of the silica support (35-70 μm particle size, 250Å pore diameter, Davisil) was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol. To which the appropriate amount of each metal salt (Salts used were Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O, Cu(OAc)$_2$·H$_2$O, Zn(OAc)$_2$·2H$_2$O and AgNO$_3$) dissolved in 20 cm$^3$ of methanol was added drop-wise to the stirred suspension of support. The resulting mixture was then stirred for 10 minutes before being sonicated for 60 minutes. The solvent was then removed under vacuum while being heated through the use of a
rotary evaporator until a powder of constant mass was obtained. This powder was then calcined in air for 16 hours at 450 °C under air.

2.7.10 Schlenk Line Method for Preparation of Air Sensitive Catalysts. (Chapter 5)
Due to the air and moisture sensitive nature of some of the precursors, any samples containing aluminium, gallium or indium were prepared using Schlenk line techniques. 2 g of the Silica support (35-70 μm particle size, 250Å pore diameter, Davisil) was first dried under vacuum for 4 hours before a solution of GaCl₃, InCl₃ or AlCl₃ in dried THF was added slowly to the stirred support using a cannula transfer. The formed suspension was then stirred for 10 minutes before the addition of the required volume of Fe(NO₃)₃∙9H₂O solution again via cannula transfer. The slurry was left to stir for a further 2 hours before the solvent was removed under high vacuum. The resulting dry powder was then slowly exposed to air while being agitated with a magnetic stirrer. After a day exposed to air the sample was then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours. For catalysts containing palladium a solution of Pd(OAc)₂ in methanol was introduced after the addition of the Fe(NO₃)₃∙9H₂O solution in the same manner, with the rest of the preparation method remaining the same.

2.7.11 The Precipitation Method. (Chapter 5)
For the preparation of gold containing catalysts a co-precipitation method was employed. A solution of Fe(NO₃)₃∙9H₂O in water (20 cm³) was added to a suspension of silica (35-70 μm particle size, 250Å pore diameter, Davisil) in the minimum amount of deionised water and stirred. A solution of the required amount of HAuCl₄∙3H₂O in water (20 cm³) was also added. To this mixture an ammonia solution (ca. 4 M) was added drop-wise until a pH of approximately 8.5 was achieved. The resulting mixture was then stirred for 2 hours before being filtered and dried. The powder obtained was then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours. For catalyst also containing palladium an aqueous solution of PdCl₂ was added before the addition of the ammonia solution.

2.7.12 Preparation of 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-X where X = 60, 150, 250, 500 or 60b (with various particle sizes). (Chapter 6)
The same catalyst preparation method is utilised for all the catalyst systems reported within Chapter 6 with only the silica used as a support varied. 2 g of the desired silica is generally suspended in the minimum volume of methanol. To this suspension a methanol solution of Fe(NO₃)₃∙9H₂O equating to a 20wt% loading is added drop-wise. The resulting mixture is stirred for 10 min before being sonicated for 2 hours. The solvent is then removed by heating to 65 °C under vacuum on a rotary evaporator. The resulting dry powder is then calcined at 450 °C for 16 hours.

2.7.13 Preparation of Cobalt-Based Catalysts (Chapter 7)
All of the cobalt based catalysts reported within Chapter 7 were all prepared using the same general procedure detailed below.
2 g of the desired silica support (SiO$_2$ with a pore size of 60, 250 or 500 Å and a particle size of 35-70 µm or 1-2 mm) was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol. To this suspension the appropriate mass of Co(NO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O in 20 cm$^3$ methanol was added drop-wise while being stirred. Following this step the required amount of each promoter’s precursor (Pd(OAc)$_2$, K(OAc), Li(OAc), Na(OAc)·3H$_2$O, PtCl$_2$, RuCl$_3$·xH$_2$O, CrCl$_3$, (NH$_4$)$_6$Mo$_7$O$_{24}$·4H$_2$O and Mn(OAc)$_3$·2H$_2$O) dissolved in methanol (note: for (NH$_4$)$_6$Mo$_7$O$_{24}$·4H$_2$O, which is not soluble in methanol, the minimum amount of deionised water was used) was also added slowly to afford the desired cobalt:promoter ratio. The resulting mixture was stirred for 10 minutes before being sonicated for 60 minutes. The solvent was then removed under vacuum while being heated through the use of a rotary evaporator until a powder of constant mass was obtained. The resulting powder was then calcined in air for 16 hour at 450 °C

2.8 References

3 Magnesium Oxide as a Catalyst Support for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation Catalysts

The use of magnesium oxide as a possible catalyst support was investigated. Iron, cobalt and nickel catalysts were tested along with the use of palladium and potassium as promoters. The use of silica as a co-support was also studied. It was found that magnesium oxide can be an effective catalyst support with the MgO preparation method having a significant influence on the properties of the support. Palladium and potassium addition was found to enhance catalyst performance with both CO₂ conversion and product selectivity improved.

3.1 Magnesium Oxide Preparation and its Use as a Catalyst Support for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation

Magnesium Oxide (MgO) is a thermally stable, easily obtainable and cheap inorganic oxide making it an ideal candidate for use as a heterogeneous catalyst support. The utilisation of MgO as a catalyst support has been investigated for both WGS[1] and FT processes[2] with it proving successful as a support in both cases. Its use in CO₂ hydrogenation catalysis has, however, been limited.[3] Studies by Cagnoli et al.[2a] have shown that when basic catalyst supports such MgO are used in FT catalysis improved selectivity towards the more valuable olefin products can be obtained. Work by Kishan et al.[3] has shown that use of MgO can have a similar impact on CO₂ hydrogenation over an Fe-K catalyst with methane selectivity also reduced when combined with Al₂O₃ as the catalyst’s support. To determine magnesium oxide’s suitability as a sole catalyst support for the CO₂ hydrogenation process a range of catalysts were prepared and tested.

3.1.1 Preparation of Magnesium Oxide.

One of the main reasons likely behind the relatively low interest in the use of MgO as a catalyst support in CO₂ hydrogenation is the large dependence of the structure and surface area on the preparation method employed. Commercial MgO generally shows a very low surface area, reducing its effectiveness as a catalyst support. The initial work focused on the use of commercial MgO purchased from Sigma Aldrich, the high density of the oxide however made working with the material difficult. When tested in a fixed bed reactor system the low porosity meant no flow through the reactor could be obtained without either significant pressure drop across the catalyst bed or dilution with SiC. As a result of these tests a range of different methods for MgO preparation were investigated to determine if a material more suited for use as a catalyst support could be easily prepared.

Although a range of different preparation techniques have been reported the complexity and cost often means very few are suitable for scale up to industrial use. The preparation methods investigated were kept as non-complex as possible. The first of the preparation
techniques investigated involved the calcination of magnesium nitrate hexahydrate \([\text{Mg}(\text{NO}_3)_2\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}]\). The second involved a method similar to that employed by Chen et al.\([a]\) where \([\text{Mg}(\text{NO}_3)_2\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}]\) was precipitated to give magnesium carbonate hydroxide hydrate \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) which was calcined to give MgO. Commercially prepared \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) was also calcined and the resulting MgO compared with that prepared via the other techniques discussed as well as commercial MgO.

\([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) was prepared by via a wet precipitation process. A solution of \([\text{Mg}(\text{NO}_3)_2\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}]\) was added drop-wise to a \((\text{NH}_4)_2\text{CO}_3\) solution, pH 10.5 giving a white precipitate. The precipitate was then aged for 24 h before being filtered, washed and dried. A SEM image recorded for the resulting material is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The precipitate was identified as \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) by pXRD studies, Figure 3.1 (c). The morphology observed for \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) shows a distinct difference to that obtained for the commercially prepared \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) - [Figure 3.1 (b)]. \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) shows irregular particles with a range of different diameters whereas \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) shows the presence of microspheres of an irregular size between 3 – 15 µm in diameter. Needle like structures are also witnessed for \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\). \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\), prepared via precipitation, was observed to have a larger surface area (32.61 m²g⁻¹ Vs. 22.67 m²g⁻¹, Table 3.1) than the commercial \([\text{Mg}_5(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1 - BET surface areas recorded for MgO materials and their precursors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCO₃OH – 1[a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCO₃OH – 2[b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO – 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO – 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO – 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\([a]\) – prepared by precipitation of \([\text{Mg}(\text{NO}_3)_2\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}]\). \([b]\) – Commercially obtained \([\text{Mg}(\text{OH})_2(\text{CO}_3)_4\cdot\text{XH}_2\text{O}]\) purchased from Sigma Aldrich. \([c]\) – Crystallite size as determined by pXRD using Sherrer equation.
The thermal decomposition of the two Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O materials was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) over a temperature range of 50 - 600 °C, Figure 3.2. Both systems decompose to approximately 44 % of their original mass, equating to the decomposition to five equivalents of MgO, as expected. Decomposition proceeds through two major mass loses. Initially the waters of crystallisation are lost. This process is completed by a temperature of approximately 400 °C. Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O-1 appears less thermally stable than the commercial equivalent with mass loss beginning at ca. 100 °C compared to 200 °C for Mg₅(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O-2. The second major mass loss corresponds to the final decomposition to MgO. For comparison the thermal decomposition of Mg(NO₃)₂·6H₂O was also investigated [Figure 3.2 (a)]. Again two major mass loses are evident, first the loss of waters of crystallisation between 100 °C and 300 °C. Final decomposition from Mg(NO₃)₂ to MgO is observed at approximately 450 °C. With all three materials tested showing their final decomposition stage to MgO at approximately 450 °C this was chosen as the calcination temperature for the preparation of MgO from the three pre-cursors. Hutchings et al.\textsuperscript{[5]} showed this temperature was found to give MgO with close to optimum surface area.
Figure 3.2 – TGA conducted over a temperature range of 50 - 600 °C, 10 °C/min ramp rate, for (a) Mg(NO$_3$_2)·6H$_2$O, (b) Mg$_5$(OH)$_2$(CO$_3$_4)·xH$_2$O-2 and (c) Mg$_5$(OH)$_2$(CO$_3$_4)·xH$_2$O-1

The resulting MgO materials formed via this calcination step were then analysed by SEM, N$_2$ physisorption and pXRD. pXRD patterns for each of the four MgO materials studied are shown in Figure 3.3. Peaks present at 20 values of 36.85 ° and 42.76 ° indicate the successful formation of MgO. MgO-2, formed via the direct calcination of Mg(NO$_3$_2)·6H$_2$O shows only a weak peak at 20 = 42.76 ° indicating that while MgO appears to have formed the material possesses a low degree of crystallinity. The remaining three materials all show peaks suggesting MgO with a crystalline structure. N$_2$ physisorption studies were used to analyse the surface area of the prepared MgO materials using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory (Table 3.1). The surface area of MgO-1 (commercially prepared) was calculated as 3.16 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ a value much lower than desired for use as a catalyst support. The lowest calculated surface area was, however, found to be that of the poorly crystalline MgO-2 (prepared via Mg(NO$_3$_2)·6H$_2$O calcination). The surface areas calculated for MgO-3 and 4, both prepared by the calcination of the Mg$_5$(OH)$_2$(CO$_3$_4)·xH$_2$O precursor, were found to be significantly larger, MgO-4 (prepared by calcination of Mg$_5$(OH)$_2$(CO$_3$_4)·xH$_2$O-2) showing the largest of all four MgO materials.
Figure 3.3 – XRD patterns for the MgO materials obtained via various preparation methods. (a) MgO-1, (b) MgO-4, (c) MgO-3 and (d) MgO-2.

Catalyst morphology was investigated by SEM analysis with the resulting images shown in Figure 3.4. The images reveal that the size and morphology of the oxide produced depends heavily on the oxide precursor. MgO-3 and MgO-4 {Figure 3.4 (c and d respectively)} retain a similar morphology to that observed for the Mg(OH)₂(CO₃)₄·XH₂O precursors with no distinct change in size or shape. Whereas MgO-4 consists of microspheres consisting of smaller crystallite sheets the MgO-3 particles appear to be formed from the agglomeration of smaller irregular spherical particles. This could account for the significant difference in surface area observed. The morphology of MgO-1 and MgO-2 {Figure 3.4 (a and b respectively)} show a distinct difference to that observed for the other MgOs. MgO-1 consists of several particles, generally spherical in nature in the size range of 1 – 4 µm. MgO-2 appears to consist of a conglomeration of smaller (0.5 – 1.5 µm) particles, this may account for the low surface area observed.
The preparation method used had a dramatic impact on the morphology and surface areas of the resulting magnesium oxide.Readily available commercial MgO, while showing a high degree of crystallinity, shows a low surface area and is not suitable for use as a catalyst support. Direct calcination of Mg\(\text{NO}_3\)\(_2\)·6H\(_2\)O resulted in a largely amorphous, low surface area MgO. Calcination of Mg\(_5\)(OH)\(_2\)(CO\(_3\))\(_4\)·XH\(_2\)O proved the most successful MgO preparation technique. MgO-4 prepared via the thermal decomposition of the commercial Mg\(_5\)(OH)\(_2\)(CO\(_3\))\(_4\)·XH\(_2\)O-2 gave the highest surface area and when combined with the non-complex nature of its preparation makes an ideal candidate for use as a catalyst support. MgO-4 was chosen to be taken forward for catalyst preparation and testing.

### 3.1.2 Catalyst Preparation

To test MgO’s applicability and performance as a catalyst support for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation to hydrocarbons a range of iron, cobalt and nickel based catalyst systems were prepared and tested. These metals were chosen for their balance between activity for the FT process and cost. A metal loading of 20 wt% was chosen as preliminary tests had shown little to no activity for the iron based catalysts at loadings below this value.

Catalysts were prepared using a simple aqueous deposition method similar to that used by Jones \textit{et al.}\cite{6} A suspension of magnesium oxide was formed in water and constantly agitated. A solution of the desired metal nitrate \{Fe(NO\(_3\))\(_3\)·9H\(_2\)O, Co(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)·6H\(_2\)O or Ni(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)·6H\(_2\)O\} in 20 cm\(^3\) deionised water was prepared and the required amount was then added drop-wise to the suspended MgO support. After stirring for 10 mins the resulting mixture was then sonicated for

\[\text{Figure 3.4} - \text{SEM images recorded for MgO prepared by the range of methods discussed (a) MgO-1, (b) MgO-2, (c) MgO-3 and (d) MgO-4.} \]
1 hour to ensure thorough mixing. Water removal was achieved by slow evaporation of the stirred mixture at room temperature.

Metal loading was calculated relative to the initial mass of support used. For example, in a 20wt%Fe/MgO catalyst system, for every 0.8 g of MgO a mass of iron nitrate that equated to 0.2 g of metallic iron would be added. Since iron accounts for 13.82 wt% of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O 1.44 g of the salt would be added during catalyst preparation.

TGA analysis was conducted on the pre-calcined materials in order to determine the temperature at which the various metal nitrates decompose under an oxygen atmosphere, see Figure 3.5. All three systems show two major mass loses the first, between ca. 50 °C and 200°C, is due to the loss of water from the metal nitrate employed and any possible residual moisture from catalyst preparation. The second mass loss between 300 °C and 400 °C can be attributed to the decomposition of the anhydrous metal nitrates to their oxides. Total mass loses of 48 %, 56% and 58% are observed for iron, cobalt and nickel respectively. These values closely match the calculated mass loss expected for the formation of Fe₂O₃, Co₃O₄ and NiO. The similarity between calculated and observed values also confirms the metal loadings are within error of the 20 wt% targeted. All samples show that the main decomposition begins at a temperature of approximately 350 °C with all systems full decomposed between 400 – 450 °C. Based on these results a calcination temperature of 450°C was chosen for all three catalyst systems.

![TGA plots recorded for MgO impregnated with various metal nitrates (a) Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O, (b) Co(NO₃)₂·6H₂O and (c) Ni(NO₃)₂·6H₂O.](image)

The formed catalyst systems were analysed after calcination using pXRD. Figure 3.6 shows the resulting diffraction patterns. MgO peaks are visible at 2θ values of 36.85 and 42.76. The 20wt%Fe/MgO catalyst [Figure 3.6 (d)] only shows a weak peak for MgO. A slight
broadening of peaks is also visible for MgO peaks in the 20wt%Ni/MgO system (Figure 3.6 (b)) and a slight narrowing of the MgO peak in 20wt%Co/MgO. No XRD peaks attributable to any of the iron, cobalt or nickel oxides are observed. This confirms that all metals are well dispersed on the supports surface and suggests any crystalline phases present are too small to detect.

![Figure 3.6 – pXRD traces recorded for MgO impregnated with various metal nitrates after calcination (a) MgO, (b) 20wt% Ni/MgO and (c) 20wt% Co/MgO and (d) 20wt% Fe/MgO.](image)

3.1.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were tested for their ability to hydrogenate CO₂ at a range of different temperatures. For these initial catalyst tests Reactor-1 was used, see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 for full reactor information. Typically 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into the reactor sample cell, 130 mm in length, 4.6 mm internal diameter. Small plugs of quartz wool were used to hold the catalyst in place. With the catalyst loaded 50 standard cubic centimetres (sccm) of argon was flowed through the system, flow was checked and the reactor leak tested. The furnace was then heated to 300 °C at a rate of 30 °C/min for catalyst pre-treatment. Once the furnace had reached the programmed temperature gas flow was switched from argon to hydrogen with total flow remaining at 50 sccm. All catalyst systems were pre-treated under these conditions for 2 hours.

Once pre-treatment was completed, hydrogen flow was stopped and argon reintroduced at 50 sccm. The furnace temperature was then heated/cooled to the temperature required for the catalyst test. Once the temperature had stabilised argon flow was reduced to 2 sccm and CO₂ and H₂ were introduced at ratio of 1:3 with a total flow of 10 sccm.
The reaction temperature was varied for each of the catalyst systems in order to determine how hydrocarbon yield and product selectivity is altered with increasing reaction temperature; the results are summarised in Figure 3.7. It should be noted at this point that a sample of MgO support with no metal added was also investigated but showed no conversion to hydrocarbons under any reaction conditions tested. HC yield was observed to increase steadily with increasing temperature when 20wt%Fe/MgO was used as a catalyst. Yield increased from 0.45 % at a reaction temperature of 300 °C to 7.56 % at 400 °C. No plateau was observed in HC yield suggesting that higher reaction temperatures could potentially lead to a further increase in HC yield. The 20wt%Co/MgO system also shows a steady increase in HC yield with increasing temperature. No detectible hydrocarbons are formed at 300 °C however a HC yield of 9.4 % can be obtained when reaction temperature is increased to 400 °C. Again no obvious plateau in HC yield was shown indicating it is possible that CO₂ conversion could be increased further with higher temperatures. The 20wt%Ni/MgO system greatly outperforms the iron and cobalt based systems with HC yield increasing from 2.3 % at 300 °C to 55.6 % at 400 °C.

The cobalt based catalyst system showed the formation of methane as the only hydrocarbon product at all temperatures investigated. The 20wt%Ni/MgO system showed a strong preference for methane formation at all reaction temperatures studied with small amounts of ethane and propane formed at higher temperature {Figure 3.7 (c)}. 350 °C gave the best selectivity to C₂+ products, methane selectivity was however still high at 98%. The 20wt%Fe/MgO showed the best selectivity towards C₂+ products with methane selectivity
dropping to 79% at 360 °C (Figure 3.7 (b)). This large difference in selectivity can most likely be attributed to iron’s WGS activity allowing the formation of CO, the key reactant in the formation of longer hydrocarbons via the FT process. The methane selectivity observed in the cobalt and nickel systems could be due to the direct hydrogenation of CO₂ without proceeding via the RWGS and FT processes.

3.1.4 Summary
All catalysts tested proved effective for the conversion of CO₂ to hydrocarbons with HC yield generally increasing in the order 20wt%Fe/MgO < 20wt%Co/MgO < 20wt%Ni/MgO, following from left to right across the period. This trend varies from that observed for the silica supported iron, cobalt and nickel catalysts studied by Weatherbee and Bartholomew for CO₂ hydrogenation. They found the Co/SiO₂ system to be more active than the Ni/SiO₂ while the Fe/SiO₂ remained least active. This difference can likely be attributed to the different support used. The nature of the oxide support used for cobalt based catalysts has been shown to have a significant impact on the Fischer-Tropsch activity of the catalyst. Weatherbee and Bartholomew found that for the analogous silica supported catalysts only iron and cobalt produced C₂+ hydrocarbons with the nickel system producing almost exclusively methane. The 20wt%Fe/MgO system showed a relatively high selectivity to C₂+ hydrocarbons under certain conditions in agreement with the results obtained by Weatherbee and Bartholomew, cobalt however formed exclusively methane. This suggests that MgO may not be as efficient a support for cobalt-based systems as SiO₂.

The activity of iron and cobalt catalyst for the formation of C₂+ hydrocarbons has been demonstrated with similar metal loadings over a range of supports when a CO/H₂ feed-gas is utilised suggesting that the initial reduction of CO₂ to CO could be limiting the performance of the catalyst systems (in terms of C₂+ HC yield). While the 20wt%Ni/MgO systems proved particularly effective for CO₂ conversion even at high conversions HC distribution is almost exclusively methane.

3.2 Palladium Addition to Magnesium Oxide Supported Catalysts for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation.

3.2.1 Catalyst Preparation
The use of noble metal based systems are thought to be of pivotal importance for WGS catalysis and have been shown to be equally adept at catalysing the RWGS reaction. Work by Gorte et al., that investigated the effect of noble metal addition to Fe₂O₃ catalysts for the WGS reaction, found that palladium addition showed a significant improvement in WGS activity relative to the addition of equal amounts of platinum and ruthenium. For the purpose of
increasing the RWGS activity of the MgO supported catalysts discussed in Section 3.1 the addition of palladium was investigated.

Palladium has been widely used in hydrogenation reactions as it possesses high solubility of H₂ on the metal surface. Its introduction to FT catalyst systems has been shown to significantly enhance activity with little disadvantageous effects on methane selectivity.\[^{13}\] The palladium promotion of iron catalysts has also been shown to increase the WGS activity of the catalyst system.\[^{13a}\] Despite its success when used for in FT and RWGS catalysis its use in CO₂ hydrogenation has remained limited.

Due to the relative high cost and environmental footprint of palladium only small amounts (1 wt%) were introduced to the catalyst system. Palladium chloride (PdCl₂) was considered as the palladium precursor for catalyst preparation but with the addition of Cl⁻ anions proving detrimental to the performance of FT catalysts\[^{14}\] palladium acetate {Pd(OAc)₂} was chosen instead. Catalysts were prepared using a similar method to that reported in Section 3.1, however, due to the solubility issues of Pd(OAc)₂ in water, methanol was used as a solvent for catalyst preparation.

Despite the high HC yield reported for 20wt%Ni/MgO in Section 3.1 it was decided not to take the system further due to the high methane selectivity observed even at high conversions. Nickel, when utilised for the FT process shows high methane selectivity\[^{15}\] and so it is unlikely that the formation of more CO by the addition of palladium to the system would improve selectivity with the higher temperatures needed for the RWGS reaction likely to force hydrocarbon selectivity towards exclusive methane formation.\[^{16}\] This system may warrant further investigation as a CO₂ methanation catalyst. Two catalyst systems were prepared for testing; 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO and 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/MgO.

### 3.2.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The prepared catalyst systems were characterised using a combination of SEM and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), pXRD and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As with the catalyst systems studied in Section 3.1 no diffraction attributable to iron, cobalt or palladium species were detected in pXRD studies. This suggests all metals are well dispersed on the surface of the catalyst support with any of the crystalline species likely to be too small for detection. Peaks corresponding to the catalyst support are however present for both systems.

An SEM image typical for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst system is shown in Figure 3.8 (a). The morphology shows a significant difference to that observed for the MgO support alone (Figure 3.4 (d)) with particle sizes significantly larger. Microspheres are still observable however the majority appear to have combined with the metals present in the system resulting in the formation of larger particles. EDS mapping was conducted in conjunction with SEM, Figure 3.8 (b-e) shows the obtained images. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the positions at which magnesium from the MgO support can be detected. Iron and palladium can also be detected within the catalyst system confirming a successful loading of both metals. The lack of any iron
or palladium in areas without magnesium suggested that both are successfully supported on the MgO.

Figure 3.8 – (a) SEM image recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO. EDS mapping performed in conjunction with SEM, mapping for (b) magnesium, (c) oxygen, (d) iron and (e) palladium.

XPS studies were conducted on 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO to aid determination of the metal phases present on the catalyst surface. Figure 3.9 shows the spectra obtained from this analysis. Figure 3.9 (a) shows a survey spectrum obtained for the un-used, calcined catalyst between a binding energy ranging from 0 to 1200 eV. From the peak positions the presence of oxygen, iron and magnesium can be confirmed. The presence and/or oxidation state of the palladium within the system could not be determined. A peak would be expected at 337.0 eV for palladium (II) oxide (PdO) or 335.3 eV for metallic palladium (Pd$^0$). The presence of an Mg KLL peak in this region, however, hinders the detection of the palladium 3d peak within the system. A more detailed scan with a smaller step size and longer dwell was performed between 700 eV and 745 eV to aid identification of the iron species, Figure 3.9 (b). The binding energy of 711 eV indicates the presence of iron in the +III oxidation state corresponding to Fe$_2$O$_3$. The satellite peak at 719 eV, characteristic of Fe$^{3+}$ in Fe$_2$O$_3$ further confirms this. A detailed scan of the O 1s region (Figure 3.9 (c)) reveals the presence of two O 1s subpeaks with binding energies of approximately 529 eV and 531 eV; these peaks can be attributed to oxygen species in the form of oxide and hydroxyl groups respectively. Based on the subpeak areas being of a similar size it can be suggested that the surface contains approximately equal quantities of hydroxyl and oxide functionality. While the subpeak at 529 eV can be attributed to the oxide species present in both the MgO support and the Fe$_2$O$_3$ phase that present at 531 eV is likely due to the hydroxylation of the MgO surface. The formation of hydroxyl groups upon the exposure of metal oxides to moisture due to the dissociative chemisorption of water is commonly observed. The high isoelectric point and strongly basic nature of MgO results in the increased likelihood of hydroxyl formation upon its surface.
Figure 3.9 – XPS spectra recorded for a calcined 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO sample. (a) Survey spectrum recorded between 0 eV and 1200 eV. (b) Detailed scan of the iron 2p region. (c) Detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region.

XPS studies were also conducted on the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/MgO system, the resulting spectra are shown in Figure 3.10. The survey spectrum (Figure 3.10 (a)) shows the presence of magnesium, oxygen and cobalt. As with the analogous iron system no peaks corresponding to palladium are detected due to the presence of large peaks from the MgO component of the catalyst. A more detailed scan was performed between 770 eV and 815 eV, the cobalt 2p region of the spectrum, Figure 3.10 (b) shows the resulting spectrum. Two major peaks are observed at 780.4 eV and 795.8 eV, these are characteristic of cobalt present as Co$_3$O$_4$,[22] and in good agreement with reported literature values.[23] A detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region again reveals the presence of two subpeaks attributable to oxide and hydroxyl oxygen species. Based on the areas of the two subpeaks there appears to be a slightly higher concentration of oxide species at the surface rather than hydroxyl species.
3.2.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared and characterised catalyst systems were tested for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability. All systems were tested using the same general testing procedure as that utilised in Section 3.1.3. The catalytic test results for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO over a range of different temperatures are summarised in Table 3.2.

A significant increase in conversion is observed as the temperature is increased with the highest conversion observed at 420 °C. Product selectivity also shows a dependence on the reaction temperature with 360 °C found to be optimum in terms of hydrocarbon selectivity with up to C$_5$ HCs being formed and a methane selectivity of 53 %. The palladium promoted 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO compares favourably with the non-promoted system. At a reaction temperature of 300 °C HC yield almost doubles from 0.5 % to 0.8 % with C$_2$+ selectivity increasing from 12 % to 37 % upon the introduction of palladium. Both systems show an optimum C$_2$+ selectivity at 360 °C with the Pd-promoted system still performing significantly better at this temperature with C$_2$+ selectivity increasing from 21 % with 20wt%Fe/MgO to 47 % for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO. This improved performance can most likely be attributed to the increased WGS activity of the catalyst system when palladium is present resulting in an increase in CO formation aiding the FT process. Palladium promotion is also likely to improve the performance of the catalyst for the FT synthesis component.$^{[13]}$ The HC products formed were found to be exclusively paraffins with no olefins present, this is presumably due to the high hydrogenating ability of the palladium which could be aiding the hydrogenation of any formed olefin products.
Table 3.2 - Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/MgO over a range of temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, Ar:H₂:CO₂ ratio 1:3:1, total flow – 10 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

The 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst system was also tested in order to determine its CO₂ hydrogenation ability. The same general catalyst test procedure was used however, since cobalt based catalyst systems are usually employed for low temperature FT processes, catalyst tests were started at 230 °C rather than 300°C. The resulting catalyst data is summarised in Table 3.3. As with all previous catalyst tests HC yield is observed to increase steadily with increasing reaction temperature. A maximum HC yield of 41 % is obtained at 440 °C, there is however little change above a temperature of 410 °C suggesting that a further increase in temperature is not likely to improve HC yield. The HC yield observed at 290 °C is significantly higher (by a factor of ~18) than that observed for the 20wt%Co/MgO system at 300 °C. This large improvement in HC yield can be attributed to the inclusion of palladium to the catalyst system, which is most likely acting as an active species in both the RWGS [24] and possibly the FT processes although palladium’s FT activity has proved limited. [8] Addition of noble metals such as palladium to FT based cobalt catalysts have resulted in a higher reducibility of the cobalt species as well as increased cobalt dispersion. [25] Both properties that could also improve catalyst performance.

The catalyst shows a high selectivity for methane at all temperatures investigated. Generally a lower temperature leads to a better hydrocarbon selectivity with a temperature of 260 °C proving optimum for C₂⁺ selectivity. While C₂⁺ selectivity may seem poor relative to the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO system it has improved significantly from that observed for the 20wt%Co/MgO catalyst. This is can likely be attributed to the increased WGS activity resulting in the increased formation of CO that can be utilised for FT synthesis. The lack of WGS activity for the cobalt only catalyst means that methane is possibly being produced via a direct hydrogenation process. At the highest HC yield the HC products consist of exclusively methane, as a consequence a compromise between HC yield and HC selectivity is likely to be necessary when choosing the optimum reaction temperature.
Table 3.3 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation using the 20wt% Co/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst over a range of temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, Ar:H₂:CO₂ ratio 1:3:1, total flow – 10 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

3.2.4 Characterisation of Used Catalysts

XPS studies have shown that both catalyst systems consist of the oxides of either iron or cobalt supported on an MgO support that has a high hydroxyl coverage on the surface after calcination. While Fe₂O₃ has been shown to be active for the RWGS reaction²⁶ the FT activity of Fe₂O₃ and Co₃O₄ is limited. As a consequence both catalysts are hydrogenated before use in order to reduce each species to phases more active for hydrocarbon production. As the reaction takes place under strongly hydrogenating conditions and the presence of water (one of the main reaction side products) the species present can be expected to change with time on stream. As a result it can be difficult to identify the active species. In an attempt to gain a further understanding of the system and the species present during reaction XPS studies were conducted on used catalyst systems. It should be noted at this point that the palladium species would also be expected to vary however with MgO present as a support it is not possible to assess these changes using XPS.

For the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO system, the catalyst tested at 360 °C was chosen for further investigation as this was seen as the best performing catalyst system, in terms of compromise between conversion and product selectivity. Figure 3.11 shows the XPS spectra obtained before and after catalyst use. Figure 3.11 (a and b) shows the Fe 2p region of the spectra for both samples, before and after use. The calcined sample shows a binding energy of 711 eV typically observed for Fe₂O₃. After a 2 hour reduction period followed by 5 hours on stream the XPS spectra shows a slight reduction in the satellite peak, characteristic for Fe₂O₃, at 719 eV along with a shift of 2p 3/2 peak to a slightly lower binding energy suggesting the presence of Fe₃O₄ as the main iron phase. This is further confirmed by the change in the catalyst system from a rust brown colour before use to a black colour after.
Figure 3.11 (c and d) shows the O 1s region with the peak at 531.2 eV corresponding to the oxygen present in hydroxyl groups on the MgO surface and the peak at 529.5 eV corresponding to oxygen present in an oxide form. After the reductive pre-treatment and 5 hours on stream there is a clear reduction in the intensity of the peak at 531.2 eV. This suggests a significant reduction in the hydroxyl species present on the MgO surface after the reductive pre-treatment and 5 hours under reaction conditions.

Figure 3.11 – XPS spectra recorded for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst system both after calcination and after a 2 hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream. (a) Spectra recorded in the Fe 2p region after calcination. (b) Spectra recorded in the Fe 2p region after use. (c) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region before use. (d) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region after use.

For the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/MgO system the catalyst tested at 300 °C was chosen for analysis by XPS as this reaction temperature was seen as the best compromise between HC yield and selectivity to C2+ HCs. Figure 3.12 shows the XPS spectra obtained for the catalyst system after calcination and after a two hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream. Figure 3.12 (a and b) shows the Co 2p region before and after reaction. For the calcined sample, a binding energy of 780.4 eV indicates the presence of Co3O4 as the main cobalt species present. After reduction and catalyst testing a slight increase in the 2p3/2 peak binding energy combined with the emergence of a more distinct satellite peak at 386 eV suggests an increase in the presence of Co2+(23b) attributable to the reduction of Co3O4 to CoO.222 Peaks attributable to the presence of metallic cobalt (Co0) would be expected at 778.1 eV.[22] None are observed but they may be masked by the presence of the 2p3/2 peaks attributable to Co2+ and Co3+ and as such its presence can neither be confirmed of refuted by XPS. The main cobalt phase present can,
however, be confirmed as CoO. As observed with the analogous iron system the oxygen region of the spectrum (Figure 3.12 (c and d)) reveals the presence of oxygen in both the hydroxyl and oxide forms. After reaction a reduction in the surface MgO hydroxyl groups is observed.

![Figure 3.12 – XPS spectra recorded for the 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/MgO catalyst system both after calcination and after a 2 hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream. (a) Spectra recorded in the Co 2p region after calcination. (b) Spectra recorded in the Co 2p region after use. (c) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region before use. (d) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region after use.](image)

### 3.2.5 Summary

The addition of palladium to the catalyst system proved successful in improving both the iron and cobalt based catalyst systems with an increase in HC yield and an improvement in HC selectivity observed for both systems upon its inclusion. The improved catalyst performance can be attributed to the increased RWGS activity of both systems along with the promotion of the FT step of CO₂ hydrogenation. XPS studies have shown the presence of iron as Fe₂O₃ and cobalt as Co₃O₄ before reaction these species are however reduced to Fe₃O₄ and CoO after the reductive pre-treatment and time under reaction conditions. The MgO support shows a high concentration of surface hydroxyl groups after calcination, these are however greatly reduced after the reductive pre-treatment and time under reaction conditions.

### 3.3 Palladium and Potassium Addition to Magnesium Oxide Supported Catalysts for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation.

Although the catalysts studied so far show selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons the selectivity to methane is still high with the products formed exclusively saturated HCs. The addition of a
potassium promoter to iron catalyst used in both CO and CO₂ fed hydrogenation processes has been shown to have a large influence on the reducing the methane selectivity and driving hydrocarbon distribution towards the heavier chained and unsaturated HC products. Work conducted by O’Brien and co-workers suggested that for iron based catalyst systems the optimum potassium loading is equivalent to 4-5 wt% of the total iron loading. With the systems currently being investigated containing 20 wt% Fe a 1 wt% loading of potassium was chosen giving a catalyst composition of 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO. An analogous 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst system was also prepared. The addition of potassium to cobalt based catalysts for CO₂ hydrogenation has not to our knowledge been investigated previously and while iron-potassium catalysts have been investigated the use of MgO as a support for these systems and in conjunction with palladium has not received any attention.

The preparation method remained similar to that used for the palladium only promoted catalyst systems reported in Section 3.2 only with the addition of a methanolic K(OAc) solution after the addition of the Pd(OAc)₂ solution. The remainder of the catalyst preparation remained unchanged.

3.3.1 Catalyst Characterisation

The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO and 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst systems were characterised using a combination of EDS, SEM, XPS and pXRD. As with previous pXRD studies conducted on this set of MgO supported catalyst systems only peaks attributable to the MgO support were observable with no peaks attributable to other metals or metal oxides.

To gain a further understanding of catalyst morphology SEM was employed to study the catalyst systems. Figure 3.13 (a) shows the SEM image recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO. Particles are shown to be irregular in shape and size with no obvious difference in catalyst morphology when compared to the non-potassium promoted system. EDS studies were conducted in conjunction with SEM analysis. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 3.13 (b). Peaks that can be attributed to oxygen, magnesium, iron, palladium and potassium are shown demonstrating the successful loading of all components to the catalyst support with a good distribution.
Figure 3.13 – Image and spectrum obtained from the EDS-SEM study of 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO. (a) A SEM image typical for the catalyst system. (b) An EDX spectrum obtained in conjunction with SEM studies.

Figure 3.14 shows the images recorded from EDS-SEM studies conducted on the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst system. An image typical of the morphology observed for the catalyst is shown in Figure 3.14 (a). As with the analogous iron system no observable morphology change is observed upon the addition of a potassium promoter to the system. EDX studies {Figure 3.14 (b)} showed the presence of oxygen, magnesium, palladium, potassium and cobalt confirming their presence in the catalyst system showing successful loading.

Figure 3.14 – Images and spectra obtained from the EDS-SEM study of 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO. (a) A SEM image typical for the catalyst system. (b) An EDX spectrum obtained in conjunction with SEM studies.

XSP studies were also carried out on the catalyst systems. Figure 3.15 shows the spectra recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO. The survey scan shown in Figure 3.15 (a) confirms the presence of iron, magnesium and oxygen. Palladium cannot be detected again due to the Pd 3d region being blocked by the Mg KLL peak. A more detailed scan was obtained for the 700 eV – 745 eV, iron 2p region {Figure 3.15 (b)}. The signal recorded does not appear as strong as that recorded for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO and as a result the peaks shape is not as
clear. The binding energy of ca. 711 eV suggests that the introduction of potassium to the system has no effect on the nature of iron species with Fe$_2$O$_3$ still representing the main iron phase present in the calcined catalyst system. As with the analogous catalysts without potassium the O 1s region shows the presence of two peaks attributable to oxides and hydroxyls. In contrast to the Fe/Pd/MgO catalyst a higher quantity of hydroxyl species is present in the potassium containing system rather than approximately equal amounts of each as observed with the system not containing potassium.

Figure 3.15 – XPS spectra recorded for a calcined 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO sample. (a) Survey spectrum recorded between 0 eV and 1200 eV. (b) Detailed scan of the iron 2p region. (c) Detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region.

Figure 3.16 shows the results of XPS analysis carried out on the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst system. The survey spectrum recorded for the system shows the presence of magnesium, oxygen and cobalt. Again, due to the Mg KLL peak palladium cannot be detected. Potassium is not detected although it is unclear as to the reason why. 1 wt% is well within the detection limit of the technique. Detailed scans of the Co 2p region {Figure 3.16 (b)} indicated that after calcination the main cobalt phase present in the system is Co$_3$O$_4$ with no noticeable change in phase upon the addition of potassium to the system. A detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region (Figure 3.16 (c)) reveals the presence of oxygen both in the oxide and hydroxyl form with an approximately equal distribution between the two.
Figure 3.16 – XPS spectra recorded for a calcined 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO sample. (a) Survey spectrum recorded between 0 eV and 1200 eV. (b) Detailed scan of the cobalt 2p region. (c) Detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region.

3.3.2 Catalyst Testing

The effect of potassium promotion was first tested on the Fe/Pd/MgO system investigated in Section 3.2. The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst was loaded into Reactor 1 and tested under using the same procedure detailed previously for MgO supported catalyst systems. Testing was conducted over a range of temperatures from 230 °C to 410 °C at 30 °C intervals, Table 3.4 summarises the results obtained.

As with previous catalyst tests as the temperature was increased HC yield was observed to increase up to ca. 29 % at 360 °C, above this temperature no discernable increase is observed. A significant improvement in HC yield is observed for the potassium containing system over that observed for the Fe/Pd/MgO system tested in Section 3.2.3. The highest CO₂ conversion to HCs without potassium present was 12.8 %, significantly lower than that observed for the Fe/Pd/K/MgO system. This increase in HC yield can likely be attributed to an increased CO₂ chemisorption capacity when potassium is introduced into iron based catalysts⁴ due to increased basicity of the surface which favours CO₂ adsorption.
Table 3.4 – Catalytic data obtained for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation using 20wt% Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt% K/MgO over a range of temperatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, Ar:H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio 1:3:1, total flow – 10 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

The introduction of potassium also plays an important role in altering the hydrocarbon distribution as observed with other iron based catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation\textsuperscript{[27a]} Methane selectivity is greatly reduced from the 50-60 % observed with the Fe/Pd/MgO system to as low as 24 %. This values compares favourably with literature\textsuperscript{[29]} with few reports of lower selectivities of methane reported\textsuperscript{[30]} A temperature of 340 °C appears to be optimum in terms of HC distribution with the lowest methane selectivity and up to C\textsubscript{8} hydrocarbons being formed, albeit at low levels. Whereas all previous catalysts tested have formed exclusively paraffins the introduction of potassium has aided the production of olefins. The increased olefin content and reduction in methane selectivity observed for the reaction products can be attributed to a poorer H\textsubscript{2} adsorption ability upon potassium promotion\textsuperscript{[28]} which leads to a less reductive surface favouring the formation of unsaturated HCs along with chain growth over termination. Figure 3.17 shows a typical FID chromatogram obtained at 340 °C illustrating the range of HC products formed. As well as the formation of linear olefins and paraffins the product stream also contained a range of monomethyl branched HCs, common with HCs formed through the FT process. The majority of monomethyl branching occurs at the 2-position again a typical attribute of FT produced HCs, a phenomenon that can be explained using the FT mechanism proposed by Dry\textsuperscript{[15]} (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2 for further details).
The effect of potassium addition to the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst system was investigated. Reaction conditions were kept the same as those used for the analogous 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO system with the same temperature range covered at 30 °C intervals however an initial temperature of 230 °C was chosen for comparison to the Co/Pd/MgO system. The resulting data is summarised in Table 3.5. Increasing reaction temperature is observed to lead to an increased HC yield. The HC yield values obtained compare favourably relative to the analogous system without the presence of potassium (Table 3.3). At a reaction temperature of 230 °C HC yield was observed to increase from 5.6 % to 7.0 % upon potassium addition. The trend continues at higher temperatures with HC yield increasing from 31.3 % to 39.0 % at 350 °C. This improved HC yield could be due to either an increase in RWGS activity of the catalyst as previously witnessed for upon the addition of potassium to a Co/CeO₂ RWGS catalyst[31] or possibly an improvement in the FT stage of reaction, this however seems unlikely as potassium addition has in the past been shown to reduce the activity of cobalt systems for the FT process.[32] There appears to be little change in the maximum HC yield achievable using both the Co/Pd/MgO and Co/Pd/K/MgO catalysts with both showing a maximum HC yield of ca. 40 %. The potassium containing system does reach this at a reaction temperature of approximately 320 °C compared to 410 °C as observed for the Co/Pd/MgO catalyst.
Table 3.5 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation suing 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/MgO over a range of temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, Ar:H₂:CO₂ ratio 1:3:1, total flow – 10 sccm. 0.7 g of catalyst.

The addition of potassium also shows a large effect on the HC distribution. Methane selectivity was reduced to 68.1 % at 230 °C a value much lower than that observed for the majority of cobalt catalysts used for CO₂ hydrogenation[33] and similar to some of the lowest methane selectivities.[34] In conjunction with the decreased methane selectivity HCs of a chain length of up to C₅ are now formed compared to lower amounts of C₄ observed for the Co/Pd/MgO system. As temperature is increased beyond 230 °C methane selectivity increases to a value of approximately 98 % at the highest conversion, observed at 350 °C. This means that in order to obtain a catalyst system with a high HC yield and good HC selectivity a compromise on reaction temperature will need to be made. This shows that unlike cobalt catalysts utilised for FT processes[32] the addition of potassium to systems used for CO₂ hydrogenation is beneficial both in terms of product selectivity and HC yield.

3.3.3 Characterisation of Used Catalysts

The main iron and cobalt phases present after calcination are Fe₂O₃ and Co₃O₄ as shown by XPS studies (Section 3.3.1), however, as shown with the previous palladium promoted systems in Section 3.2.4 after the reductive pre-treatment and some time under reaction conditions the metal phases change. In order to determine if potassium has any influence on the changing metal phases of the catalyst systems XPS studies were conducted on used catalyst samples and compared to that of the catalysts after calcination.

The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst tested at 360 °C was chosen for further XPS studies as this system afforded best compromise between conversion and selectivity. Figure 3.18 shows the XPS spectra obtained from this study. As discussed earlier before use the catalyst system shows the presence of Fe₂O₃ as the main iron phase. After a 2-hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream this species appears to be reduced to Fe₃O₄ (Figure 3.18 (a)). A shift in binding energy from 710.6 eV to 709.8 eV is observed which would confirm this
change. The lack of an observable satellite at 719 eV also supports this suggestion along with a colour change from rust-brown before use to black after. This suggests that the addition of potassium to the system has little effect on the iron phases after catalyst testing. Figure 3.18 (b) shows the O 1s region recorded before and after catalyst use. Two oxygen environments are clearly observed at 532.1 eV and 530.2 eV attributable to MgO hydroxyl species and oxygen present oxide species. A decrease in the intensity of the peak at 531.2 eV as observed after reaction suggests a reduction in the number of hydroxyl sites present on the MgO surface. In contrast to what is observed with the Fe/Pd/MgO catalyst even after reaction the quantity of hydroxyl species present on the MgO surface is still higher quantity than the oxygen present in oxide forms. It is possible that this suggested increase in surface basicity could influence the catalyst selectivity.\textsuperscript{[2a]}

Figure 3.18—XPS spectra recorded for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst system both after calcination and after a two hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream. (a) Spectra recorded in the Fe 2p region. (b) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region.

The 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO system was also studied before and after reaction utilising XPS. The catalyst tested at a temperature of 290 °C was decided to be the best compromise between conversion and product distribution and as such was chosen for these further tests. Figure 3.19 (a) shows the Co 2p region of the spectra before and after use. After calcination Co$_3$O$_4$ is shown to be present as the main cobalt species. After the reductive pre-treatment and 5 hours on stream the shift in binding energy to 780.3 eV along with the appearance of more pronounced satellite signals at 786 eV and 802 eV\textsuperscript{[23b]} suggests the reduction to CoO, the first step on the full reduction to metallic Co\textsuperscript{0}.\textsuperscript{[35]} The presence of metallic Co\textsuperscript{0} is unclear as the expected peak at 778.1 eV\textsuperscript{[22]} could be masked by the Co$^{2+}$ 2p$_{3/2}$ peak. Figure 3.19 shows a detailed scan of the oxygen 1s region, before reaction there is slightly more hydroxyl species present than oxide species, after reaction a reduction in hydroxyl oxygens results in a slightly higher amount of oxide oxygens than hydroxyl species. The reduction in intensity of the hydroxyl peak is not as extensive as that recorded for the Co/Pd/MgO catalyst
suggesting that potassium could be influencing the hydroxyl species present on the catalyst surface.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.19** – XPS spectra recorded for the 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/MgO catalyst system both after calcination and after a two hour reduction followed by 5 hours on stream. (a) Spectra recorded in the Co 2p region. (b) Spectra recorded in the O 1s region.

### 3.3.4 Summary

The addition of potassium to the catalyst system proved successful in improving both the iron and cobalt based catalyst systems with both an increase in HC yield and an improvement in HC selectivity observed for both systems upon its inclusion. Methane selectivity is found to reduce to 24% upon the introduction of potassium to the iron based system comparing favourably with literature values when combined with the high HC yield this results in a promising catalyst system. Potassium introduction to the cobalt system results in an increase in HC yield, the opposite to what is observed for a CO/H₂ feed and an improved C₂+ selectivity that again compares favourably with literature values although this occurs at a much lower HC yield than reported with previous catalyst systems[^33a, 33c, 33d]. XPS studies revealed little to no influence of potassium on the main iron and cobalt phases present in the catalyst system both before and after reaction. An increase in the presence of hydroxyl species on the catalyst surface after reaction was however observed. This increased basicity could play an important role in the changing hydrocarbon distribution.

### 3.4 Effect of SiO₂ Introduction as a Co-Support

Previous work by Cangnoli *et al.*[^2a] has shown that the use of basic supports such as MgO can improve selectivity to light olefins and away from methane during FT synthesis. The use of MgO alone though has been shown to lead to poor iron dispersion.[^36] Work by Kishan *et al.*[^1] found that for a Fe-K catalyst system supported on MgO the introduction of Al₂O₃ to the catalyst system could improve CO₂ conversion, reduce methane selectivity and increase olefin
content of the products with the best performing CO₂ hydrogenation catalyst containing a mixture of Al₂O₃ and MgO as a catalyst support. In order to determine if similar effects could be achieved for a Fe-Pd-K catalyst system with a mixed support containing SiO₂:MgO a range of catalyst systems were prepared and tested.

3.4.1 Catalyst Preparation
A range of catalyst supports were prepared containing MgO:SiO₂ molar ratios of 1:0, 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 0:1. The mixed oxide supports were prepared using a wet kneading technique of the MgO support with SiO₂ (35-70 µm particle size 60 Å pore size, chromatography grade, Sigma Aldrich), a technique similar to that used by Kvisle et al. This method varies from that used by Kishan for MgO:Al₂O₃ studies where the supports were co-precipitated. The catalyst preparation method was kept the same as that used previously within this chapter with the exception that different mixed MgO:SiO₂ materials were used as a catalyst support instead of MgO alone.

3.4.2 Catalyst Characterisation
The resulting catalyst systems were characterised using a range of techniques. Figure 3.20 shows the pXRD patterns obtained for the prepared supports and prepared catalysts. For the pure SiO₂ support no diffraction peaks are observed showing the amorphous nature of the silica support used (Figure 3.20 (left, g)). Pure MgO, not subjected to the wet kneading procedure shows the presence of peaks typical for MgO (Figure 3.20 (left, a)). For the mixed oxide systems prepared via the wet kneading (Figure 3.20 (left, b-f)) diffraction peaks present at 2θ values of 18, 38, 50 and 59 ° show the presence of Mg(OH)₂ with no peaks attributable to MgO. This shows that the rehydration of MgO is occurring under the wet kneading conditions. At higher silica contents (above 50 %) diffraction peaks attributable to any magnesium species are no longer visible. After impregnation with the various metal salts required for catalyst preparation the oxides are calcined. The diffraction patterns obtained for the calcined catalyst systems are shown in Figure 3.20 (right). The emergence of a peak at a 2θ value and 43 ° attributable to MgO is observed. This indicates that the calcination of the catalyst system is sufficient to convert the Mg(OH)₂ observed previously back to MgO and as such this is the phase present as a catalyst support during reaction.
Figure 3.20 – pXRD patterns recorded for mixed MgO:SiO$_2$ supports (left) and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K supported on mixed MgO:SiO$_2$ supports (right). (a) MgO, (b) 3:1, (c) 2:1, (d) 1:1, (e) 1:2, (f) 1:3 and (g) SiO$_2$

The MgO peaks observed in the catalyst system decrease in intensity as the MgO content of the mixed oxide support is reduced, above a silica content of 33.3% the peak present at 43° is no longer detected. No further magnesium or silica phases are observed. No peaks corresponding to iron, palladium or potassium oxides are observed for any of the catalyst systems indicating a good distribution of the metals throughout the support.

XPS studies were conducted on both 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$ systems. The Fe 2p region for both systems is shown in Figure 3.21 (a). The MgO and SiO$_2$ systems show binding energies of 710.6 eV and 710.7 eV respectively this indicates the presence of Fe$_2$O$_3$ as the main iron phase present in both systems$^{18}$ with little effect of support evident on the binding energy of iron. When SiO$_2$ is used as the sole catalyst support the inability to see the Pd 3d band as with MgO supported systems is no longer an issue and as such this region can be studied in more detail. Palladium shows a binding energy of 337.1 eV typical for PdO$^{17}$ indicating this is the main palladium species present in the system after calcination {Figure 3.21 (b)}. XPS studies also reveal the presence potassium within the system supported on SiO$_2$, something not observed with the MgO based system. A binding energy of 293.6 eV indicates that potassium is present as K$_2$O {Figure 3.21(c)}. 


Figure 3.21– XPS spectra recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K supported on SiO₂ or MgO. (a) Detailed scan of the Fe 2p region for both SiO₂ (black) and MgO (red) supported systems. (b) Detailed scan of K 1s region for SiO₂ supported system. The peaks present at 284.7 can be attributed to C 1s and the smaller peak at 293.6 eV is due to potassium. (c) Detailed scan of Pd 3d region for SiO₂ supported system.

BET surface areas were determined for each of the catalyst systems to be tested. The resulting surface areas are shown in Table 3.6. The highest surface area recorded is observed for the SiO₂ only supported system and the lowest for the MgO only supported system. Of note is the fact that the surface areas calculated for the catalyst systems are significantly lower than that of the supports alone. This could be due to a number of reasons such as the conglomeration of MgO particles as observed in previous SEM studies and/or the filling of SiO₂ pores upon metal loading. As SiO₂ content is increased in the mixed MgO:SiO₂ support the surface area as calculated by BET methods is seen to increase.

Table 3.6 – BET Surface areas recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K supported on various mixed MgO:SiO₂ ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst Support (MgO:SiO₂ ratio)</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m²g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MgO (1:0)</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO₂(3:1)</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO₂(2:1)</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO₂(1:1)</td>
<td>190.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO₂(1:2)</td>
<td>179.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO₂(1:3)</td>
<td>276.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂(0:1)</td>
<td>339.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂ (support only)</td>
<td>490.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO (support only)</td>
<td>222.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were assessed for their catalytic activity using the same catalyst test procedure used to test all catalysts within this chapter. The only exception being the removal of argon from the feed-gas giving a total flow 8 sccm with a 3:1 H₂:CO₂ ratio. The removal of argon allows for the measurement of CO formation (previously not possible due to argon and CO possessing the same retention time during GC analysis). A temperature of 370 °C was chosen for the catalysts tests as it was felt this value should give a good compromise between high conversion and good product distribution. Table 3.7 summarises the catalytic data obtained from these catalyst tests.

All of the catalyst systems studied were observed to be stable with time on stream. After 1 hour under reaction conditions no further changes in conversion or product selectivity were observed. The data reported in Table 3.7 corresponds to an average over the course of 4 hours after catalysts stabilisation. The catalyst performance both in terms of conversion and product selectivity is influenced by the support composition. As the silica content of the catalyst support is increased an increase in HC yield is observed up to a 50 molar per cent content. Above this point the conversion is seen to decrease again. Methane selectivity is also seen to increase with increasing silica content with up to a silica content of 50 % above this value methane selectivity again beings to decrease. The catalyst supported only on SiO₂ does, however, appear to show a slightly higher methane selectivity than that observed upon the introduction of a small amount of MgO.

The olefin content of the product streams appear to be dependent on the amount of MgO present in the catalyst support. The amount of olefins formed decreases as silica content is increased with only the MgO supported system showing any significant selectivity to alkenes. This change in selectivity is likely due to the relatively high basicity of the MgO support which has been shown to favour the formation of unsaturated hydrocarbons.\[^{[2a]}\]
Table 3.7 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation using 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/1wt% K catalysts supported on mixed oxides consisting of various ratios of magnesia and silica.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MgO:SiO₂ ratio</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:0</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:1</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:1</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.
The chain growth probabilities for each catalyst system were calculated from ASF plots with the resulting α values shown in Table 3.8. The catalyst supported solely on MgO shows the highest chain growth probability indicating that the basicity of the support is not only suppressing the formation of methane but also increasing selectivity to longer chained hydrocarbons. There is a drop in α when silica is introduced as a co-support with the silica only supported catalyst showing the lowest chain growth probability.

In summary the introduction of silica as a co-support can result in an increase in HC yield with a maximum value obtained at a MgO: SiO$_2$ ratio of 1:1. This increase in HC yield does, however, also result in an increased selectivity to methane and a lowering in the amount of olefins formed. The introduction of only small amounts of silica can greatly reduce the selectivity towards alkene formation suggesting a strong influence of the MgO component on their formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst Support (MgO:SiO$_2$ ratio)</th>
<th>Chain Growth Probability, α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MgO (1:0)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO$_2$(3:1)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO$_2$(2:1)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO$_2$(1:1)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO$_2$(1:2)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO:SiO$_2$(1:3)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$(0:1)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 Chapter Conclusions

From the studies conducted within this chapter we have seen that the nature of the MgO preparation method can drastically affect the morphology and properties of the resulting MgO. Catalysts containing 20 wt% of the most commonly used FT catalytic metals were trialled for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability. The HC yield obtained from each system was found to increase in the order 20wt%Fe/MgO < 20wt%Co/MgO < 20wt%Ni/MgO. Despite the impressive performance of the nickel system under the catalyst conditions tested it appears to act as a methanation catalyst with only minimal amounts of C$_2$+ hydrocarbons formed even at high CO$_2$ conversion.
The addition of 1 wt% palladium to both the iron and cobalt based MgO supported catalysts was shown to have a significant impact on catalyst performance with both an increase in HC yield and an improved hydrocarbon distribution obtained. The catalyst performance can be enhanced further by the addition of 1 wt% potassium in combination with palladium. The inclusion of both promoters simultaneously results in impressive HC distributions for both systems with methane selectivity dropping to 23 % for the iron based system which compares very favourably with the majority of results obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation studies. A methane selectivity of 69 % was recorded for the cobalt based catalyst similar to the lowest CH₄ selectivity reported for cobalt based CO₂ hydrogenation reactions.

Characterisation techniques have shown that the iron and cobalt are mainly present as Fe₂O₃ and Co₃O₄ after catalyst preparation. When studied after use these oxides appear to have been reduced to Fe₃O₄ and CoO. Studies on mixed SiO₂-MgO supports show that while the CO₂ conversion value can be increased upon the introduction of SiO₂ as a co-support with MgO this occurs at the cost of selectivity to both C₂+ HCs and alkenes. The large decrease in olefins observed upon SiO₂ inclusion suggests that the MgO is playing an important role in the higher selectivity observed.

3.6 Future Work

Magnesium oxide shows promise as a support for iron and cobalt based CO₂ hydrogenation catalysts. The addition of silica can increase the CO₂ conversion values obtainable this does, however, occur at the cost of product distribution with higher methane selectivities observed. The preparation of the mixed silica-magnesia supports warrants further investigation. It is possible that an increase in CO₂ conversion may be obtained without loss of product selectivity if the two component oxides are co-precipitated in the manner shown by Kishan et al.[3] Alternatively MgO may be prepared by first depositing a pre-cursor on a silica support followed by calcination prior to the addition of any active components. This may impart the basic properties of the MgO on the silica without a significant loss in the high silica surface area.

The addition of other oxides instead of silica may also be investigated. One possibility is a mixed ceria-magnesia support. Ceria shows a great deal of promise as a support for RWGS catalyst and work by Dorner et al. has shown that the addition of ceria to an alumina support prior to the addition of the active components can result in an increased CO₂ conversion.[39] Other reducible oxides such as titania are other possible options.
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4 Palladium Promoted Iron Catalysts for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation and Life Cycle Analysis of Their Use

The use of palladium in conjunction with iron-silica catalysts for CO₂ hydrogenation was investigated. The three component system was further optimised for the production of heavier hydrocarbons and higher CO₂ conversion by the variation of iron and palladium loading and changing the properties of the silica support. The environmental impacts associated with the preparation of each catalyst was assessed and related to the catalyst performance through the use of life cycle assessment.

While both iron and cobalt are used industrially for the FT process[1] the lack of WGS activity possessed by cobalt[2] means that the majority of CO₂ hydrogenation studies have focused on the use of iron as the main active catalyst component.[3] Despite iron-based catalysts being some of the most effective for the CO₂ hydrogenation process when used alone they do not show sufficient CO₂ conversion values or product distributions and as a result additional chemical and structural promoters are required to improve catalyst performance.

Noble metals are thought to be of vital importance for the future of WGS catalysis[4] and have been shown to be equally capable catalysts for the RWGS reaction.[5] Nobel metals have also been shown to enhance the catalytic performance of a number of FT catalysts.[6] For the following studies the addition of palladium to an iron catalyst system was chosen due to a number of factors. Work by Gorte et al.[7] has shown that for the WGS reaction palladium was particularly effective when used in conjunction with iron oxide, outperforming analogous ruthenium and platinum systems. It was hoped that the addition of palladium to an iron catalyst system would aid the initial reduction of CO₂ to CO resulting in CO₂ conversion values and product selectivities closer to those obtained for CO/H₂ feedstocks. In combination with the envisioned improvement of RWGS activity palladium has been shown to effectively promote iron-based catalysts when used under FT conditions (in conjunction with increased WGS activity)[8] which would further improve catalyst performance.

While palladium addition has received limited attention for iron-based FT catalysis, to the author’s knowledge it has not been used in conjunction with iron for CO₂ hydrogenation catalysis. When considering the use of catalysts for green processes such as that envisioned for CO₂ hydrogenation it is important to consider the environmental impacts of the materials used for catalyst preparation, a factor often overlooked. The focus of this chapter is to investigate how varying each the iron and palladium loadings affects the catalyst performance while also relating any improvement in catalyst performance to any increase in environmental impact associated with using larger quantities of each material or increased energy usage. This has been
achieved through the use of life cycle assessment techniques in collaboration with Dr. M. McManus’ group in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Bath.

In order to gain a better understanding of what role each component plays each catalyst system was also studied under a CO/H₂ feed so that the effects on FT process could be assessed in more detail.

4.1 Silica Supported Iron-Palladium Catalysts

Although some iron based catalysts are used unsupported this can lead to problems with physical degradation and low surface areas. The introduction of a catalyst support can result in a higher catalyst surface area[9] and improved catalyst stability with a lower deactivation rate.[10] Silica was chosen as a catalyst support as it has proved successful with iron catalyst both for the FT process[11] and CO₂ hydrogenation.[12] It has been shown to give a 40 % increase in activity over a non-supported system with an activity 50 % greater than an equivalent Al₂O₃ supported system.[13] Palladium can easily be observed by XPS, a problem when MgO is used as a structural promoter due to the position of the Mg KLL peak as observed in Chapter 3.

4.1.1 Catalyst Preparation

The iron-palladium-silica catalyst system was prepared using a wet impregnation technique similar to that used by Jones et al.[14] The silica support (35-70 nm particle size, 60 Å pore size, Sigma Aldrich) was suspended in the minimal amount of methanol. To this suspension methanol solutions containing the desired amount of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O and Pd(OAc)₂ were added drop-wise. The resulting mixture was then dried at 65 °C under vacuum and the dried powder calcined at 450 °C in air for 16 hours. In order to minimise error standard solutions of each metal salt were prepared and the appropriate volume of each added. A starting loading of 20 wt% iron and 1 wt% palladium was chosen.

4.1.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The starting catalyst; 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ was characterised using a range of different techniques. N₂ physisorption at 77 K was used to determine the specific BET surface area. A value of 281.1 m²g⁻¹ was calculated using this technique, lower than that reported for the silica support before iron loading (490 m²g⁻¹). This decrease in surface area observed upon the addition of iron to the catalyst support is observed in similar systems.[10b] XRD showed no diffraction peaks indicating that any metal phases present are well dispersed across the catalyst support or any crystalline phases present are too small to be detected. No peaks attributable to silica were observed confirming the amorphous nature of the support.

SEM was utilised to investigate the catalyst morphology of the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system, Figure 4.1 (a) and (b). The particles are of an irregular shape, however, they show a relatively consistent particle size by SEM. EDS was conducted in conjunction with the recording of the SEM images, a typical spectrum obtained is shown in Figure 4.1 (c). The
largest peaks are labelled and show the presence of silicon, iron and palladium. The peak present at approximately 0 keV can be attributed to the presence of oxygen in the system.

Figure 4.1– (a-b) SEM images recorded for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂ at different magnifications. (c) EDX spectrum recorded in conjunction with SEM investigations showing the presence of iron, palladium, silicon and oxygen.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed in order to obtain further, more detailed information on the catalyst morphology along with any information about metal particle present on the surface. Figure 4.2 (a) shows a typical TEM image obtained for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system with Figure 1.02 (b) showing the distribution of particle sizes observed indicating a mean nano-particle size of approximately 3.6 nm.
Figure 4.2 – (a) A TEM image recorded for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst after calcination. (b) A graph showing the apparent nano-particle size distribution as measured by TEM analysis.

XPS studies were conducted on the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ system in order to determine the metal species present after the calcination of the catalyst. A survey scan {Figure 4.3 (a)} indicates the presence of silicon (103 eV$^{[15]}$), oxygen (533 eV$^{[15]}$) and iron (711 eV$^{[16]}$) as expected. A peak attributable to palladium is also detected. A detailed scan in the 705 eV to 735 eV, Fe 2p range {Figure 4.3 (b)} shows a peak at 710.9 eV with a satellite peak at ca. 719 eV typical for Fe$^{3+}$ indicating the presence of iron in the Fe$_2$O$_3$ form$^{[16]}$ as seen previously with the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/MgO catalyst (Chapter 3, Figure 3.11). A detailed scan in the 330 eV to 350 eV, Pd 3d range shows a peak at 337.0 eV indicating the presence of palladium in its PdO oxide form$^{[17]}$ Figure 4.1 (c).

Figure 4.3 – XPS spectra recorded for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO$_2$. (a) Survey spectrum. (b) Fe 2p region. (c) Pd 3d region.
4.1.3 Catalyst Testing

The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system was tested for the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide in Reactor 1 (See Chapter 2, Section 2.2 for full details). 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into a sample cell, 130 mm in length, 4.6 mm internal diameter with the catalyst held in place with quartz wool. All catalysts were tested using the catalyst testing procedure outlined for Reactor 1 in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.

The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst was trialled over a range of five temperatures from 250 °C to 410 °C at 30 °C intervals. Figure 4.4 (Top) shows a plot of CO₂ conversion, HC yield and CO yield against temperature. CO₂ conversion is observed to increase steadily with increasing temperature from approximately 20 % at 250 °C to ca. 40 % at 410 °C. CO yield is observed to stay relatively constant across the temperature range. In contrast HC yield is low at reduced temperatures with very little HCs formed between 250 and 290 °C with the majority of CO₂ converted to CO. Above 290 °C HC formation increases steadily with rising temperature. CO remains the main product.

![Graph showing CO₂ Conversion, HC Yield, and CO Yield against Temperature](image)

**Figure 4.4** - (Top) a plot showing how conversion varies with increasing temperature over the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system. (Bottom) The variation in hydrocarbon distribution with varied temperature. Reaction conditions; H₂:CO₂ ratio- 3:1, Total flow – 8 sccm, Pressure – atmospheric.
The hydrocarbon distribution observed for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} across a range of temperatures is shown in Figure 4.4 (bottom). At the low HC yield observed at 250 °C methane accounts for 100 % of the hydrocarbon products. With increasing temperature selectivity to C\textsubscript{2+} hydrocarbons is seen to increase until a temperature of 330 °C is reached, above this point methane selectivity again begins to rise. In order to gain a better understanding of how temperature effects the HC distribution the chain growth probability for each catalyst was calculated from the Anderson Schulz Flory plot (Figure 4.5). The chain growth probability, $\alpha$, values mirrors the selectivity observed in Figure 4.4 (bottom) with a temperature of 330 °C giving the best selectivity to heavier HCs and highest chain growth probability. Although the catalyst test performed at 370 °C shows a slightly lower $\alpha$ value relative to 330 °C it exhibits a 20 % increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion with no increase in CO yield. As such a temperature of 370°C was chosen for catalyst optimisation investigations.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{AndersonSchulzFlory.png}
\caption{An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} at each temperature with the calculated chain growth probabilities, $\alpha$, show in the table.}
\end{figure}

4.1.4 Summary
Temperature has been shown to have a large effect on the performance of a 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst when tested for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation. Higher temperatures were found to give the highest conversions, however, above temperatures of 370 °C little improvement was observed suggesting this may be at the limit of the catalysts ability. The increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion does come at the cost of chain growth probability. This trade-off is due to the two stages, RWGS and FT preferring different temperatures. As such a compromise must be made in order to obtain a good conversion with a good selectivity towards heavier HCs.
4.2 Catalyst Optimisation: Variation of Iron Loading

The effect of iron loading on the Fe-Pd-SiO$_2$ catalyst system was investigated. The same silica used for previous catalyst tests (35-70 nm particle size, 60 Å pore size, Sigma Aldrich) was employed and the loading of palladium was kept constant at 1 wt% with only mass of iron used in preparation altered.

4.2.1 Catalyst Preparation

Seven catalyst systems were prepared using the wet impregnation method detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.8. Iron loading was varied from 0 wt% Fe (1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$) through to 60 wt% Fe (60wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$) at 10 wt% intervals.

4.2.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The prepared catalyst systems were characterised using a range of techniques. N$_2$ physisorption studies conducted at 77 K allowed the calculation of specific BET surface areas. The calculated values are shown in Table 4.1. The introduction of 1wt% palladium and 10 wt% iron to system results in a drop in surface area to 378.8 m$^2$g$^{-1}$. The specific surface area then drops further as iron loading is increased most likely due to the filling of the SiO$_2$ pores with high iron loadings and/or the conglomeration of support particles. The same effect has been observed previously for similar catalyst systems.$^{[10b]}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unused SiO$_2$ support</td>
<td>490.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>378.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>281.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>269.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>249.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>215.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>153.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morphology of each catalyst system was investigated using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). Images typical for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ and 40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ are shown in Figure 4.6. Both (a) and (b) appear to show a good distribution of iron across the surface of the support even at higher loadings. An increase in apparent surface irregularity/roughness is observed as iron loading is increased presumably due to larger quantities of iron coating the surface of the silica support. Higher magnifications (c and
show a distinct difference in surface morphology for the two catalyst systems. With a higher iron loading (40 wt%) the formation of small sheets/platelets is observed whereas with a lower loading (20 wt%) no further surface morphology is observed with a higher magnification. EDS measurements were conducted in conjunction with SEM studies. Spectra typical for each catalyst system are shown in Figure 4.6 (e and f). Both spectra show the presence of iron, oxygen, silicon and palladium with higher iron loadings resulting in significantly larger peaks for iron. Peaks attributable to palladium are less intense with higher iron loadings suggesting that higher loadings are attenuating palladium signals. Mapping techniques showed both iron and palladium are well distributed across the catalyst surface.

Figure 4.6 – (a) FE-SEM image typical for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂, a greater magnification shown in (c). (b) FE-SEM image typical for 40wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂ with a higher magnification shown in (d). EDX studies conducted in conjunction with FE-SEM are shown for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂ (e) and 40wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂ (f).
TEM studies were conducted on the prepared catalysts to further investigate the catalyst morphology. Figure 4.7 shows TEM images recorded for 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ and 40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst systems. Metal nano-particles are observed in the 10-25 nm size range for the 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst system {Figure 4.7 (a)}, larger than that observed when iron is added to the system as observed for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ system {Figure 4.7 (b)}. An increase in the iron content of the catalyst system results in the formation of larger particles in the size range of 10-15 nm. While the nano-particles observed for 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ appear well dispersed those detected for catalysts containing higher iron loadings appear in clusters/groups suggesting that with larger iron content dispersion is slightly reduced within the support.

Figure 4.7 – TEM images typical for (a) 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$, (b) 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ and (c) 40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$. Inserts - histograms showing the nano-particle size distribution as measured by TEM for each system.

4.2.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 for full details). Each catalyst was first reduced at 300 °C for 2 hours under a stream of pure hydrogen. After completion of the pre-treatment the reactor was heated to 370 °C under an argon atmosphere. Once at temperature CO$_2$ and H$_2$ were introduced at 2 sccm and 6 sccm respectively. Gas samples were collected every hour and analysed using gas chromatography.

After an initial decrease in CO$_2$ conversion and CO yield for the first 2 hours on stream all catalyst systems tested stabilised showing relatively consistent values for CO$_2$ conversion, HC yield and CO yield for the remaining time on stream. CO$_2$ conversion, HC yield and CO yield were calculated as an average of four hours on stream once the catalyst system had stabilised. Table 1.02 summarises the catalyst test results of the seven studied catalyst systems.
Table 4.2 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using Fe-1wt% Pd/SiO₂ catalysts systems containing various iron loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC (%)</th>
<th>Yield (CO) (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 4 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.
The 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst system shows a moderate CO$_2$ conversion, the majority of CO$_2$ is however converted to CO, this indicates that under the reaction conditions studied the palladium present within the system is active for the RWGS reaction whereas its FT ability is limited with a low HC yield with selectivity almost exclusively to methane. The introduction of 10 wt% iron to the system significantly improves catalyst performance with both a boost in CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield.

As iron loading is increased CO$_2$ conversion values and HC yields are seen to increase with the CO yield observed to decrease after iron loading is increased beyond 20 wt%. The optimal iron loading was found to be 40 wt%. Above this value and CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield was found to decrease.

Product selectivity improves drastically towards C$_2$+ hydrocarbons upon the introduction of 10 wt% iron to the 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst system. Methane selectivity decreases as iron content is increased. The optimum iron loading in terms of selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons is observed with an iron loading of 40 wt% mirroring what is seen with CO$_2$ conversion. Above this optimal loading methane selectivity increases with a reduction in C$_2$+ HCs. Of the HC products formed a high selectivity to paraffins is observed with little to no olefin selectivity observed for the majority of catalysts. This is likely due to the hydrogenating ability of the palladium within the system which could be hydrogenating any olefins formed. In order to gain a deeper understanding of how the distribution of the HC products is effected by iron loading, the chain growth probability of each system was calculated using an Anderson Schulz-Flory plot as shown in Figure 4.8.

![Anderson-Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different iron loadings](image_url)

**Figure 4.8** – An Anderson-Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different iron loadings, calculated $\alpha$ values are tabulated.

Although it is possible to calculate an $\alpha$ value for 1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ (0.02) it is not certain as to whether the ASF distribution applies to this catalyst as only two products are formed and
as such it is not possible to ascertain if HC production is occurring via FT synthesis. It is possible that the formation of each could be via a process other than FT such as direct hydrogenation. For each of the iron containing catalyst systems a linear relationship is observed for a plot of carbon number vs. \( \log(w_n/n) \) proving that HC formation is occurring via the FT process\(^{[18]} \) thus suggesting \( \text{CO}_2 \) hydrogenation to HCs through a \( \text{CO} \) not a \( \text{MeOH} \) mediated mechanism. The calculated chain growth probability increases with increasing iron loading until an iron loading of 50 wt%. Above this loading the introduction of further iron to the system no longer improves \( \alpha \) with a slight decrease observed.

In order to determine the influence of iron loading on the FT process alone each of the catalyst systems was tested using a CO/H\(_2\) (syngas) feed. For these catalyst tests Reactor 2 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details) was utilised. A similar general procedure for catalyst testing was employed (see Chapter 2 Section 2.3 for full details) only with a higher total flow (40 sccm Vs. 8 sccm) due to the limitations of the mass flow controllers used on this reactor. This higher flow is also a benefit as a higher flow results in a lower residence time and as such conversion is limited so that all products formed are gaseous and easier to quantify and study.

The reaction temperature was kept constant at 370 °C with a H\(_2\):CO ratio of 3:1. The results from the syngas fed FT reactions are summarised in Table 4.3. In contrast to the results obtained for the \( \text{CO}_2/\text{H}_2 \) fed reactions all catalysts show a much lower stability with no consistent period of catalyst activity observed during the time on stream. As a result of the unstable nature of each catalyst system CO conversion, HC yield and \( \text{CO}_2 \) yield after 1 hour on stream are used for comparison of catalyst performance.
Table 4.3 – Catalytic data obtained for CO hydrogenation tests using Fe-1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst systems containing various iron loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO₂ Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>89.7 0.0 3.7 0.0 6.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>47.6 0.0 21.7 2.1 15.7 8.2 3.1 1.7 0.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>46.0 0.0 23.3 0.7 16.6 7.1 3.6 1.9 0.9 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>43.3 0.0 22.4 0.3 17.2 9.6 4.2 2.1 1.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>38.4 0.0 20.3 0.0 19.2 11.3 6.0 3.5 1.4 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO ratio 3:1, total flow – 40 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 1 hour on stream.
A distinct difference is observed between the catalyst containing only 1 wt% Pd and that also containing iron. The palladium only system shows a low CO conversion and the hydrocarbon products formed consist mainly of methane. This indicates that at this loading and under these conditions palladium is relatively ineffective as a FT catalyst. The introduction of 10 wt% iron shifts the HC distribution drastically towards a more typical FT distribution while also significantly increasing CO conversion. As the iron loading is increased a steady increase in both CO conversion and HC yield is observed mirroring the results obtained for the CO₂ fed catalyst tests (Table 4.2). A high quantity of CO₂ is observed in the product stream for all catalysts test implying that they all possess a high activity for the WGS reaction. While RWGS activity is desired for CO₂ hydrogenation these results obtained under the same reaction conditions using a CO feed indicate that some of the CO formed through the RWGS reaction can be converted back to CO₂ through the WGS reaction although the CO concentration present in the CO₂ hydrogenation process is unlikely to reach as high levels as is present within this study. Higher temperatures could be utilised to limit this CO₂ formation this would however interfere with the HC selectivity directing product distribution towards methane.

An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst is shown in Figure 1.09 along with the calculated α value for each system. All catalysts were found to follow the ASF distribution as expected for HCs formed via the FT process. A steady increase in chain growth probability is observed with increasing iron loading. This mirrors what is observed for the CO₂ fed reaction over the same catalyst systems. This indicates that while the increased iron content may affect the formation of CO it also plays an important role in improving the FT performance of the catalyst system, directing selectivity away from methane and towards heavier hydrocarbons.

![Anderson Schulz-Flory plot](image.png)

**Figure 4.9** – An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different iron loadings, calculated α values are tabulated.
4.2.4 Summary

In summary the introduction of larger quantities of iron leads to a reduction in surface area of the catalysts with distinct changes in catalyst morphology for systems containing higher loadings. A catalyst containing only palladium supported on silica with no iron present showed a moderate CO$_2$ conversion but product selectivity was almost exclusively to CO indicating that the palladium component is active for the RWGS reaction under these conditions. Its FT activity is limited with a low HC yield and the HCs produced were almost exclusively methane. The introduction of 10 wt% iron to the system results in a large shift in product selectivity away from CO towards hydrocarbons with a large reduction in the amount of methane formed and significantly more C$_2$+ HCs detected. This confirms that the iron component is the main active metal for the FT process. As iron loading is increased CO$_2$ conversion was found to increase suggesting a role in the initial reduction of CO$_2$ to CO. Selectivity towards heavier C$_2$+ HCs is also increased suggesting that increasing iron loading improved the FT performance of the catalyst system, this is further confirmed by CO/H$_2$ fed catalyst tests. An iron loading of 40 wt% was found to be optimum both in terms of CO$_2$ conversion and selectivity to heavier HCs.

4.3 Catalyst Optimisation: Variation of Palladium Loading

The effect of palladium loading on the Fe-Pd-SiO$_2$ catalyst system was investigated. The same silica used for previous catalyst tests (35-70 nm particle size, 60 Å pore size, Sigma Aldrich) was employed and the loading of iron was kept constant at 20 wt% with only the amount of palladium varied between catalyst preparations. Palladium loading was varied from 0 wt% Pd (20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$) through to 4 wt% Fe (20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$).

4.3.1 Catalyst Preparation

Generally the same catalyst preparation procedure was kept as had been used in the previous section (detailed in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.8) however due to solubility issues with the palladium acetate precursor larger volumes of methanol were utilised in the preparation of catalysts containing larger loadings of palladium.

4.3.2 Catalyst Characterisation

N$_2$ physisorption studies conducted at 77 K allowed the calculation the specific BET surface area, the values obtained from these experiments are summarised in Table 4.4. A decrease in surface area is observed upon the introduction of palladium to the system. When palladium content is increased a slow increase in catalyst surface area is observed.
Table 4.4 – BET Surface areas calculated for the Fe-Pd-SiO$_2$ catalyst systems with varying palladium loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>368.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>281.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/2wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>311.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/3wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>325.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>330.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morphology of each catalyst system was investigated using SEM. Images typical of those recorded for 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$, and 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ are shown in Figure 4.10 (top a, b and c). Little difference is observed between catalyst samples suggesting that low loadings of palladium have little effect on morphology at the scale observed via SEM.

EDS spectra were recorded in conjunction with SEM studies, Figure 4.10 (bottom a, b and c). The resulting spectra show the presence of oxygen, silicon and iron for all systems. Peaks attributable to the presence of palladium are also observed confirming successful loading/impregnation of metals on to the silica support with a good distribution.

Further studies on catalyst morphology were conducted utilising TEM. Figure 4.11 shows typical TEM images recorded for 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ and 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$ along with the distribution of nanoparticles observed for each system. A slight decrease in particle size distribution is observed when 1 wt% palladium is introduced to
the system, however, when palladium loading is increased to 4 wt% particle size distribution slightly increases.

![Figure 4.11 – TEM images typical for (a) 20wt% Fe/SiO₂, (b) 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂ and (c) 20wt% Fe/4wt% Pd/SiO₂. Inserts: histograms showing the nano-particle size distributions.](image)

### 4.3.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO₂ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 for full details). Each catalyst was first reduced at 300 °C for 2 hours under a stream of pure hydrogen. After completion of the pre-treatment the reactor was heated to 370 °C under an argon atmosphere. Once at temperature CO₂ and H₂ were introduced at 2 sccm and 6 sccm respectively. Gas samples were collected every hour and analysed using gas chromatography.

After 2 hours on stream each of the catalyst systems studied showed stable values for CO₂ conversion, HC and CO yield for the remainder of their time on stream. CO₂ conversion, HC Yield and CO yield were calculated as an average of four hours on stream once the catalyst system had stabilised. Table 4.5 summarises the catalyst test results of the 5 studied catalyst systems.

The 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ catalyst system showed activity for CO₂ hydrogenation under the reaction conditions studied proving that the iron component of the system is active for both the RWGS and FT processes. The introduction of a small loading of palladium to the system (1 wt%) significantly improves both CO₂ conversion values and HC yield. A steady increase in HC yield is observed with increasing palladium content of the catalyst systems. CO₂ conversion appears to level out somewhat at palladium loadings of 2 wt% and above while CO yield reaches its highest values between 1 and 2 wt% palladium content before beginning to decrease with high loadings. Previous work by Lou et al.[8a] has shown that the introduction of palladium to an iron FT catalyst system significantly enhances FT synthesis activity as well as boosting WGS activity these phenomenon could explain the increased HC yield observed as palladium loading is increased.
The 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst shows a high selectivity to methane with HCs of up to C$_3$ chain length formed. Upon the introduction of palladium to the system a significant improvement in hydrocarbon distribution is observed consistent with what is observed for the addition of palladium to iron systems under FT conditions.$^{[8a]}$ In contrast to what is observed with the variation of iron loading when palladium content is increased little change in HC selectivity is shown. An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot along with calculated $\alpha$ values for each catalyst are shown in Figure 4.12. The calculated $\alpha$ values show little variance with increasing palladium loading suggesting that the palladium content has a more significant influence on the RWGS reaction rather than the chain growth of HCs occurring through the FT process.

![Anderson Schulz-Flory plot](image)

**Figure 4.12** – A Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different palladium loadings, calculated $\alpha$ values are tabulated.
Table 4.5 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation using Pd-20wt%Fe/SiO₂ catalyst systems containing various palladium loadings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>C₃</th>
<th>C₄</th>
<th>C₅</th>
<th>C₆</th>
<th>C₇</th>
<th>C₈</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/2wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/3wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO₂</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 4 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.
The introduction of palladium to the catalyst system greatly decreases olefin selectivity with only small amounts observed with a 1 wt% loading and none detected for palladium content above this value. A similar effect as previously been observed under Fischer-Tropsch reaction conditions.\textsuperscript{[8a]}

To study the effect of palladium loading on the FT process alone each catalyst system was tested using a syngas (CO/H\textsubscript{2}) feed. For this collection of catalyst tests Reactor 2 (See Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details) was employed. A catalyst testing procedure similar to that used for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation tests was utilised (see Chapter 2 Section 2.3 for full details). Reaction temperature was kept constant at 370 °C, a CO:H\textsubscript{2} ratio of 1:3 with a total flow of 40 sccm was employed for all tests.

The results from the syngas fed tests are summarised in Table 4.6. As was observed with the CO/H\textsubscript{2} fed catalyst tests for varying iron loading a low catalyst stability is observed. While the CO\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} fed reactions (Table 4.5) appear stable after 2 hours on stream the same is not observed for CO/H\textsubscript{2} fed catalyst systems.

A significant jump in CO conversion is observed upon the introduction of palladium to the catalyst system, however, when palladium content is increased further little effect on CO conversion values are observed. This suggests that palladium’s introduction improves the catalyst in such a way that 1 wt% is sufficient to achieve and any increase does not further improve the system. HC yield is shown to follow the same trend as that observed for CO conversion with little effect apparent with increasing palladium loading.
Table 4.6 – Catalytic data obtained for CO hydrogenation studies using Pd-20wt% Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst systems containing various palladium loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>0.0 11.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>85.70</td>
<td>55.88</td>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>0.0 23.3 0.7 16.6 7.1 3.6 1.9 0.9 0.0 0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/2wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>85.93</td>
<td>53.40</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>0.0 22.2 0.5 18.2 8.4 4.9 2.5 1.0 0.0 0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/3wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>86.44</td>
<td>53.96</td>
<td>32.47</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>0.0 21.1 0.0 19.4 11.0 5.7 2.6 1.1 0.0 0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>88.79</td>
<td>57.67</td>
<td>31.12</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>0.0 20.2 0.0 19.7 11.4 5.9 2.9 1.2 0.0 0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H$_2$:CO ratio 3:1, total flow – 40 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 1 hour on stream.
The high CO₂ yields under these reaction conditions show that the system is highly WGS active with palladium introduction doubling the CO₂ yield. This suggests that palladium’s inclusion has a more significant effect on the WGS component of CO₂ hydrogenation rather than that of the FT process. At this reaction temperature it also suggests that under CO₂ hydrogenation conditions while we are producing CO through the RWGS the WGS reaction is also competing with the FT for CO consumption, which could negatively affect the HC yield.

Figure 4.13 shows an Anderson Schulz Flory plot for each catalyst system after an hour on stream with the calculated α values summarised in the associated table. Increasing palladium loading appears to improve catalyst selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons with a decrease in methane selectivity combined with a steady increase in the chain growth probability

![Anderson Schulz-Flory plot](image)

**Figure 4.13** – An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different palladium loadings, calculated α values are tabulated.

### 4.3.4 Summary

Palladium addition greatly enhances the performance of iron-silica catalysts for both the FT reaction and the hydrogenation of CO₂. Under FT conditions palladium introduction greatly increases the WGS ability of the catalysts. Increasing loadings resulted in increased α values. When utilised for CO₂ hydrogenation little change in α is observed when palladium loading is increased above 1 wt%. There is, however, a steady increase in HC yields with higher palladium content. Product distributions for both the CO and CO₂ fed catalysts tests show a reduction in olefin formation upon palladium inclusion in the catalyst.

### 4.4 Influence of Silica Support Properties

The nature of catalyst support has been shown to have a large impact on catalyst performance.\(^{19}\)

\(^{19}\) The acid/basic nature of the support can influence product selectivity\(^{20}\) as well as activity as illustrated by the studies conducted in Chapter 3. Other support properties that can effect
catalyst performance include the interactions between the support and the active phase of the catalyst\textsuperscript{21} as well as the particle size, surface area and pore size.\textsuperscript{22} With iron and palladium loading shown to have a large impact on catalyst performance the final component left to investigate is the catalyst support, in this case silica. For the sake of this study a range of silica were chosen that allowed the investigation into the effects of pore size and particle size, both properties that have been shown to have a strong influence on the performance of a catalyst system.

4.4.1 Catalyst Preparation

For investigations into the effects of silica properties on a 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst system for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation four different silica were chosen. The properties of each silica are shown in Table 4.7. SiO\textsubscript{2}-60 (Sigma Aldrich) is the silica that has been utilised for the preparation of all catalyst systems up to this point. SiO\textsubscript{2}-250 and SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 (Grace Davison) are the same particle size with larger pores allowing the effect of pore size to be investigated. SiO\textsubscript{2}-60\textsubscript{b} possesses a pore size of 60 Å but with a much larger particle. All catalysts were prepared using the same preparation method utilised for all systems reported within this chapter with only the silica used varied between each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silica Denotement</th>
<th>Pore Size (Å)</th>
<th>Particle Size (µm)</th>
<th>Surface Area (m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}-60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}-250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}-60\textsubscript{b}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>525\textsuperscript{[a]}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{[a]} – Surface area calculated by BET as no value was reported by Davisil.

4.4.2 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3 for full details). Each catalyst was first reduced at 300 °C for 2 hours under a stream of pure hydrogen. After completion of the pre-treatment the reactor was heated to 370 °C under an argon atmosphere. Once at temperature CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2} were introduced at 2 sccm and 6 sccm respectively. Gas samples were collected every hour and analysed using gas chromatography.

The four catalyst systems; 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-60, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-250, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-60\textsubscript{b} showed little variation in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion, HC yield and CO yield with increasing time on stream. Each system was investigated for 5 hours with little to no drop in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion over this period. The average
CO$_2$ conversion, HC yield, CO yield and hydrocarbon distributions for each system are shown in Table 4.8.

Despite the SiO$_2$-60 supported catalyst possessing the highest surface area of the systems tested within this section it shows the lowest CO$_2$ conversion, it is also the only silica to result in a catalyst that shows a higher selectivity to CO over HCs. Upon increasing the pore diameter of the silica support (SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500) while keeping particle size constant, a significant increase in CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield are observed along with a reduction in CO yield. The SiO$_2$-250 supported catalyst system shows a slightly higher CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield than the SiO$_2$-500 supported system suggesting that the increased pore diameter alone is not responsible for the improved catalyst performance. The SiO$_2$-500 silica possesses a significantly lower surface area (80 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$ vs. 285 m$^2$.g$^{-1}$) so it is possible that CO$_2$ conversion values are dependent upon both these properties with the SiO$_2$-250 system showing ‘goldilocks’ conditions with a larger pore diameter than SiO$_2$-60 and higher surface area SiO$_2$-500.

When pore diameter of the silica support is kept constant at 60 Å and particle size increased from 35-70 nm to 1000-2000 nm the product distribution is observed to remain similar whereas CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield values are reduced. This reduction is likely due to the larger particle size which may cause mass transport issues.

Product distribution is also observed to vary depending on the properties of the silica support used. Figure 4.14 shows the Anderson Schulz Flory plot for each of the different silica supported catalysts along with the calculated chain growth probabilities. When the pore diameter is increased from 60 Å through 250 Å to 500 Å methane selectivity is seen to decrease with selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons increasing. The increasing chain growth probability with larger pore sizes suggests that the pore size of the catalyst support plays an important role in product selectivity of the Fischer-Tropsch process.

When pore size is kept constant at 60 Å and instead particle size increased product distribution shows little change. Methane selectivity remains similar for both 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/siO$_2$-60 and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-60$_b$ catalysts. Only a slight variance in $\alpha$ is observed between the two catalysts providing further proof that pore diameter plays an important role in product selectivity as when kept constant little change is observed. This shows that the increase in particle size only affects the amount of CO$_2$ converted.
Table 4.8 - Catalytic data obtained for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation using 20wt\% Fe/1wt\% Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalysts supported on various silica.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst\textsuperscript{[a]}</th>
<th>CO\textsubscript{2} Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-60</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1} 57.4 C\textsubscript{2}= 0.1 C\textsubscript{2} 23.5 C\textsubscript{3}= 0.8 C\textsubscript{3} 12.1 C\textsubscript{4} 4.0 C\textsubscript{5} 1.9 C\textsubscript{6} 0.3 C\textsubscript{7} 0.0 C\textsubscript{8} 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-250</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1} 54.9 C\textsubscript{2}= 0.0 C\textsubscript{2} 21.8 C\textsubscript{3}= 5.4 C\textsubscript{3} 7.3 C\textsubscript{4} 4.8 C\textsubscript{5} 2.2 C\textsubscript{6} 1.5 C\textsubscript{7} 2.3 C\textsubscript{8} 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1} 46.6 C\textsubscript{2}= 0.7 C\textsubscript{2} 20.9 C\textsubscript{3}= 0.2 C\textsubscript{3} 16.7 C\textsubscript{4} 8.2 C\textsubscript{5} 3.6 C\textsubscript{6} 2.3 C\textsubscript{7} 0.1 C\textsubscript{8} 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2}-60\textsubscript{b}</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1} 59.8 C\textsubscript{2}= 0.0 C\textsubscript{2} 24.0 C\textsubscript{3}= 0.4 C\textsubscript{3} 11.3 C\textsubscript{4} 3.5 C\textsubscript{5} 0.8 C\textsubscript{6} 0.2 C\textsubscript{7} 0.0 C\textsubscript{8} 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{[a]} See Table 4.7 for full silica properties. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 4 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.
4.4.3 Summary

The properties of the catalyst support have a dramatic effect on the overall catalyst performance. Catalysts supported on silica with a larger pore diameter possess increased chain growth probability with a higher selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons an effect similar to that observed for cobalt based FT catalysts when supported on silica. The relationship between silica properties and CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield appears slightly more complex with both surface area and pore diameter appearing to play a role. Larger support particle sizes resulted in a reduction in CO$_2$ conversion, however, little to no effect was observed on the product distribution.

4.5 Influence of Reaction Pressure

So far all reactions have been conducted at atmospheric pressure. In order to determine if catalyst performance could be improved further the influence of reaction pressure was investigated. Previous studies have shown that increasing pressure can have an effect on catalyst conversion/product distribution under Fischer-Tropsch conditions.$^{[23]}$ For these reasons the FT process is carried out industrially at elevated pressure.$^{[24]}$ As the base catalyst for optimisation studies, the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-60 catalyst was chosen for pressure tests.

4.5.1 Catalyst Testing

The selected catalyst was tested for its CO$_2$ hydrogenation abilities in Reactor 3 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). 0.7 g of catalyst was loaded into the reactor and held in place with SiC and quartz wool. Pre-treatment was conducted under atmospheric pressure at 300 °C for 2 hours under a flow of pure hydrogen. Once the reduction phase was completed the reactor was heated to the desired temperature and the pressure increased to that required for the reaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silica Support Used</th>
<th>Chain Growth Probability, $\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-60</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$ 250</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-60$^b$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.14 – An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for each catalyst with different silica supports, calculated $\alpha$ values are tabulated.
The system was pressurised under a high flow of \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) (3:1 ratio). Once the target pressure had been obtained \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) flow was reduced to give a total flow of 8 sccm maintaining the same ratio.

The results obtained are summarised in Table 4.9. A high catalyst stability was observed for the catalyst at each pressure over the 5 hour test period with no significant deactivation observed.

As reaction pressure was increased from 0 bar(g) to 5 bar(g) an increase in \( \text{CO}_2 \) conversion was observed. Combined with an increase in selectivity to HCs over CO this resulted in a HC yield increase of 5%. A further increase in conversion was observed as reaction pressure was increased to 10 bar(g) when pressure is increased above this point to 15 bar(g) conversion dropped slightly. This suggests that a reaction pressure of 10 bar(g) is optimum for \( \text{CO}_2 \) hydrogenation using the Fe-Pd-SiO\(_2\) catalysts studied.

Reaction pressure was also observed to have an impact on the product distribution. As pressure was increased from 0 bar(g) to 5 and 10 bar(g) along with the improved conversion and HC yield an increase in methane selectivity is observed with selectivity to \( \text{C}_7 \) hydrocarbons dropping from 2.3 % at 0 bar (g) to 0.4 % at optimum conversion {10 bar(g)}. The chain growth probability calculated for each system (Figure 4.15) was observed to decrease with increasing pressure. This contradicts what is observed for FT fed catalyst systems which suggests that the pressure increase is having an impact on more than the FT process which is aiding the formation of methane. It is also possible this difference can be attributed to the palladium present in the catalyst system, which is a more effective hydrogenation catalyst at higher pressures which could lead to a reduction in chain growth probability.
Table 4.9 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation using 20wt%Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO₂-60 over a range of reaction pressures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Reaction Pressure (bar(g))</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>49.0 0.0 24.5 0.0 14.4 5.0 2.7 2.2 2.3 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>60.5 0.0 20.2 0.0 10.9 3.8 2.1 1.1 1.6 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>68.8 0.0 19.0 0.0 7.9 2.2 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>68.3 0.0 19.9 0.0 8.3 2.2 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

Figure 4.15 – An Anderson Schulz-Flory plot for the catalyst tested at different reaction pressures, calculated α values are tabulated.
4.5.2 Summary
Reaction pressure has a significant impact on the performance of a Fe-Pd-SiO$_2$ catalyst system. 10 bar (g) appears the optimum pressure for high CO$_2$ conversion values and high HC yields. Unlike what has been previously observed with catalysts under FT conditions$^{[23a]}$ as pressure is increased a higher selectivity towards heavier HCs is observed. As with temperature when deciding upon reaction conditions a compromise must be made between CO$_2$ conversion and product distribution.

4.6 Influence of Pre-Treatment Pressure
While the Fe$_2$O$_3$ phase detected during catalyst characterisation is active for the RWGS reaction its activity for the Fischer-Tropsch process is limited. As a result, before catalyst testing all systems reported so far have been reduced under a stream of pure hydrogen for 2 hours. The majority of literature both for CO based FT catalysis and the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ report pre-treatment time of 12 hours and above although pre-treatment generally takes place under a stream of hydrogen (~ 10 %) diluted with nitrogen, as opposed to the pure H$_2$ utilised within this report. The reducibility of iron has been shown to play an important role in the catalyst performance.$^{[25]}$ As a result the effect of pre-treatment pressure was investigated. It was envisaged that a high pre-treatment pressure, effectively increasing hydrogen concentration, would lead to a more effective reduction of the iron species possibly improving catalyst performance. To our knowledge no previous studies have investigated the effect of pre-treatment pressure.

4.6.1 Catalyst Testing
For catalyst testing the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-60 system was chosen. 0.7 g of catalyst was loaded and packed into Reactor 3 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). The reactor was first pressurised and leak tested. The system was then pressurised to the desired pre-treatment pressure under a high flow of hydrogen and heated to 300 °C. Once pressurised H$_2$ flow was reduced to 20 sccm and the system left for 2 hours. After pre-treatment was completed the reactor was depressurised to 0 bar(g) before being re-pressurised to the desired reaction pressure under a high flow of 3:1 H$_2$:CO$_2$. Once reaction pressure was reached the flow rates of CO$_2$ and H$_2$ were reduced, giving a total flow of 8 sccm with the ratio of H$_2$:CO$_2$ maintained at 3:1.

For each pre-treatment pressure tested the catalyst was evaluated at four different reaction pressures {0, 5, 10 and 15 bar (g)} in order to ascertain if the pre-treatment pressure had the same effect on catalyst performance under all reaction conditions. The catalytic results obtained are summarised in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16 – Conversion and Product selectivity plots for (a) 0 bar(g) pre-treatment, (b) 5 bar(g) pre-treatment, (c) 10 bar(g) pre-treatment and (d) 15 bar(g) pre-treatment.
All catalyst systems were also shown to possess the same trend in reactivity observed for the 0 bar(g) pre-treatment, where conversion increases with increasing pressure until 10 bar(g), above this point CO₂ conversion begins to drop. Product distribution after pre-treatment at all pressures also mirrors that observed for the ‘regular’ atmospheric pre-treatment with increasing pressure resulting in increased selectivity to methane and a decrease in selectivity to C₅+ hydrocarbons.

With an atmospheric reaction pressure the pre-treatment pressure shows little influence on CO₂ conversion with the values remaining constant (within error) at approximately 24 %. HC yield is seen to drop with increasing reduction pressure, this is coupled with an increase in CO yield. At the optimum reaction pressure for high CO₂ conversion {10 bar (g)} CO₂ conversion shows a slight drop as pre-treatment pressure is increased. The HC yield follows the same trend whereas CO yield remains relatively constant.

The pre-treatment pressure also shows an influence on the HC distribution. With the catalyst tests performed with atmospheric reaction pressure an increasing pre-treatment pressure appears to increase selectivity towards methane, decreasing the selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons. With an increase in reaction pressure to 10 bar (g) to give an optimal conversion only a slight alteration in hydrocarbon distribution was noted. A reduction in methane content from 70 % at 0 bar(g) pre-treatment temperature to 65 % at 5 bar(g) reduction pressure. At pre-treatment pressures above this value little change in product selectivity is observed. The 65 % methane selectivity is still significantly higher than that recorded at a reaction pressures of 0 bar(g).

4.6.2 Summary
The effect of pre-treatment pressure acts on the catalyst system slightly differently depending on the reaction pressure. At a reaction pressure of 0 bar (g) CO₂ conversion remains constant but a decrease in HC yield is observed, an increase in selectivity to methane is recorded with increasing pre-treatment pressure. At higher reaction pressures a slight reduction in selectivity to methane is observed at higher pre-treatment pressures.

For this catalyst system there is no advantage in increased pre-treatment pressure when the reaction is run at atmospheric pressure. For reactions run at higher pressures (>5 bar) a slight improvement in hydrocarbon distribution can be obtained, however, methane selectivity still remains much higher than that observed at atmospheric reaction conditions, although a significantly higher conversion is observed.

4.7 Further Catalyst Studies
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the catalyst process the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60 catalyst system was characterised further. As mentioned previously although Fe₂O₃ is detected as the main iron phase after catalyst calcination, it is unlikely this remains the main phase after
the reductive pre-treatment and under reaction conditions. As such the reduction of iron and palladium was investigated along with how catalysts vary with time on stream.

### 4.7.1 Catalyst Reduction Studies

Before each catalyst test the system to be studied was reduced in pure H\(_2\) for 2 hours at 300 °C. In order to study the effect this pre-treatment has on the active phases of the metals present *in situ* XPS reduction studies were undertaken in the facilities at Cardiff University. For this process a small amount of catalyst was placed within a specialised sample cell in the X-ray photoelectron spectrometer and a survey spectrum recorded along with detailed scans of the Fe 2p and Pd 3d regions. After a 2 hour reduction under an atmosphere of 1 bar hydrogen at 300 °C the catalyst was re-analysed by XPS. The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 4.17.

**Figure 4.17 – Results for *in situ* XPS reduction experiments including detailed scans for the Fe 2p and Pd 3d regions before and after reduction as well as photographs showing the appearance of the catalyst system before and after reduction.**

XPS spectra recoded before catalyst pre-treatment shows the presence of iron as Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) and palladium as PdO. The rust-brown colour of the catalyst system matches what would be expected for a system containing large quantities of Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\). pXRD studies were attempted to further confirm the presence of iron as Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) however no peaks were observed suggesting that

---

*Dr. David Morgan at Cardiff University is gratefully acknowledged for his help with these studies*
the iron is either amorphous or the crystalline phases are too small to be observed. After the 2 hour reduction had been completed further XPS spectra were recorded (Figure 4.17). The shift observed for palladium’s binding energy from 337.6 eV to 335.3 eV suggests that the palladium oxide present in the calcined catalyst system had been fully reduced resulting in the formation of metallic palladium (Pd⁰).[17]

A shift in the peak position from 711.0 eV to 709.21 eV observed in the Fe 2p region combined with a reduction in intensity of the satellite peak at 719 eV suggests that the Fe₂O₃ phase is being reduced to Fe₃O₄.[16] The colour change to black seen for the catalyst after reduction further supports the formation of Fe₃O₄ with the catalyst powder also becoming magnetic after reduction. Fe₃O₄ has been shown to be active for both the RWGS reaction[26] and the FT process[27] and so is likely responsible for the catalytic activity observed initially. Iron carbide, specifically the Hägg form (Fe₅C₂), is thought to be the main active phase for iron catalysts during FT synthesis[23a] with it being produced by the further reduction of Fe₂O₃ to metallic iron followed by the reaction of metallic iron with CO present either in the pre-treatment phases (where CO/H₂ gas mixes are used) or under reaction conditions as would be likely here. The active phase for iron catalysts is still however a matter of great debate. The fact no metallic iron signal is observed for the iron species (expected at 707 eV[28]) after reduction and the lower WGS activity of Fe₅C₂[29] suggests that Fe₃O₄ acts as the main phase for RWGS reaction and, at least initially, the FT process.

4.7.2 Used Catalyst Analysis

TEM studies were conducted in order to determine the effect of exposure to reaction conditions on the morphology of the catalyst system. Figure 4.18 shows TEM images recorded before and after reaction with the distribution of iron nanoparticles shown as an insert in the form of a histogram. For the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst {Figure 4.18 (a) and (b)} the mean nanoparticle size is observed to increase slightly after reaction with a shift in the particle size distribution to larger nano-particles. This suggests that the sintering of the catalyst nanoparticles could be playing a role in initial drop in catalyst activity observed over the first 1 – 2 hours on stream before a steady CO₂ conversion is obtained. A more significant increase in particle size is observed with the 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst {Figure 4.18 (c) and (d)} the average particle size tripling in size over the course of reaction. This may suggest that increasing palladium loading aids the sintering of catalyst nanoparticles.
Figure 4.18 – TEM images recorded for 20wt% Fe/1wt% Pd/SiO$_2$ before (a) and after (c) reaction with TEM images recorded for 20wt% Fe/4wt% Pd/SiO$_2$ before (b) and after reaction (d).

4.7.3 Summary

From the catalyst characterisation performed it can be concluded that any active phase formed that is not Fe$_3$O$_4$ must be formed under reaction conditions. It is however possible that Fe$_3$O$_4$ is in fact the active phase, having been shown to be active for both the RWGS and FT processes. TEM studies of used catalysts indicate an increase in nano-particle size after the catalyst is exposed to reaction conditions. It is possible that this sintering is responsible for the slight reduction in catalytic activity over the course of the first ca. 1 hour under reaction conditions. The fact that catalysts appear stable after this initial period suggests that there is little change in morphology after this initial stabilisation period.
4.8 Life Cycle Assessment Studies†

CO₂ utilisation (CDU) has the ultimate goal of reducing the volume of CO₂ released into the atmosphere in the short term with the long-term goal of reducing the amount of fossil fuels and other petrochemical products derived from depleting fossil fuel reserves, a process currently very harmful to the environment. If CDU processes are to compete with current technology the processes must be evaluated both in terms of energy used (vital for a renewable process) and the impact on the environment. If a replacement process utilises more energy and results in a greater degree of damage to the environment then there is little point in pursing that particular route. Life cycle assessment/analysis (LCA) allows for the calculation of the energy use and environmental impacts of processes so that they are more easily compared. For the sake of this report the impact on catalyst performance upon increased loading of both iron and palladium is studied in order to determine if the increased environmental impact of higher metal content in catalyst preparation is outweighed by the improved catalyst performance. The lab scale process currently used for catalyst testing is also compared to the industrial processes currently employed to obtain petrochemical products so targets needed to be obtained can be calculated.

While there is currently a great upsurge in the study of environmentally friendly ‘green’ processes a very small amount of these take into account all factors associated with the overall process. As a result this can lead to the misinterpretation that a process may be ‘green’ and environmentally friendly when in fact part of the process (such as extraction of a particular metal) may be environmentally damaging to the point where the overall process is no longer viable. Previous LCA studies have already been used to show environmental gains through the use of alternative catalysis processes.¹ There is, however, a shortage of life cycle data on nanomaterials and this can be a barrier for their assessment relative to existing technologies.

4.8.1 What is Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)?

Life cycle assessment/analysis is a tool for assessing the environmental impacts of a process across its entire life cycle from the initial design through to the disposal at the end of its life. This is often termed a ‘cradle-to-grave’ analysis; more limited studies are, however, common such as the ‘cradle-to-gate’ analysis more suited for a continuous process as envisioned here. The ‘cradle-to-gate’ analysis studies the impacts associated with the extraction of the raw resources required right up to the ‘factory gate’ i.e. the production of the hydrocarbons but not their use after leaving the factory as this varies greatly and would be difficult to calculate leading to a high potential error and making it more difficult to compare with existing processes.

LCA studies involve the collection and analysis of quantitative data on all the inputs and outputs of a process from the materials used, the waste formed and the energy inputs and

---

¹ O. Glyn Griffiths is gratefully acknowledged for the life cycle assessment work.
outputs associated within the scope of the study. These impacts may be beneficial or adverse and combine to give the environmental footprint of the overall process (Figure 4.19).

---

**Summary of Life Cycle Assessment Procedure**

![Diagram of Life Cycle Assessment Procedure]

LCA = Sum of impacts from all inputs and outputs

**Figure 4.19 – A summary of the life cycle assessment procedure, adapted from [31]***

LCAs rely heavily on the interpretation of the results obtained along with accurate data and as such it is possible that they can be used to reach pre-determined conclusions, i.e. say a process or product is green when it is not. In order to stop this and avoid their misuse the British Standards Institution and International Standards Organisation have published a set of guidelines, a LCA standard, which must be followed in order to obtain reliable results. [32]

According to the ISO 14040: 2006 environmental management standards [32a] the LCA process is carried out in four interdependent phases. Each phase is distinct but the results influence the other phases. These four main stages are summarised in Figure 4.20, adapted from ISO14040: 2006. [32a] The first phase is the definition of the goal and scope of the study to be carried out. This sets out the context of the study, it should include the system boundary, the functional unit (a definition of exactly what is being studied), any assumptions made and the limitations of the study.

The second phase is the inventory analysis and the formation of a detailed life cycle inventory (LCI). This involves creating an inventory of all the flows (within the scope of the study) to and from nature for a product or a process. The inventory should contain information on the inputs of energy, water and raw materials as well as the outputs such as releases to air,
water and land. LCI data can be obtained from existing databases such as the Ecoinvent Database,[33] or measured directly.

The next stage is the impact assessment, where the significance of the potential environmental impacts are evaluated. This phase generally includes the selection of impact assessment methodology, the grouping of data into their specific environmental impact categories, the classification stage and the characterisation stage where the emissions are weighted with respect to the environmental damage.

The final stage of the LCA process is the interpretation stage where the conclusions of the overall process are drawn and recommendations made. According to the ISO 14040: 2006[32a] this interpretation stage should include the identification of any significant issues determined in previous stages, an evaluation of the completeness and limitations of the study and the conclusions and recommendations.

![Figure 4.20 – A summary of the four main stages of the life cycle assessment procedure, adapted from ISO14040:2006[32a].](image)

4.8.2 LCA Methodology

4.8.2.1 LCA

The LCA study was conducted in accordance with the ISO methodology standards for the principles and framework along with the requirements and guidelines.  

4.8.2.2 Goal and scope definition

The goal of this LCA study is to investigate the environmental impact of producing HCs from CO₂ using the iron-palladium-silica catalysts studied so far within this chapter. This was
achieved by establishing the impacts inherent in making each catalyst and their related catalyst performance as summarised in Table 4.2 (page 139) and Table 4.5 (page 148). The impacts of this lab scale process were then compared to the impacts associated with traditional HC production routes. This gives a more instructive account rather than the LCA results alone and also allows the setting of targets that need to be met in order to compete with current processes.

The study can be considered a ‘cradle-to-gate’ assessment taking into account all the raw materials required for both catalyst preparation and reactor construction, processing, precursor chemical synthesis and the in-use phase of the catalysts. The system boundaries corresponding to this study are shown in Figure 4.21. The catalyst test procedure will be compared to existing, fossil fuel based, HC production methods. The system boundaries for the study of these processes are shown in Figure 4.21 (c).

The functional unit (FU) chosen for the LCA of the catalyst performance was a combined measure of the kilograms of C₁ to C₇ HCs formed, kgHCs. Depending on the catalyst composition the conversion and HC selectivity was varied (see Table 4.2 (page 139) and Table 4.5 (page 148)) as a result the allocation of impacts is assessed on a mass basis.

4.8.2.3 Inventory data collection

The embodied impacts of each catalyst and the products formed are the sum of the impacts of the chemicals used in catalyst synthesis, materials used for the laboratory equipment and reactor
along with the energy consumption. The data used within this study has come from directly measured processes and existing life cycle inventories.

Where the inventory data was not available for particular chemicals (eg. Iron nitrate, palladium acetate and silica gel) datasets of the precursor chemicals were combined to give the impacts of the formed compounds based on known industrial production routes. The data for current, published, hydrocarbon manufacturing routes were obtained from the EcoInvent life cycle inventory.\textsuperscript{33} As data sets were not available for all chemicals produced some assumptions were necessary and as such isomers of each carbon chain length are treated as having similar impacts. For this study hydrogen was modelled based on the current global hydrogen production mix with the data obtained from the EcoInvent life cycle inventory.\textsuperscript{33}

As the equipment used for catalyst testing is at laboratory scale it does not represent the most efficient performance obtainable in terms of energy efficiency and infrastructure footprint compared to larger industrial processes. The materials used and their masses for each piece of equipment were estimated based on manufacturer specifications and the datasets of the major components were obtained from the EcoInvent life cycle inventory.\textsuperscript{33}

4.8.2.4 Impact assessment

Each catalyst’s environmental impact was assessed using the IPCC 100a global warming potential (GWP) impact methodology.\textsuperscript{34} The values are expressed as kilograms of CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent atmospheric emissions (kgCO\textsubscript{2} eq.). In order to take into account both local and global environmental factors further impacts were assessed using the ReCiPe midpoint impact assessment methodology.\textsuperscript{35} This ensures that the capture and conversion of CO\textsubscript{2} to hydrocarbons does not occur at the expense of other environmental factors. Calculations were performed using Simapro software.

For full details of the methodology please refer to \textsuperscript{36} or \textsuperscript{37}.

4.8.3 LCA Studies: Results

The results obtained from the LCA study can be separated into two categories; 1) intrinsic impacts, which are unlikely to change when used at different scales (eg. the metals used) and 2) variable impacts which are likely to show a more significant change as the process is scaled up and includes impacts such as infrastructure and energy usage.

Each catalyst system is prepared using a wet impregnation method fully detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.8. The GWP resulting from the preparation of 1g of each catalyst is shown in Figure 4.22. For the purpose of this graph it has been broken down into four distanced inputs: 1) The active metals used in the catalyst (Iron and palladium), 2) the chemicals used in the catalyst preparation including the silica support used, 3) the electricity used and finally 4) the infrastructure, containing the impacts from all laboratory equipment and their use. The largest impacts, in terms of GWP, for the preparation of each catalyst is the electricity.
consumed by the equipment. The furnace responsible for the calcination of each catalyst system results in the largest contribution with the initial heating to calcination temperature the most energy intensive stage. The electrical impact has been modelled based on the UK electricity mix however if this were to be replaced by renewable sources a great reduction in GWP would be expected.

The environmental impacts associated with the active metals present in each catalyst contributed the second highest impact to the GWP of catalyst preparation. This can be attributed almost solely to the palladium present within the catalyst (see metal contribution of 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ vs. 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂, Figure 4.22). This is due to the overwhelmingly large impacts of extraction and processing of the much rarer palladium metal whereas iron is readily available from normal scrap and recycling routes. As the mass of support is kept constant for the preparation of all catalysts those containing higher iron loadings result in a higher yield of calcined catalyst and so result in a lower, per gram impacts. For the systems containing higher palladium loadings the GWP of including larger quantities results in rapidly increasing GWP.

The impacts on GWP calculated for the other chemicals (methanol, silica and water) and infrastructure are negligible in comparison to the other contributions during catalyst preparation.

Three additional environmental impacts, as determined using the ReCiPe methodology, for the preparation of each catalyst system are shown in Figure 4.23. These include the metal depletion, fossil depletion and human toxicity. When impacts are calculated for these three factors it is the palladium addition and not electricity usage that accounts for the largest
contribution towards human toxicity and metal depletion. This serves as a fine example of why additional indicators should always be considered as well as carbon impacts when completing a life cycle analysis.

Figure 4.23– The normalised ReCiPe midpoint scores for the metal depletion, fossil depletion and human toxicity impacts of the prepared catalyst systems.\textsuperscript{36}

The reaction impacts for the in-use catalyst remain constant for all catalyst systems. The GWP potential for 1 hour and 100 hours of catalyst use are shown in Figure 4.22. It must be stressed at this point that this is for a lab scale process and these calculated values could be improved significantly if the process was scaled up to that used industrially. While the reaction impacts remain constant for each of the systems tested the performance of the catalyst (see Table 4.2(page 139) and Table 4.5(page 148)) has the most significant impact on the environmental footprint of the hydrocarbons produced. Improved catalyst performance should lead to a direct reduction in the impacts of the HCs produced.

While Table 4.2 (page 139) and Table 4.5 (page 148) provide details of catalyst performance, through the use of LCA a more insightful account of catalyst performance may be obtained. The improvement observed for a catalyst system upon the increasing content of either iron or palladium can be compared to the environmental impact associated with the preparation of each catalyst system in order to help determine if the improved catalyst performance outweighs the potential increased environmental impact. Figure 4.24 shows, as a percentage, the impacts offset from HCs not being formed via traditional routes vs. the embodied impacts in forming the same amount of HCs using the catalysts studied within this chapter. For this figure reaction inputs have not been taken into account.

From Figure 4.24 it is possible to tell that increasing iron loadings do result in increasingly better environmentally performing catalysts, meaning the increased environmental
impact of adding increasing iron to the catalyst system is outweighed by the improved catalyst performance. The addition palladium to the catalyst system is necessary in order to produce hydrocarbons larger than propane and as a result the addition of 1 wt% palladium to the system results in a 50% improvement in environmental impact. When the palladium loading is increased beyond this, despite the improved catalyst performance, it is not sufficient to counteract the increased environmental impact of catalyst preparation which in turn results in a lower relative HC environmental performance. While in terms of catalyst performance 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ appears to be the poorest performing (in terms of conversion and selectivity, Table 4.5 (page 148)) LCA studies suggest that the 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO₂ system is in fact the worst performing system based on environmental impacts.

From the LCA findings we can conclude that the addition of palladium to a 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ system is beneficial to the overall catalyst performance. There is, however, an upper limit at which the increased environmental impact of palladium addition no longer outweighs the improved performance. For the addition of increasing iron loading to the system the opposite is true with increasing loading resulting in an improved environmental impact. Catalysts with iron loadings above 40wt% were not studied as increasing loading beyond this point was found to be detrimental to catalyst performance (Table 4.5, page 148).

![Figure 4.24 – The relative HC environmental performance of each catalyst system.](image)

As Figure 4.24 measures catalyst performance relative to established industrial process currently used for hydrocarbon production it shows that HCs prepared using Fe-Pd catalyst are more impactful. This also excludes the impacts of the in-use phase inputs such as electricity. The comparison of a small scale laboratory batch process such as this to an established and optimised large volume process is an unrealistic prospect and unlikely to ever compete with well-known industrial processes until this method is scaled up.
During the ‘in-use’ phase of catalysis 95% of the reaction impact can be attributed to electricity usage. For the purpose of this study electricity has been modelled based on the current UK electricity mix, largely dependent on fossil fuel use which results in significant embodied impacts of electricity generation. In order to obtain as green a process as possible it is envisioned that electricity used for the process would be obtained from renewable sources (burning fuels to create fuels is not sustainable). If the current UK grid mix of electricity was replaced by photovoltaic, off-shore wind or hydropower derived electricity it could result in a 70%, 90% and 71-93% reduction in impacts respectively. This highlights the importance of renewable electricity for the success of the overall process as mentioned in Chapter 1. The use of renewable energy sources such as those discussed also offers the opportunity for HC production in remote areas which lack access to the electricity grid.

4.8.4 LCA of the CO$_2$ Hydrogenation Process.

Further work by Griffiths[37] has investigated the overall CO$_2$ hydrogenation process based on the thermochemical means studied within this chapter. Results have shown that unsurprisingly as performed now, on a laboratory scale, the process is not viable with the CO$_2$ offset through the production of hydrocarbons in this manner is not high enough to outweigh the CO$_2$ produced by the process as a whole. However, if the energy used in the process is replaced by renewable electricity (wind) and the recycling of unconverted CO$_2$ conducted as would be envisaged for the scaled up process then this difference in CO$_2$ offset can be greatly reduced.

If the excess heat produced by the exothermic Fischer-Tropsch portion of the reaction is utilised to generate electricity, as achieved industrially with many processes, then the difference in CO$_2$ offset can become minimal. While the GWP of the preparation of the catalyst system represents a relatively small portion (eg. ca. 5% for 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$) of the overall CO$_2$ produced by the process careful consideration of catalyst composition and preparation method can play an important in the minimisation of this impact. The catalysts performance plays a more significant role. If catalyst selectivity can be directed towards the more traditionally environmentally harmful to produce hydrocarbons then this can aid the reduction in difference between the GWP of traditional processes and CO$_2$ hydrogenation methods.

Two other process that are expected to change in the coming future, along with an improvement in catalyst performance, is the effectiveness of carbon capture technology and the difficulty of obtaining HCs through traditional methods. Extensive research is currently ongoing into carbon capture technologies and as such the GWP of the portion of the process is expected to drop drastically. For example Jess et al.[38] have already demonstrated that CO$_2$ can be captured from flue gas and from the atmosphere with reasonable energy requirements and the effectiveness of these processes are expected to increase with further research. As oil supplies continue to dwindle the energy required to extract them is expected to increase. If we predict
that the CO₂ capture technologies become a third as impactful as they are currently and that the formation of hydrocarbons via current methods become 3 times more impactful then HC production through CO₂ hydrogenation using some of the more successful catalysts within this study beings to become viable. Further improvements in catalyst performance would increase the amount of CO₂ being offset using CO₂ hydrogenation methods relative to currently used methods.

4.8.5 **Summary**

The Fe-Pd catalysts tested within this chapter were analysed using LCA in order to establish their embodied environmental impacts. Through LCA it was found that the most significant impacts for catalyst preparation were due to the use of palladium as a promoter and the energy requirements for the process, specifically the electricity required. The usage of iron, silica, other chemicals such as solvents and infrastructure contribution were minimal in comparison. The impact of the in-use phase of reaction could be reduced by as much as 93 % if renewable energy was used to replace the current UK electricity mix highlighting the importance of renewable energy for CDU processes.

Increasing iron loading resulted in an increased conversion and better selectivity to heavier more valuable HCs, this enhanced catalyst performance outweighs the negative environmental impacts associated with larger iron content. While the introduction of palladium is essential to achieve a catalyst that shows a sufficient CO₂ conversion and product selectivity when increased above a 1 wt% loading the improvements in catalyst performance observed are not significant to outweigh the increased environmental impacts with the 20wt%Fe/4wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst the poorest performing system in terms of environmental impact.

Although LCA studies show as the process currently stands on a lab scale it is not viable, producing more CO₂ than is offset by the production of HCs in this manner, if the use of renewable energies and excess heat recovery are taken into account this can be counteracted. If the effectiveness of carbon capture is improved in the near future and the formation of HCs through traditional methods becomes more impactful then the process should become viable even with some current catalysts. The further improvement of catalyst performance along with careful control of the embodied impacts of catalyst preparation should aid the reduction in timeframe until the process can become viable.

4.9 **Chapter Conclusions**

This chapter focused on the optimisation of a 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system for CO₂ hydrogenation. The work was complimented by LCA analysis investigating the environmental impacts of the overall process with a focus on the embodied impacts of catalyst preparation and their relationship to performance.
The iron content of the catalyst system was found to have a significant impact on the catalyst performance with both CO\(_2\) conversion and selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons increased when a loading of 40 wt% was utilised. CO/H\(_2\) catalyst tests indicate that this is related to an improved FT activity. The addition of palladium to an Fe/SiO\(_2\) system was shown to significantly improve catalyst performance with higher palladium content resulting in increasing chain growth probabilities. The addition of palladium is seen to reduce the catalyst selectivity towards unsaturated HCs.

The effect of catalyst support properties was also investigated with the physical properties of the silica used having the largest impact on the catalyst performance of the three catalyst components. Large silica pore sizes are observed to result in increased chain growth probability and increased selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons. The relationship between silica properties and HC yield/CO\(_2\) conversion is slightly more complex with increased conversion appearing to be dependent on a combination of both pore size and surface area.

While an increased reaction pressure can enhance the catalysts CO\(_2\) hydrogenation ability this occurs at the cost of C\(_2\)+ selectivity. TEM analysis of used catalysts showed an increased nano-particle size after catalyst use. It is possible that this morphology change is responsible for the initial stabilisation period observed.

LCA studies indicated that the most significant impacts in catalyst preparation were due to the use of palladium as a promoter and the electricity required. While the improved performance observed with increasing iron loading was seen to outweigh the increased environmental impact associated with using more iron the same was not true for palladium. The initial introduction of 1 wt% palladium is necessary to provide a catalyst with a high enough performance however if palladium content is increased beyond this 1 wt% loading the improvement in catalyst performance does not outweigh the increased environmental impacts associated with use of higher quantities of palladium.

While the lab scale process reported within this chapter are, as expected, not viable from an environmental standpoint further LCA work has shown that should the electricity and hydrogen be obtained from renewable means and the process scaled up it has the potential to become environmentally viable. Further improvements in catalyst performance with careful consideration of the components used in catalyst preparation are required.

### 4.10 Future Work

The use of palladium has proved successful as a promoter for iron-based catalysts utilised for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation. While noble metals have attracted significant attention in FT catalysis their use in iron-based CO\(_2\) hydrogenation has been limited with only studies on ruthenium reported thus far. As such the expansion of the work reported within this chapter to include a range of other noble metals such as platinum and rhodium is worth investigating. The use of LCA proved useful in determining if the addition of palladium enhanced the catalyst performance sufficiently.
enough to outweigh the increased environmental impact associated with its use. Similar studies should be conducted with other noble metals in order to ascertain if the same is true.

The life cycle assessment of CO₂ hydrogenation catalysts containing promoters known to be less environmentally harmful than palladium, such as potassium, should also be conducted in order to determine how far current catalyst are from reaching the targets required, from a catalyst performance point of view.
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5 Introduction of Group 11, 12 and 13 Promoters for Iron-Silica Catalysts and Their Influence on Product Distribution

The promotional effects of Group 11, 12 and 13 metals on iron-silica catalyst systems have been investigated. While high loadings of copper, zinc and gallium proved to inhibit catalyst activity, the introduction of low (1 wt%) loadings other Group 11 and 13 metals proved more successful with indium and gold both giving catalysts with larger CO₂ conversion values and higher selectivities to olefins.

With both iron and cobalt catalysts being utilised industrially for the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process the majority of attention on CO₂ hydrogenation catalysts has been focused on catalysts utilising these two metals as the main active component. Initial investigations have however shown cobalt to be largely unsuitable due to high selectivity towards methane, a property attributed to the low water-gas shift (WGS) activity possessed by cobalt based systems. Iron systems have been shown to be active for both the RWGS and FT processes, when combined with its lower cost, relative to cobalt, this makes iron the ideal starting point for investigations into CO₂ hydrogenation. Iron based systems have, as a result, been the focus of a significant proportion of catalyst studies.

A larger proportion of research has thus far focused on the formation of liquid (C₅⁺) HCs with the idea of utilising them as replacement fuels in the transport industry. There is also a renewed interest in the formation of lower (C₂-C₄) olefins. There is currently a high demand for unsaturated C₂-C₄ HCs as they are important chemical building blocks used extensively in the manufacture of polymers, solvents, drugs, cosmetics and detergents. The use of lower olefins for the production of jet fuel through their oligomerisation over solid acid catalysts has also been attracting the attention of the U.S. Navy.

So far many of the schemes for the renewable production of lower olefins rely on multistep processes such as the formation of methanol followed by the methanol to olefin (MTO) process. As a result there has been renewed interest in the single step Fischer-Tropsch to olefin (FTO) process, whereby CO is converted directly into lower olefins. Studies have shown that a similar process is also possible using a CO₂/H₂ feed, a process denoted CO₂LO. Relatively little attention has, however, been focused in this area. In order to direct selectivity towards shorter chained HCs FTO is generally conducted at higher temperatures than traditional FT (> 300 °C); these conditions should also favour the formation of CO through the RWGS reaction if CO₂ is used as a reaction feedstock. Recently Centi et al. investigated the economic factors associated with the use of CO₂ as a possible feedstock for the formation of lower olefins and their studies suggest that the process is close to becoming environmentally viable and as such detailed studies in the field should “not be delayed”.
When used alone iron catalysts possess several problems\textsuperscript{[4]} such as a high selectivity to undesired products such as methane and they can also undergo rapid deactivation under reaction conditions. Catalysts utilised for FT synthesis often contain additives to promote structural and chemical properties while also stabilising the active phases present during catalysis. A similar approach has been used with CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation catalysts with several studies investigating the effects of additives on catalyst activity, product distribution and catalyst stability having been undertaken\textsuperscript{[4]}

One promoter that has shown promise in the field of CO\textsubscript{2}LO is the addition of potassium to iron based catalysts. Work by Xu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[11]} investigated the addition of potassium to Fe-Mn-SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst systems and found that the addition of 10 wt\% potassium led to a 13.5 mol\% increase in selectivity towards C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} olefins. New promoters are still required for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation with the ability to increase conversion and direct HC selectivity towards more valuable products. The aim of this chapter is a fundamental study into the effects of promoters on iron-based catalyst systems and their impacts on CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and product distribution.

5.1 Addition of Copper, Zinc and Gallium to Iron-Silica Catalysts

Silica was utilised as a structural promoter for each iron based catalyst system studied within this chapter as it has been shown to improve catalyst stability\textsuperscript{[12]} and increase catalyst surface area.\textsuperscript{[13]} For all tests conducted within this chapter the support used was kept constant; Davisil, particle size 35-70 µm, pore size 250 Å.

Copper and zinc have both been shown to be active for the RWGS\textsuperscript{[14]} and so in an attempt to improve the initial reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} to CO via the RWGS reaction their addition to an iron-silica catalyst system was investigated. While both copper and zinc have been used in conjunction with iron systems for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation previously these systems have generally been tested at high pressures typically in the range 1.5 MPa – 5 MPa\textsuperscript{[15]} with no studies conducted at atmospheric pressure. Gallium has also been shown to be RWGS active,\textsuperscript{[16]} however, it has not been employed in conjunction with iron catalysts for the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2}.

5.1.1 Catalyst Preparation

Each catalyst system was prepared with a 2:1 iron to additional metal ratio giving four catalyst systems; 20wt\%Fe/10wt\%Cu/SiO\textsubscript{2}, 20wt\%Fe/10wt\%Zn/SiO\textsubscript{2}, 20wt\%Fe/10wt\%Ga/SiO\textsubscript{2} and a non-promoted 20wt\%Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst for comparison. Catalysts containing zinc and copper were prepared using a wet impregnation (WI) technique (detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.9) similar to that used by Jones \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[17]} using Fe(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}.9H\textsubscript{2}O, Cu(OAc)\textsubscript{2}.H\textsubscript{2}O and Zn(OAc)\textsubscript{2}.2H\textsubscript{2}O as precursors for each of the metals used, all catalyst systems prepared using this method are denoted hereafter with the suffix ‘-WI’. Due to the air sensitive nature of the gallium precursor (GaCl\textsubscript{3}) the catalyst system containing gallium was prepared using standard
Schlenk line techniques as detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.10. In order to determine the influence of catalyst preparation and as a comparison for the 20wt%Fe/10wt%Ga/SiO₂ system a 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ system was also prepared using Schlenk line (SL) techniques, all systems prepared using this technique are denoted with the suffix ‘-SL’.

5.1.2 Catalyst Characterisation

Each of the prepared catalyst systems were analysed using a range of different characterisation techniques. Table 5.1 shows the BET surface areas calculated for each catalyst system. Addition of any metals to the surface of the catalyst results in a reduction of the measured surface area relative to the silica support alone. The values calculated for the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ system prepared using the wet impregnation method is higher than that for the analogous system prepared via the Schlenk line method. The addition of copper to the catalyst system results in a slight increase relative to the iron only system whereas zinc addition results in a reduction in surface area. Gallium addition was observed to lead to a reduction in the surface area measured for the catalyst system relative to the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-SL system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst[a]</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m² g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unused SiO₂ support</td>
<td>287.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-WI</td>
<td>218.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Cu/SiO₂-WI</td>
<td>223.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Zn/SiO₂-WI</td>
<td>190.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>195.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Ga/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>180.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. WI: wet impregnation method and SL: Schlenk line method

The morphology of each catalyst system was investigated through the use of SEM. Representative images typical for 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-WI, 20wt%Fe/10wt%Cu/SiO₂-WI, 20wt%Fe/10wt%Zn/SiO₂-WI and 20wt%Fe/10wt%Ga/SiO₂ are shown in Figure 5.1 along with EDX spectra recorded in conjunction with SEM imaging. Peaks attributable to silicon, oxygen and iron are observed in all EDX spectra showing the successful loading of iron to the support in all cases. Peaks for copper, zinc and gallium are also observed in the appropriate samples showing that the promoter metals are successfully loaded. The observation of similar spectra across the catalyst surfaces suggests all metals are well and evenly distributed for each catalyst sample. No distinct change in catalyst morphology is observed upon the introduction of copper and zinc to the iron-silica catalyst. The gallium system {Figure 5.1 (d)} does, however, show a
change in morphology relative to the samples prepared using the wet impregnation method with smaller catalyst particles. This change in morphology can be attributed to the Schlenk line methods used in catalyst preparation with an extended period of stirring using this method possibly leading to the break-up of the silica support particles. The method of solvent removal may also play a role.

Each catalyst system was studied using XRD, however, no peaks attributable to any copper, zinc or gallium phase were observed. XPS studies were conducted in order to gain a deeper understanding of the metal phases present in each catalyst system. Figure 5.2 shows the

Figure 5.1 - SEM images and EDX spectra recorded for: (a) 20wt% Fe/SiO$_2$-WI, (b) 20wt% Fe/10wt% Cu/SiO$_2$-WI, (c) 20wt% Fe/10wt% Zn/SiO$_2$-WI, (d) 20wt% Fe/10wt% Ga/SiO$_2$-SL.
spectra recorded from these studies. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the Fe 2p region for four of the catalysts tested. 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-WI shows a binding energy of 710.3 eV with a satellite peak at 719 eV representative Fe³⁺ likely in its Fe₂O₃ oxide form. Little change is observed upon the introduction of copper, zinc and gallium to the system with Fe₂O₃ remaining the main iron phase present. Detailed scans of the Cu 2p, Zn 2p and Ga 2p regions shows the presence of peaks at 933.0 eV, 1022.2 eV and 1117.9 eV respectively which can be attributed to CuO, ZnO and Ga₂O₃.

5.1.3 Catalyst Testing

All prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO₂ hydrogenation ability at atmospheric pressure. Typically 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into Reactor 1 (See Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). All catalysts were pre-treated under a flow of pure hydrogen at 300 °C for 2 hours. Once the reduction stage was completed the reactor was heated to 370 °C under a flow of argon before CO₂ and H₂ were introduced at flows of 2 sccm and 6 sccm respectively. Full details of the catalyst testing procedures can be found in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.
Table 5.2 summarises the catalytic data obtained from these catalyst tests. The catalyst preparation method was found to influence the performance of the catalyst both in terms of conversion and selectivity. A comparison of 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI and 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-SL shows that the wet impregnation method is more effective with a slightly increased hydrocarbon yield and slightly higher selectivity towards C$_2$+ HCs. The difference between catalyst performance is, however, only small and likely attributable to the different catalyst morphology with the lower surface area calculated for 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-SL possibly playing a role.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst$^a$</th>
<th>CO$_2$ Conv (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Selectivity (%)</th>
<th>O/(O+P)$^b$ in C$_2$-C$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Cu/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Zn/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-SL</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/10wt%Ga/SiO$_2$-SL</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. WI – wet impregnation method and SL – Schlenk line method. $^b$ - Olefin content (mol percentage) for C$_2$-C$_4$ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) x 100].

Under the ambient pressure utilised in catalyst tests the addition of 10 wt% copper, zinc and gallium is observed to decrease the CO$_2$ conversion values and direct selectivity away from the desired heavier hydrocarbons and towards methane. No improvement in olefins selectivity is observed for any catalyst system. The performance of the copper and zinc containing catalysts appear to contradict the results observed by Ando et al.$^{[15a]}$ and Nam et al.$^{[15b]}$ respectively where similar loadings of both copper and zinc were found to be beneficial to catalyst performance. This difference is likely due to the higher pressures (5 MPa and 1 MPa, respectively) under which their catalyst systems were tested.

The HC distribution obtained with the 20wt%Fe/10wt%Cu/SiO$_2$ catalyst was found to obey the Anderson Schulz Flory (ASF) distribution as seen with the 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI catalyst (Figure 5.3) showing that HC formation occurs via the FT process.$^{[22]}$ This confirms that the systems are both forming HCs based on the CO mediated mechanism and not the methanol mediated process. No methanol was observed in the products of any of the catalyst systems tested, methanol has been observed for copper containing systems at higher pressures.$^{[15a]}$ With the zinc and gallium containing systems methane is formed exclusively and as such it is not possible to determine whether HCs are formed by the FT process or not based on an ASF plot.
The reduction in catalytic activity observed upon the introduction of high loadings of copper, zinc and gallium could be due to the coating of the iron present on the catalyst surface and hence blocking of active sites. Each additional metal, M, (where M = Cu, Zn and Ga) was introduced in such an amount as to give a Fe:M ratio of 2:1. XPS studies conducted on each catalyst showed that the surface Fe:M ratio for each system was 2:2.34, 2:6.22 and 2:1.7 for the copper, zinc and gallium systems respectively. This ratio being lower than expected indicates a lower concentration of iron present at the catalyst surface supporting the suggestion that each of the additional metals may be coating the surface iron and preventing access during reaction. If no favourable interactions for catalysis are occurring between the added metal and iron and each is simply acting as a diluent, blocking or reducing the number of active sites then both the copper and gallium catalyst would be expected to have a similar reduction in activity as both show a surface Fe:M ratio of approximately 1:1. This is, however, not the case as a significant reduction in catalytic activity is observed upon gallium addition whereas the introduction of copper results in only a slight decrease in CO$_2$ conversion. This suggests that while the copper system may possess promotional properties the effect could be over shadowed by the high loading that at atmospheric pressure appears to be inhibiting catalyst activity. An alternative possibility is that the gallium is actively inhibiting iron’s activity for CO$_2$ hydrogenation.

5.2 Promotion of Iron-Silica Catalysts with Group 11 Metals

There are some suggestions of the promotional effects of copper possibly being masked by the high loadings trialled thus far (Table 5.2). As such, investigations were conducted in order to determine whether the promotional properties of copper can be utilised at ambient pressures by its introduction in lower amounts (1 wt%). In this case it would be expected that any blocking/inhibiting effects likely caused by the high amounts of copper present in the catalyst.
system would be greatly reduced. The investigation was extended to include silver and gold in order to determine how the promotional abilities varied down Group 11.

5.2.1 Catalyst Preparation

1 wt% of copper, silver and gold were introduced to an iron-silica system containing 20 wt% iron giving four different catalyst compositions; 20wt%Fe/SiO₂, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Cu/SiO₂, 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ag/SiO₂ and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO₂. Catalyst systems containing copper and silver {Cu(OAc)₂ H₂O and AgNO₃ metal precursors} were prepared using the wet impregnation method as utilised for some catalyst in Section 5.1.1 (See Chapter 2 Section 2.7.9 for full details) and are denoted by the suffix ‘WI’. Owing to the use of chloroauric acid as the catalyst precursor for the gold containing catalyst systems a co-precipitation method more suited to this precursor was employed (See Chapter 2 Section 2.7.11 for full details). All catalysts prepared using this technique are denoted by the suffix ‘PPT’ hereafter. The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO₂-PPT catalyst cannot be directly compared to the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-WI system due to the differing preparation methods employed so in order to ascertain the promotional ability of gold a 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-PPT system was also prepared.

5.2.2 Catalyst Characterisation

Each catalyst system was investigated using a range of characterisation techniques. N₂ physisorption studies were conducted and used to calculate the specific BET surface area for the each of the catalyst system, the results are summarised in Table 5.3. Generally the catalysts prepared through the wet impregnation technique give a lower surface area than those prepared via the precipitation method. The addition of copper and silver to each system results in a slight increase in surface area. The addition of 1 wt% gold to the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-PPT system however results in a decrease in catalyst surface area. Figure 5.4 shows SEM images for 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-WI and 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-PPT which are representative for the catalyst morphology observed for catalysts prepared via each of the methods. A distinct difference in catalyst morphology is observed for each preparation method with the catalyst prepared using the co-precipitation method appearing to give a much more irregular surface relative to the wet impregnation method. This difference in catalyst morphology could account for the higher surface area calculated for the catalysts prepared using the precipitation method.

TEM studies conducted on each of the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ systems (Figure 5.4) also reveals a significant change in catalyst morphology. The systems prepared via a wet impregnation method show a mean particle diameter of 54 nm with an even distribution of particle sizes from 20 nm up to 100 nm. TEM images recorded for the systems prepared using a precipitation technique show the presence of significantly smaller particles with an average size of approximately 3 nm, a narrower distribution is also noted.
### Table 5.3 – BET areas determined for each catalyst system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst(^{[a]})</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m(^2)g(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO(_2)-WI</td>
<td>218.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Cu/SiO(_2)-WI</td>
<td>233.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Ag/SiO(_2)-WI</td>
<td>227.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO(_2)-PPT</td>
<td>324.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO(_2)-PPT</td>
<td>283.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{[a]}\) – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. WI: wet impregnation method and PPT: precipitation method

![Figure 5.4](image)

**Figure 5.4** – (a) SEM image recorded for 20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-WI representative of all catalyst systems prepared using the wet impregnation technique. (b) TEM image recorded 20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-WI again representative of all catalysts prepared using the wet impregnation technique. Insert – particle size distribution. (c) A typical SEM image recorded for 20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-PPT representative for all catalysts prepared using the precipitation method. (d) TEM image recorded 20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-PPT again representative of all catalysts prepared using the precipitation method. Insert – particle size distribution.

pXRD studies were conducted on each of the catalyst systems. Figure 5.5 (a) shows example diffraction patterns obtained from these studies. The 20wt%-Fe/SiO\(_2\) system prepared using the wet impregnation technique shows weak peaks at 33, 36, 41, 50 and 54 ° characteristic for \(\alpha\)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\).\(^{[23]}\) When the same catalyst system was prepared using the precipitation technique no diffraction peaks were observed suggesting that any crystalline phases are too small to be
detected. Raman studies on samples prepared using both methods were conducted with the spectra obtained from 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI and 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-PPT shown in Figure 5.5 (b). Major resonances were observed at 225, 239, 290, 408, 487, 608 and 1312 cm$^{-1}$ for both samples characteristic of iron oxide in its α-Fe$_2$O$_3$ form.$^{[24]}$ This further confirms what is observed by pXRD for the wet impregnation prepared catalyst and confirms that iron is present in the same form for the precipitation sample even if this phase is not detected by pXRD.

Figure 5.5 – (a) XRD patterns recorded for the 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$ samples are prepared using the wet impregnation and precipitation methods. (b) Raman spectra recorded for 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$ as prepared using both the wet impregnation and precipitation techniques.

XPS studies were conducted on each of the prepared samples in order to investigate the effect of the promoter metals on the oxidation of the iron present and each promoter. Figure 5.6 shows a selection of the spectra recorded. Detailed scans of the Fe 2p region indicates iron is present as Fe$_2$O$_3$ with little effect on the binding energy observed upon the introduction of any promoter species. A scan in the 365 to 380 eV range reveals a peak at 368.4 eV typical for the presence of silver in its metallic Ag$^0$ form.$^{[25]}$

Detailed scan of the Au 4f region show no peaks attributable to the presence of any gold species. The 1 wt% loading is well within the limits of XPS detection of ca. 0.1 at%. A 1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT system was also prepared and analysed in order to confirm that the preparation method was effective and no gold is being lost during the filtration step. The resulting XPS studies show a peak at 83.9 eV attributable to the presence of gold in its metallic, Au$^0$ form,$^{[25]}$ indicating that gold should be present within the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT system. This suggests that the iron present in the mixed metal catalyst system could be coating
any gold present and therefore, preventing detection; an effect previously observed for mixed cobalt gold systems.\[26\]

To confirm that the high iron loading was accountable for the inability to detect gold within the system using XPS a catalyst containing a lower iron loading was also prepared and tested. The Fe 2p region is shown in Figure 5.6 (c II) and shows no change in the iron species with Fe$_2$O$_3$ still present as the main species. With the lower iron loading a detailed scan on the Au 4f region does, however, reveal the presence of gold with a binding energy of 84 eV confirming that gold is present as Au$^0$ with the presence of iron, further indicating that the high iron loading is contributing to the inability to detect gold in the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT catalyst system.

Figure 5.6 – (a) XPS spectra recorded in the Fe 2p region for 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI (I), 20wt%Fe/1wt%Cu/SiO$_2$-WI (II) and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ag/SiO$_2$-WI (III), (b) Detailed scan of the Ag 3d region recorded from 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ag/SiO$_2$-WI. (c) Detailed scan of the Fe 2p region for (I) 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT and (II) 1wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$. (d) Detailed scan of the Au 4f region for (I) 1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT and (II) 1wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$.

XPS studies on the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Cu/SiO$_2$ catalyst system did not indicate the presence of copper within the system. However, when a catalyst containing a higher loading (10 wt%) of copper was tested {Figure 5.2 (b)} the peaks observed indicated the presence of CuO. This suggests a similar problem to that observed for the gold containing catalyst system.
where a high iron loading leads to signal attenuation possibly due to the coating of any copper present with iron oxide.

5.2.3 Catalyst Testing

The CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation ability of each catalyst was tested at atmospheric pressure using Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). Typically 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into the reactor sample cell and reduced under a stream of pure hydrogen at 300 °C for 2 hours. Reactions were conducted at 370 °C, atmospheric pressure with a H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio of 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. The results obtained are summarised in Table 5.4.

The addition of copper even at a low, 1 wt% loading still results in a decrease in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion along with a slight increase in CO yield giving a decreased HC yield. No significant change in hydrocarbon distribution in observed other than a minor decrease in C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} olefin selectivity is observed. These results appear to contradict what was observed by Ando et al.\textsuperscript{[15a]} who found the introduction of copper to unsupported iron systems under high pressure reaction conditions improved both CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and selectivity. This difference is likely due to a combination of the introduction of a catalyst support and a significantly higher (5 MPa vs. 0.1 MPa) reaction pressure. Their work also reported that for copper/iron ratios below 0.11 resulted in product distributions that no longer followed the ASF distribution. In contrast the copper-iron-silica system tested here (Cu/Fe ratio 0.05) resulted in a product distribution that still follows the ASF distribution (Figure 5.7 (a)) indicating that hydrocarbons are still being formed via the FT process.\textsuperscript{[22]}

The addition of a small amount of silver to the iron-silica system gave a slight increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion this however, occurs in conjunction with an increase in selectivity towards CO which in turn results in a slight reduction in HC yield. The HC product distribution remains similar with a reduction in selectivity towards lower olefins. C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} olefins percentage was calculated to be lower than both the iron only system and the iron-copper system.

The performance of the iron-silica catalyst is greatly reduced when the catalyst is prepared using the precipitation technique; there is a significant reduction in both CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and selectivity to hydrocarbons. The only HC products detected are methane and ethane with a high preference for the former. The difference in catalyst performance can likely be attributed to the change in catalyst morphology observed by SEM {Figure 5.4 (c)} and the significantly smaller nanoparticles observed by TEM {Figure 5.4 (d)}. 
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Table 5.4 – Catalytic data obtained for CO$_2$ hydrogenation tests using Fe-M-SiO$_2$ catalysts (M = Cu, Ag, Au or no metal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst[$^{a,b}$]</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>$\text{O/(O+P)}^{[c]}$ in C$_2$-C$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C$_1$</td>
<td>C$_2$=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Cu/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Ag/SiO$_2$-WI</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/0.5wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/2wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/3wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1*wt%Au/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{[a]}$ – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. WI: wet impregnation method and PPT: precipitation method. $^{[b]}$ - * indicates catalyst calcined between the addition of iron and gold precursors before the final calcination step. $^{[c]}$ – Olefin content (mol percentage) for C$_2$-C$_4$ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P))] × 100. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7 g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 5 hours on stream.
The introduction of a low loading of gold to the catalyst system results in a large improvement in catalyst performance with CO\(_2\) conversion observed to nearly double. When this increase in conversion is combined with the decreased selectivity to CO this leads to an overall increase in HC yield from 2.4 to 8.1 %. A beneficial effect is also observed for the hydrocarbon selectivity. Methane selectivity is decreased and HCs with a change length of up to C\(_4\) are detected. Of the C\(_2\)-C\(_4\) hydrocarbons formed 22.3 % are olefins, a significant improvement over the non-promoted catalyst system.

Despite the overall performance of the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO\(_2\)-PPT catalyst comparing poorly with some previous catalysts reported within this chapter this can be attributed to the preparation method used. The enhanced catalyst performance shown upon the introduction of gold to the catalyst system indicates that gold acts as an effective promoter for iron catalysts utilised for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation with a large influence on C\(_2\)-C\(_4\) olefin selectivity. As a result of these findings, investigations into the iron-gold-silica catalyst systems were extended.

Furthermore, Jalama et al.\(^{[26-27]}\) investigated the effect of gold addition on cobalt based catalysts used for the FT process and found that small amounts were beneficial to catalyst activity. Sakuri and co-workers\(^{[28]}\) investigated gold nanoparticles supported on Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) for the hydrogenation of CO\(_2\) to methanol and found that small amounts of methane were formed in initial catalyst test as well as CO and methanol. No studies were conducted on the Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) support alone however and as such it is not clear as to the promotional effects of the introduction of gold.

TEM images showing the catalyst morphology before gold addition (20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-PPT) and after (20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO\(_2\)-PPT) are shown in Figure 5.8. Little change in morphology is observed upon the inclusion of gold to the catalyst system. A slight decrease in the nano-particle size is, however, observed with the average size decreasing from ca. 3 nm to ca. 2 nm distribution is also slightly narrowed.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the influence of gold on the iron-gold catalyst system several catalysts were prepared containing a range of iron:gold ratios and tested under CO$_2$ hydrogenation conditions. The data obtained from these tests are summarised in Table 5.4. The introduction of 0.5 wt% gold had a similar effect to the addition of 1 wt% of gold with a significant increase in CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield. HC selectivity was also observed to improve with a reduction in methane selectivity and improved selectivity to C$_2$-C$_4$ olefins. This was not to the same extent as the enhanced catalyst performance observed with 1 wt% gold. When gold loading doubled to 2 wt% a slight reduction in CO$_2$ conversion is observed, however, the C$_2$-C$_4$ olefin selectivity increases further to 34.2 % significantly higher than that observed for the non-promoted system. When gold content is increased beyond this point the CO$_2$ conversion remains constant, within experimental error, the methane selectivity increases and selectivity to lower olefins decreases. From this it can determine that in terms of conversion 1 wt% gold is the optimum loading but for the highest selectivity to lower olefins a 2 wt% loading is most efficient.

With the XPS studies suggesting that the gold present within the catalyst system may be coated by iron, further investigations were conducted in an attempt to determine what influence this may have on the catalyst performance. During the preparation of all previous gold containing catalysts the iron and gold precursors are added together and precipitated at the same time. In order to prevent the coating of any gold present the iron component of the system was precipitated first and the system calcined before the subsequent addition of gold. The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO$_2$ catalyst system (* indicating that gold was added after the calcination of the iron component) was then tested under the same reaction conditions with the resulting data shown in Table 5.4. The CO$_2$ conversion value obtained was found to be much closer to that observed for the gold promoted catalyst rather than the non-promoted iron-silica system.
The product distribution was also found to be much closer to the promoted rather than non-promoted system however the catalyst enhancement was not quite as significant. One property that appeared to be improved when prepared using this method was the selectivity to lower olefins with a selectivity of 32.4% rather than 21.6%. This suggests while the coating of the gold within the system by iron does play a role in catalyst performance it is not essential with the other catalyst system performing almost as well.

In order to determine how each of the metal oxide phases alters under reaction conditions XPS studies were conducted on a used catalyst sample. Due to the difficulty in detection of gold by XPS when present in lower loadings the 20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/SiO₂ samples was chosen. Figure 5.9 shows detailed scan of the Fe 2p and Au 4f region of the XPS spectra. A peak at 711.0 is observed in the Fe 2p region, the lack of a satellite peak at 719 eV characteristic of Fe³⁺,[18] easily observed in the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO₂-PPT catalyst before reaction, suggests the presence of iron mainly as Fe₃O₄ after five hours under reaction conditions resulting from the reduction of the Fe₂O₃ phase observed before reaction. This reduction is also supported by the colour change from rust brown to black observed for the catalyst system before and after use. The detailed scan of the Au 4f region after reaction reveals a peak present at 84.1 eV indicating the gold is still present in its metallic, Au⁰,[25] form after being under reaction conditions for 5 hours.

![Figure 5.9 – XPS spectra recoded for 20wt% Fe/4wt% Au/SiO₂ after subject to reaction conditions. (a) Detailed scan of the Fe 2p region. (b) Detailed scan of the Au 4f region.](image)

The improved catalyst performance upon the introduction of gold could be due to an improved WGS shift activity of the catalyst systems. Mixed iron gold systems have recently been attracting significant attention as promising WGS catalysts[29] with the catalysts also proving successful for the RWGS reaction. This increased conversion of CO₂ to CO could aid the formation of higher chain length hydrocarbons due to a high CO:H₂ ratio which can lead to high chain growth probability and an increased likelihood of alkene formation. Another possibility is a reduction in support-iron interactions when gold is present, an effect similar to that postulated by Jalama et al. for mixed cobalt-gold systems.[26] This reduction in support-iron
interactions can lead to an increased reducibility of the iron species which can aid the formation of the active species and so enhance catalyst performance.

XPS analysis of the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-PPT and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO₂-PPT was used to calculate the Fe:Si atomic ratio in order to aid determination of the surface concentration of iron present in each catalyst. A significant increase in this ratio from 0.02 to 0.07 upon the inclusion of gold indicates an enrichment of iron at the catalyst surface, an increase in iron dispersion. An effect similar to this has been witnessed with Co/Au/TiO₂ catalysts by Jalama et al.\textsuperscript{[27]} and could play an important role in the improved catalyst performance upon the introduction of gold to the iron-silica catalyst system.

### 5.3 Promotion of Iron-Silica Catalysts with Group 13 Metals

With the studies down Group 11 revealing some interesting and promising promoters it was decided to conduct an extended study down Group 13. Although gallium did not prove successful when added in high loadings with almost all catalytic activity inhibited upon its introduction (Table 5.2) its content was lowered to 1 wt% in order to determine if any promotional abilities could be observed without high gallium concentrations inhibiting the catalytic activity of the iron-silica system. The addition of low loadings of gallium has been shown to improve the performance of a Ni/SiO₂ CO₂ methanation catalyst\textsuperscript{[30]} with the addition of Ga₂O₃ to the silica support aiding the activation of adsorbed CO₂ resulting in higher CO₂ conversions.

With catalyst tests extended to include an investigation into the promotional abilities down Group 13 20wt%Fe/1wt%Al/SiO₂ and 20wt%Fe/1wt%In/SiO₂ catalysts were also prepared. The use of alumina has been investigated extensively in high loadings as a structural support both for the FT process\textsuperscript{[31]} and CO₂ hydrogenation.\textsuperscript{[32]} The investigations herein, however, focus on the use of small quantities with the oxide formed during the catalyst calcination process and with silica present to act as the catalyst support. Wan et al.\textsuperscript{[33]} have shown that for a multi-promoted iron based FT catalyst altering the ratio of SiO₂ to Al₂O₃ can have a beneficial influence on catalyst performance by reducing some unfavourable SiO₂ - iron interactions. Significantly higher amounts than used here were employed and to the best of the author’s knowledge no similar study has been performed with Fe/SiO₂ CO₂ hydrogenation catalyst particularly with the formation of Al₂O₃ \textit{in situ} during the formation of the iron oxide phase.

Although both aluminium and gallium have both attracted some attention in the field of CO₂ hydrogenation catalysis, focus on the use of indium has so far been very limited.\textsuperscript{[34]}

#### 5.3.1 Catalyst Preparation

Owing to the air and moisture sensitive nature of the promoter precursors (AlCl₃, GaCl₃ and InCl₃) all catalyst systems were prepared under a nitrogen atmosphere using standard Schlenk
line procedures as detailed in Section 2, Chapter 2.7.10. All catalysts prepared using this method are denoted by the suffix –SL.

5.3.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The catalyst systems were analysed using a range of techniques. N₂ physisorption experiments were used to calculate the BET surface area of the prepared catalysts with the results summarised in Table 5.5. Little influence is observed on the surface area upon the introduction of gallium and indium, aluminium however, results in an increased catalyst surface area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst[a]</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m²g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>195.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Al/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>222.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>197.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%In/SiO₂-SL</td>
<td>198.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. SL: Schlenk line technique

XPS studies were conducted in order to determine the metal oxide present for each catalyst with detailed scan for selected regions of each catalyst shown in Figure 5.10. The studies reveal that all catalyst systems possess iron present mainly in the Fe₂O₃ oxide form with little to no change observed for each system upon the introduction of each promoter. The aluminium and indium containing catalyst systems were observed to contain peaks at 74.1 eV and 444.8 eV respectively, indicating their presence in the form of their 3+ oxides: Al₂O₃[25] and In₂O₃[35] {Figure 5.10 (b and c)}. No signals attributable to any gallium species were detected for the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/SiO₂ system. A 1wt%Ga/SiO₂-SL system was tested and yielded a peak at 1118.1 eV attributable to the presence of Ga₂O₃[21] indicating that gallium is in a high enough concentration for detection and that the preparation method is effective which suggests that the lack of a gallium signal could be attributable to the high iron loading attenuating the gallium signal. When a catalyst containing a higher gallium loading was tested Ga₂O₃ was also detected (Figure 5.2) further confirming this possibility.
5.3.3 Catalyst Testing

The CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation ability of each catalyst was tested at atmospheric pressure using Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). Typically 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into the reactor sample cell and reduced under a stream of pure hydrogen at 300 \degree C for 2 hours. Reactions were conducted at 370 \degree C, atmospheric pressure with a H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio of 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. The results obtained are summarised in Table 5.6.

The addition of 1 wt% aluminium to the iron-silica catalyst system appears to have little influence on CO\textsubscript{2} conversion. A dramatic change in product selectivity is observed, however, with CO selectivity increasing greatly resulting in a large drop in HC yield. Product selectivity is also influenced with aluminium inclusion, methane selectivity is increased and no C\textsubscript{3+} hydrocarbons are formed. This alteration in product distribution does result in a slight increase in the olefin selectivity observed for C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} hydrocarbons. It is possible that the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} is not present in high enough quantities to give similar effects to those observed by Wan \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[33]} or that the formation of Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} during the same calcination process as Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} formation resulted in the inactive Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} blocking the iron active sites.

No effect on catalyst performance in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion was observed upon the addition of 1 wt% gallium to the iron-silica catalyst system. A slight change in the CO/HC product ratio is observed, however, this has minimal effect on the HC yield and is within...
experimental error. The hydrocarbon distribution varies to a larger extent with an increase in C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} olefin selectivity observed over the non-promoted system this does however occur along with an increase in methane selectivity.

The inclusion of 1 wt% indium in the Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst system leads to an increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion with little change in CO/HC product distribution. No discernible difference in methane selectivity is observed however a higher C\textsubscript{5+} selectivity is observed. More significantly, a large improvement in alkene selectivity was observed; the C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} olefin selectivity increased from 4 % in the non-promoted system to 22 % with indium present. This indicates that indium is an efficient catalyst promoter for the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} over iron-silica catalysts.

ASF plots for each of the catalyst systems are shown in Figure 5.11. All catalyst systems show straight line plots for a plot of ln(w\textsubscript{n}/n) vs. carbon number, n indicating that all systems produce HCs via the FT process showing that the addition of promoters has no effect on the overall reaction mechanism, which is still occurring through the CO mediated and not methanol mediated process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst^[a]</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)^[b] in C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Al/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/0.5wt%In/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%In/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/2wt%In/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/3wt%In/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/4wt%In/SiO\textsubscript{2}-SL</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\^[a] – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. SL: Schlenk line method
\^[b] – Olefin content (mol percentage) for C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4} hydrocarbons, calculated as \[ \frac{\text{olefin(O)}}{(\text{olefin(O)} + \text{paraffin(P)})} \times 100 \]. Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7 g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 5 hours on stream.
Theoretical investigations conducted by Ye et al.\textsuperscript{[34]} suggested that In$_2$O$_3$ was effective for CO$_2$ activation and also adsorbs hydrogen dissociatively; both properties that could be responsible for the increased CO$_2$ conversion observed upon indium incorporation. In$_2$O$_3$ is also active for the dehydrogenation of propane utilising CO$_2$ as a mild oxidant,\textsuperscript{[36]} hence the high levels of propane observed in this case. Ga$_2$O$_3$ is more traditionally employed in dehydrogenation reactions such as these\textsuperscript{[37]} which could account for the increased preference for olefins observed when gallium is used in low loadings. However, when used in conjunction with iron under the reaction conditions studied indium proves far more effective.

As a result of the initial 20wt%Fe/1wt%In/SiO$_2$-SL catalyst results this system was chosen for further investigation. A range of catalysts were prepared with varying indium loadings. Their CO$_2$ hydrogenation abilities were then examined and the results summarised in Table 5.6. Although the addition of 1 wt% indium improved catalyst performance the benefits of 0.5 wt% indium are significantly larger with CO$_2$ conversion greatly increased. A drop in CO selectivity results in the HC yield increasing from 22.9 % in the non-promoted iron system to 39.3 % with the addition of 0.5 wt% indium. When the indium loading is increased beyond this point the CO$_2$ conversion begins to drop with a 2 wt% loading resulting in conversion values similar to that observed for the non-promoted catalyst system.

The hydrocarbon distribution is also improved greatly upon the addition of 0.5 wt% indium with C$_5^+$ HC selectivity increasing to 2.6 %. While the olefin selectivity is observed to increase when 0.5 wt% indium is added this is to a lesser extent than observed with 1 wt% indium addition. As indium loading is increased beyond 1 wt% the selectivity towards lower olefins is seen to continue to increase with indium loadings of 3 and 4 wt% resulting in C$_2$-C$_4$ olefin selectivities of 65.2 and 65.1 % respectively.

The trends in selectivity and conversion observed suggest that above a loading of 1 wt% indium is present in too high a concentration to effectively promote the iron-silica system and instead begins to block active sites inhibiting CO$_2$ conversion. Since olefin selectivity continues
to increase with higher indium loadings this suggests that the trends observed with CO₂ conversion and product selectivity are unrelated. Instead the increased In₂O₃ present in catalysts with higher indium loadings means there is a higher quantity of active sights for the dehydrogenation reaction it is active for resulting in increasing amounts of olefin products.

In order to determine how the iron and indium metal oxides varied under reaction conditions XPS studies were conducted on a used catalyst sample. The 20wt%Fe/4wt%In/SiO₂ system was chosen as it was envisioned that the relatively high indium loading would give clearer indium signals. Figure 5.12 shows detailed scans of the Fe 2p and In 3d regions of the spectrum. In the iron region of the spectrum an Fe 2p 3/2 peak is observed at 711.0 eV, the lack of a satellite peak at 719 eV, characteristic of Fe³⁺,[18] suggests that this peak can be mainly attributed to Fe₃O₄ formed by the reduction of the Fe₂O₃ observed before reaction. This is further supported by the colour change from rust brown to black observed for the catalyst system before and after use. An indium 3d 5/2 peak observed at 444.3 eV matches well with literature values observed for In₂O₃[35] and indicates that the indium oxide component of the system is not reduced under reaction conditions and is available as In₂O₃ both for CO₂ activation as suggested by Ye et al.[34] and as an active site for the dehydrogenation of paraffins as reported by Chen et al.[36]

![Figure 5.12 – XPS spectra recorded for (a) Fe 2p and (b) In 3d regions for 20wt% Fe/1wt% In/SiO₂-SL after catalyst use.](image-url)

5.4 Co-Promotion with Pd-Ga and Pd-Au
Mixed gallium-palladium systems have been shown to successfully hydrogenate CO₂ for the formation of methanol at elevated pressures.[38] As such studies were conducted on the introduction of gallium and palladium simultaneously to the iron-silica catalysts studied so far in order to determine if this could enhance the catalytic activity.

The use of palladium–gold based catalyst systems has also been gaining significant attention as a promising hydrogenation catalyst.[39] Despite this increased interest they have not so far been employed either as promoter or as a standalone system for the hydrogenation of CO₂.
5.4.1 Catalyst Preparation

The catalyst systems studied within this section were prepared via one of two preparation methods. Due to the air sensitive nature of the gallium precursor (GaCl₃) any system containing gallium and the associated systems for comparison were prepared using standard Schlenk line techniques as detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.10.

As with the gold systems investigated in Section 5.2 any catalyst system containing gold, or prepared for comparison with the gold-based systems were prepared using the co-precipitation preparation method detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.11.

For each of the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-SL and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-PPT systems tested catalysts containing 20wt%Fe/SiO₂ and 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ were prepared and tested using the co-precipitation and Schlenk line based techniques for comparison.

5.4.2 Catalyst Characterisation

N₂ physisorption experiments were utilised for the determination of the BET surface areas for the prepared catalysts. The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-SL catalyst was found to have a surface area of 218.2 m²g⁻¹, higher than that observed for the iron only and gallium promoted catalyst systems indicating that palladium can aid an increase in surface area. The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-PPT was found to possess a surface area of 288.7 m²g⁻¹ intermediate between the iron only and gold promoted catalyst systems.

The prepared catalyst systems were also investigated using XPS analysis with detailed scans of selected areas shown in Figure 5.13. Studies on the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-SL system revealed iron present mainly in the Fe₂O₃ oxide form as indicated by a 2p 3/2 peak present at 710.9 eV and a satellite peak at ca. 719 eV. Peaks attributable to palladium were observed at 337.3 eV indicating the presence of palladium as PdO. As with the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/SiO₂ system discussed in Section 5.3.2 no peaks due the presence of gallium could be detected suggesting that a high iron loading could again be attenuating the gallium signal.

The 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-PPT catalyst system again showed the presence of iron as Fe₂O₃ (Figure 5.13 (c I)) however no peaks attributable to the presence of gold or palladium were detectible. Again this suggests similar problems to those observed with the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/SiO₂-PPT system discussed in Section 5.2.2. When a catalyst system containing higher loadings of both palladium and gold (20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/4wt%Pd/SiO₂-PPT) was analysed under the same conditions a palladium peak at 337.5 eV was observed along with a peak at 83.4 eV attributable to gold. This indicates the presence of gold in the metallic Au⁰ form and palladium as PdO. This further confirms that iron could be blocking the signal at lower loadings. The Fe 2p region for the 20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/4wt%Pd/SiO₂-PPT catalyst system
{Figure 5.13 (c II)} showed little change from the system containing lower gold and palladium loadings indicating they have little effect on the iron species within the system after calcination.

![Figure 5.13](image)

**Figure 5.13**—(a) XPS spectra recorded in the Fe 2p region for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-SL. (b) Detailed scan of the Pd 3d region recorded for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-SL(I) and 20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT (II). (c) Fe 2p region for 20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT (I) and 20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT (II). (d) Detailed scan of the Au 4f region for 20wt%Fe/4wt%Au/4wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT.

5.4.3 Catalyst Testing

The Fe-Ga-Pd-SiO$_2$ and Fe-Au-Pd-SiO$_2$ and related catalyst systems were investigated for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability, the data obtained from these tests is summarised in Table 5.7. The promotion of the 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-SL catalyst system with gallium and palladium resulted in an increased CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield. A strong influence on HC distribution was also observed; methane selectivity dropped with an increase in C$_5^+$ hydrocarbons. A large reduction in olefin selectivity was observed with all products formed being saturated hydrocarbons. Despite the reported effectiveness of Ga-Pd catalyst systems for methanol formation\cite{41} no oxygenates were detected in the products stream. The formed HCs still follow the ASF distribution as shown in Figure 5.14, showing HCs are still being formed by the FT process i.e. CO$_2$ hydrogenation is occurring via the CO mediated mechanism. This lack of methanol formation is likely a combination of high iron loading and perhaps more significantly the much lower reaction pressures used for catalyst testing. A similar effect is noted at lower pressures with the copper and zinc catalysts studied in Section 5.1.3.
Table 5.7 – Catalytic data obtained for CO$_2$ hydrogenation tests for dual promoted Au-Pd and Ga-Pd catalyst and associated systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst$^[a]$</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)$^[b]$ in C$_2$-C$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-SL</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>68.9, 0.0, 19.4, 0.9, 8.6, 2.0, 0.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-SL</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>54.9, 0.0, 21.8, 5.4, 4.8, 4.8, 5.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-SL</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>55.9, 0.0, 25.5, 0.0, 3.5, 3.5, 0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>95.9, 0.0, 4.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>78.8, 0.0, 14.4, 0.2, 1.7, 1.7, 0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/1wt%Au/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-PPT</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>83.1, 0.0, 12.7, 0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^[a]$ – Suffix indicates the preparation method used for each catalyst. SL: Schlenk line method and PPT: precipitation method $^[b]$ – Olefin content (mol percentage) for C$_2$-C$_4$ hydrocarbons, calculated as \([\text{olefin(O)} / (\text{olefin(O)} + \text{paraffin(P)}) \times 100]\). Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7 g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 5 hours on stream.
The catalyst results obtained via co-promotion with gallium and palladium compare favourably with the system promoted only with gallium (Table 5.6) with a higher CO$_2$ conversion, lower methane selectivity and higher chain growth probability. The increased selectivity to lower olefins observed for the Fe-Ga-SiO$_2$ is, however, lost upon palladium introduction.

When the 20wt%Fe/1wt%Ga/1wt%Pd/SiO$_2$-SL catalyst system is compared with the palladium only promoted system the results are less favourable. The addition of palladium alone results in a more significant enhancement both in terms of CO$_2$ conversion and hydrocarbon selectivity. CO$_2$ conversion is increased to 52.5 % which is combined with a reduction in methane selectivity to 55 %, more significantly this also results in a significant increase in selectivity to C$_3$+ hydrocarbons increasing from 0.3 % to 5.9 %. The percentage olefin products in C$_2$-C$_4$ HCs is also improved. This suggests that under the reaction conditions tested gallium inhibits the promotional abilities of palladium in the Fe-Ga-Pd-SiO$_2$ system.

The addition of 1 wt% palladium to the 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-PPT resulted in a significant increase in CO$_2$ conversion along with a reduction in methane selectivity and a slightly higher proportion of C$_3$-C$_4$ olefins. This catalyst performance compares favourably with the addition of 1wt% gold (Table 5.4) with a slightly higher CO$_2$ conversion and C$_2$+ selectivity.

Upon the combination of gold and palladium as co-promoters for the precipitation prepared 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst a large improvement in CO$_2$ conversion is observed from 8.8 % to 37.4 %, higher than the enhancement observed when gold and palladium are used alone. The selectivity towards methane remains similar to that observed for the gold only promoted system at ca. 83 %. This is slightly higher than that observed for the Fe-Pd-SiO$_2$-PPT system, the superior product distribution does however occur at the cost of a much lower hydrocarbon yield relative to the Fe-Au-Pd-SiO$_2$-PPT. Both palladium and gold-palladium promoted systems continue to follow the ASF distribution (Figure 5.14) indicating little effect on the overall reaction mechanism upon their introduction.

![Figure 5.14 – ASF plots for the iron-silica catalyst along with the palladium and mixed palladium-gallium promoted catalysts (a) and palladium and mixed palladium-gold promoted catalysts (b). Calculated alpha values are tabulated.](image-url)
5.5 Chapter Conclusions

The promotional ability of several metals on a mixed iron-silica catalyst has been investigated. High loadings (10wt%) proved to generally inhibit the activity of the iron system with XPS suggesting this could be due to the blocking of the active iron component of the catalyst. The introduction of 1 wt% of Group 11 metals was investigated with the addition of 1 wt% gold proving the most successful of the Group 11 metals added resulting in an increased CO$_2$ conversion, a higher selectivity to lower olefins and a larger quantity of heavier hydrocarbons. A range of gold loadings were tested with 1 wt% proving optimum in terms of conversion and 2 wt% giving the highest selectivity to lower olefins. The improved catalyst activity can likely be attributed to an increased WGS activity of the catalyst system and a higher iron distribution upon the inclusion of gold. The dual promotion of iron-silica systems with a combination of gold and palladium resulted in a significant increase in CO$_2$ conversion from 8.8 % to 37.4 % outperforming both the gold and palladium only promoted systems.

An investigation into the effect of the introduction of 1 wt% of three Group 13 metals was also undertaken. The addition of gallium resulted in a slight increase in selectivity to lower olefins. The inclusion of indium however proved far more effective with low loadings resulting in a significant increase in CO$_2$ conversion likely due to In$_2$O$_3$ aiding the activation of CO$_2$. The selectivity to lower olefins was also significantly improved upon the addition of indium, with higher loadings resulting in increasing selectivity towards C$_2$-C$_4$ olefins. This increase in quantity of olefins can be attributed to the dehydrogenation of paraffins across the In$_2$O$_3$ component of the catalyst system.

5.6 Future Work

With the large improvement in CO$_2$ conversion obtained upon the dual promotion of the Fe/SiO$_2$-PPT with palladium and gold, this system warrants further investigation. Thus far only a 1:1 ratio of gold to palladium has been trailed with total promoter loading of 2 wt%. Optimisation of this catalyst system through variation of both the Pd:Au ratio and overall loading may result in further improvements to the catalyst performance.

The significant increase in selectivity to lower olefins observed upon the addition of indium to the iron-silica catalyst system suggests further investigations into the use of indium as a promoter for CO$_2$ hydrogenation should be carried out. The addition of indium in combination with other well-known promoters for iron-based CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalysts, such as potassium, could yield further improvements both in terms of CO$_2$ conversion values and selectivity to lower olefins.
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6 Further Investigations into CO$_2$ hydrogenation over an Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst.

Further studies into the effects of the silica support properties on the performance of an iron-silica catalyst have been conducted with both the pore size and particle diameter having a large effect on catalyst performance both in terms of CO$_2$ conversion and product selectivity. Investigations were extended to include the influence of reaction conditions such as WHSV, pressure and temperature. From these studies information on activation energies, mass transfer limitations and reaction mechanisms was derived.

While the catalyst composition can have a drastic impact on the CO$_2$ hydrogenation reaction (as observed in previous chapters) there are a number of other factors that must also be taken into account. These include the reaction conditions; temperature, pressure, flow rate and ratio of the reactants, H$_2$ and CO$_2$. The morphology of the catalyst particles used can also influence the reaction.

This chapter focuses on the effects each of the reaction conditions and the morphology of the catalyst particles have on the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ over an iron catalyst. Studies are also extended to include a basic kinetic investigation in order to gain a deeper understanding of the processes occurring and what may be limiting the conversion of CO$_2$. For all studies conducted within this chapter a 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst was used in order to keep the system as non-complex as possible, eliminating any influence a promoter may have.

There are seven main steps typically involved in a reaction over a heterogeneous catalyst. A simplified illustration of these seven steps is shown in Figure 6.1. The first step involves the diffusion of any reactants from the bulk gas-phase to the surface of the solid catalyst this is referred to as external diffusion.

In order to obtain a high catalyst surface area, giving a better dispersion of the active component, heterogeneous catalysts tend to be supported on porous supports. As a result of the catalyst’s porous nature the largest part of the active surface is in the interior of the catalyst. This means that in order to reach the active component of the catalyst the majority of the reactants must first diffuse into the catalyst; this is the second step and is referred to as internal diffusion. The third step involves the adsorption of the reactants to the catalyst surface. Once completed the surface reaction can take place, this is the fourth step. After the reaction is completed the products must then desorb from the catalyst surface, diffuse through the porous structure of the catalyst and away from the surface back to the bulk gas phase, steps 5, 6 and 7 respectively, as shown in Figure 6.1.
In order to obtain optimum performance from a catalyst system it is of vital importance to understand which of the above steps are responsible for limiting the conversion be it a mass transfer effect, the adsorption/desorption of reactant and products or the surface reaction itself. In the same vein of thought it is important to gain an understanding of the kinetics of the reaction as this can lead to insights into what is limiting the catalyst/reaction performance while also giving us the ability to investigate reaction mechanisms both of which can aid the development of more efficient and better performing systems while also allowing simulation of the reactions.

With the industrial interest shown in both the FT and WGS reactions, kinetic investigations into both of these processes has received a great deal of attention in the literature.\cite{1} Despite the significant interest in the WGS reaction kinetic studies of the RWGS reaction have so far remained limited.\cite{2} Kinetic studies for the overall process of CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation have attracted even less attention with very few studies published.\cite{3}

### 6.1 Investigations into Silica Support Effects on Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2}

From the studies conducted on Fe-Pd catalysts in Chapter 4 we know that the particle and pore size of the silica support used can have a dramatic effect on the performance of the catalyst even if the composition of the catalyst is kept constant. Studies in Section 4.4, Chapter 4 in fact showed that the silica properties had the largest influence on the performance of the catalyst in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and HC distribution.

Both the particle size and pore diameter can have a large influence on the mass transfer properties of the catalyst with smaller particle sizes meaning there are more active sites

---

**Figure 6.1 – A simplified illustration of the seven main steps involved in a simple reaction occurring over a heterogeneous catalyst**
available on the particle surface relative to internally and as such the internal diffusion stage becomes less significant. The pore diameter of the silica support can also influence the ease of diffusion and as such the mass transfer.

6.1.1 Catalyst Preparation

In order to investigate the influence of the silica support properties a range of catalysts were prepared using various silica with different particle sizes and pore diameters. The properties of each silica utilised for these tests are summarised in Table 6.1. Each catalyst was prepared using the standard wet impregnation method detailed in full in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.12. The iron content was kept constant for all catalysts with only the silica used altered, the rest of the preparation technique was kept constant. Catalysts are herein labelled 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-X where X indicates the pore size of the silica support used as defined in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 – Reported properties of each silica used within this chapter as a catalyst support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silica Denotement</th>
<th>Pore Size (Å)</th>
<th>Particle Size (µm)</th>
<th>Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>35-70</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>250-500</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-60$_b$[a]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>525$^{[b]}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Subscript b indicates a larger particle size and is used to distinguish between the two silica with 60 Å pores. [b] – Surface area calculated by BET as no value was reported by Davisil.

6.1.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The surface areas of each of the prepared catalysts were determined by N$_2$ physisorption studies with the results summarised in Table 6.2. The addition of 20wt% iron to the silica support generally results in a decreased surface area most likely due to the filling of pores an effect often observed with similar catalyst systems.$^{[4]}$ The extent of surface area reduction upon iron introduction decreases with larger pore sizes which further supports this theory with the SiO$_2$-500 supported catalysts showing no decrease in surface area with iron addition. Generally a larger pore diameter silica shows a lower surface area. A smaller particle size, however, appears to have little effect on the catalyst’s surface area with both catalysts supported on a silica with a 60 Å pore diameter giving similar surface areas with little difference in the reduction observed when iron is incorporated into the system.
Table 6.2 – BET surface areas calculated for each Fe/SiO₂ catalysts with various silica supports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m²g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>371.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-250</td>
<td>215.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-150</td>
<td>222.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60₀</td>
<td>396.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEM analysis was also carried out on each sample with the results summarised in Figure 6.2 the apparent particle size observed for each system is shown as an inset in the form of a histogram. Increasing the silica pore size from 60 to 150 to 250 Å increases the apparent particle size as assessed using TEM studies. A slight increase is observed between 60 and 150 Å followed by a significant jump when increased to 250 Å. The catalyst supported on this silica shows relatively large nano-particles evenly distributed between 30 and 90 nm. No distinct nano-particles were observed upon TEM analysis of the SiO₂-500 supported system. The silica particle size appears to have little influence on particle distribution with both silica possessing a 60 Å pore diameter giving very similar nano-particle distributions.
6.1.3 **Catalyst Testing**

For initial tests 1.0 g of each catalyst was mechanically mixed with 10 g of inert silicon carbide so the packing of the catalyst bed would not play a significant role. This mix was then loaded into a ½ inch external diameter, 10 cm length stainless steel tube and held in place using quartz wool. This sample cell was then loaded into Reactor 1. Full details of this set up are given in Chapter 2 Section 2.2. All catalysts were pre-treated at 300 °C for 2 hours under a flow of 50 sccm pure hydrogen. With the reduction phase completed the reactor was heater to reaction temperature under a flow of argon before the feed-gas was replaced with a 3:1 ratio of H₂:CO₂.

For more information on reaction procedure please refer to Section 2.3, Chapter 2. Conversions, yields and product selectivities were calculated as an average of the last four hours on stream. The data is summarised in Table 6.3
Table 6.3 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt% Fe/SiO₂ catalysts systems with various support properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst(^{[a]})</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60 (Diluted)</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-250 (Diluted)</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-500 (Diluted)</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60 (Diluted)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>78.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-150 (Diluted)</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-250</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-60 (Diluted)</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Fe/SiO₂-150</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{[a]}\) Catalyst were either diluted in SiC (1 g catalyst in 10 g SiC) and packed into a 100 mm in length \(\frac{1}{2}\) inch external diameter catalyst bed, labelled diluted, or were tested in a non-diluted packed bed 130 mm in length \(\frac{1}{4}\) inch external diameter. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H\(_2\):CO\(_2\) ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 4 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.
Upon comparison of the results obtained from the catalysts supported on SiO$_2$-60, SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500 it is possible to see the influence of the pore diameter as all possess the same particle size. Figure 6.3 (a) shows how the CO$_2$ conversion value obtained increases steadily with increasing silica pore diameter. Product distribution is also strongly influenced as shown in Figure 6.3 (b). As the diameter of the pore is increased methane selectivity drops with a concurrent increase in selectivity to heavier C$_2$+ HCs. Despite the fact that SiO$_2$-150 has a different silica particle size when plotted on the same axis as the SiO$_2$-60, SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500 supported systems it shows only a slight deviation from the trend observed (white markers, Figure 6.3) indicating that for a diluted catalyst test such as this the catalyst particle size does not play a significant role. This is further confirmed by comparing the results obtained from the SiO$_2$-60 and SiO$_2$-60b supported catalyst systems which despite large differences in particle size show very similar catalytic results.

![Figure 6.3 - Plots showing (a) the variation of CO$_2$ conversion with increasing pore diameter and (b) the differing hydrocarbon distribution observed with larger pore diameters. Solid black markers represent silica particles with a same average size, white markers show SiO$_2$-150 with a larger particle diameter.](image)

Based on the minimal difference in catalyst performance based on silica particle size it suggests that under these test conditions the reaction is not limited by internal diffusion. This suggests that the differences observed for catalysts with differing pore diameters is not due entirely to their effects on internal diffusion. Similar results have been observed with cobalt-based Fischer-Tropsch catalysts and in these instances the enhanced catalyst performance observed with larger pore diameters has been attributed to the larger cobalt crystallites formed in the presence of larger pores.$^{[5]}$ It is entirely possible that a similar effect is occurring here with these iron-silica catalysts. While the crystallite size cannot be determined by XRD as the catalysts tested showed no diffraction peaks attributable to the iron phases, the TEM studies conducted (Figure 6.2) do however show a difference in particle size which support this.

With all catalyst tests conducted in previous chapters being carried out in an un-diluted packed bed reactor each of the catalysts were tested again in this manner. 0.7 g of catalyst was
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packed into a 130 mm long, ¼ inch external diameter reactor. The remainder of the catalyst test procedure remained the same. For the full experimental procedure please refer to Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

As with the diluted catalyst tests there was no significant deviation in the CO₂ conversion or the product selectivity with time on stream with all catalysts appearing stable over the 5 hour period of the test. The catalytic data obtained is summarised in Table 6.3.

All catalyst tests conducted in a non-diluted packed bed show a significantly higher CO₂ conversion. The CO₂ conversion is observed to increase with increasing silica pore diameter as observed with the diluted tests as shown in Figure 6.4 (a). The increase observed between SiO₂-250 and SiO₂-500 is however not as significant. A higher selectivity to CO over HCs is also observed for the SiO₂-500 catalyst system resulting in a drop in HC yield when the silica pore size is increased from 250 Å to 500 Å. The hydrocarbon distribution improves with larger silica pore diameters with a reduction in methane selectivity and a larger amount of C₂+ HCs formed {Figure 6.4 (b)}. This is the same trend observed for the diluted catalyst tests.

Unlike the catalyst tests conducted in a diluted bed when SiO₂-150 is plotted on the same axis {white marker Figure 6.4 (a)} as SiO₂-60, SiO₂-250 and SiO₂-500 the CO₂ conversion shows a distinct difference from the trend observed indicating that for a non-diluted catalyst test the particle size plays a far more important role. When product selectivity is compared however {Figure 6.4 (b)} the difference is significantly smaller. A similar trend in conversion is observed when comparing SiO₂-60 and SiO₂-60ₜ with a lower CO₂ conversion observed with a larger silica particle size.

![Figure 6.4](image-url)

Figure 6.4 – Plots showing (a) the variation of CO₂ conversion with increasing pore diameter and (b) the differing hydrocarbon distribution observed with larger pore diameters. Solid black markers represent silica particles with a same average size, white markers show SiO₂-500 with a larger particle diameter.

The above results illustrate that properties of the silica support can strongly affect the performance of the catalyst. The effect of pore size on internal diffusion cannot be determined simply by varying the diameter of the silica pore size as this can influence other properties of
the catalyst such as the nano-particle size. The influence of the silica particle size appears to have more of an influence on an un-diluted packed bed suggesting that this could be due to the packing efficiency in combination with mass transfer effects. Further studies are required to investigate these effects in more detail.

6.2 Influence of Reaction Temperature

The reaction temperature can significantly influence the reaction. With the hydrogenation of CO\(_2\) consisting of a two-step process, the endothermic RWGS reaction (Equation 6.1) followed by the exothermic FT process (Equation 6.2) this adds further complications.\(^6\) Studies have shown that the effects of temperature on the Fischer-Tropsch are significant with a higher temperature generally leading to a poorer product distribution with high methane selectivity.\(^1\) Generally, with the RWGS reaction being endothermic, higher reaction temperatures lead to larger conversions. This means that in order to get high CO\(_2\) conversion and good selectivity towards the heavier hydrocarbons a compromise on temperature must be reached illustrating the importance of reaction temperature particularly with CO\(_2\) hydrogenation.

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{rH}^{\circ}_{298} = 41 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

*Equation 6.1 – The reverse water-gas shift reaction*

\[
\text{CO} + 2 \text{H}_2 \rightarrow (\text{CH}_2) + \text{H}_2\text{O}, \Delta_{rH}^{\circ}_{298} = -152 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\]

*Equation 6.2 – The Fischer-Tropsch process*

The CO\(_2\) conversion obtainable over the iron catalysts tested thus far is dependent on the effectiveness of the RWGS reaction as CO\(_2\) must first be converted to CO before HCs can be formed. The RWGS reaction is an equilibrium process (Equation 6.1) and so the equilibrium position will affect the maximum CO\(_2\) conversion possible. Gibbs free energy calculations indicate that in the temperature range under investigation equilibrium constraints exist as such the equilibrium conversion of CO\(_2\) has been calculated.

The calculated CO\(_2\) equilibrium conversion values are shown to increase with increasing temperature, as would be expected with the endothermic nature of the reaction (see Figure 6.5). A maximum conversion of *ca.* 20 % is observed at 300 °C and is just above 40 % at 450 °C, a temperature above that normally utilised in FT catalysis in order to obtain good product selectivity. These initial conversion calculations only take into account the RWGS component of the process and since the overall process also includes a second FT step which consumes CO a second calculation was also conducted to take this into account. A measurable increase in equilibrium CO\(_2\) conversion is observed when 90 % of the formed CO is removed. This shifts the equilibrium position and as a result the CO\(_2\) conversion values obtainable up to *ca.* 50 % at 300 °C and close to 80 % at 450 °C.
6.2.1 Catalyst Testing

For investigations into the effect of temperature on CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation the 20wt%Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2}-250 catalyst system was chosen as it showed the highest HC yield of the catalysts tested. Catalyst tests were conducted in Reactor 1 in an undiluted packed bed. Full details of the general procedure are detailed in Section 2.3, Chapter 2. The test was repeated seven times at various temperatures from 230 °C to 430 °C. The results obtained from these catalyst tests are summarised in Table 6.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>70.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.*
CO₂ conversion values are observed to increase with increasing temperature as predicted by the thermodynamic calculations discussed earlier. A comparison plot showing how the measured CO₂ conversion compares to the calculated equilibrium conversion is shown in Figure 6.6. At temperatures below 280 °C the rate of RWGS reaction is slow and the equilibrium conversion is not reached. At a temperature of 280 °C the measured CO₂ conversion value matches the equilibrium conversion however at temperatures above this CO₂ conversion values exceed the calculated equilibrium conversions for the RWGS reaction alone. At these temperatures the rate of HC formation is high and so CO consumption should be taken into account, giving a higher possible CO₂ conversion. This was found to be higher than the CO₂ conversion values obtained suggesting that either the CO consumption is not as high as the 90 % modelled or there are processes other than the equilibrium constraints limiting CO₂ conversion. At temperatures about 300 °C conversion shows no further increase.

![Figure 6.6 – Measured CO₂ conversion values resulting from CO₂ hydrogenation over 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-250 (0.7g catalyst, 3:1 H₂:CO₂ ratio, total flow 8 sccm). Calculated equilibrium conversion curves shown for comparison.](image)

Product selectivity is significantly influenced by the temperature of the reaction. Generally a lower reaction temperature in the FT process favours the formation of longer chained HCs.¹ Figure 6.7 (a), showing the variation of hydrocarbon distribution with temperature, illustrates that the same is not initially the case with CO₂ hydrogenation. Initially a high methane selectivity is observed this can likely be attributed to the low rate of the RWGS reaction which means although CO is being formed the H₂/CO ratio is relatively high so a poor selectivity to heavier HCs is observed. As the temperature is increased and a larger amount of CO is formed the H₂/CO ratio is lowered and the formation of heavier hydrocarbons is favoured.
ASF plots for each temperature are also shown in Figure 6.7 (b) with the calculated chain growth probabilities tabulated in Figure 6.7 (c).

![Figure 6.7 - (a) Plot showing the variation of hydrocarbon distribution with temperature. (b) ASF plots recorded for each temperature. (c) Calculated chain growth probabilities.](image)

A reaction temperature of 330 °C gives the highest chain growth probability (0.43) with the highest selectivity to C₅+ hydrocarbons. When the reaction temperature is increased beyond this point selectivity to methane increases as has been seen previously with FT systems. A concurrent decrease in calculated α values is also observed.

The effect of temperature was further investigated using the Arrhenius equation (Equation 6.3). It allows the calculation of the activation energy of CO₂ hydrogenation which in this instance corresponds to the activation energy of the RWGS reaction as all CO₂ converted whether to HCs or CO must first proceed via the RWGS reaction. It is also possible to calculate the activation energy for the hydrogenation of CO₂ to hydrocarbons based on the HC yield results. According to the Arrhenius equation a plot of ln(k) against 1/T should give a straight line with a gradient of $-E_a/R$ from which the activation energy can be calculated.

$$k = A e^{-E_a/RT}$$  

**Equation 6.3 – The Arrhenius equation**

Since the rate of reaction is proportional to the conversion and yield this allows the calculation of activation energy based on a plot of the natural log of conversion/yield (ln(X)/ln(Y)) against 1/T. It must be noted, however, that under these conditions the intercept is no longer equivalent to the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor. Figure 6.8 shows the Arrhenius plot for the process based on conversion of CO₂ and HC yield.
As stated if the reaction obeyed the Arrhenius equation a linear relationship would be expected. The plot shown in Figure 6.8 however shows two distinct sections. At lower temperatures (between 230 °C and 300 °C) a linear relationship is observed indicating that the overall rate of CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield is controlled by the rate of the surface reaction and as such the plot can be used to calculate the activation energies associated with each process in this region. At higher temperatures (> 300 °C) both plots plateau. This is likely due to a higher rate of surface reaction due to an increased temperature which in turn leads to a mass transfer limitation of the overall process. This mass transfer limitation observed provides an explanation for the levelling off of the CO$_2$ conversion values observed in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.6.

The activation energies for CO$_2$ conversion and HC formation were calculated from the lower temperature data points and are shown in Figure 6.8. As mentioned earlier due to the fact that all CO$_2$ must first be converted to CO via the RWGS reaction regardless of final product, the activation energy of 59.3 kJmol$^{-1}$ obtained from the CO$_2$ conversion is the activation energy of the FT process over this particular catalyst. This value of 59.3 kJmol$^{-1}$ is close to literature values previously reported for this reaction over iron-based catalysts.$^7$ An activation energy of 107.4 kJmol$^{-1}$ was calculated for the conversion of CO$_2$ to hydrocarbons.

In order to gain a better understanding of the effect of temperature on the processes involved in the overall hydrogenation of CO$_2$ catalyst tests were conducted over a range of temperatures with a CO/H$_2$ feed to fully establish the effect on the FT component of the process. For the catalyst tests all reaction conditions were kept the same as the analogous CO$_2$ hydrogenation temperature range tests with the exception of the feed-gas. For all CO fed tests the H$_2$/CO ratio was changed to 2:1 to reflect the ratio that would be present had all CO$_2$ been converted to CO. (CO$_2$ + 3H$_2$ $\rightleftharpoons$ CO + 2H$_2$ + H$_2$O). For these experiments the effects of water formed from the RWGS reaction have not been taken into account although it has been shown...
Full details of the catalyst testing procedure are shown in Section 2.3, Chapter 2. The data obtained from these studies is summarized in Table 6.5.

CO conversion is seen to steadily increase with increasing temperatures with values much larger than CO₂ hydrogenation observed, as would be expected, since the FT process does not first have to proceed via RWGS reaction. The fact the FT reaction does not involve the RWGS reaction means that the process is also not equilibrium controlled like CO₂ hydrogenation. Conversion values and HC yields are not seen to stabilize at higher temperature as observed with the analogous, CO₂ fed, reaction. This suggests that the FT process is not mass transfer limited even at higher temperatures.

The results summarised in Table 6.5 show a large CO₂ yield with the higher temperatures showing a selectivity to CO₂ over HC of just over 50%. This indicates that the catalysts show a good activity for the WGS reaction. This is often observed with iron-based FT catalysts and this WGS activity is one of the main reasons iron was chosen as the main active component as WGS catalysts are often also active for the RWGS reaction. This does, however, indicate that under the reaction conditions studied thus far a larger quantity of the CO formed from the RWGS reaction under CO₂ hydrogenation conditions may be converted back to CO₂.
Table 6.5 – Catalytic data obtained for CO hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-250 catalysts over a range of temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>CO Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO$_2$ Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C$_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H$_2$:CO ratio 2:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.
Figure 6.9 (a) shows the variation of hydrocarbon distribution with increasing temperature. At temperatures below 280 °C no hydrocarbons are formed. As temperatures are increased the selectivity to methane is reduced until 330 °C where the highest selectivity to C2+ HCs is observed. This appears to contradict what has been reported previously where lower reaction temperatures give better selectivity to heavier HC products.\textsuperscript{[1a]} An Anderson Schulz Flory plot (Figure 6.6 (b)) was utilised to calculate the chain growth probabilities for the 20wt%Fe/SiO\textsubscript{2}-250 catalyst at the various reaction temperatures investigated; the results are tabulated in Figure 6.6 (c). As the temperature is increased the chain growth probability decreases as would be expected based on previous FT studies.\textsuperscript{[1a]} This suggests that the lower selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons observed at 280 and 300 °C could possibly be an artefact of the poor conversion observed at these temperatures.

![Figure 6.9](image1.png)

(a) - Hydrocarbon Distribution
(b) – Anderson Schulz Flory Distribution
(c) – Chain growth probabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>280</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>330</th>
<th>380</th>
<th>430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain Growth Probability, α</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.9 - (a) The variation of hydrocarbon selectivity with temperature. (b) ASF plots recorded for each temperature (c) Calculated chain growth probabilities.

Figure 6.10 shows Arrhenius plots for (a) the formation of hydrocarbons from the FT process and (b) the formation of CO\textsubscript{2} from the WGS reaction. Figure 6.10 (a) shows a linear relationship between the natural log of the HC yield and 1/T indicating that the system follows Arrhenius behaviour with no mass transport limitations at higher temperatures as observed with the CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation process. From this the activation energy of FT can be calculated as 39.4 kJmol\textsuperscript{-1}. This value is lower than the majority of values reported in the literature for the FT process.\textsuperscript{[3a]} Activation energy has however been demonstrated to show a strong dependence on the catalyst used.\textsuperscript{[9]} The fact there is no observable mass transfer limit over the range of temperatures investigated suggests that it is a mass transfer limit on the RWGS reaction that is inhibiting CO\textsubscript{2} conversion in Figure 6.6. The activation energy for the conversion of CO\textsubscript{2} to hydrocarbons (107.4 kJmol\textsuperscript{-1}) appears closely related to the sum of the activation energies of
CO formation from the RWGS reaction (59.3 kJmol⁻¹) and the conversion of CO to HCs via the FT process (39.4 kJmol⁻¹).

Figure 6.10 - Arrhenius plots for 20wt% Fe/SiO₂-250 (2:1 H₂:CO, total flow 8 sccm). (a) Hydrocarbon formation via the Fischer-Tropsch process. (b) CO₂ formation via the WGS reaction.

Figure 6.10 (b) shows the Arrhenius plot for the WGS reaction calculated from the CO₂ yield. A linear relationship is observed again suggesting that there are no mass transport limitations on the reaction as observed with the RWGS reaction in the CO₂ hydrogenation studies. An activation energy of 36.3 kJ mol⁻¹ was calculated for CO₂ formation via the WGS reaction over this catalyst system.

6.3 Influence of External Diffusion

External diffusion can play an important role in the reaction. It determines how fast reactants can get to the catalyst and how fast products can get away. As such if the external diffusion is slow relative to the rate of the reaction taking place on the catalyst surface it can limit the overall reaction rate.

6.3.1 Influence of Flow Rate

In order to investigate the effects of external diffusion in more detail further catalyst tests were conducted to study the influence of feed-gas flow rate. For these studies the 20wt%Fe/SiO₂-250 catalyst used for the previous investigations into the effects of temperature was utilised. Full catalyst test details are given in Section 2.3, Chapter 2. All parameters were kept consistent with previous tests with the exception of the total flow of the CO₂/H₂ feed gas. H₂/CO₂ ratio was kept at 3:1 with total flow increased from 8 sccm through 12 and 16 to 20 sccm.

The variation of flow showed little to no influence on the catalyst stability with CO₂ conversion values and product selectivity remaining relatively unchanged with increasing time on stream. The data obtained from each catalyst test is summarised in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt% Fe/SiO₂-250 catalysts over a range of flows/residence times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Flow (sccm)</th>
<th>WHSV (h⁻¹)</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO ratio 2:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

Figure 6.11 – (a) A plot showing the variation in rate with increasing WHSV (b) A Plot showing the variation in CO₂ conversion/HC yield with increasing τ₀ₘ₀₃
Generally as the flow of the CO$_2$/H$_2$ feed gas is increased CO$_2$ conversion is observed to decrease steadily, a trend also observed with the HC yield. With increasing flow HC selectivity is shifted towards methane and away from the more desirable, heavier HCs. Figure 6.11 (a) shows a plot of average reaction rate over the course of each catalyst test against the weight hourly space velocity (WHSV). The rate of CO$_2$ consumption shows little change with increasing WHSV indicating that the effect of external mass transfer on catalyst performance is small.

The modified residence time, $\tau_{mod}$ was calculated according to Equation 6.4. A plot of $\tau_{mod}$ against CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield is shown in Figure 6.11 (b) An increasing modified residence time results in an increased CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield. The same trend is observed by Riedel et al. over a K-promoted iron catalyst at relatively low residence times.$^{[3a]}$ From the gradient of the plot the rate of CO$_2$ consumption can be determined. The initial gradient at low conversion values corresponds to the rate under initial conditions (no mass transfer effects and partial pressures of products equal to zero) similar to a differential reactor. The rate determined from this plot was found to be $9.61 \times 10^{-5}$ mol g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, which corresponds well with the average reaction rate observed in Figure 6.11 (a).

$$\tau_{mod} = \frac{Mass_{cat}}{N}$$

Equation 6.4 – Modified residence time, $\tau_{mod}$. Where $Mass_{cat}$ is the catalyst mass utilised and $\dot{N}$ is the molar flow rate.

**6.4 Influence of Internal Diffusion**

For the majority of catalysts, such as those discussed within this chapter, the largest part of active surface area is located within the porous structure of each catalyst particle. As such it is not only the mass transfer involved in the external diffusion that plays a role in catalyst performance. The diffusion of reactants to the active sites within each catalyst particle also plays an important role. In order to study the effects that the internal diffusion has on the catalyst performance a number of catalyst tests were carried out on catalysts with varying particle diameters, $d_p$.

**6.4.1 Catalyst Preparation and Characterisation**

In order to examine a wide range of particle sizes SiO$_2$-60$_b$ was chosen as a catalyst support as, possessing the largest diameter (1000-2000 μm), it allowed for the preparation of the largest range of particle diameters. Initially the catalysts were sieved using 1000 and 2000 μm sized sieves to ensure only particles between these diameters were present. The support was then ground in a pestle and mortar and sieved further between various mesh sizes to give SiO$_2$-60$_b$ with the following particle diameter ranges; 1000-2000 μm, 355-500 μm, 180-250 μm, 106-
125 μm, 53-75 μm and <20 μm. Catalysts were prepared using the standard wet impregnation technique as detailed in Chapter 2, Section 2.7.12 with the particle size of the SiO$_2$-60b support used varied giving catalysts with the composition 20wt%Fe/SiO$_2$-60b only with a range of catalyst particle sizes.

N$_2$ physisorption experiments were conducted to calculate the specific BET surface areas of each catalyst system. The data from these experiments is shown in Table 6.7. Generally there is a slight increase in surface area with larger silica particle sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size of the SiO$_2$-60b support used (μm)</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>334.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-75</td>
<td>333.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106-125</td>
<td>363.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-250</td>
<td>361.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355-500</td>
<td>378.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>396.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.2 Catalyst Testing

Catalyst tests were conducted in Reactor 1 using the regular procedure as detailed in Section 2.3, Chapter 2 with only the catalyst tested changed between runs. The mass of catalyst was kept constant. For all catalyst tests CO$_2$ conversion and hydrocarbon selectivities over the course of the reaction were found to be stable with no apparent effect of particle size on the catalyst stability. The catalytic data obtained from each test is summarised in Table 6.8.

As the particle size is reduced there is a significant influence on the catalyst performance. CO$_2$ conversion increases with a smaller diameter with the smaller particles generally leading to a lower methane selectivity and higher quantity of C$_2$+ HCs formed. This large impact of particle size strongly suggests that the internal mass transfer is having a large impact on the catalyst performance.
Table 6.8 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation over a 20wt% Fe/SiO₂-60₈ with varying particle sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle diameter range (μm)</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-75</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106-125</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-250</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355-500</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

Figure 6.12 – Plots of \( r_A \) against \( d_p^{-1} \) for (a) CO₂ consumption and (b) HC formation.
Studies contained within the previous section suggest that the external mass transfer effects (transfer of reactant species from the bulk flow to the surface of the catalyst) are minimal which indicates that it is the internal diffusion (transfer of reactant species from the surface of a catalyst particle to the interior) that is limiting the reaction and resulting in the alteration of CO₂ conversion values observed.

For reactions that are diffusion limited in this manner the concentration of reactant is lower inside each catalyst particle than at the surface and as such the reaction rate in the interior of each particle will likely also be lower. This decrease in reaction rate inside each particle relative to the surface can be described by the effectiveness factor (Equation 6.5) where \( r_A \) is the observed/actual reaction rate and \( r_{As} \) is the rate of reaction at the surface of each particle (i.e. without any mass transfer limitations). The effectiveness factor, \( \mu \), usually takes a value between 0 and 1 where a value of 1 indicates that the reaction rate inside each particle is equal to that observed on the surface, i.e. there are no mass transfer limitations. Lower \( \mu \) values indicate an increasing mass transfer limitation.

\[
\mu = \frac{r_A}{r_{As}}
\]

Equation 6.5 – The effectiveness factor

The relative ratio of the rate of reaction to the rate of diffusion can be described by the Thiele modulus, \( \Phi \). If the reaction is diffusion limited as the results in Table 6.8 suggest then the Thiele modulus for the reaction should be large. For high \( \Phi \) values the approximation that \( \mu = 3/\Phi \) can be used. If this is substituted into Equation 6.5 then the observed rate of reaction can be expressed as Equation 6.6.

\[
r_A = \frac{3}{\Phi} r_{As}
\]

Equation 6.6 – Observed rate of reaction in terms of Thiele modulus

The Thiele modulus for an \( n^{th} \) order reaction is shown in Equation 6.7 where \( D_e \) is the effective diffusivity, \( k_n \) is the rate constant for the reaction, \( S_a \) is the surface area per unit mass of catalyst, \( \rho_c \) is the catalyst density, \( R \) is the particle radius and \( C_{As}^{-n-1} \) is the surface concentration of reactant. If this is substituted into Equation 6.6 along with the expression for rate of surface reaction; \( r_{As} = k_n S_a \rho_c C_{As}^{-n-1} \) then the observed rate of reaction can be written as Equation 6.8.

\[
\frac{1}{\Phi} = \sqrt{\frac{D_e}{k_n R^2 S_a \rho_c C_{As}^{-n-1}}}
\]

Equation 6.7 – The Thiele modulus for the \( n^{th} \) order of reaction
\[ r_A = 3 \frac{D_e}{k_n R^2 S_a \rho_c C_{As}^{n-\frac{1}{2}}} \]

Equation 6.8 – The observed rate of reaction

Therefore, according to Equation 6.8, the observed rate of reaction is proportional to the inverse of the particle radius, \( R \). From this we can say the reaction rate observed for CO\(_2\) consumption should be proportional to \( 1 \) over the catalyst particle diameter \( d_p \). As such a plot of observed rate against \( d_p^{-1} \) should give a straight line with an intercept of \( 0 \). Plots for CO\(_2\) consumption and HC formation are shown in Figure 6.12.

Both show a linear relationship that indicates that the reactions are being mass transfer limited by internal diffusion. Despite the linear relationship shown the intercept value for both CO\(_2\) conversion and HC formation is not zero as predicted. This indicates that while the reaction is limited by internal diffusion there are also other contributing factors.

The catalyst tests were repeated under the same reaction conditions with a CO/H\(_2\) feed in order to ascertain the impact of internal diffusion on the FT component of the CO\(_2\) hydrogenation process. As with the previous CO fed tests within this chapter the ratio of carbon source to hydrogen was altered from 3:1 to 2:1 with the overall flow kept constant. The data obtained is summarised in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9 – Catalytic data obtained for CO hydrogenation over a 20 wt% Fe/SiO$_2$-60b with varying particle sizes

| Particle diameter range (μm) | CO Conversion (%) | HC Yield (%) | CO$_2$ Yield (%) | Hydrocarbon Distribution | C$_1$ | C$_2$ | C$_3$ | C$_4$ | C$_5$ | C$_6$ | C$_7$ | C$_8$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-75</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106-125</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-250</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355-500</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-2000</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H$_2$:CO ratio 2:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

Figure 6.13 – Plots of $r_x$ against $d_p^{-1}$ for (a) HC formation (FT) (b) CO$_2$ formation (WGS)
CO conversion and HC yield are both observed to increase with smaller silica particle size, a similar trend to that observed with a CO\(_2\) feed. Again, as with previous CO tests conversion is significantly higher than the equivalent CO\(_2\) tests as CO conversion is not being limited by the equilibrium conversion of the RWGS reaction. Both HC and CO\(_2\) formation appear to be occurring at the same time under the same reaction conditions. The reducing CO conversion and yields observed with larger particle sizes again suggests that mass transfer limitations are playing an important role.

If the CO hydrogenation is being limited by mass transfer limitations then the same assumptions made for the analogous CO\(_2\) tests can be made and as such Equation 6.8 should still hold true. From this we can determine that if the reaction is limited by internal diffusion then the observed rate should be proportional to the inverse of the catalysts particle diameter. Figure 6.13 shows plots of \(r_A\) against \(1/d_p\) for (a) HC formation via the FT process and (b) CO\(_2\) formation via the WGS reaction.

The linear relationship observed in Figure 6.13 (a) indicates that the rate of HC formation appears to be diffusion limited. As with the analogous CO\(_2\) hydrogenation experiments however the intercept is not zero suggesting the contribution of other factors. Figure 6.13 (b) shows that CO\(_2\) formation by the WGS reaction roughly shows linear relationship between the observed rate of CO\(_2\) formation and \(1/d_p\) the coefficient of determination (R\(^2\) value) is however relatively small suggesting that while there may be a mass transfer component to the reaction limitation it is likely affected by other factors too. The reaction relies on the formation of H\(_2\)O by the FT process and as such this is likely also playing an important role the limitation of CO\(_2\) formation.

### 6.5 Influence of Reaction Pressure

The reaction pressure can have a large influence on the performance of both FT and WGS catalysts and as such its influence on CO\(_2\) hydrogenation reactions is also significant.\[^{114}\] Generally an increasing reaction pressure during FT reactions leads to a lower methane selectivity and a higher chain growth probability.

#### 6.5.1 Catalyst Testing

In order to determine the influence of reaction pressure on CO\(_2\) hydrogenation the 20wt%Fe/SiO\(_2\)-250 catalyst was tested under a range of different reaction pressures. Catalyst tests were conducted in Reactor 3. Full details of reactor and catalyst test procedures are given in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

Under CO\(_2\) hydrogenation conditions the reaction pressure appears to have little influence on the catalyst stability with CO\(_2\) conversion and product distributions remaining relatively consistent with increasing time on stream. The data obtained from each catalyst test is summarised in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation over a 20wt% Fe/SiO₂-250 with varying reaction pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction Pressure (bar (g))</th>
<th>CO₂ Conversion (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>C₂=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catlyst tests conducted at 370 °C, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst.

Figure 6.14 – (a) A plot showing the influence of reaction pressure on CO₂ conversion. (b) ASF plot showing the influence of reaction pressure on product selectivity. (c) Tabulated chain growth probabilities.
Initially an increase in reaction pressure results in an increased CO$_2$ conversion, a higher HC yield and a reduction in the amount of CO produced. When the reaction pressure is increased beyond 10 bar(g) CO$_2$ conversion drops again back to a value similar to that observed for the reaction conducted at atmospheric pressure. A plot showing the variation in CO$_2$ conversion via a maximum against reaction pressure is shown in Figure 6.14 (a).

An increase in reaction pressure results in an increasing selectivity to methane with a lower amount of C$_2$+ HCs formed. Figure 6.14 (a) shows the ASF plots for each reaction pressure. Although there appears to be a slight increase in methane selectivity with increasing pressure this appears to have little effect on the chain growth probability with higher pressure only giving a slight decrease in alpha value. This change in selectivity with pressure contradicts that generally observed with the FT reaction illustrating the difference between the reactions where CO$_2$ and CO are used as carbon sources.

6.5.2 Reaction Mechanism

There are two main reaction mechanisms that can be used to describe bimolecular surface reactions over heterogeneous catalysts. These are the Langmuir-Hinshelwood and the Eley-Rideal mechanisms.

The Langmuir-Hinshelwood describes a reaction in which both reactants first adsorb to the catalyst surface before reacting with one another. The rate of this chemical reaction is proportional to the concentration of each reactant present on the catalyst surface, described by the term coverage, $\theta$. As such the rate can be described by Equation 6.9, where $\theta_A$ is the coverage of component A, $\theta_B$ is the coverage of reactant B and $k_{FR}$ is the rate constant of the surface reaction.

$$Rate = k_{FR} \theta_A \theta_B$$

Equation 6.9 - The rate of a surface reaction according to Langmuir Hinshelwood theory

The coverage of each reactant A and B can be expressed in the form of a modified Langmuir isotherm as shown in Equation 6.10. The Langmuir isotherm is a method of expressing the surface coverage of an adsorbed molecule in terms of its partial pressure. The traditional Langmuir isotherm is slightly modified for competitive molecular adsorption with the addition of a third term in the denominator taking into account the surface already covered by the other reactant present.

$$\theta_A = \frac{aP_A}{1+aP_A+bP_B} \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_B = \frac{bP_B}{1+aP_A+bP_B}$$

Equation 6.10 - The surface coverage in terms of the partial pressures of each reactant
The substitution of Equation 6.10 into Equation 6.9 allows for the rate of the surface reaction to be expressed in terms of the partial pressures of the reactants rather than coverage which is far more complex to determine. This gives the standard form of the Langmuir Hinshelwood equation, Equation 6.11.

\[
\text{Rate} = \frac{k_{fR} a b P_A P_B}{(1 + aP_A + bP_B)^2}
\]

Equation 6.11 – The Langmuir Hinshelwood equation

For the purposes of mechanistic studies Equation 6.11 is slightly complex and as such simplified versions based on a few assumptions are often preferred.\(^\text{[12]}\) If we first assumed that under reaction conditions there is a reasonable coverage of both reactants but one is a stronger adsorber then the rate of reaction can be written as Equation 6.12. This is a slightly modified version of Equation 6.9 where the coverage of one component, \(A\), is expressed as \(\theta_A\) and the coverage of the less strongly adsorbing species, \(B\), is assumed to be equivalent to the remaining sites (based on the assumption of good coverage) which can be expressed in terms of \(\theta_A\) as \((1 - \theta_A)\).

\[
\text{Rate} = k_{fR} \theta_A (1 - \theta_A)
\]

Equation 6.12 - The rate of reaction in terms of surface coverage of one reactant

The Langmuir isotherm can be substituted into Equation 6.12 in order to express the rate of reaction in terms of partial pressures rather than surface coverage. This gives Equation 6.13.

\[
\text{Rate} = k_{fR} \frac{aP_A}{1 + aP_A} \left(1 - \frac{aP_A}{1 + aP_A}\right)
\]

Equation 6.13 – The rate of reaction in terms of pressure

This equation can then be simplified to give Equation 6.14. This equation has a simplified denominator as one component is considered to be a weak adsorber. This simplifies the equation for use in mechanistic studies.

\[
\text{Rate} = \frac{k_{fR} aP_A}{(1 + aP_A)^2}
\]

Equation 6.14 – Simplified equation for rate of reaction in terms of pressure
The Eley-Rideal mechanism describes a surface reaction in which only one of the two reactants must be adsorbed to the surface with the second reactant reacting with the surface bound species from the gas phase. The rate of reaction according to this mechanism is proportional to the surface coverage of the bound species, A, and the partial pressure of the un-bound species, B. As such the rate of reaction can be expressed as Equation 6.15.[11]

\[ Rate = k P_B \theta_A \]

**Equation 6.15 – The rate of surface reaction in terms of partial pressure of B and coverage of A**

Equation 6.15 can be expressed in terms of partial pressures by the substitution of \( \theta_A \) using the Langmuir isotherm to give Equation 6.16.

\[ Rate = \frac{k_f R a P_A P_B}{1 + a P_A} \]

**Equation 6.16 - The Eley-Rideal equation**

The applicability of Equation 6.14 and Equation 6.16 and hence the likely mechanism of reaction can be tested by linearising each equation and plotting the obtained experimental data in order to see if either equation will show the expected linear relationship. Equation 6.14 can be linearised to give Equation 6.17 and Equation 6.16 to give Equation 6.18.

\[ \sqrt{-\frac{P_A}{r_A}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{k_f R a}} + \frac{a}{\sqrt{k_f a}} P_A \]

**Equation 6.17 – The linear form of Equation 6.14**

\[ \frac{r_A}{P_B} = k_f R a P_A + k_f R \]

**Equation 6.18 – The linear form of Equation 6.16**

Therefore a plot of Plot \( (P_A / r_A)^{0.5} \) against \( P_A \) should give a linear relationship if the reaction proceeds via a Langmuir Hinshelwood mechanism or a linear plot of \( (-r_A / P_B) \) against \( P_A \) would suggest the reaction proceeds via the Eley Rideal mechanism. These two plots are shown in Figure 6.15.
From the plots we can see that Langmuir Hinshelwood plot {Figure 6.15 (a)} affords a linear relationship with an $R^2$ value of 0.9809 whereas Eley-Rideal plot {Figure 6.15 (b)} does not give a straight line. A linear line of best fit gives an $R^2$ value of only 0.7112. This suggests that the reaction proceeds via the Langmuir Hinshelwood mechanism. This is in correlation with the suggested RWGS and FT mechanisms (Chapter 1 Section 1.2.2 and 1.3.2) that have been previously proposed, which involve the adsorption of both reactants to the surface.

The results above report only a very basic investigation into the reaction mechanism and further, more detailed, kinetic studies are required to confirm this work. A ‘detailed’ kinetic study should also reveal more significant mechanistic details.

6.6 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter has shown that properties of the silica support used in an Fe/SiO$_2$ catalyst for CO$_2$ hydrogenation can have a large influence on the morphology of the prepared catalyst which likely contributes to the significantly different catalyst performances observed depending on the silica used.

Temperature studies have shown that at lower temperatures the reaction is limited by the rate of surface reaction. At higher temperatures, however, mass transfer appears to play an important role. Under the conditions tested the external diffusion appears to show little influence on the rate of CO$_2$ consumption. The role of internal diffusion appears to play a more important role with a proportional relationship between the inverse catalyst particle diameter and the rate of CO$_2$ conversion. Evidence for the influence of other factors is also observed.
Basic mechanistic studies indicate that the reaction proceeds via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type mechanism rather than a Eliey-Rideal type mechanism. Further more detailed studies are however required to confirm this.

6.7 Future Work
This chapter covers only a basic study into the kinetics of the CO₂ hydrogenation reaction over an Fe/SiO₂ catalyst and in order to confirm the results obtained and gain a better understanding of the processes involved investigations into a detailed kinetic model should be undertaken.

6.8 References
7 Cobalt Based Catalysts for the Hydrogenation of CO$_2$ to Hydrocarbons.

This chapter outlines the investigations carried out into the use of cobalt as the main catalytic component of a CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalyst. The influence of support and a range of different noble, alkali and transition metal promoters were studied. These studies allowed the development and optimisation of cobalt based catalyst which showed a good selectivity towards C$_2$+ hydrocarbons combined with high CO$_2$ conversion.

Iron based catalyst systems have attracted the majority of attention for the hydrogenation of CO$_2$.$^{[1]}$ Their ability to catalyse both the RWGS reaction and the FT process, both thought to be important steps in the CO$_2$ hydrogenation process, combined with their relatively low cost appears to make them an ideal starting point for catalyst development. Iron catalysts have however been shown to possess problems with rapid deactivation under reaction conditions and high selectivity towards undesirable products such as methane as a result of low chain growth probabilities.$^{[2]}$ While one possibility to overcome these downfalls is the addition of dopant metals to alter the catalyst activity, selectivity and stability (as investigated in Chapters 3, 4 and 5) another alternative is the use of a different metal as the main catalyst component.

Cobalt based systems are the catalysts most commonly used industrially for the Fischer-Tropsch process. Despite their higher cost they show a higher catalytic activity with a higher CO conversion per pass and an enhanced catalyst stability.$^{[3]}$ As a result of their improved performance they do in fact represent the best performance to cost ratio when utilised for FT catalysis. Cobalt based system also tend to show higher chain growth probabilities than iron based catalyst systems.

Studies on the use of cobalt-based catalyst systems for CO$_2$ hydrogenation have been limited. The majority have focused on the effect of the introduction CO$_2$ into the regular CO/H$_2$ FT feed.$^{[4]}$ Studies have shown that as CO in the syngas feed gas is replaced with CO$_2$ conversion generally decreases and a dramatic increase in methane selectivity is observed. Not all of these papers report the study of reactions involving CO$_2$ as the only carbon source.$^{[5]}$ Those that do generally observe a significantly high selectivity to methane, typical values reported for methane selectivity are generally higher than 90 %. $^{[4]}$ To the best of the author’s knowledge the lowest methane selectivity for CO$_2$ hydrogenation over a cobalt catalyst was that observed by Zhang et al. over a Co-Pt-Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst at 70 % this occurs when CO$_2$ conversion is limited to ca. 40 %. $^{[6]}$

Studies have also been conducted purely on the hydrogenation of CO$_2$. These studies have generally focused on traditional FT catalysts. Examples of such work include the studies of Dorner et al. who found that the addition of platinum can be beneficial with a Co-Pt-Al$_2$O$_3$
system proving effective although high methane selectivities of >90% were still observed.\textsuperscript{[7]} Other catalysts studied thus far include those reported by Somorjai and co-workers with cobalt nano-particles supported on MCF-17.\textsuperscript{[8]} Again methane selectivity was exceedingly high (typically >95 %). Generally the use of cobalt based catalysts has been unsuccessful for the formation of C\textsubscript{2}+ with each system acting as a methantion catalyst under a CO\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2} feed. This change in catalyst behaviour, which is not observed with iron based catalysts, can likely be attributed to cobalt’s lack of activity for the RWGS reaction.\textsuperscript{[9]}

### 7.1 Dual Promotion of Cobalt Catalysts with a Combination of Alkali and Noble Metals

Chapter 3 reported the use of a 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst. The system performed well giving a methane selectivity of \textit{ca}. 68 % at a HC yield of \textit{ca}. 7 %. While the methane selectivity here compares favourably with what has been reported previously\textsuperscript{[6]} this occurs with at a relatively low HC yield. An increase in reaction temperature can increase HC yield (See Table 3.5, Chapter 3) however this also results in an increase in methane selectivity. This Chapter focuses on the development of a cobalt catalyst that is active for the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2} producing C\textsubscript{2}+ hydrocarbons based on the optimisation of this Co-K-Pd catalyst system.

The addition of noble metals to cobalt based catalyst utilised for the FT process have been shown to have a large impact on the structure and dispersion of cobalt species.\textsuperscript{[3]} Improved cobalt reducibility is also observed upon their introduction. Palladium has been shown to be active for the RWGS reaction\textsuperscript{[10]} and its introduction to the Co/MgO system studied in Chapter 3 showed a significant improvement in terms of HC yield and selectivity to C\textsubscript{2}+ hydrocarbons. This improvement can likely be attributed to a combination of both the improved FT activity and increase in CO production \textit{via} an increased activity for the RWGS reaction.

While the addition of alkali metals is common with iron catalysts both for the FT process\textsuperscript{[11]} and the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{[12]} its use in conjunction with cobalt catalyst has been extremely limited. Of the limited investigations conducted on the addition of alkali metals to cobalt based FT catalysts all have so far shown that while selectivity towards C\textsubscript{3}+ hydrocarbons can be increased this occurs at a significant decrease in catalyst activity and CO conversion.\textsuperscript{[13]} No studies have thus far reported the addition of alkali metals to cobalt catalysts used for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation. Recently, positive results have however been observed when potassium was used in conjunction with cobalt for RWGS catalysis.\textsuperscript{[14]} The addition of potassium to the Co-Pd-MgO catalyst system studied in Chapter 3 resulted in both an increase in HC yield and a further increase in C\textsubscript{2}+ selectivity with the Co-Pd-K-MgO catalyst showing significant promise.

While the basicity of the MgO support may play a role in the impressive catalyst selectivity observed in Chapter 3 previous studies have shown that the low interaction strength between silica and cobalt can result in an effective catalyst support.\textsuperscript{[3]} With this in mind the use of silica (Sigma Aldrich, mesh: 35-70 µm, pore size: 60 Å) was first investigated.
7.1.1 Catalyst Preparation

A silica supported analogue of the MgO supported Co-Pd-K catalyst reported in Chapter 3 was prepared. As with each catalyst reported within this chapter it was prepared using a wet impregnation method similar to that used by Jones et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} The catalyst support was suspended in the minimum amount of methanol, to which the appropriate amount of methanol solutions of Co(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O and the precursors for any promoters {KOAc and Pd(OAc)\textsubscript{2}} were added drop-wise. The resulting mixture was then sonicated for 60 min and the solvent removed before calcination at 450 °C for 16 hours. For full details of the catalyst test procedure please refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.3.

7.1.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The prepared 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2} was characterised using a range of different characterisation techniques. N\textsubscript{2} physisorption studies allowed the calculation of the BET surface area as 248 m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1}, lower than that of the unused support (490 m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1}). Catalyst morphology was investigated using scanning electron microscopy. Figure 7.1 shows typical SEM images recorded for the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst system. Silica particle size is relatively regular with the average size generally in the 35-70 µm range as reported. With the use of silica as a support the catalyst shows a drastically different morphology to the MgO supported system reported in Section 3.14, Chapter 3.

Field emission SEM (FE-SEM) was used to investigate the elemental composition of the catalyst. Figure 7.2 shows a FE-SEM image of a single catalyst particle with a morphology typical for the overall system. Figure 7.2 (b-g) shows the mapping results. Figure 7.2 (c and d) shows the presence of silicon and oxygen which can mainly be attributed to the silica catalyst support. Figure 7.2 (e) indicates the presence of cobalt within the catalyst system and indicates a
successful loading with good distribution. Potassium and palladium are also detected with a good distribution across the catalyst surface.

Figure 7.2 – (a) FE-SEM image recorded of a single 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO₂ catalyst particle. EDX was used in conjunction with FE-SEM in order to give elemental mapping. (b) C Kα, (c) Si Kα, (d) O Kα, (e) Co Kα, (f) Pd Kα and (g) K Kα.
TEM analysis was conducted on the calcined catalyst sample. Images typical for those obtained from the system are shown in Figure 7.3. Nano-particles of a range of different sizes are observed with the particle diameter distribution shown as a histogram in Figure 7.3. A mean particle diameter of 63 nm is observed although a wide size range from ca. 30 nm to 240 nm is observed. The nano-particles appear well dispersed across the catalyst surface.

XPS analysis was utilised to investigate the nature of each metal species present on the catalyst surface. A wide survey spectrum was recorded in order to determine the elements present in the system along with any possible contaminants. Detailed scans with a smaller step size and longer time per step were also recorded for the Co 2p, Pd 3d and K 2p regions. The resulting spectra from these studies are shown in Figure 7.4.
The survey spectrum indicates the presence of silicon, oxygen, cobalt, palladium, potassium and carbon as expected. Carbon is only present in a low quantity and is likely from the carbon tape used to secure the sample to the sample holder during analysis. The Co 2p spectrum shows the presence of a peak at 779.7 eV typical for the presence of cobalt in the Co$_3$O$_4$ oxide form.\footnote{This is further confirmed by XRD analysis where a peak at a 2θ value of 37 ° is observed, characteristic of the Co$_3$O$_4$ (311) peak.} Scans of the K 2p region reveal a peak at 293.3 eV characteristic for potassium in its K$^+$ form likely as K$_2$O. Scans of the Pd 3d region reveals a peak at 336.7 attributable to the 3d$_{5/2}$ peak of palladium indicating the presence of PdO.\footnote{Scans of the K 2p region reveal a peak at 293.3 eV characteristic for potassium in its K$^+$ form likely as K$_2$O. Scans of the Pd 3d region reveals a peak at 336.7 attributable to the 3d$_{5/2}$ peak of palladium indicating the presence of PdO.}

### 7.1.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst system was tested for its CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details. Typically 0.7 g of catalyst was packed into Reactor 1 and pre-treated under a stream of pure H$_2$ for 2 hours at 300 °C. Once the reduction stage was completed the reactor was either heated or cooled to the catalyst testing temperature under a flow of argon. CO$_2$ and H$_2$ were then introduced at the desired ratio with a total flow of 8 sccm. For full details on catalyst test procedure refer to Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

#### 7.1.3.1 The influence of reaction temperature

Initial tests focused on the influence of temperature on the performance of the catalyst system both in terms of CO$_2$ conversion and the product selectivity. For these initial investigations a H$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio of 3:1 was chosen as this matches that used in Chapter 3 for catalyst tests
performed on the analogous MgO supported system. The obtained catalyst results are summarised in Figure 7.5.
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**Figure 7.5 – 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO₂ catalyst test investigating the influence of temperature.** Pressure: atmospheric, H₂:CO₂ 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. (a) Plot showing how CO₂ conversion and HC yield varies with temperature. CO Yield is omitted for clarity. (b) The variation in product selectivity observed with increasing temperature.

CO₂ conversion and HC yield is observed to increase with increasing temperature until a temperature of 370 °C above this point no further increase in HC yield is observed. Little variation in CO yield is observed with varying temperature remaining relatively constant at *ca.* 7 %. In the interest of clarity it is omitted from Figure 7.5. The highest HC yield observed (*ca.* 61 %) is significantly higher than that observed with the analogous MgO supported system (39 %).

While higher reaction temperatures do result in increasing CO₂ conversion values and higher HC yields this does occur at the cost of hydrocarbon selectivity with the lowest methane selectivity observed at 230 °C. While this value is higher than that observed for the analogous MgO supported system (68 % vs. 85 %) the HC yield is significantly higher (7 % vs 62 %). This indicates that while the use of silica as a support may hinder selectivity to the more desirable C₂+ HCs a significant improvement in HC yield is obtainable.
7.1.3.2 The influence of H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio on catalyst performance

The influence of H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio on the performance the catalyst system was investigated. A reaction temperature of 300 °C was chosen as this was thought to give the best compromise between CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and product distribution based on results from the previous section. Figure 7.6 summarises the catalytic data obtained.
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Figure 7.6 – 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst test investigating the influence of H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio. Pressure: atmospheric, temperature: 300 °C, total flow 8 sccm. (a) Plot showing how CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and HC yield vary with temperature. (b) The variation in product selectivity observed with increasing temperature.

As the content of CO\textsubscript{2} in the feed gas is increased CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and HC yield is drastically effected. An increasing hydrogen content results in a steady increase in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion from approximately 25 % up to 75 %. This shift is expected since when the CO\textsubscript{2} content is reduced the environment effectively becomes more reductive favouring the hydrogenation of CO\textsubscript{2}. The same trend was observed by Dorner et al. when the ratio of CO\textsubscript{2} to H\textsubscript{2} was varied over a Co-Pt/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} catalyst however over the Co-K-Pd/SiO\textsubscript{2} system studied here the effect on conversion appears less pronounced.\textsuperscript{[7]}

Dorner et al.\textsuperscript{[7]} predicted that as the CO\textsubscript{2} concentration in the feed gas was increased a larger selectivity to longer chained hydrocarbons would be observed as the less hydrogenating environment would favour chain growth over chain termination resulting in an increased chain growth probability. While Dorner et al. did witness this phenomenon the effect was minimal with only a slight reduction in methane selectivity. The effects observed over our catalyst
appear significant in relation with a lower H₂ content leading to an increased selectivity to higher hydrocarbons as originally postulated by Dorner and co-workers.⁷ With a H₂:CO₂ ratio of 1:3 a methane selectivity of ca. 77% is obtained albeit at a low CO₂ conversion value.

As with the influence of temperature H₂:CO₂ ratio benefits CO₂ conversion and product selectivity in an opposite manner meaning a compromise must be made. A H₂:CO₂ ratio of 3:1 appears to give the highest conversion while still retaining some selectivity to heavier hydrocarbon as such all catalyst tests conducted hereafter use this ratio.

7.2 Influence of Cobalt Loading on Co-Pd-SiO₂
The influence of cobalt loading on the base 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂ catalyst was investigated. The same silica support utilised thus far was used for all catalysts and the palladium and potassium loading kept constant with only the mass of cobalt used in catalyst preparation altered.

7.2.1 Catalyst Preparation
Four catalysts were prepared with the same wet impregnation method used in Section 7.1.1 employed. Cobalt loading was varied from 10 wt% to 40 wt% at 10 wt% intervals to give four different catalyst compositions: 10wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂, 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂, 30wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂ and 40wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂.

7.2.2 Catalyst Characterisation
XRD studies were conducted on each catalyst system, the resulting diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 7.7. A peak at a 2θ value of 37° is observed for all catalyst system a value characteristic of the Co₃O₄ (311) peak.¹⁷ This is expected to be the most intense of the Co₃O₄ diffraction pattern peaks and so with the weakly diffracting nature of the cobalt species it is not unexpected that this is the only detectable peak. No peaks attributable to the silica are observed confirming its amorphous nature. No palladium or potassium species are detected, however, this is likely due to their low loading. No change in cobalt phase is observed with increasing cobalt loading the intensity of the Co₃O₄ peak however, appears to be reduced.
7.2.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst systems were each tested for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1. Each catalyst was first pre-treated under a flow of pure hydrogen for 2 hours at 300 °C. After the reduction stage the reactor temperature was kept constant at 300 °C and CO$_2$ and H$_2$ were introduced in a 1:3 ratio with a total flow of 8 sccm. Gas samples were collected every hour and analysed using gas chromatography. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.

The tested catalyst systems appeared stable with little change in CO$_2$ conversion and product selectivity with increasing time on stream. CO$_2$ conversion, HC yield, CO yield and product distribution were calculated as an average over a five hour period. The obtained data is summarised in Table 7.1. CO$_2$ conversion increases drastically when cobalt loading is doubled from 10 wt% to 20 wt% with a concurrent increase in HC yield also observed. When cobalt loading is increased beyond this point, however, a decrease in CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield is observed. The CO yield follows the trend observed for CO$_2$ conversion with the highest CO produced at a cobalt loading of 20 wt%. This indicates that the catalyst systems are active for the RWGS reaction, a property most likely attributable to the addition of palladium and potassium as cobalt-based catalysts are generally not active for WGS shift processes.

The HC distribution is also influenced by the cobalt content of the catalyst system. Generally, as the cobalt loading is increased a decrease in methane selectivity is observed. This suggests that the cobalt present within the system is the main active phase for the FT process with a higher cobalt loading leading to a higher FT activity. Of the HC products produced all were saturated HCs with no olefin products detected.
Table 7.1 – Catalytic data obtained for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation tests using Co-1wt\% Pd/1wt\% K/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst systems containing various cobalt loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO\textsubscript{2} Conv. (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Selectivity (%)</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{1}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{3}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{4}</th>
<th>C\textsubscript{5+}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm, Temperature: 300 °C 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 5 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.

7.3 Influence of Potassium Loading on Co-Pd-K-SiO\textsubscript{2}

The influence of potassium loading on the base 20wt\%Co/1wt\%Pd/1wt\%K/SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst was investigated. The same silica support utilised thus far was used for all catalyst and the cobalt and palladium loading kept constant with only the mass of potassium used in catalyst preparation altered.

7.3.1 Catalyst Preparation

Five catalysts were prepared using the same wet impregnation method used in Section 7.1.1. The potassium loading was varied giving catalysts containing 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 wt\% potassium.

7.3.2 Catalyst Testing

Each of the prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 under the same reaction conditions used thus far; temperature: 300 °C, pressure: atmospheric, H\textsubscript{2}:CO\textsubscript{2} ratio 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

Generally all catalyst systems tested within this section showed a good catalyst stability over the time period investigated with no significant change in CO\textsubscript{2} conversion or product distribution. The catalytic data obtained from these investigations are summarised in Table 7.2. CO\textsubscript{2} conversion values show little variation when potassium loading is increased from 0.5 wt\% to 1 wt\% when increased beyond this point however CO\textsubscript{2} conversion begins to decreases with increasing potassium content. A concurrent decrease in HC yield is observed with CO yield increasing slightly. This suggests that when potassium content is above 1 wt\% the detrimental effects on CO conversion observed for FT based systems overcome the improved WGS shift activity that has been observed with other cobalt systems upon potassium introduction.
Table 7.2 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using K-20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst systems containing various potassium loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO₂ Conv. (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>HC Selectivity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/0.5wt%K/SiO₂</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>C₁ 89.5, C₂ 7.3, C₃ 2.6, C₄ 0.6, C₅ 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>C₁ 93.2, C₂ 5.4, C₃ 1.2, C₄ 0.2, C₅ 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1.5wt%K/SiO₂</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>C₁ 77.2, C₂ 10.6, C₃ 7.6, C₄ 3.1, C₅ 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/2wt%K/SiO₂</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>C₁ 68.2, C₂ 12.3, C₃ 13.5, C₄ 4.3, C₅ 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/3wt%K/SiO₂</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>C₁ 70.1, C₂ 10.9, C₃ 10.3, C₄ 5.2, C₅ 3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. Temperature: 300 °C. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 5 hours on stream after catalyst stabilisation.

Increasing potassium content of the catalyst system is also observed to have a significant impact on product distribution. While all of the HCs formed are still saturated a significant reduction in methane selectivity is observed with higher potassium content. Significant increases in selectivity to heavier (C₅+) hydrocarbons are observed at potassium loadings of 1.5 and above. The methane selectivity drops to approximately 70 %, similar to the lowest value previously reported for any CO₂ hydrogenation reactions over cobalt catalysts. While CO₂ conversion values are lower at these preferential selectivities they still compare favourably with current values reported for most iron based catalyst systems.\(^2\)

If hydrocarbon formation is occurring via the FT process a plot of carbon number, \(n\), against \(\log (w_n/n)\) would give a straight line as product formation is expected to follow the ASF distribution. This has been the case for all catalyst systems studied within previous chapters. When ASF graphs are plotted for the cobalt based catalyst systems reported within Table 7.2 they display a double \(\alpha\) phenomenon as shown in Figure 7.8. This is commonly observed with cobalt based catalyst systems when used for CO₂ hydrogenation\(^{1, 7}\) and indicates that not all HCs are being formed via the FT process and suggests that there may be two active sites for HC production.\(^{19}\)
Figure 7.8 – ASF plots for (a) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1.5wt%K/SiO₂ and (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/3wt%K/SiO₂ showing the double α phenomenon observed

Methane content is higher than predicted by the ASF distribution and as such does not lie on the same trend line as the C₂⁺ hydrocarbons. The fact that all C₂⁺ HCs produced do give a linear relationship suggest they are indeed formed via the FT process over the same active site. While methane is likely formed via the same FT process forming the C₂⁺ HCs its higher than predicted content suggests that methane is also being formed through another parallel process such as the direct hydrogenation of CO₂ to form CH₄ with no CO intermediate through the equation CO₂ + 4H₂ → CH₄ + 2H₂O possibly over a second active site.⁹ Although the α(3) value cannot be used to reliably calculate the chain growth probability for the catalyst systems there is a general increase in the α(3) value as potassium loading is increased (Table 7.3). This can be attributed to the an increasing α(2) value which is most likely more representative of the chain growth probability for the FT process occurring over each catalyst system as it excludes the anomalous methane result. The values calculated for α(2) (see Table 7.3) generally increase as potassium content is increased as would be expected based on the increased selectivity towards heavier HCs observed upon the introduction of potassium to cobalt FT catalysts.²⁰

Table 7.3 – Chain growth probabilities calculated for the Xwt%K/20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst system with various potassium loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potassium Loading (wt%)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α(3) [a]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α(2) [b]</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Overall ‘chain growth probability’ calculated while including the anomalous methane point. [b] – Chain growth probability calculated for C₂⁺ HCs excluding the anomalous methane point. See Figure 7.8.

7.4 Variation of Catalyst Support on the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂ System

The nature of the catalyst support used has been shown to have a large influence on catalyst performance both in terms of activity and product selectivity.²¹ While the composition of the
catalyst support plays an important role so do the physical properties of the oxide such as surface area, particle size and pore size.$^{[22]}$

7.4.1 Catalyst Preparation

For the investigations into the effects of silica properties on the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$ four different silica supports were chosen: SiO$_2$-60, SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500 each with a particle size of 35-70 nanometres and a varying pore size as indicated by the number proceeding each (measured in angstroms). A catalyst system with a 60 Å pore size but a 1 – 2 mm particle size was also investigated to study the influence of catalyst particle size on catalyst performance. Full details of silica properties are given in Table 6.1, Chapter 6. All systems were prepared using the standard wet impregnation method detailed in Section 2.7.13, Chapter 2. Masses of all catalyst precursors were kept constant with the only the silica changed and the rest of the catalyst preparation method remaining the same.

7.4.2 Catalyst Characterisation

Each catalyst system was characterised using a range of different characterisation methods. N$_2$ physisorption methods were used to calculate the specific BET surface area, the values obtained are summarised in Table 7.4. Surface area is observed to decrease with increasing pore size, matching the decreasing surface area reported for the bare silica supports (550, 285 and 80 m$^2$g$^{-1}$ for SiO$_2$-60, SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500 respectively). The decrease in surface area upon the loading of metals is reduced as pore size increases, this is likely due to the fact the reduced surface area can be attributed to the filling of support pores with the added metal, an effect that is reduced as pore size is increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst$^{[a]}$</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-60</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-250</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-60$_b$</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{[a]}$ – SiO$_2$-X where X is the pore size of the silica support in Å and $b$ indicates a particle size of 1 – 2 mm. All other silica systems have a particle size of 35 – 70 μm.

XRD studies for the SiO$_2$-60, SiO$_2$-250 and SiO$_2$-500 supported catalyst are shown in Figure 7.9. As the pore size of the silica support is increased the XRD peaks present become more intense and defined. All indicate the presence of cobalt in the Co$_3$O$_4$ phase.$^{[17]}$ Whereas only the (311) peak at 37 ° is observed for the SiO$_2$-60 supported system as support pore size is
increased the (220), (400) and (511) peaks at 31, 45 and 59° respectively are also observed. The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the crystallite size for each system and indicated that as silica support pore size was increased the cobalt (Co₃O₄) crystallite size increased (Figure 7.9). This is most likely the cause of the more distinct XRD diffraction patterns observed for the higher pore sized supports. A similar effect of support pore size on crystallite size has been observed on both Al₂O₃[23] and SiO₂[22a] supported cobalt FT catalysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SiO₂ Pore Size (Å)</th>
<th>Crystallite Size⁶⁰ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – Crystallite size calculated from XRD using the Scherrer equation

Figure 7.9 –XRD patterns recorded for (a) 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO₂-500, (b) 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO₂-250 and (c) 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO₂-60. Crystallite sizes calculated using the Scherrer equation are tabulated.

TEM analysis was conducted on each of the SiO₂-60, SiO₂-250 and SiO₂ 500 supported catalyst systems in order to investigate catalyst morphology, representative images are shown in Figure 7.10. The most obvious difference between samples is the size of nano-particles. Nanoparticles are clearly observed for the SiO₂-60 supported system, however, they appear smaller and less numerous for the SiO₂-250 and SiO₂-500 supported systems. These measurements suggest particle diameter falls from an average of 62.9 nm to 47.4 nm to 30.8 nm as pore size increases. With the particle size measured from TEM significantly larger than that calculated from the Scherrer equation based on XRD results this suggests that these particles are either conglomerations of much smaller particles or consist of several smaller crystalline phases a phenomenon similar to that observed with cobalt based systems by Feller et al.[24]
7.4.3 **Catalyst Testing**

Each of the prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO\(_2\) hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 under the same reaction conditions utilised thus far; temperature: 300 °C, pressure: atmospheric, H\(_2\):CO\(_2\) ratio 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

All the catalyst systems studied within this section show a good stability with time on stream with no significant change in CO\(_2\) conversion or product distribution observed over the course of the catalyst test. The results obtained are summarised in Table 7.5. The porosity of the silica support was shown to have a significant impact on the performance of each catalyst system. A large drop in CO\(_2\) conversion was evident when pore size was increased from 60 Å to 250 Å. A further, albeit far less significant drop in CO\(_2\) conversion and resulting HC yield was observed when the pore size was increased to 500 Å.

Despite this drop in CO\(_2\) conversion and HC yield the conversions observed still compare favourably with most iron based catalyst systems.\(^{[2]}\) The silica properties also show a
significant impact on product distribution with a large increase in C₅+ hydrocarbon formation from 0 % with 60 Å silica pores to 3.7 % with SiO₂-500 Å supported system. Methane selectivity also decreases with the SiO₂-500 supported system giving a CH₄ selectivity of 62.8 % lower than any previously reported. Not only is this selectivity better than that obtained for the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO system at 230 °C reported in Chapter 3 Section 3.3, it occurs at a significantly higher HC yield (42 % vs. 7 %).

The improved C₅+ selectivity can be attributed to the larger crystallite size formed when a silica support with a larger pore size is utilised. De Jong et al. observed the same effect of cobalt crystallite size on cobalt catalysts utilised for the FT process. Studies on the effect of pore size on Co-SiO₂ catalysts for FT reactions by Khodakov et al. also observed larger Co₃O₄ crystallite sizes with larger diameter silica pores. Their investigations also revealed that the larger particles are more easily reduced through a combination of the effect of particle size and the fact that smaller pores tend to stabilise the oxide species. It is likely a similar reducibility effect is occurring with the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂ catalyst systems and this is also contributing towards the improved hydrocarbon distribution.

ASF plots of the three catalyst systems are shown in Figure 7.11. All systems show evidence of a double alpha phenomenon as discussed in Section 7.3.2, however the phenomenon appears less dramatic as the pore size of the catalyst support is increased. The difference between the overall chain growth probability α(3) and α(2) gives an idea as to the magnitude or extent of the double alpha phenomenon as caused by excess methane formation. Figure 7.11 shows the tabulated α values, a decrease in Δα with increasing pore size suggests that the parallel methane formation reaction postulated in Section 7.3 is decreasing relative to the C₂+ formation with the SiO₂-500 supported system only showing a slight double alpha phenomenon indicating almost all methane is formed via the FT process that is responsible for all C₂+ hydrocarbon formation.
Table 7.5 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂ and related catalyst systems supported on various silica

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>C₂Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a] in C₂-C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>93.2 0.0 5.4 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-250</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>76.9 0.0 13.0 0.0 7.0 2.0 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>62.8 0.0 17.0 0.0 11.6 4.7 2.4 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-60b</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>91.6 0.0 6.3 0.0 1.6 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>98.2 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C₂-C₄ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 5 hours on stream.
A reduction in CO$_2$ conversion is observed when SiO$_2$-60 is used as a catalyst support relative to the smaller particle sized SiO$_2$-60. This can potentially be attributed to diffusional effects. The HC distribution is observed to remain similar for both catalysts supported on silica with a 60 Å pore size.

In order to determine if the effect of support pore size alone was enough to significantly influence the product distribution a catalyst system containing only 20 wt% cobalt supported on the best performing of the supports, SiO$_2$-500, was prepared and tested the results are shown in Table 7.5. A significant reduction in selectivity to C$_2$+ hydrocarbons is observed with methane selectivity increasing to 98 %. This shows that the influence of the increased catalyst support pore size alone is not enough to have any significant effect on the product selectivity.

With the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500 catalyst system proving very promising, giving the best performance of any cobalt-based catalyst used for CO$_2$ hydrogenation, in terms of C$_2$+ selectivity further XPS studies were used to investigate the metal phases after calcination and after the reductive catalyst pre-treatment. Figure 7.12 shows the resulting spectra obtained for the Co 2p and Pd 3d regions.

---

**Table 7.5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silica Supported</th>
<th>$\alpha(2)$</th>
<th>$\Delta\alpha_{2p}$/[a]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-60</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-250</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] – The difference between $\alpha(1)$ and $\alpha(2)$ values

---

**Figure 7.11** – ASF plots for 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K supported on (a) SiO$_2$-60, (b) SiO$_2$-250 and (c) SiO$_2$-500. Chain growth probabilities are tabulated.

**Figure 7.12** – XPS studies of the 20wt% Co/1wt% Pd/1wt% K/SiO$_2$-500 catalyst before use (black) and after reductive pre-treatment (red). (a) Co 2p region. (b) Pd 3d region.
After calcination the presence of a Co 2p$_{3/2}$ peak with a binding energy of 780.0 eV suggests the presence of cobalt in the Co$_3$O$_4$ phase.$^{[26]}$ After reduction under a stream of hydrogen at 300 °C for 2 hours the catalyst was reanalysed using XPS. The resulting Co 2p spectrum shows a shift in the Co 2p$_{3/2}$ peak to a higher binding energy of 781.13 eV which suggests the reduction of the Co$_3$O$_4$ species to CoO. This is further confirmed by the emergence of satellite peaks, attributable to Co$^{2+}$, at ca. 785 eV. No peaks attributable to the presence of Co$^0$, the active phase for FT, are detected these are however possibly masked by the CoO peaks.

After calcination the Pd 3d region shows a peak at 336.0 eV attributable to PdO. A shift in binding energy to 335.1 after the reductive pre-treatment indicates that during the reaction palladium is present in its metallic, Pd$^0$, form.

### 7.5 Variation of Noble Metal

Several studies conducted on cobalt based catalyst have shown that the addition of a noble metal to the system has a large impact on the performance of the resulting catalyst system.$^{[3]}$ This change in catalyst performance can largely be attributed to a change in cobalt dispersion and an increase in reducibility. The addition of palladium to the cobalt based CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalyst studies in Chapter 3 showed a significant improvement upon its introduction.

Although the addition of noble metals (Ru, Rh, Pt and Pd) generally affects the same catalyst properties the extent to which each property is affected can change drastically depending on the particular metal used. Studies have shown that the FT catalytic activity decreases in the order Co-Ru > Co-Pd > Co-Pt > Co, with platinum and palladium leading to an increased methane selectivity.$^{[27]}$ For catalyst systems used for CO$_2$ it is expected that the noble metal component may also play an important role as an active site for the initial reduction of CO$_2$ to CO via the RWGS process and so which noble metal is chosen could result in a larger impact on catalyst performance.

In order to investigate how it affects the catalyst performance the noble metal used in the 20wt%Co/1wt%M/1wt%K/SiO$_2$ (where M = Pd, Pt and Ru) catalyst system was varied and the influence on catalyst performance investigated.

#### 7.5.1 Catalyst Preparation

All catalyst systems were prepared using the standard wet impregnation method described in detail in Section 2.7.13 Chapter 2. Based on the promising catalyst results in Section 7.4 the silica support with a 500 Å pore size was employed for all catalysts. Pd(OAc)$_2$, PtCl$_2$ and RuCl$_3$·xH$_2$O were used as the precursors for each noble metal.

#### 7.5.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The properties of each catalyst system were investigated using a range of different characterisation techniques. N$_2$ physisorption experiments were used to calculate the specific
BET surface area. The values shown in Table 7.6 indicate that the noble metal used does have an influence on the surface area although the difference between each system is relatively small. The surface areas were observed to increase in the order Co-Pd-K < Co-Ru-K < Co-Pt-K.

Table 7.6 – BET surface area, Co/Si ratio calculated from XPS and Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite size calculated from XRD for each of the catalyst systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Co/Si Ratio$^{[a]}$</th>
<th>Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite size (nm)$^{[b]}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pt/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Ru/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{[a]}$ – The Co/Si atomic ratio on catalyst surface calculated using XPS. $^{[b]}$ – Crystallite size calculated from XRD using the Scherrer equation

XRD studies on each catalyst system indicated the presence of Co$_3$O$_4$ as the main cobalt phase with the (220), (311) and (400) peaks observed at 31, 37 and 45 ° for each catalyst system (Figure 7.13). No peaks attributable to any noble metal species were observed. The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the cobalt oxide crystallite size based on the broadening of the (311) Co$_3$O$_4$ peak. The calculated crystallite sizes are shown in Table 7.6. There appears to be an influence of the noble metal promoter on the Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite with the size decreasing in the order: Co-Pd-K > Co-Pt-K > Co-Ru-K.

![XRD diffraction patterns](image)

**Figure 7.13** – XRD diffraction patterns recorded for (a) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500, (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pt/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500 and (c) 20wt%Co/1wt%Ru/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500

**Figure 7.14** shows selected spectra obtained from detailed scans on specific regions of each catalyst system. **Figure 7.14 (a)** shows the Co 2p region for all catalysts. Each system shows the Co 2p$_{3/2}$ peak with a binding energy of ca. 780 eV this value is typical for cobalt.
present in the \( \text{Co}_2\text{O}_4 \) form, this is further confirmed as the main cobalt phase by XRD (Figure 7.13). Figure 7.14 (b) shows the spectra obtained from a detailed scan of the K 1s region with the peaks from each system indicating the presence of potassium in the \( \text{K}^+ \) form most likely as the oxide, \( \text{K}_2\text{O} \). No obvious variation is observed with the alteration of the noble metal present. Spectra obtained from the detailed scans of the Pd 3d and Pt 4d regions revealed palladium and platinum are present in their \( \text{PdO} \) and \( \text{PtO}_2 \) oxide forms. No peaks were however detected in the Ru 3d region of the spectrum. This suggests that the cobalt could be coating any ruthenium present an effect similar to that previously observed with Au-Co catalysts.\(^{[28]}\)

The Co/Si atomic ratio on the surface of each catalyst as calculated by XPS are shown in Table 7.6. As the noble metal is changed from palladium to platinum to ruthenium the ratio increases suggesting cobalt enrichment at the catalyst surface consistent with an increase in cobalt dispersion.\(^{[29]}\)

![Figure 7.14](image1.png)

**Figure 7.14** – XPS spectra obtained for the 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{M} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500 catalyst systems. (a) Detailed scan of the Co 2p region; (i) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pd} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500, (ii) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pt} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500 and (iii) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Ru} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \). (b) Detailed scan of the K 1s region; (i) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pd} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500, (ii) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pt} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500 and (iii) 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Ru} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \). (c) Detailed scan of 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pd} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500 Pd 3d region (d) Detailed scan of 20wt%\( \text{Co} \)/1wt%\( \text{Pt} \)/1wt%\( \text{K} \)/\( \text{SiO}_2 \)-500 Pt 3d region

TEM studies were conducted in order to investigate the changing catalyst morphology upon the alteration of the noble metal used in catalyst preparation. Figure 7.15 shows TEM images typical for each catalyst system. As with the catalyst discussed in Section 7.4 the nano-
Particle sizes measured by TEM are larger than the crystallite size calculated by XRD although the average size does follow the same trend. No distinct particles were observed for the ruthenium promoted system, this could be due to the smaller particle size suggested by XRD or the higher dispersion indicated by XPS studies.

![Figure 7.15 – TEM images recorded for (a) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-500, (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pt/1wt%K/SiO₂-500 and (c) 20wt%Co/1wt%Ru/1wt%K/SiO₂-500.](image)

7.5.3 Catalyst Testing

Each of the prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO₂ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 under the following reaction conditions; temperature: 300 °C, pressure: atmospheric, H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

Each of the three catalyst systems showed good stability of the course of the catalyst test with no significant changes in HC distribution. No evidence of catalyst deactivation was observed with CO₂ conversion values showing little change. The catalytic data obtained from these catalyst tests is summarised in Table 7.7.

The nature of the noble metal used in catalyst preparation is shown to have a significant impact on catalyst performance. CO₂ conversion values increase in the order Co-Pt-K < Co-Pd-K < Co-Ru-K with the resulting HC yield matching this trend. Despite the platinum containing system showing the lowest CO₂ conversion it gives the highest CO yield this suggests that the platinum promoted system could have the poorest FT activity of the three systems or alternatively the highest RWGS activity.
Table 7.7 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Co/1wt%M/1wt%K/SiO₂-500 (where M = Pd, Pt and Ru)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a] in C₂⁻C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>C₁ 62.8, C₂= 0.0, C₂ 17.0, C₃= 0.0, C₃ 11.6, C₄ 4.7, C₅ 2.4, C₆ 1.0, C₇ 0.3, C₈ 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pt/1wt%K/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>C₁ 52.4, C₂= 0.3, C₂ 15.5, C₃= 2.9, C₃ 9.9, C₄ 6.9, C₅ 4.8, C₆ 3.7, C₇ 2.4, C₈ 1.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Ru/1wt%K/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>C₁ 60.2, C₂= 0.5, C₂ 13.3, C₃= 6.7, C₃ 5.9, C₄ 7.0, C₅ 3.7, C₆ 2.1, C₇ 0.6, C₈ 0.1</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C₂⁻C₄ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an average of 5 hours on stream.

Figure 7.16 – ASF plots for (a) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-500, (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pt/1wt%K/SiO₂-500 and (c) 20wt%Co/1wt%Ru/1wt%K/SiO₂-500
There is also a pronounced influence on the HC distribution. Methane selectivity is observed to drop further from 63 % to 60 % to 52 % when the noble metal is changed from palladium to ruthenium to platinum. The increased amount of C5+ mirrors this trend with the platinum promoted system giving a C5+ selectivity of 12 %. Significantly better than any cobalt based catalyst reported previously or so far studied within this chapter. The enhanced cobalt dispersion upon the replacement of palladium with platinum and ruthenium may play an important role in the reduced methane selectivity observed for these two systems.

ASF plots for each catalyst system are shown in Figure 7.16. Each system shows the double alpha phenomenon to varying extents. The α(2) value for the palladium promoted system is closest to the α(3) value indicating this system shows the lowest formation of excess methane. The chain growth probability α(2), calculated from C2+ HCs, increases from 0.34 for the Co-Pd-K system to 0.51 for the Co-Pt-K catalyst.

The lack of correlation between cobalt dispersion and the oxide particle size with the CO2 conversion and HC distributions suggests that these properties alone are not responsible for the alteration in catalyst properties with other factors such as RWGS activity also playing an important role.

7.6 Variation of Alkali Metal

Investigations into the effects of alkali metal addition to cobalt catalysts for FT have been limited.\textsuperscript{[21]} To our knowledge no studies on CO2 hydrogenation with alkali containing cobalt catalysts have been conducted. Although their addition to cobalt-based FT catalysts has been studied attention has been limited due to the sharp decrease in catalytic activity observed upon their inclusion.\textsuperscript{[13]} Previous studies within this thesis (Chapter 3, Section 3.3) have shown that the addition of potassium to a Co-Pd-MgO catalyst enhanced performance both in terms of an increased HC yield and improved selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons.

Studies conducted by Wang \textit{et al.} have shown a large increase in RWGS activity when potassium (1 wt%) is used in conjunction with a Co-CeO\textsubscript{2} catalyst.\textsuperscript{[30]} The introduction of potassium also reduces the formation of methane, an undesired side product in the RWGS reaction, and aids the reduction of cobalt oxide species. It is likely that this improvement in RWGS activity is the major cause for the improved CO2 hydrogenation ability.

An investigation conducted by Lillebø and co-workers on the effect of alkali metal on cobalt-based FT catalysts show a distinct difference in catalyst performance depending on the nature of the alkali metal introduced.\textsuperscript{[20]} For iron based FT and CO2 hydrogenation catalysts potassium has been observed to perform as the best Group 1 alkali metal promoter\textsuperscript{[13a]} however for the cobalt based-catalyst systems studied by Lillebø\textsuperscript{[20]} the introduction of lithium gave the highest selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons and the lowest selectivity to methane. Lithium also resulted in the lowest reduction in catalyst activity relative to the potassium and sodium containing systems. As a result of these observations the replacement of the potassium
component of the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 with an equal loading of lithium and sodium and the resulting difference in catalyst performance was investigated.

### 7.6.1 Catalyst Preparation

All catalyst systems were prepared using the standard wet impregnation method described in detail in Section 2.7.13 Chapter 2. Based on the promising catalyst results in Section 7.4 the silica support with a 500 Å pore size was employed for all catalysts. LiOAc, NaOAc·3H\textsubscript{2}O and KOAc were used as precursors for each alkali metal. Three catalyst systems were prepared: 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%M/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 (where M = Li, Na and K).

### 7.6.2 Catalyst Characterisation

Several characterisation techniques were used to probe the properties of each catalyst system. Table 7.8 shows the specific BET surface areas calculated using N\textsubscript{2} physisorption techniques. All show a decrease in surface area relative to the black silica support (80 m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1}) the largest decrease was observed for the sodium promoted system with the potassium containing system showing the highest surface area of the three catalyst systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m\textsuperscript{2}g\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} crystallite size (nm)[^{[a]}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Li/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[^{[a]}\] – Crystallite size was calculated based on the (311) Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} peak observed from XRD measurements using the Sherrer equation.

The diffraction patterns obtained from XRD studies are show in Figure 7.17. All systems show the presence of peaks attributable to the presence of cobalt in its Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} form. With the sodium and potassium promoted system peaks are observed at 20 values of 31, 37, 45 and 59 ° corresponding to the Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} (220), (311), (400) and (511). The lithium promoted catalyst system however only shows the (220) and (311) peaks. No other peaks attributable to the formation of any other phases or attributable to the promoters are observed. The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the crystallite size for each catalyst based on the Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} peaks, the calculated values are show in Table 7.8. The sodium and potassium containing systems both show crystallite sizes of 14 nm with the introduction of lithium to the system resulting in the formation of smaller cobalt oxide crystallites.
TEM was utilised to investigate the catalyst morphology for the three systems. Images typical for each system are shown in Figure 7.18. While nano-particles are observed with the potassium and lithium promoted systems no distinct particles are observable at this magnification for the sodium containing catalyst. As with the systems discussed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 TEM measurements suggest the formation of much larger nano-particles than calculated by XRD (Table 7.8), this could be due to the conglomeration of smaller nano-particles or larger nano-particles consisting of many smaller crystalline phases.

XPS studies were conducted to further investigate the composition of each catalyst. Selected detailed spectra are shown in Figure 7.19. The detailed scan of the Co 2p region shows little change upon the changing of the alkali metal component of the catalyst system. A Co 2p3/2
peak present at ca. 780 eV for all three systems indicates the presence of cobalt as Co$_3$O$_4$ further confirming what was observed by XRD studies. Figure 7.19 (b) shows a detailed scan of the Pd 3d region for all catalyst systems. Again little change is observed with the changing alkali metal with each showing a peak at approximately 337 eV indicative of palladium in its PdO form. The K 1s {Figure 7.19 (c)} and Na 1s {Figure 7.19 (d)} show the presence of potassium and sodium as K$^+$ and Na$^+$ most likely as their oxides K$_2$O and Na$_2$O. No peak attributable to any lithium species was detected possibly suggesting that cobalt may be coating it and preventing detection.

Figure 7.19 - XPS spectra obtained for the 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%M/SiO$_2$-500 catalyst systems. (a) Detailed scan of the Co 2p region; (i) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Li/SiO$_2$-500, (ii) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500 and (iii) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$. (b) Detailed scan of the Pd 3d region; (i) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Li/SiO$_2$-500, (ii) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500 and (iii) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500. (c) Detailed scan of 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500 K 2p region (d) Detailed scan of 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500 Na 1s region

### 7.6.3 Catalyst Testing

Each of the prepared catalyst systems were tested for their CO$_2$ hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 under the following reaction conditions; temperature: 300 °C, pressure: atmospheric, H$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio 3:1, total flow 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.2, Chapter 2.

All three catalyst systems showed good catalyst stability with little change in CO$_2$ conversion, HC or CO yield with time on stream. While product selectivity remained relatively consistent for potassium promoted catalyst the same was not observed for the lithium and sodium systems. Figure 7.20 shows how the product distribution for each catalyst varies with
time on stream. The lithium containing catalyst showed a decrease in methane selectivity with a shift towards heavier HCs over the first 2-3 hours after this period HC distribution appears to stabilise.

With the sodium containing catalyst the HC distribution varies to a greater extent again with selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons improving with time on stream. With this system stability is not achieved until ca. 4-5 hours under reaction conditions. With all systems appearing relatively stable after 5 hours on stream the CO₂ conversion, HC and CO yields and HC distribution at this time were chosen for comparison of catalyst performance. Table 7.9 summarises the data obtained.

Very little change is observed in CO₂ conversion when the alkali metal component of the catalyst is changed. HC yield does, however, increase steadily, if not significantly, as you descend the group from lithium to potassium this results in a concurrent decrease in CO yield.

The product selectivities observed for each system varies to a greater extent. The replacement of potassium with lithium results in an increase in methane selectivity and decrease in the selectivity towards C₅+ hydrocarbons. This appears to contradict the trend observed for cobalt based FT catalysts, where the use of lithium resulted in the largest increase in selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons. This could, however, be due to a number of reasons such as higher temperature, much lower pressure and the use of CO₂ not CO as a feed-gas with the effect on RWGS activity likely to have a significant effect.

When the potassium within the Co-Pd-K-SiO₂ system is replaced with an equal loading of sodium a decrease in methane selectivity is observed with C₅+ HC selectivity increasing from 3.7 % to 9.2 %. The olefin to paraffin ratio shows a slight increase, however, the majority of products formed are still fully saturated.
Table 7.9 – Catalytic data obtained for CO \textsubscript{2} hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%M/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 (where M = Li, Na and K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>(\text{O}/(\text{O}+\text{P}))\textsuperscript{[a]} in C\textsubscript{2}-C\textsubscript{4}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Li/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>69.5 0.0 18.9 0.2 6.9 2.2 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>60.7 0.0 14.9 2.0 8.5 4.7 4.1 3.3 1.6 0.2 7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>62.8 0.0 17.0 0.0 11.6 4.7 2.4 1.0 0.3 0.0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{[a]} \text{ Olefin content (mol percentage) for C}_2\text{-C}_4 \text{ hydrocarbons, calculated as } [\text{olefin(O)} / (\text{olefin(O)} + \text{paraffin(P)}) \times 100].\text{ Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H}_2\text{:CO}_2 \text{ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 5 hours on stream.}\]

Figure 7.20 – Variation of HC distribution with time on stream as observed for (a) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Li/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500, (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%Na/SiO\textsubscript{2} and (c) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO\textsubscript{2}
The ASF plots for each catalyst system are shown in Figure 7.21. The lithium containing catalyst system differs from the sodium and potassium systems as the double alpha phenomenon observed cannot be explained by the formation of excess methane. The C₁-C₅ HCs appear to give a different chain growth probability to the C₅-C₇ HCs. This type of double alpha phenomenon has been observed previously[32] and several reasons have been suggested. The most common explanations are the two active site model and models relating to the readsorption of olefins.[19] Both the potassium and sodium promoted systems show a higher methane content than predicted by the ASF distribution likely due to the parallel formation of methane by the direct hydrogenation of CO₂ and such α(2) gives a more accurate chain growth probability for the FT process. The replacement of potassium with sodium results in a significant increase in chain growth probability for C₂+ hydrocarbons with the α(2) value increasing from 0.34 to 0.50.

Although the smaller crystallite may be responsible for the poorer performance observed by the lithium containing system. The difference in catalyst performance for sodium and potassium catalysts cannot be attributed to particle size as there is no distinguishable change in crystallite size as calculated by XRD this shows that this is not the only property dictating catalyst performance with other important properties at play such as electronic effects. The work conducted by Lillebø and co-workers[20] on the effect of alkali metal on cobalt-based FT catalysts shows that at higher loadings the sodium containing catalyst system shows the highest selectivity to CO₂ indicating a higher WGS activity. This higher WGS activity observed under FT conditions may translate to a higher RWGS ability under the reaction conditions studied within this Chapter. The CO₂ selectivity reported decreases in the order Na > K > Li, the same trend observed for higher C₅+ selectivity as shown in Table 7.9. With no significant effect observed on CO₂ conversion values it is possible that this suggested increase in RWGS activity is responsible for an increase in CO formation which leads to a high CO:H₂ ratio which has been shown to aid selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons (see Section 7.1.3.2).

7.7 Removal of Noble Metal

Although the effect of palladium and potassium addition to cobalt on a MgO support was discussed in Chapter 3 no studies were conducted to establish the effect of potassium addition
alone or if the effects were the same on a silica supported catalyst system. Several catalyst systems were prepared in order to determine the answers to these questions. It was hoped that these investigations may also lead to a deeper understanding of the role of each promoter.

7.7.1 Catalyst Preparation

The standard wet impregnation method detailed in Chapter 2 Section 2.7.13 was employed to prepare all catalyst system. For the initial investigations into promoter effects on silica supported catalysts SiO₂-60 was chosen as the catalyst’s structural promoter. A cobalt only catalyst (20wt%Co/SiO₂) was prepared along with systems promoted only with palladium or potassium (20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60 and 20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO₂-60) these were then compared to a catalyst system promoted by both palladium and potassium (20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂).

7.7.2 Catalyst Characterisation

The effect of palladium and potassium addition to the Co-SiO₂ on the catalyst properties were investigated by XRD and BET. The specific BET surface areas for each system are shown in Table 7.10. The surface area of the silica support (490 m²g⁻¹) is reduced upon the addition of cobalt to the system. The surface area of the Co-SiO₂ system is further reduced upon the introduction of potassium and the palladium potassium combination. Palladium introduction however results in a slight increase in the surface area as calculated by BET.

XRD studies were conducted on each catalyst with the diffraction patterns recorded shown in Figure 7.22. A peak at a 20 value of 37 ° is viewed for all catalyst systems this is characteristic for the (311) Co₃O₄ peak and indicates this is the main cobalt phase in all systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m²g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.22 – pXRD patterns recorded for (a) 20wt%Co/SiO₂-60, (b) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60, (c) 20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO₂-60 and (d) 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-60.

7.7.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst system were all tested for their hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (See Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details). Reaction conditions were kept constant for all tests with a temperature of 300 °C, atmospheric pressure and a H₂:CO₂ ratio of 3:1 with a total flow of 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.

The catalyst evaluation results for the four systems are summarised in Table 7.11. The 20wt%Co/SiO₂ catalyst shows a relatively high CO₂ conversion with a high selectivity to hydrocarbons. The products, however, consist of almost exclusively methane with only a very small amount of ethane also formed. This SiO₂ supported catalyst system significantly outperforms the analogous MgO supported system reported in Chapter 3 where a maximum HC yield of ca. 10 wt% was observed. Product distribution remains similar for both systems though with the MgO supported system also showing an exceptionally high selectivity to methane.

The addition of a low loading of palladium to the system, resulting in a 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂ catalyst resulted in a drop in CO₂ conversion and HC yield. No change is observed in HC distribution with methane still making up the majority of HCs formed. These results appear to contradict those obtained for the MgO supported system investigated in Chapter 3 where the addition of palladium to the catalyst system resulted in an improvement in both HC yields and selectivity to C₂+ HCs. This confirms that the nature of the oxide support used can have a significant influence on catalyst performance with the basic nature of the MgO support likely playing an important role in the selectivity to heavier HCs.\[33\] It is possible that this change in behaviour of the palladium promoter could be due to the MgO inhibiting the activity of the cobalt by, for example, reducing the metal dispersion a problem previously observed with MgO catalysts.\[34\] The addition of palladium (which has been shown to increase
cobalt dispersion\(^{(3)}\) to the MgO supported system could then aid the counteraction of the
dispersion inhibiting properties of the MgO. With the silica system showing a much higher
dispersion initially the effect of palladium addition is greatly decreased. This would not,
however, explain the reduced CO\(_2\) conversion.

The addition of a potassium promoter to the Co-SiO\(_2\) catalyst system results in a large
decrease in CO\(_2\) conversion and HC yield. The CO content of the product stream is increased.
The decrease in CO\(_2\) conversion mirrors that which is observed in the CO fed FT process when
alkali metals are added.\(^{(20)}\) The increase in CO yield hints at an increase in RWGS activity, a
reduction in FT activity or a combination of both. The introduction of potassium to the system
does result in a significant reduction in methane selectivity with a concurrent increase in C\(_5\)+
selectivity. The addition of potassium also aids the formation of olefins with a significant
increase in their yield observed upon its inclusion. This increase in C\(_5\)+ and olefins selectivity
can be attributed to electronic effects where the addition of potassium to cobalt increases the
surface to molecule charge transfer effectively increasing the strength of CO binding which can
result in an increased surface coverage\(^{(35)}\) and as such an increased chain growth probability.

When the cobalt-silica system is dual promoted with 1 wt% palladium and potassium
the CO\(_2\) conversion is significantly higher than the potassium and palladium only promoted
system and only slightly lower than the 20wt%Co/SiO\(_2\) catalyst. While the catalyst selectivity
shows improvement over the Co-SiO\(_2\) system with a drop in methane selectivity and increase in
C\(_2\)+ yield this enhancement is significantly less impressive than the addition of potassium alone.
The addition of palladium to the Co-K-SiO\(_2\) system also results in a loss of selectivity towards
olefins with only saturated HCs detected in the product stream.
Table 7.11 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests investigating the influence of palladium and potassium addition to a Co/SiO₂-60 catalyst and studies using 20wt% Co/1wt%M/SiO₂-500 (where M = Li, Na and K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a] in C₂–C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>C₁ = 99.7, C₂ = 0.0, C₃ = 0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>C₁ = 99.7, C₂ = 0.0, C₃ = 0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>C₁ = 54.7, C₂ = 2.0, C₃ = 11.5, C₄ = 10.7</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/SiO₂-60</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>C₁ = 93.2, C₂ = 5.4, C₃ = 0.0, C₄ = 1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Li/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>C₁ = 74.3, C₂ = 0.6, C₃ = 14.8, C₄ = 2.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>C₁ = 53.7, C₂ = 2.1, C₃ = 13.4, C₄ = 11.1, C₅ = 5.1</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>C₁ = 60.4, C₂ = 1.4, C₃ = 13.0, C₄ = 9.0, C₅ = 5.2, C₆ = 6.6, C₇ = 3.0, C₈ = 1.3</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C₂-C₄ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated after 5 hours on stream.
These results suggest that while there is an improvement in CO$_2$ conversion with palladium there is no benefit in terms of HC selectivity upon its introduction. With this in mind the effect of removal of palladium from the Co-Pd-M-SiO$_2$-500 (where M = Li, Na and K) catalysts was investigated to see if HC distribution could be improved further compared to what was observed with palladium present (Table 7.9). A summary from the catalyst results is shown in Table 7.11.

All three of the alkali metal only promoted catalyst systems show consistent CO$_2$ conversion values over the course of catalyst testing with little to no change in HC and CO yield. A more significant variation is observed with the hydrocarbon distribution with a stabilisation period as observed with some previous catalyst systems (See Figure 7.20) recorded. Figure 7.23 shows how the HC distribution varies with time on stream. For all systems methane selectivity drops initially with a concurrent increase in selectivity to C$_2$-C$_4$ and C$_5$+ hydrocarbons. These values stabilise after varying periods under reaction conditions with the sodium promoted system the quickest to stabilise after ca. 3 hours. Both the potassium and lithium systems stabilise after approximately 4 hours on stream. With all systems appearing stable after 5 hours on stream this time was chosen for catalyst comparison.

The lithium containing catalyst system shows the lowest conversion of the three alkali metal promoted catalysts, there is little difference between the potassium and sodium containing systems with a slightly higher CO$_2$ conversion observed for the Co-Na-SiO$_2$ sample. HC yield was shown to follow the same trend with the Co-Li-SiO$_2$ system lowest. The CO$_2$ conversion values were all found to be higher than those recorded for the analogues systems that also contained palladium (Table 7.9) with the exception of the lithium containing system where CO$_2$ conversion values remained similar.

The HC distribution was observed to vary to a greater extent with the lithium containing catalyst showing the lowest selectivity to C$_5$+ HCs. The methane selectivity decreases in the order Co-Li-SiO$_2$ > Co-K-SiO$_2$ > Co-Na-SiO$_2$. While the catalysts discussed here follow the same trend observed for their palladium containing analogues the potassium and sodium promoted systems show a greater reduction in methane selectivity with a concurrent increase in the yield of C$_5$+ HCs compared to the systems also containing palladium (Table 7.9).
20wt%Co/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500 system shows a methane selectivity of 54 % lower than any other cobalt based catalyst studied so far within this thesis and significantly better than any cobalt-based CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalysts previously reported within the literature. The removal of palladium giving catalysts promoted only by alkali metals results in the formation of some olefin products whereas with a noble metal present the HCs formed are exclusively saturated.

The ASF plots for each of the catalyst systems are shown in Figure 7.24. In contrast to what has been observed with the majority of previous cobalt catalyst systems both within this chapter and previously reported in the literature$^{[1, 7]}$ the product distribution obeys what is predicted by ASF with no double alpha phenomenon caused by a higher selectivity to methane than predicted. This indicates that all hydrocarbons are being produced via the FT process. There is a slight anomaly for the C$_2$ hydrocarbons in each system with the point lying slightly off the trend line, this phenomenon is however often observed for HCs produced by the FT process$^{[36]}$ and can be explained by Dry’s mechanism (see Chapter 1 Section 1.2.2 for more details).$^{[37]}$

![Figure 7.24 – ASF plots for (a) 20wt% Co/1wt% Li/SiO$_2$-500, (b) 20wt% Co/1wt% Na/SiO$_2$-500 and (c) 20wt% Co/1wt% K/SiO$_2$-500](image)

$^\text{N}_2$ physisorption measurements were used to calculate the BET surface areas of each catalyst system, the results are shown in Table 7.12. There appears to be little to no influence on the catalyst surface area with the changing of the alkali metal with values showing little change even relative to the non-promoted 20wt%Co/SiO$_2$-500 (62.8 m$^2$g$^{-1}$) system. XRD studies were also conducted on each catalyst with the resulting diffraction patterns shown in Figure 7.25. All catalysts show the presence of peaks at 20 values of 31, 37, 45 and 59 °, characteristic for Co$_3$O$_4$$^{[17]}$ indicating this is the main cobalt phase present with the introduction of differing alkali metals having little effect on the phase of cobalt present. The Sherrer equation was used to calculate the Co$_3$O$_4$ based on the (311) Co$_3$O$_4$ diffraction peak with the results shown in Table 7.12. As with the analogous catalysts that also contain palladium the sodium and potassium containing systems show the same crystallite size with the lithium promoted system producing slightly smaller particles. A slight reduction in crystallite size is observed in the absence of palladium (Table 7.8). No obvious relationship between particle size, surface area and catalyst
performance is observed suggesting that other factors such as electronic effects also play an important role.

Table 7.12 - BET surface area and Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite size calculated from XRD for each of the catalyst systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$ g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite size (nm) $^{[a]}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Li/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%K/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{[a]}$ – Crystallite size was calculated based on the (311) Co$_3$O$_4$ peak observed from XRD measurements using the Sherrer equation.

Figure 7.25 – XRD patterns recorded for (a) 20wt% Co/SiO$_2$-500, (b) 20wt% Co/1wt% Li/SiO$_2$-500, (c) 20wt% Co/1wt% Na/SiO$_2$-500 and (d) 20wt% Co/1wt% K/SiO$_2$-500.

7.8 The Addition of Transition Metal Promoters to Cobalt Catalysts

With the results of the previous section showing that the addition of expensive noble metals offers no benefits in terms of selectivity towards C$_2^+$ hydrocarbons some cheaper transition metal alternatives were investigated.

Although molybdenum is not traditionally thought of as an FT transition metal catalyst work by Dun and co-workers$^{[38]}$ has previously shown that under certain conditions it can be used as an effective FT catalyst. The selectivity shown was also found to be quite desirable with a low methane content and high selectivity to the more valuable alkene products. The addition of molybdenum to cobalt based FT catalysts was investigated by Chen et al. where they found that its incorporation into the catalyst composition resulted in an enhanced catalyst performance with the selectivity to both C$_2^+$ and olefins increased upon its introduction.$^{[39]}$ Investigations have shown that mixed cobalt molybdenum oxide catalysts are active for the WGS reaction$^{[40]}$ suggesting that molybdenum’s incorporation could also lead to an improved RWGS activity.
The addition of chromium as a promoter for cobalt based FT catalyst has also been investigated.\textsuperscript{[41]} This showed that the addition of low loadings of chromium to the cobalt FT catalysts resulted in a desirable increase in selectivity to heavier, longer chained hydrocarbons. Work by Copperthwaite and co-workers has also shown that mixed cobalt-chromium oxide catalysts are active for the WGS reaction\textsuperscript{[42]} and as such the addition of chromium to the cobalt-silica catalyst system may also result in an increased RWGS activity.

Manganese-cobalt oxides have also been employed successfully for WGS catalysis\textsuperscript{[43]} and as such it was decided that investigations should be extended across the period to include it. The addition of manganese to cobalt based FT catalyst has also received some attention with increased WGS activity reported\textsuperscript{[44]} while this can be undesirable for FT catalysis, increased WGS activity may aid the formation of CO under CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation conditions and as such may result in enhanced catalyst performance.

The addition of none of the aforementioned transition metals to cobalt based catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation has been previously investigated. In order to test the affects each of these metals has on Co-SiO\textsubscript{2} catalysts for the CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation reaction catalysts systems were prepared of the general composition of 20wt\%Co/1wt\%M/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 where M = no metal, Mn, Cr and Mo.

7.8.1 Catalyst Preparation

Generally the same wet impregnation method utilised for all catalysts reported within this chapter was used for catalyst preparation with (NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{6}Mo\textsubscript{7}O\textsubscript{24}·4H\textsubscript{2}O, CrCl\textsubscript{3} and Mn(OAc)\textsubscript{3}·2H\textsubscript{2}O used as precursors for each of the promoters. Due to solubility issues with the molybdenum precursor in methanol the minimum amount of deionised water was used to dissolve (NH\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{6}Mo\textsubscript{7}O\textsubscript{24}·4H\textsubscript{2}O with the rest of the preparation method remaining unchanged. With the SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 proving the most successful of the supports used so far it was chosen as the support for these catalyst tests. For full details on the catalyst preparation please refer to Chapter 2 Section 2.7.13.

7.8.2 Catalyst Characterisation

N\textsubscript{2} physisorption studies of each of the catalyst systems allowed the calculation of the specific BET surface areas. The values obtained are shown in Table 7.13. No change in surface area is observed when manganese is added to the Co-SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst however the introduction of both chromium and molybdenum results in an increased surface area with the Co-Mo-SiO\textsubscript{2} system showing the highest surface area.
Table 7.13 - BET surface area for each of the 20wt% Co/1wt%M/SiO$_2$-500 catalyst systems where M = no metal, Mo, Cr and Mn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>BET Surface Area (m$^2$g$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Cr/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Mn/SiO$_2$-500</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XRD studies were conducted on each of the 20wt%Co/1wt%M/SiO$_2$- catalysts 500 (where M = no metal, Mo, Cr and Mn) with the recorded diffraction patterns shown in Figure 7.26. The presence of peaks at 2θ values of 31, 37, 45 and 59 °, characteristic for Co$_3$O$_4$, indicate that this is the main cobalt phase present for each catalyst. There appears to be little influence on the cobalt phase present upon the introduction of the different transition metal promoters with no evidence for the formation of mixed oxides.

7.8.3 Catalyst Testing

The prepared catalyst system were all tested for their hydrogenation ability in Reactor 1 (See Chapter 2 Section 2.2 for full details) reaction conditions were kept constant for all tests with all tests conducted at 300 °C under atmospheric pressure and a H$_2$:CO$_2$ ratio of 3:1 with a total flow of 8 sccm. Full details of the catalyst test procedure are outlined in Section 2.3, Chapter 2.
All of the transition metal promoted systems show a good catalyst stability over the entirety of time on stream. Little variation is observed both in terms of CO₂ conversion values and product selectivity. The results from these catalyst tests are summarised in Table 7.14.

The addition of 1 wt% chromium to the Co-SiO₂-500 system resulted in a slight reduction in CO₂ conversion. An increase in CO yield could be due either to an increased RWGS ability upon the inclusion of chromium or possibly an inhibition of the FT process. Little effect on CO₂ conversion is observed when both manganese and molybdenum are introduced to the Co-SiO₂-500 catalyst. Selectivity to CO also remains similar with no significant change in either CO or HC yield.

Little difference in CH₄ selectivity was observed for the Co-Cr-SiO₂-500 system relative to the non-promoted cobalt system with a high methane selectivity still observed. A more significant decrease in methane selectivity was, however, observed upon the addition of manganese and molybdenum. The introduction of 1 wt% molybdenum proved the most successful of the three transition metals trialled as it showed the largest drop in methane selectivity with no concurrent drop in CO₂ conversion.

Interestingly, despite the high selectivity towards methane, all of the transition metal promoted catalysts obey the ASF distribution with no anomalies suggesting that all hydrocarbons are being formed via the FT process albeit with a very low chain growth probability {between 0.01 (manganese promotion) and 0.06 (chromium promotion)}.

While there are some promotional effects observed upon the addition of the transition metals particularly with the addition of manganese and molybdenum these pale in comparison to those observed with the addition of alkali metals (Table 7.11). In order to ascertain if the promotional abilities of the alkali metals could be combined with the slight improvements observed with the molybdenum and manganese systems two dual promoted cobalt catalysts were prepared. These systems contained a combination of 1 wt% sodium (the best performing of the alkali metal promoters) with 1 wt% of each of the best performing transition metal promoters. Each system was prepared using the same wet impregnation method used earlier.

N₂ physisorption studies on each of the prepared catalyst showed there was little change in surface area upon the addition of sodium to give the Co-Na-Mn-SiO₂-500 catalyst system with a calculated surface area of 61.2 m²g⁻¹. The addition of sodium to give the Co-Na-Mo-SiO₂-500 however resulted in a relatively large drop in surface area from 74.8 m²g⁻¹ to 56.6 m²g⁻¹, one of the lowest surface areas calculated for the cobalt based catalyst tested within this chapter. XRD studies (Figure 7.27) show peaks characteristic of Co₃O₄ indicating this is the main cobalt phase present. No peaks attributable to any other metals are detected.
Table 7.14 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Co/M/SiO₂-500 (where M = no metal Mo, Cr and Mn) and associated catalysts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a] in C₂-C₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>C₁: 98.2, C₂: 1.8, C₃: 0.0, C₄: 0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>C₁: 94.7, C₂: 5.0, C₃: 0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Cr/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>C₁: 98.2, C₂: 1.6, C₃: 0.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Mn/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>C₁: 97.9, C₂: 2.0, C₃: 0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/1wt%Mn/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>C₁: 72.4, C₂: 13.1, C₃: 4.4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>C₁: 45.5, C₂: 15.8, C₃: 11.1</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C₂-C₄ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catlyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an after 5 hours on stream.
Both of the dual alkali-transition metal promoted catalysts were tested for their CO₂ hydrogenation ability under the same reaction conditions as those detailed at the start of this chapter. Each shows a good catalyst stability over the course of the catalyst test with the little variation in CO₂ conversion values. Neither of the catalyst systems showed a stable HC distribution initially. Figure 7.28 shows how the hydrocarbon distribution varies with time on stream. Both systems see an initial drop in methane selectivity with a concurrent increase in the amount of C₂+ HCs produced. The manganese containing system stabilises after approximately 3 hours whereas the molybdenum system appears stable after 3-4 hours. With both systems stable after 5 hours conversion and selectivity values at this point were used to compare catalysts with the data obtained summarised in Table 7.14.

The combination of manganese and sodium as promoters for the Co-SiO₂-500 catalyst system resulted in CO₂ conversion values both lower than the non-promoted cobalt system and both individually promoted systems. The hydrocarbon selectivity recorded was found to be intermediate between the Co-Na-SiO₂-500 and Co-Mn-SiO₂-500 catalyst systems with a
methane selectivity lower than the manganese system but not as low as that observed for the sodium promoted system.

The dual promotion of the Co-SiO$_2$-500 catalyst with molybdenum and sodium proved far more successful. The system gave a much higher selectivity to C$_5$+ hydrocarbons similar to that observed for the Co-Pt-K-SiO$_2$ catalyst (Table 7.7), however, the conversion was found to be much higher. Methane selectivity was shown to be 45.5% significantly lower than any previous catalyst and the lowest selectivity observed for any cobalt catalyst within this chapter thus far.

The ASF plots for both systems are shown in Figure 7.29 with the linear relationship observed clearly indicating that both obey the ASF distribution indicating that all HCs are being formed through the FT process. A slight deviation is again observed for C$_2$ HCs. As would be expected based on the HC distribution observed the Mo-Na system shows the higher of the two dual alkali-transition metal promoted cobalt system. An $\alpha$ of 0.41 is observed for the Co/Mo/Na/SiO$_2$-500 system, higher than the 0.35 observed for the Co/Na/SiO$_2$ catalyst.

Further investigations into the Co-Mo-Na-SiO$_2$ Catalyst

The novel 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO$_2$-500 catalyst studied in the previous section shows a significant reduction in selectivity towards methane relative to any catalyst previously studied while also showing an impressive selectivity to heavier C$_5$+ hydrocarbons. While a reduction in CO$_2$ conversion and HC yield is observed upon the introduction of sodium to this system this is more than out-weighted by the improved selectivity with the conversion value still comparing favourably with the majority of iron catalysts studied for CO$_2$ hydrogenation$^{[2]}$ and previous cobalt systems that have shown lower than average ($\sim$75%) methane selectivities.$^{[6]}$ For these reasons it was decided to investigate the system further in order to both gain a deeper understanding of promoter effects while also studying if performance can be further improved.
7.9.1 Further Catalyst Characterisation

In order to determine the oxidation state and phase of all metals present a sample of the 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 was studied using XPS techniques. The spectra obtained from these studies are shown in Figure 7.30. The survey spectrum indicates the presence of silicon (103.0 eV) and oxygen (531 eV) the remainder of detected elements were scanned in more detail with a smaller step and longer time per step. The detailed scan of the Co 2p region is shown in Figure 7.30 (b). A Co 2p\textsubscript{3/2} peak at a binding energy of 779.3 eV is characteristic of Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{16}, this was further confirmed by XRD studies. Sodium is present within the catalyst system as Na\textsuperscript{+}, most likely in its Na\textsubscript{2}O form as indicated by the presence of a Na 1s peak at 1071.6 eV. Molybdenum is detected in the MoO\textsubscript{3} oxide form with Mo 3d\textsubscript{x/y} and Mo 3d\textsubscript{\gamma/\gamma} peaks detected at 231.9 eV and 235.0 eV which are in good agreement with literature values of molybdenum in this oxidation state\textsuperscript{45}. The crystallite size of the cobalt species was calculated from the Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} (311) peak using the Sherrer equation. A crystallite size of 12 nm was calculated equal to that calculated for the Co-Na-SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 system with the presence of molybdenum having little effect.

![Figure 7.30 – XPS spectra recorded for 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO\textsubscript{2}-500. (a) Survey spectrum, (b) Detailed scan of Co 2p region, (c) Detailed scan of Na 1s region and (d) Detailed scan of Mo 3d region.](image)

7.9.2 Gaining a Better Understanding of Promoter Effects

Initial tests into catalyst performance covered a 5 hour period under reaction conditions, in order to determine if the catalyst stability continued beyond this point an extended catalyst test was conducted. Under previous test conditions the catalyst required between 3 and 4 hours to stabilise, a common phenomenon\textsuperscript{41} this could be to a number of possible reasons. One of the most likely is the incomplete reduction of the Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} to the FT active metallic cobalt phase during the catalyst pre-treatment. Several hours under the reductive reaction conditions may
then complete this reduction stage, which results in stabilisation of hydrocarbon distribution. This possible lack of full reduction may be due to the 2 hour reduction used not being sufficiently long and as such this pre-treatment step was extended to 15 hours with the rest of the catalyst testing conditions remaining constant. The results from this catalyst test are summarised in Figure 7.31.

Figure 7.31 – Plots showing (a) how CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and yields vary with time on stream and (b) how hydrocarbon distribution varies with time on stream

Conversion was observed to remain relatively stable throughout the 10 hours on stream. The CO\textsubscript{2} conversion is higher than that observed for the previous, shorter test (49 % vs. 44 %) due to the extended pre-treatment stage. This suggests that the reduction of Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} may indeed be incomplete with the longer reductive treatment allowing further reduction of any cobalt oxide species which has resulted in a higher CO\textsubscript{2} conversion and HC yield. The HC distribution takes 4-6 hours to stabilise indicating this is not related to the incomplete reduction of the cobalt oxide phase. Once HC distribution has stabilised little change is observed relative to the previous catalyst test with methane selectivity remaining at approximately 45% for both systems further indicating the increased reduction has little effect on HC selectivity.

7.9.2.1 Variation of sodium loading in the Co-Mo-Na-SiO\textsubscript{2} catalyst

While the addition of sodium to the Co-Mo-SiO\textsubscript{2}-500 catalyst system resulted in significant improvements in terms of hydrocarbon selectivity no studies have thus far been conducted on catalysts containing any loadings other than 1 wt%. In order to determine if the promotional effects observed previously could be increased by utilising higher sodium loadings a range of catalyst systems containing 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt% sodium were prepared. Each catalyst was prepared using the same wet impregnation technique used in Section 7.8 with only the relative amount of sodium acetate altered.

XRD studies conducted on the prepared catalysts (Figure 7.32) showed that increasing sodium content had little influence on the cobalt phase present with peaks observed at 20 values of 31, 37, 45 and 59 ° for all systems indicating the presence of Co\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} as the main cobalt
No peaks attributable to any other species were observed even at high sodium loadings.

![Figure 7.32 – XRD patterns for 20wt% Co/1wt% Mo/Xwt% Na/ SiO2-500 where X is (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4 and (e) 5.](image)

Each of the prepared catalysts were tested under the standard reaction conditions (300 °C, 1 atm, 3:1 H2:CO2, 8 sccm total flow), the results are summarised in Table 7.15. For comparison the results shown were recorded at a time on stream where the lowest selectivity to methane was obtained. For the catalysts containing 1 and 2 wt% sodium this was after 5 hours on stream with both catalysts showing relatively good CO2 conversion stability while HC distribution was optimum after stabilisation which took 3-4 hours on stream, as shown in Figure 7.33. When the sodium loading was increased beyond this point the catalyst stability was lost with CO2 conversion values steadily decreasing with time on stream. For these systems HC distribution was at its optimum after 1 hour on stream with increasing time on stream generally leading to an increase in methane selectivity (Figure 7.33). As a result catalysts containing 3 wt% sodium and above the results shown in Table 7.15 were calculated after only 1 hour on stream.

When compared at optimum HC distribution no significant variation in CO2 conversion is observed between the catalyst systems containing 1 and 2 wt% sodium, for loadings above this a slight decrease in CO2 conversion is observed until a 5 wt% loading where a more dramatic drop is observed. This large drop observed with the 5 wt% sodium system could be due to a more rapid deactivation over the initial hour on stream before the first sample is taken.

The hydrocarbon distribution is also affected by the sodium content of the catalyst with an increasing sodium loading initially leading to a decreasing methane selectivity with the 3 wt% sodium system showing a methane selectivity as low as 32 %. When sodium content is increased beyond this methane selectivity again begins to rise.
Table 7.15 – Catalytic data obtained for CO2 hydrogenation tests using 20wt% Co/Xwt% Na/1wt% Mo/SiO2-500 (where X = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a] in C2-C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO2-500</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>C1: 45.5, C2=1.7, C3: 15.8, C4: 11.1, C5: 6.4, C6: 9.1, C7: 4.9, C8: 3.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/2wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO2-500</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>C1: 40.0, C2=2.1, C3: 12.5, C4: 12.1, C5: 5.0, C6: 9.8, C7: 13.1, C8: 3.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/3wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO2-500</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>C1: 32.9, C2=2.6, C3: 11.5, C4: 14.8, C5: 4.7, C6: 12.4, C7: 10.1, C8: 3.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/4wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO2-500</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>C1: 50.3, C2=2.4, C3: 11.0, C4: 13.2, C5: 4.8, C6: 7.9, C7: 3.6, C8: 1.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/5wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO2-500</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>C1: 59.6, C2=5.7, C3: 8.4, C4: 12.9, C5: 3.2, C6: 6.9, C7: 3.3, C8: 0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C2-C4 hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H2:CO2 ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an after 5 hours on stream for catalysts containing 1 and 2 wt% Na and after 1 hour on stream for catalysts containing 3, 4 and 5 wt% Na.

Figure 7.33 - Plots showing (a) how CO2 conversion varies with time on stream and (b) how methane selectivity varies with time on stream
Although the catalyst containing 3 wt% initially looks promising with an exceptionally low methane selectivity the rapid deactivation observed (see Figure 7.33) means the system is not useful for any significant length of time. If the deactivation of the catalyst system is assumed to proceed exponentially where \( r = r_0 e^{-kt} \) (where \( r_0 \) is the initial rate and \( r \) is the rate at time \( t \)) then a plot of \( ln(r/r_0) \) vs. \( t \) should give a straight line from which the rate constant, \( k_d \) for deactivation can be obtained. Figure 7.34 shows a plot of apparent deactivation rate for the catalysts containing 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt% sodium with the calculated \( k_d \) values tabulated.

The apparent stability of the catalysts containing 1 and 2 wt% sodium is further confirmed by the low \( k_d \) values calculated, they do however suggest a possible slow deactivation of these two catalysts with the system containing a higher sodium content deactivating at a slightly higher rate. A large jump in \( k_d \) values is observed as sodium content is increased to 3, 4 and 5 wt% with the apparent rate of deactivation increasing ten-fold. This indicates that at sodium loading larger than 2 wt% deactivation is rapid.

The deactivation of heterogeneous catalysts is generally caused via one or more of three main mechanisms; (1) the deposition of carbon on the catalyst surface, blocking active sites (2) the oxidation of active phases (3) surface reconstruction where a change in catalyst morphology such as sintering causes catalyst deactivation.

Previous studies have shown that the addition of alkali metals can increase the rate of carbon deposition on the catalyst surfaces\(^{[46]} \) and since the rate of deactivation is increasing with higher sodium loadings this suggested that this may be the likely cause. In order to determine if any carbon was being deposited and coating the active phases Raman spectroscopy was conducted on catalysts before and after use. For these studies the catalysts containing the lowest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sodium Loading (wt%)</th>
<th>( k_d ) (h(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.34 – Apparent deactivation rates of catalysts containing 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt% sodium calculated by assuming that \( r = r_0 e^{-kt} \).
(1 wt%) and highest (5 wt%) loadings of sodium were chosen. The obtained spectra are shown in Figure 7.35.

![Figure 7.35 – Raman spectra studies on new and used catalysts for (a) carbon region of 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO₂-500, (b) carbon region of 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/5wt%Na/SiO₂-500, (c) cobalt region of 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO₂-500 and (d) cobalt region of 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/5wt%Na/SiO₂-500](image)

The 1 wt% sodium system, as expected, showed no signs of any carbon species present after calcination. When the used catalyst system was tested however peaks of a low intensity were observed at 1327 cm⁻¹ and 1600 cm⁻¹. These values are in good agreement with what has been observed in literature for carbon deposition.\(^{47}\) The peak at 1327 cm⁻¹ can be attributed to ordered (graphite) carbon and that observed at 1600 cm⁻¹ distorted carbon species. These peaks are of a low intensity, however, and appear to have little effect on CO₂ conversion values. It is possible that this is accountable for the slight reduction in catalyst activity observed.

The Raman spectra for the carbon region show little difference before and after catalyst use with the 5 wt% sodium catalyst system with no peaks attributable to the presence of carbon observed for each system. This indicates that the deposition of carbon on the catalyst surface is not responsible for the large decrease in catalytic activity observed for systems with higher sodium contents.

The use of Raman spectroscopy can also reveal details about the cobalt phase present for each system and as such this region of the spectra was also investigated \(\{\text{Figure 7.35 (c) and (d)}\}\). Before use the catalyst containing 1 wt% sodium shows major peaks at 194.3, 482.4, 522.1, 618.7 and 689.9 cm⁻¹ characteristic for \(\text{Co}_3\text{O}_4\)\(^{48}\) as suggested by both XRD and XPS studies. After the reductive pre-treatment and 5 hours under reaction conditions only broad
peaks at ca. 520 cm\(^{-1}\) and 690 cm\(^{-1}\) are observed indicating that the majority of Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) has been successfully reduced to the FT active metallic phase which is not Raman active. The broad peaks present can likely be attributed to the silica support.

The Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) spectrum observed for the 5 wt% sodium system indicates that this is also the main phase present before use, as expected. After the reductive pre-treatment and 5 hours under reaction conditions peaks attributable to either Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) or CoO are observed with the resolution of the spectrometer not high enough to distinguish between the two. After use the system is no longer XRD active suggesting a phase change has occurred at some point and meaning the determination of which oxidation state is present is not possible. The presence of cobalt oxide after reaction suggests that oxidation of the active metallic cobalt phase may be occurring under reaction conditions which could be leading to rapid catalyst deactivation observed for the systems containing higher sodium content.

If the catalyst deactivation is occurring via the oxidation of the cobalt phase then a simple reduction treatment after used should result in reactivation of the catalyst. In order to test this theory the catalyst containing 3 wt% sodium was chosen. The variation of CO\(_2\) conversion, HC yield and product distribution is shown in Figure 7.36.

Hour 1 to 5 shows the initial catalyst test as reported in Table 7.15 and Figure 7.33 and shows a relatively rapid deactivation with a concurrent loss in selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons. After this period under reaction conditions CO\(_2\) flow was stopped and the H\(_2\) flow increased to 50 sccm for 2 hours. With the reductive pre-treatment completed CO\(_2\) was reintroduced at 2 sccm and H\(_2\) flow reduced to 6 sccm. A sample was taken after an hour under these conditions and then every hour until the catalyst had been on stream for a further 4 hours.

After this reductive regeneration the catalyst activity appears restored with CO\(_2\) conversion and HC yield restored to higher than their initial values. This suggests that the oxidation of the active species may very well be responsible for the deactivation behaviour observed. The fact CO\(_2\) conversion values are higher after a second reductive treatment indicates that for the initial run there may be incomplete reduction of the Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) phase. A theory further supported by the increased conversion observed when a longer, 15 hour pre-treatment was employed for the 20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO\(_2\)-500 (Figure 7.31).

Despite the regained CO\(_2\) conversion observed the selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons is not restored to initial levels and instead appears to only stabilise. This suggests the possibility of another deactivation mechanism possibly contributing to the changing HC distribution. In order to determine if the deposition of carbon could be accountable for this the catalyst system was subjected to a second regeneration procedure. This time the catalyst was first subjected to an ex situ calcination at 450 °C for in static air for 5 hours which should burn off any possible carbon depositions. The catalyst was then reloaded into the reactor and reduced again at 300 °C for 2 hours before again being subjected to reaction conditions.
After the oxidative-reductive regeneration the CO\(_2\) conversion ability of the catalyst was again restored although this could simply be due to the reductive part of the regeneration and not related to the oxidation step. HC distribution showed no improvement further indicating that it is unlikely that carbon deposition is responsible for any of the activity/selectivity changes observed. It is possible that the changing HC distribution observed could be due to an irreversible process such as sintering. Unfortunately, there was no method available to assess the particle size after reaction as the system is no longer XRD active and no nano-particles were clearly observed by TEM either before or after reaction.

7.9.2.2 Variation of molybdenum loading in the Co-Mo-Na-SiO\(_2\) catalyst

With the studies into varying sodium content revealing some possibly interesting effects the study on catalyst optimisation was extended to include the variation of molybdenum loading. In order to determine if the promotional effects observed previously could be increased by utilising higher loadings of molybdenum a range of catalyst systems containing 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt\% molybdenum were prepared. Each catalyst was prepared using the same wet impregnation technique used in Section 7.8 with only the relative amount of molybdenum altered.

Each of the catalysts was analysed by XRD with the resulting diffraction patterns shown in Figure 7.37. Peaks at 2θ values of 31, 37, 45 and 59 ° confirm cobalt is mainly present as Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) in all catalyst systems. As the molybdenum content is increased a peak at a 2θ value of
approximately 26 ° emerges. This value is in good agreement with literature values reported for the most intense peak observed for the mixed oxide β-CoMoO₄.⁴⁹

Figure 7.37 - XRD patterns for 20wt% Co/Xwt% Mo/1wt% Na/SiO₂-500 where X is (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4 and (e) 5.

In order to determine the effect of increasing molybdenum each of the prepared catalysts were tested for their CO₂ hydrogenation ability under standard reaction conditions (0.7 g catalyst, 1 atm, 300 °C, 3:1 H₂:CO₂, 8 sccm total flow).

Each of the catalyst systems showed good catalyst stability after an initial period (2-3 hours) of stabilisation. After this CO₂ conversion, HC yield and product distribution remains relatively constant. With all systems showing no significant deviations after the initial period of stabilisation catalysts were compared after 5 hours under reaction conditions. The result obtained are summarised in Table 7.16.
Table 7.16 – Catalytic data obtained for CO₂ hydrogenation tests using 20wt%Co/1wt%Na/Xwt%Mo/SiO₂-500 (where X = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Conv. (%)</th>
<th>HC Yield (%)</th>
<th>CO Yield (%)</th>
<th>Hydrocarbon Distribution</th>
<th>O/(O+P)[a]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>C₂=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/1wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/2wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/3wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/4wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20wt%Co/1wt%Na/5wt%Mo/SiO₂-500</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Olefin content (mol percentage) for C₂-C₄ hydrocarbons, calculated as [olefin(O) / (olefin(O) + paraffin(P)) × 100]. Catalyst tests conducted at atmospheric pressure, 300 °C H₂:CO₂ ratio 3:1, total flow – 8 sccm. 0.7g of catalyst. Conversions, yields and product distributions calculated as an after 5 hours on stream.

Figure 7.38 – ASF plots for the catalysts containing various molybdenum loadings. Chain growth probabilities are tabulated.
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Generally as molybdenum loading is increased the CO\(_2\) conversion is observed to increase with the 3 wt% molybdenum showing a CO\(_2\) conversion of 57 % significantly higher than the 44 % observed for the 1 wt% molybdenum system. When the molybdenum content is increased beyond this point CO\(_2\) conversion begins to decrease again. This decrease could be due to the formation of the mixed cobalt molybdenum oxide; CoMoO\(_4\) as evidenced by XRD. No peak attributable to CoMoO\(_4\) is observed for molybdenum contents below 4 wt%. The activity of CoMoO\(_4\) for this reaction is not known however its formation could explain the variation in CO\(_2\) conversion values observed.

As the content of molybdenum is increased form 1 wt% to 3 wt% the selectivity towards C\(_2\)+ HCs is also reduced with the 3 wt% molybdenum system showing a methane selectivity of only 38 %. When molybdenum content is increased further methane selectivity begins to increase again concurrent with the decreasing CO\(_2\) conversion, again possibly due to the formation of CoMoO\(_4\).

The ASF plots for each of the five catalyst systems are shown in Figure 7.38. Each system follows the trend predicted by ASF indicating that all hydrocarbons are being formed by the FT process. The double alpha phenomenon observed for cobalt systems studied earlier is not apparent suggesting all methane is being formed via the FT process and not by a parallel route. An anomaly is observed for C\(_2\) HCs, this is however common for HCs produced by FT\[^{36}\] and provides further evidence that their formation is occurring via the CO mediated route.

### 7.10 Chapter Conclusions

Work reported within this chapter has shown that with careful consideration of the support properties along with choice of appropriate promoters and loadings an affective cobalt-based catalyst can be developed for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation showing a high CO\(_2\) conversion value as well as good selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons.

The pore size of the silica support utilised plays an important role in product selectivity. Higher pore sizes are observed to result in larger Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) crystallite sizes which in turn gives a decreased selectivity towards methane and an increased chain growth probability. The addition of alkali metals had a negative effect on the CO\(_2\) conversion values this is however counteracted by a significant increase in selectivity towards C\(_2\)+ hydrocarbons. Of the alkali metals tested sodium proves the most effective.

While the addition of a noble metal in conjunction with alkali metals can have a negative effect on catalyst performance the nature of the metal used can drastically alter the catalyst performance in terms of product selectivity and conversion. Ruthenium addition appears to give the highest CO\(_2\) conversion whereas platinum addition results in the highest selectivity to heavier hydrocarbons.

A range of transition metal promoters were also investigated (Mn, Cr and Mo) and while when used alone their impact on performance was limited the combination of molybdenum with sodium (20wt%Co/1wt%Mo/1wt%Na/SiO\(_2\)-500) resulted in a particularly
effective Co-based catalyst. CO\(_2\) conversion values of \textit{ca.} 49 \% were observed with a methane selectivity of 45 \%, significantly lower than any previously reported Co-based systems. The catalyst appears relatively stable on stream with no significant deactivation observed over a 10 hour catalyst test.

The sodium and molybdenum content of this catalyst can significantly alter its performance. Increasing the sodium content can decrease methane selectivity to as low as 32 \%, this sodium loading does however result in an increased rate of catalyst deactivation. An increased molybdenum loading was found to reduce methane selectivity to 38 \% while also increasing CO\(_2\) conversion to 57 \% with no apparent negative effect on the catalyst stability. If molybdenum loading is increased beyond this point no further improvements in performance are observed possibly due to the formation of mixed Co-Mo oxides.

7.11 Future Work
This chapter has reported the development of an effective cobalt catalyst for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation giving a relatively high conversion and good selectivity towards C\(_2\)+ hydrocarbons. As such this system warrants further investigation in order to determine if catalyst performance can be improved further.

The properties of the silica support showed a significant influence on the C\(_2\)+ selectivity and as such other metal oxide supports such as Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) should be investigated with a particular focus on the effects of the porous nature of the Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) used. Alternatively a range of metal oxides that have been shown to be effective supports for FT based cobalt catalyst such as TiO\(_2\) and ZrO\(_2\) could be investigated both as potential replacements for the silica or used in conjunction with the SiO\(_2\)-500 support in a manner similar to that investigated with the mixed SiO\(_2\)-MgO support investigated in Chapter 3.

7.12 References
Conclusion

A range of heterogeneous catalysts have been prepared, characterised and tested for the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide for the formation of hydrocarbons.

The use of MgO as a catalyst support was trailed and found to be effective for cobalt, iron and nickel based catalysts although selectivity to methane was high. The addition of palladium and dual promotion with palladium and potassium could increase CO$_2$ conversion and selectivity to C$_2$+ hydrocarbons. The 20wt%Co/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst showed a methane selectivity of 68 %, close to the lowest value previously reported. While addition of silica as a co-support with 20wt%Fe/1wt%Pd/1wt%K/MgO catalyst could further improve CO$_2$ conversion this occurred at the expense of product selectivity which shifted towards methane.

The addition of palladium to iron-silica catalysts was found to greatly improve the catalyst’s performance as a CO$_2$ hydrogenation catalyst for the formation of hydrocarbons. Both the iron and palladium loadings were found to have a significant impact on the catalyst performance. The effects of silica support properties were also studied with larger silica pore diameters found to give higher selectivities to heavier hydrocarbon products.

Life cycle assessment was utilised to study the preparation of the Fe-Pd/SiO$_2$ catalyst systems and found that most significant impacts associated were due to the use of palladium as a promoter and the electricity required. While the improved catalyst performance observed with increasing iron loading was seen to outweigh the increased environmental impact related to higher quantities of iron the same was not true for palladium. If palladium loading was increased beyond 1 wt% the observed enhancement in catalyst performance no longer outweighs the environmental impact associated with the use of larger quantities of palladium. The initial introduction of 1 wt% palladium is however necessary with its impact outweighed by the improved performance.

The lab scale process utilised for evaluation of the catalysts was, as expected, not viable in its current format from an environmental point of view. Further LCA work has shown that should the electricity and hydrogen for the process be obtained from renewable means and the overall process scaled up it has the potential to become environmentally viable.

A systematic investigation into the use of Group 11, 12 and 13 metals as potential promoters for iron-silica catalysts for CO$_2$ hydrogenation revealed several new and promising dopants. The effect of indium addition was two-fold with both an increase in CO$_2$ conversion and a significantly higher selectivity to desirable lower olefins. The addition of low loadings of gold was observed to have a similar effect with more lower olefins in the product stream and a higher CO$_2$ conversion. The dual promotion of the iron-silica system with both gold and palladium was found to significantly improve the catalyst performance beyond that observed when either gold or palladium were used alone as promoters.
The effect of reaction temperature on iron-silica catalysts was investigated and revealed that at lower temperatures the hydrogenation of CO$_2$ over these systems was limited by the rate of the surface reaction. When the temperature is increased however the reaction becomes mass transfer limited. Basic kinetic investigations suggested that the reaction is proceeding via the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism.

Work conducted showed that with careful consideration of the support properties in combination with the correct promoter choice a cobalt-based catalyst can be developed for CO$_2$ hydrogenation that not only gives a high conversion but also a good selectivity to C$_2$+ hydrocarbons. The pore size of the silica support used plays an important role in product selectivity with the larger pore diameter leading to larger Co$_3$O$_4$ crystallite sizes which gives a decreased methane selectivity and an increased chain growth probability. While the addition of an alkali metal can result in a decreased CO$_2$ conversion this is outweighed by a significant increase in selectivity towards heavier hydrocarbons with sodium performing best of the alkali metals tested.

The performance of Co-Na/SiO$_2$ can be improved further by the addition of molybdenum as a second promoter. Variation of both sodium and molybdenum loading showed that the optimum catalyst composition to be 20wt%Co/1wt%Na/3wt%Mo/SiO$_2$ which gave a CO$_2$ conversion of 57% and a methane selectivity of 38%, significantly lower than any value previously reported.